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PREFACE

In a comparatively short time the appHcations of Ther-

mionics have grown to a considerable extent, and are now not

only of great value in engineering fields, but are also penetrating

more and more into university and college laboratories. It is

difficult for those who are interested in the subject, but who have

not had the opportunity or the time to follow its development

closely, to abstract from the literature, which has become quite

voluminous, the principles of operation of thermionic vacuum
tubes. This and the popularity which the remarkable ability of

these tubes to perform a great variety of functions has gained for

them, have created a need for a book describing in a connected

manner the more important phenomena exhibited by the passage

of electrons through high vacua.

In this work I have endeavored to set forth the principles of

operation of thermionic vacuum tubes, and to coordinate the

phenomena encountered in a study of this field. Such a proced-

ure is sure to result in a more valuable book than a detailed descrip-

tion without proper coordination of the many investigations that

have been published on this subject.

I have tried to make the treatment sufficiently elementary to

meet the demands that will necessarily be made on a book of this

kind. This is especially the case with the first few chapters, which

must be regarded as very elementary and are mainly intended

for those who are interested in the applications of thermionic

tubes but are not sufficiently acquainted with the properties and
behavior of electrons to understand the operation of these tubes.

I wish to express my indebtedness to several of my colleagues

who have read parts or all of the manuscript. In this connection

I wish to mention especially Mr. C. A. Richmond and Dr. P. I.

Wold.

H. J. V. d. B.
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INTRODUCTION

The achievements in the art of intelligence communication

which we have witnessed in the past seven or eight years are the

result of an extensive series of investigations that stretch over

many decades. It is easy to see the factors that directly influenced

that part of the work that has been conducted in recent years to

develop our systems of telephone and telegraph conununication.

But we should not forget that this work rests on a foundation laid

by such pioneers as Maxwell, Hertz, H. A. Lorentz, J, J. Thomson

and 0. W. Richardson—^men who conducted their research with-

out any monetary motive and with Uttle or no thought to any

possible futm-e commercial application. Thi'ough their efforts

we came into possession of the electromagnetic theory, which has

taught us much about the undulatory propagation of energy,

and the electron theorj^ wliich enabled us to explain many a

baffling phenomenon. It is a glowing compliment to scientific

research that just those two theories which seemed so abstruse

and so speculative that hardly anybody beUeved in them should

have grown into such valuable commercial assets. The electron

theory in particular has been of invaluable assistance in the

development of the audion or three-electrode thermionic tube,

the device which forms the nucleus of the research and develop-

ment work that was carried on in efforts to unprove our means

of intelligence communication.

The audion tube consists of an evacuated vessel containing a

filament which can be heated by passing a current through it,

an anode which is usually in the form of a plate or pair of plates

or a cylinder, and a third electrode, usually in the form of a wue
grating placed between the filament and the anode. The hot

filament emits electrons, and these are drawn to the anode or

plate under the influence of a potential difference between filament

and plate such as to maintain the plate positive with respect to the
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filament. The third electrode, commonly referred to as the grid,

functions as the controlling electrode and is for the purpose of con-

trolUng the flow of electrons from filament to anode. By applying

potential variations to the grid the electron current flowing from

filament to plate can be varied.

It has been known for many years that hot bodies possess the

property of imparting a charge to conductors placed in their

neighborhood. This phenomenon was investigated by Elster and

Geitel in the eighties of the last century. They found that if a

metallic filament was placed in a glass vessel and heated to

incandescence a plate placed close to the filament inside the

vessel acquired a positive charge, but when the vessel was ex-

hausted the charge on the plate became negative. About the same

time Edison noticed that if a plate be inserted in a carbon fila-

ment incandescent lamp, a current flowed between the plate and

the filament when the plate was connected to the positive end of

the filament but not when the plate was connected to the negative

end. The direction in which the current appeared to flow was

from plate to filament when the former was positive with respect

to the filament. J. J. Thomson showed in 1899 that the current

flowing through the space between filament and plate was carried

by electrons. He did this by measuring the ratio of the charge

to the mass of the particles that appeared to convey the current,

and found a value from which it was to be concluded that these

particles were electrons. The mechanism of the emission of the

electrons from the hot filament was explained by 0. W. Richardson

in 1901. Richardson made use of a view that had previously been

suggested to explain metallic conduction, namely, that the free

electrons in a metal possess kinetic energy like the molecules of a

gas. He furthermore assumed that there is a force at the surface

of the filament which tends to hold the electrons within the fila-

ment, and in order to escape from it the electrons have to do a cer-

tain amount of work, depending on the value of this force. At

ordinary temperatures the energy of the electrons in the substance

is not sufficient to enable them to overcome this surface force, but

if the temperature of the filament be raised sufficiently high the

energy of the electrons increases enough to enable some of them to

overcome the surface force and escape. According to Richardson,

therefore, the electrons escape from hot bodies solely in virtue

of their kinetic energy. A large number of experiments have been
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made by various investigators on this phenomenon. These

experhnents not only verified Richardson's theory, but also gave

results that have an important bearing on the operation of the

thermionic vacuum tube. The study of the emission of electrons

from a hot filament and their transport to the anode or " plate
"

involves a large number of problems, the solution of which is

based on the electron theory. The most important developments

of the thermionic vacuum tube were carried out by men who were

familiar with this theory, and indeed their knowledge of its funda-

mental principles contributed in a large measure to the rapidity

with which the thermionic tube was nursed from the stage almost

of a scientific toy to a very important commercial device. For

these reasons the first few chapters of this book are devoted to an

elementary discussion of the properties of electrons and the

phenomena encountered in the conduction of electricity by dis-

lodged charges. The discussion of these phenomena, however,

has to be elementary and concise in consideration of the great

amount of material dealing directly with the applications of the

vacuum tube. In choosing the material for these earlier chapters

I was guided mainly by my own experiences in my work on the

development of this type of device.

When Richardson in 1901 gave an explanation of the mechanism
of the emission of electrons from hot bodies he made an important

contribution to science, but there was at that time no thought of

the practical value that this theory was destined to have. It was

in 1905 that J. A. Fleming conceived the idea of using a thermionic

valve, that is, an evacuated bulb containing a cold anode and a hot

filament as a rectifier for the detection of electromagnetic waves.

At about the same time Wehnelt, who had previously carried out

investigations on the emission of electrons from hot bodies and had

produced the oxide-coated filament which bears his name, and

which gives off electrons much more readily than metallic fila-

ments, also suggested using a hot cathode device as a rectifier and

described experiments that he had conducted with such a tube.

Since electrons are emitted from the hot filament but not from the

cold anode, such a device has a unilateral conductivity, and can

therefore be used to rectify alternating currents. Wehnclt's

idea in using a hot cathode rectifier was to obtain large currents

for small potential differences between the electrodes. If, for

example, a glow discharge is passed through a partially evacuated
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tube containing cold electrodes the space between the electrodes

contains both electrons and positive ions. The electrons move to

the anode while the positive ions move towards the cathode.

Since the positive ions are large and heavy compared with the

electrons they move more slowly than the electrons under the

influence of the same field. The space in the neighborhood of the

cathode therefore contains more positive ions than electrons,

and this causes the establishment of a positive space charge near the

cathode. This positive space charge is responsible for a large

part of the voltage drop in such tubes. By using a hot cathode

which spontaneously emits electrons Wehnelt could neutralize

the space charge due to the positive ions, because the electrons

coming from the cathode combine with the positive ions to form

neutral gas molecules. By this means therefore the voltage drop

in the tube was greatly decreased.

If the tube be evacuated to such an extent that there are

practically no collisions between the electrons and the residual

gas molecules, the space between cathode and anode contains prac-

tically only electrons, and therefore there is only a negative space

charge between the electrodes of the tube. We then have what

is common^ known as a thermionic valve. The characteristics

of this device are discussed in Chapter IV, while the influence of

gases in the bulb on the characteristics of the valve is dealt with

in Chapter V.

The tubes discussed in the following pages operate under

conditions that are characterized by the absence of gas. To
maintain this condition it is necessaiy to insure that the gas

pressure is at all times so low that the mean free path of the

electrons in the residual gas is large compared with the distance

between the electrodes. This requires not only that the gases in

the space be removed to a sufficient extent, but also that the elec-

trodes and walls of the vessel be sufficiently freed of occluded gases

by heating these parts during the process of evacuation. This

is necessary because the bombardment of the anode by the elec-

trons and the heating current in the filament during the operation

of the tube would result in a rise in temperature of the electrodes

and walls, thus causing the liberation of occluded gases and a con-

sequent impairment of the vacuum. The ex-tent to which the

electrodes and walls of the tube must be denuded of gases during

evacuation depends on the power dissipated in the device during
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operation. If we are concerned only with electrodes that can be

heated by passing a current through them we can adopt the prac-

tice that lamp manufacturers have been following for the last

twenty or thirty years, viz., passing a current through the elec-

trodes to raise them to a higher temperature than they attain dur-

ing operation, and by baking the bulbs in ovens to as high a tem-

perature as the glass can stand. But thermionic devices of the most

commonly employed types also contain electrodes (anode and giid)

which cannot be heated by passing a current through them.

These electrodes can be heated during evacuation by electron

bombardment; that is, by passing a thermionic current from

cathode to anode through the tube. The amount of this current

and the voltages applied should be higher than the values used

when the tube is subsequently put in operation. Although these

tubes operate under the condition that gas has no influence on the

discharge, the operation of the tube will always be better under-

stood if the effects of small traces of gases are known. These

effects are therefore discussed in Chapter V.

The thermionic valve (by this we mean a two-electrode ther-

mionic tube) is still used at the present time as a rectifier of alter-

nating current, and as such it is a valuable instrument, and is

capable of performing useful functions. Its operation and some

of its uses are discussed in Chapter VI.

As a detector of electromagnetic waves, the valve has no

commercial value. The device which is used for detecting pur-

poses is the three-electrode tube which in addition to the anode

and hot cathode, also contains a grid to control the flow of

electrons from cathode to anode. The grid was inserted by de

Forest in 1907, who called the device the '' Audion " and it is the

insertion of the grid which has made the thermionic tube of such

great value. Since the flow of electrons from filament to anode

or plate can be varied by applying potential variations to the

grid, the circuit in which this tube is used consists of two branches:

the output circuit connecting the filament to the plate through a

current or power indicating device and the input circuit connecting

the filament to the grid through the secondaiy of a transformer or

other means of supplying potential variations to the gi'id.

The audion was first used as a radio detector but was sul)-

sequently found to be capable of performing a mniiber of other

important functions. In fact, the insertion of the grid into
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the valve resulted in a device of tremendous potentialities

—

one that can justly be placed in the same category with such

fundamental devices as the steam engine, the dynamo and the

telephone.

Since a mere variation in the potential of the grid produces a

variation in the plate current, it could reasonably be expected

that more power would be developed in the output circuit than the

power expended in the input circuit, and this has actually been

found to be the case. The operation of the tube as an amplifier

is simpler than its operation as a detector. I have therefore found

it best first to discuss the manner in which the tube operates as an

amplifier, reserving its operation as detector for discussion in a

later chapter. Chapter VII not only describes the amplifier and

the manner in which it operates and the circuits that can be used,

but also discusses the characteristics of the three-electrode tube.

Since the power in the output circuit of the audion tube is

greater than the power expended in the input, it is possible to

increase the degree of amplification by feeding back part of the

energy in the output to the input. If the proportion of the

energy thus returned to the input circuit is large enough and the

phase relations of the currents in the output and input circuits are

right, the tube can be made to produce sustained oscillations.

What is usually done is to connect the tube in an oscillation circuit

having the desired capacity and inductance, and then couple the

output circuit to the input in such a way that current variations

in the output circuit cause potential variations to be impressed

on the grid. There are a great variety of circuits whereby this can

be accomplished. To make a three-electrode tube produce sus-

tained oscillations is an extremely simple matter, but to make it

operate in the most efficient way as an oscillation generator requires

a knowledge of the various factors that influence its operation

as such. These matters are discussed in Chapter VIII.

When the tube is used as an amplifier or oscillation generator

it is desirable that the characteristic representing the relation

between the plate current and the potential of the plate or grid

be as nearly linear as possible. On account of the negative space

charge of the electrons in the space between filament and anode

the characteristic is not linear, but convex towards the axis of

voltage. When the applied voltage becomes sufficiently high to

attract the electrons over to the plate as fast as they are emitted
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from the filament, the characteristic curve becomes concave

towards the voltage axis and finally becomes nearly horizontal,

thus giving the saturation current. In order to obtain the best

operation of the tube as an amplifier, it is necessary to straighten

out the characteristic of the plate circuit. Means whereby this

can be done are discussed in Chapter VII. The curvature of the

characteristic causes the shape of the current wave in the output

to be distorted, and is therefore a very undesirable feature of the

audion as an amplifier. On the other hand, the fact that the

characteristic is curved simply increases the number of uses to

which the audion can be put. Its ability to detect electromagnetic

waves lies in the curvature of its characteristic. This also makes

it possible to use the tube for modulating high frequency waves for

the purpose of radio or carrier telephony and telegraphy. The
processes involved in detection and modulation are identical,

and these are therefore treated together in Chapter IX.

In Chapter X are described a few miscellaneous applications

of the thermionic tube. This list is intended to exemplify the

manner of applying the principles of the tube and does not make
any pretense at being complete. It is believed that the number of

such applications is destined to increase considerably and that the

tube will become of increasing unportance not only in engineering

practice, but also in university and college laboratories.

A large number of names have been used to designate the three-

electrode type of thermionic tube, such as audion, pliotron,

triode, thermionic valve, etc.—an impressive array of names

which certainly attests the importance of this device. To fore-

stall any possible confusion in the mind of the uninitiated reader

I may say that these names all apply to one and the same thing,

namely the audion or three-electrode tube discussed in the

fallowing pages.

The major portion of the development of the audion has taken

place in the past eight years, but while the number of applications

of the tube increases almost daily, we must frankly admit that

as far as the tube itself is concerned, it was developed to a full

grown and powerful instrument as early as 1914. The rapid

development of this device, both in the United States and Europe

and the popularity it has gained, are due to a number of factors

that have concurred to place it in the foreground. One obvious

reason, of course, is its ability to perform such a large number
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of important functions. No wonder that it has been referred to

as the " versatile talking bottle."

Another factor which stimulated its development in the

United States was the pressing necessity for a satisfactory system

of telephone communication over long distances—a necessity

which resulted from the recognition of the telephone as a very

important factor in the industrial and commercial development

of the country and the fact that the industries of the country are

scattered over extensive regions. It was evident to those skilled

in the art that the sine qua non of such a system of telephone

communication is a device that will amplify telephone currents

without impairing the quality of the transmitted speech more than

can be tolerated in commercial service. When the audion made
its appearance, telephone amplifiers or repeaters had already been

developed, one of which, the mechanical repeater, still gives

satisfactory service on some of the long distance lines. But the

potentialities of the audion were immediately recognized by the

leading telephone engineers when it came into their hands in 1912.

As the result of a far-sighted policy based on the recognition of the

influence of scientific research on industrial development, the

fate of this device was placed in the hands of a number of well-

trained research physicists and engineers. Its development pro-

ceeded so rapidly that the summer of 1914 saw the three-electrode

tube as the repeater on a commercial system of telephone com-

munication connecting New York with San Francisco. In order

to use these tubes as repeaters on such a long telephone line, it

stands to reason that the tubes must be carefully designed and

constructed to have not only characteristics of definite prede-

termined value, but characteristics that remain constant over long

periods of time and differ but little from one tube to another.

This required a full understanding of the operation of the device,

something which was secured in the comparatively short time

only as the result of a very intensive and well organized series of

investigations during the years 1912 to 1914. These investiga-

tions were carried out by the engineers of the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company, and the Western Electric Company.

About the same time the engineers of the General Electric Com-

pany made a study of the characteristics of thermionic tubes and

enriched the world with valuable information regarding them.

The research and development work on the tube during these
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years resulted in a large number of other uses to which it might

be applied. Its possibilities in the radio field were recognized,

and its application to this field resulted in March, 1915, in the

successful transmission of speech by radio from Montauk Point,

New York, to Wilmington, Delaware. These experiments which

were undertaken by the American Telephone and Telegraph

Company, and the Western Electric Company, were continued

with the cooperation of the U. S. Navy Department and resulted,

in the fall of 1915, in the successful transmission of speech from

Arlington, Va., to Paris and Honolulu, a distance in the latter

case of 5000 miles.

The need for satisfactory systems of intelligence communica-

tion in the war zone and the success of the audion tube resulted

in an industrious development of this device and its applications

in Europe. Most of the work that was done by the British, the

French, the Germans, etc., is only coming to light now after

peace has been declared. Military necessity forbade the exchange

of scientific information that can reasonably be expected in times

of peace. This has caused a great deal of duplication of work,

and makes it extremely difficult to give recognition to individuals

for important contributions. However, the matter of crediting

individual investigators is insignificant in comparison with the

great benefit that the world has derived from a general recognition

of the value of scientific research and the many-sided and intensive

investigations to which this very important and even more prom-

ising device has been subjected.





The
THERMIONIC VACUUM TUBE

AND ITS APPLICATIONS

CHAPTER I

PROPERTIES OF ELECTRONS

1. Electron and Corpuscle. The word electron was introduced

by Prof. G. Johnstone Stoney in 1891 to denote the " natural unit

of electricity," that is, the quantity of electricity wliich was

found to be invariably carried by an atom of any univalent ele-

ment (such as hydrogen) in electrolysis. Stoney did not imply

that the electron was a small particle of something that carried

a certain charge—the picture often formed of the electron; ac-

cording to his definition the electron is simply a unit of charge

and that is all. Corpuscle, on the other hand, is the name given

by Sir J. J. Thomson to the can-iers of electricity shot off from the

cathodes in vacuum tubes. The researches of Thomson on the

discharge through vacuum tubes showed that this corpuscle has a

negative charge equal to one electron.

The two tenns, electron and corpuscle, are frequently used

indiscriminately. For this theie is some justification, provided

we understand, as is usually done, by the term electron the natural

unit of negative electricity, and do not extend its meaning to

include both positive and negative units as was originally intended

by Stoney. With this restriction of the word electron there is no

difference between the electron and Thomson's corpuscle. The
corpuscle was found to have a charge equal to the electron and a

mass which is t^Ts oi that of the hydrogen atom. But the indis-

criminate use of the terms electron and corpuscle is unfortunate,

because it robs us of a name for the natural unit of charge, iiTe-

spective of whether it is negative or positive. This objection is
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usually overcome by referring to the unit of positive charge as the

positive electron. This quantity, which has the same absolute

value as the (negative) electron, is found always to be associated

with a mass about 1800 times that associated with the electron.

If the mass of the electron should be found to be entirely electro-

magnetic, then there would be no difference between it and the

ultimate unit of negative charge.

In attempting to form a mental picture of the electron it is

best not to associate in the mind the idea of a small particle

having definite size and mass, in the ordinary sense, because the

size and mass of an electron are things about which we must

speak somewhat reservedly. The electron manifests itseK only

in virtue of the electric and magnetic fields created by its presence

in the surrounding medium, but whether or not its mass is

entirely electromagnetic is as yet an open question. Furthermore,

the theory of Abraham and Lorentz, for example, leads to the con-

ception of two masses for the electron, namely, the so-called

transverse and longitudinal masses. As regards the size of the

electron, although, an estimate has been made of what might be

considered its effective radius by the simple process of integrating

the energy of the field, due to the slow-moving electron, it is not

unlikely that this represents only one size obtained under one

particular set of conditions. A discussion of these matters is

beyond the scope of this book, and we must content ourselves

with only the most elementary explanation of some of the prop-

erties of electrons, and only insofar as they are needed for under-

standing the more important phenomena encountered in vacuum

tubes.

2. Lines of force and tubes of force. When Faraday,

almost a hundred years ago, found himself in a position to repu-

diate the hypothesis of the action of forces at a distance, he had

formed a conception of the nature of force action between elec-

trically charged bodies which forms the basis of conceptions upon

which modern physics is built. He pointed out that the electrical

energy lies in the medium between charged bodies and not in the

bodies themselves. This conception, which is the parent of the

electromagnetic theory, has also been of valuable service in the

development of the electron theory. The motion of the electron

through the medium, the ether, is somewhat analogous to the

motion of a sphere through a liquid; the moving sphere sets the
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surrounding liquid in motion with a velocity proportional to its

own, so that to move the sphere the surrounding liquid must also

be set in motion, with the result that the sphere behaves as if

its mass were increased. The analogy is not complete because

while the mass of the sphere is apparently increased in virtue of

its being surrounded by the liquid, the mass of the electron is

apparently entirely due to the condition of the surrounding

medium. The analogy would be more nearly complete if the

sphere were supposed to be practically weightless, such as a tennis

ball kept completely immersed in a liquid, say by means of a string

tied to the bottom of the liquid container. If we imagine that the

string could move freely parallel to itself, then the inertia of the

ball when moved in a plane perpendicular to the direction of the

string will be due almost entirely to the motion of the liquid

surrounding the ball. Such is the case when an electron moves
in a plane. There is, however, this important difference: the

moving electron does not drag the ether (that is, the surrounding

medium) with it, as the ball drags the liquid in which it is im-

mersed; what is dragged along is a modification of the ether.

To get an understanding of this it is necessary to introduce the

conception of lines and tubes of force.

The conception of lines of force was introduced by Faraday

to form a mental picture of the ppocesses going on in the electric

field. To him these lines were not mere mathematical abstrac-

tions. He ascribed to them properties that gave them a real

physical significance. They terminate on opposite charges, are

always in a state of tension, tending to shorten themselves, and are

mutually repellent. The direction of a line of force at any point

gives the direction of the field at that point. With the help of these

properties of lines of force it is possible to obtain an idea of the dis-

tribution of the intensity of the field surrounding electrically

charged bodies.

The idea of tubes of force has been introduced to make the

method of Faraday metrical rather than merely descriptive. A
tube of force is obtained by drawing a number of lines of force

through the boundary of any small closed curve. The lines then

form a tubular surface which, it can be proved, will never be cut

by any lines of force, and the extremities of which enclose equal

and opposite charges. By properly choosing the area of the sur-

face enclosed by the curve through which the lines are drawn the
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extremities of the tube can be made to enclose unit charge. Such

a unit tube is called a Faraday tube. Maxwell and J. J. Thomson

have made an exhaustive study of these tubes of force and expressed

their properties in mathematical terms. The result that interests

us here is that a tube of force behaves as though it had inertia,

so that in order to move a tube work must be done. This explains

why a charge behaves as if it had mass.^

3. Field of the ** Stationary Electron." The electric field

suiTounding a point charge equal to one electron far removed from

other charges may be represented by hues of force in the manner

shown in Fig, 1, If this charge is at rest the field is a synmietrical

Fig. 1

electrostatic field, the lines of force being distributed uniformly

in radial fashion. This is what may be called the field of the

stationary electron. Whether the electron actually consists of a

small charge located at 0, or whether the modification of the ether,

as represented by Fig. 1, itself constitutes what is known as the

electron, is as yet an unanswered question. For our present

purposes it makes no difference which of the two views is the cor-

rect one, for the following reasons: It is known from elementary

electrostatics that a charge which is uniforaily distributed over the

1 It must be remarked that the conception of tubes of forces is used here

merely to aid in understanding the phenomena. Whether or not tubes of

force, or even the ether, possess any physical significance is a question.

Modern developments seem to indicate that this question must be answered

in the negative.
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surface of a sphere acts as if the whole charge were concentrated

at the center of the sphere. Hence, if the isolated electron is only

a syinmetrical radial field with lines of force converging unifomily

to a mathematical point, we can still look upon the field as being

due to a charge concentrated at the point, or uniformly distributed

over the surface of a small sphere whose center is at the point.

We can therefore treat the electron as though it had definite

size. When we say that the electronic charge is e we mean
that the electron constitutes an electric field equivalent to that

which would be obtained if a charge equal to e were concentrated

at the center of the field. The intensity E of the field at a dis-

tance r from the center of the field is then -15. The number of

Faraday tubes passing through unit area at right angles to the

direction of the tubes can be expressed by

«=5=4i^ W

This quantity is often referred to as the electric displacement.

Maxwell's displacement current is nothing else but the time varia-

tion of the density of the Faraday tubes.

4. Field of the " Moving Electron." Whenever an electron is in

motion it is accompanied by a magnetic field. This field is

created by the motion of the Faraday tubes invariably associated

with the electron. J. J. Thomson has shown that if Q be the angle

between the direction of a Faraday tube and the direction in which

it is moving at a point P with a velocity v, the motion of the tube

produces a magnetic force at P equal to ^irv sin 6. The direction

of the magnetic force is at right angles to the tube and the direc-

tion in which it is moving. Hence, if a charge at (Fig. 2) were

moving in the direction OQ the fines of magnetic force would be

circles having their centers along OQ. Here we have a magnetic

field produced by the motion of a charge. But an electric current

always produces a magnetic field. Hence a moving charge and a

current have the same effect. It can be shown that a charge e

moving with a velocity v is equivalent to a current of magnitude
ve, and if there are n charges the current is nev. This result,

though seemingly obvious, is very important. We shall have
occasion to make use of this result in the study of the discharge

through vacuum tubes. A circuit in which a vacuum tube is
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inserted consists of two parts: one, the ordinary metallic circuit,

and the other, the space between the cathode and the anode

in the tube. In the tube we have to deal with the motion of

electrons thi'ough space; this constitutes the so-called " space

current." Problems encountered in this type of circuit are not so

easily handled as those dealing with ordinary metallic circuits,

because explanations of electrical phenomena in the latter are

based on Ohm's law, whereas circuits in which vacuum tubes are

included do not obey Ohm's law. The extent of the deviation

from Ohm's law in such circuits depends upon the nature of the

discharge through the tube and the relative values of the impe-

dance of the tube and that of the metallic circuit.

Fig. 2.

5. Mass of the Electron. Let us consider the case of an

electron moving with uniform speed through the ether in the

direction OQ (Fig. 2). If the velocity with which the electron

moves is small compared with that of light the tubes of force will

be uniformly distributed as in the case of the stationary electron.

Hence the displacement or density of the Faraday tubes at P is,

as we have seen above, equal to ^j—^, and therefore the magnetic

force produced at the point P by the moving electron is

-, ev sin d ,^ •.H^ 2— (1^)

It is known from elementary physics that the energy in unit volume

of a magnetic field at a point where the magnetic intensity is H

is -^-. Hence the energy of the field at the point P is
OTT

e^v^ sin^ 6

~87rr4 •
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Integrating this over the whole space from infinity up to a small

distance a from 0, the total energy of the field is found to be -^—

.

Now, the kinetic energy of mass m moving with a velocity v is

\rrm^. If the body has a charge e we have to add to this energy

6 f
-^— , SO that the total energy of the system is

1/ , ,
2e2\

(2)

and it therefore appears that the mass of the moving charged body

is m'+ o~ instead of only m' , the mass of the uncharged l^od}?-.

The second term represents the electromagnetic mass. The
quantity a is what we may term the radius of the electron. This,

however, does not necessarily mean that the electron is a well-

defined sphere of radius a; all it means is that where an electron

manifests itself the modification of the ether is such as would

exist if a charge e were unifonnly distributed over the surface

of a sphere of radius equal to a. The quantity a merely represents

one of the limits of integration arbitrarily assumed in summing
the total magnetic energy in the whole space through which the

electron moves.

In deriving the above expression for the energy of the moving
electron, it was assumed that the field of the moving electron

is the same as that of the stationary electron. This is, however,

only the case if the electron moves slowl}^ because when a Faraday

tube is moved it tends to set itself at right angles to the direction

of motion. The tubes constituting the electron therefore tend to

crowd together in a plane perpendicular to the direction of motion

of the electron. The result is an increase in the inertia or mass
of the electron, because more work must be done to move a

Faraday tube parallel to itself than along its own direction, just

as it is harder to move a log of wood in the water parallel to

itself than to move it endwise. This increase in the mass of the

electron only becomes appreciable when it moves with a speed

greater than about one-tenth that of light; for speeds less than

this the expression (2) can be taken to give the mass of the elec-

tron to a first approximation, Ijut for higher speeds the deter-

mination of the mass becomes more complicated. The mass of
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the electron is measured by the ratio of the force to the accelera-

tion to which it gives rise. According to the theory of Abraham
and Lorentz the electron has two masses: the longitudinal mass,

when it is accelerated in the direction of motion, and the trans-

verse mass, when it is accelerated perpendicular to the direction

of motion of the electron. If m represents the mass of the slow-

moving electron, then the longitudinal and transverse masses

mi and m^ are given by

m\ 1 m2 1

where c is the speed of hght. It is seen that as the speed of the

electron approaches that of light, its electromagnetic mass tends

to become infinitely large. The transvei'se mass of the high-

speed electron for various speeds has been determined by Kauf-

mann and Bucherer.^ Their experiments verify the above ex-

pression for the transverse mass. From this it would seem that

the mass of the electron is entirely electromagnetic. Later

developments of the Theory of Relativity have rendered this con-

clusion somewhat questionable, so that there does not seem to be

definite experimental evidence to intlicate that the electronic

mass is entirely electromagnetic.^

On the assumption that the mass is entirely electromagnetic

equation (2) would give the following expression for the simple

mass of the slow-moving electron.

2e2

^= 3^ (^^

If the known values of e and m are inserted in this expression

we find a value for a which is 2X10~^^ cm. This effective radius

of the slow-moving electron is therefore only about one fifty-

thousandth of the radius of the hydrogen atom.

iW. IvAUFMANN, Goott. Nachr. Math.-Phys. Kl., p. 143, 1901; p. 291,

1902, p. 90, 1903. For later experiments of Kaufmann, Ann. d. Phys.,

Vol. 19, p. 487, 1906. A. H. Bucherer, Phys. Zeitschr., Vol. 9, p. 7.55, 1908.

2 For a discussion of this and allied questions, the reader might refer to

H. A. Lorentz, " The Theory of Electrons " and L. Silberstein, " The

Theory of Relativity."
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C^^
->x

6. Effect of Electric Field on the Motion of an Electron.

To find the effect of an electric field on an electron is a compara-

tively simple matter as long as the field is uniform. Suppose we
have two infinitely large parallel plates OY and QR (Fig. 3) with

a potential difference V between them,

and let the electron be projected with

a velocity vq from the point in the

direction OQ. On account of the

electric field between the plates the

velocity of the electron will be con-

tinually increased on its way to Q.

The kinetic energy of the electron at

the moment of its leaving is \mvQ^;

if its velocity on reaching Q is y its

kinetic energy at Q will be ^mv^. The
difference in these values of the kinetic

energy is due to the applied electric field. If E is the intensity

of the field at a point between the plates, the force acting on the

electron is Ee and the work done on it is ej Eds, where ds is

an element of the path along OQ. But Eds = dV, the potential

difference between the ends of the element of path ds.

Hence

Fig. 3.

e j Eds = Fe = ^mv^— ^mvo^. (4)

Now, suppose the electron be projected with a velocity Vq

in the direction OP, where OP makes an angle with the direction

OQ of the field. Since the only force acting is the electric force

Xe, we have for the equations of motion

:

Y=

„ d^x

dt^

(5)

where m is the mass of the electron, e its charge and X the intensity

of the field which is supposed to be constant and uniform between

the plates. The Y component of the initial velocity is vq sin 0,

so that

y= vot sin <^. (6)
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Integrating (5) and inserting the value of t from (6) we get:

Xe y^

2m vo^ sin^ 4>
+1/ cot (7)

This equation gives the point R at which the electron will

strike the plate QR when the distance x between the plates and the

intensity of the field are known. If the electron starts from

in the dii*ection OY, </> is 90° and equation (7) becomes

-2^^ («)

This equation enables us to calculate the deviation x of an electron

from its path by an electric field perpendicular to the original

direction of motion of the electron.

So far we have assumed that the lines of force between the

plates are straight. If this is not the case the motion of the

electron is not easily determined. The case in which the electron

moves from a straight wire to a plate is one in which the field is

not uniform. Such cases are frequently met with in the study

of discharge through vacuum tubes, and the problems involved

become so difficult that the desired result is often more easily

determined empirically. Such is, for example the case with the

three-electrode thermionic amplifier. The classification of cases

dealing with electric fields that can be represented by straight

lines of force and which can be handled mathematically is a purely

geometrical matter. Such fields are obtained with the following

structures: (a) Both electrodes are infinitely large parallel

plates; (6) one electrode is an infinitely long cylinder and the

other an infinitely long wire in the axis of the cylinder; (c) both

electrodes are infinitely long co-axial cylinders; (d) one electrode

is a sphere and the other a point in the center of the sphere; (e)

both electrodes are concentric spheres. It will be recognized that

in all these cases the lines of electric force are straight.

7. Effect of Magnetic Field on the Motion of an Electron.

Now, instead of an electric field let us apply a magnetic field

to the moving electron. As was shown above an electron moving

with a velocity v is equivalent to an electric current i= ve. We
can therefore directly apply the well-known law connecting the

mechanical force F exerted by a magnetic field of intensity H on

a current i; namely, F^fxHi, where ^u is the permeability of the
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medium. Since we are considering the motion of an electron

through space we can put m = 1, so that the force on the electron is

F = Hev (9)

This force is at every instant at right angles to both the direction

of motion of the electron and that of the magnetic field. Thus,

referring to Fig. 3, if the electron starts in the direction OX and

the magnetic field be perpendicular to the plane of the paper

and directed downwards, the electron will be deviated from OX in

the direction OY'. Now, when the force acting on a body is

always at right angles to its direction of motion the body must
describe a circular path, the force being given by

F-'f (10)

where r is the radius of curvature. Hence, we get from (9) and

(10):

mv , ,

'•=5-. (11)

This equation shows how strong the magnetic field must be to

make the electron travel in a circle of any desired radius.

Equation (11) expresses an interesting and useful result.

We shall mention a few of its applications here. We saw above

that a moving electron creates a magnetic field whose lines of force

are circles having their centers along the path of the electron.

Now consider two electrons moving side by side in the same direc-

tion. Obviously the magnetic field produced by each must

exert a mechanical force on the other in the sense explained above.

A consideration of the directions of these mechanical forces will

show that the two moving electrons tend to attract each other.

This result is not contrary to the fundamental law of electrostatics

that like charges are repellent. The mutual attraction exerted by

the electrons is due only to their motion and increases with their

velocity. If they moved in opposite directions they would repel

each other. It follows from this that an electron stream in a

vacuum tube would tend to shrink together if the velocity with

which the electrons move become sufficiently high, the shrinkage

increasing with the velocity with which the electrons comprising

the stream move. In ordinary cases the velocity of the electrons
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in a vacuum tube is so small (of the order of a million centimeters

per second) that the shrinkage of the electron stream due to the

reduction in the mutual electrostatic repulsion is inappreciable.

If the electron source in a vacuum tube is a hot cathode the

electrons are emitted from it in all directions: the electron stream

will therefore generally spread out as the distance from the

cathode increases. This spreading can be prevented by means of a

magnetic field applied in a suitable way to the stream. In Fig.

4 let C be the hot cathode, P an anode and A an electrode with

an aperture in its center. Let A and P be connected and a poten-

tial difference applied between them and the cathode. Of the

electrons moving away from the cathode some go to A and some

shoot through the aperture in A and pass on to P, Between C

Fig. 4. Fig. 5.

and A their velocitj'- will be continually increased by the electric

field existing between C and A, but after passing A they will

continue to move with the same velocity which they had on

reaching A, since A and P are at the same potential. If now a

magnetic field in the direction AP be apphed by means of a coil

as shown in the figure, it will be seen, by apphdng the above laws,

that the electrons will travel along a helical path, the diameter

of which decreases as the strength of the magnetic field is in-

creased. In Fig. 5, H represents the direction of the magnetic

field, F the direction of the force on the electron, and S the path

of the electron, which is at right angles to F and H. The motion

due to the force F, when added to the primary motion in the

direction of H, which the electron has when passing through the

aperture in A of Fig. 4, results in the electron descriljing a helical

path. If the magnetic field be made sufiiciently strong the
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diameter of the helix can be made so narrow that the electrons

practically travel in a straight hne along the axis of the tube.

The study of the motion of an electron in a magnetic field

has been successfully applied to the determination of the mass of

the electron. Refemng to equation (8) it is seen that if we know
the velocity t'o with which an electron moves and determine

experimentally the extent y to which the electron stream is de-

flected by an electric field X whose direction is at right angles

to the direction of motion of the electron, we can calculate the

value of — . In order to obtain the velocity all that is necessary

is to apply a magnetic field in such a way as to counterbalance the

deflection of the electron stream caused by the electric field. Then
the magnetic force given by equation (9) must be equal to the

electric force eX, Hence

ro =| a2;

Millikan has accurately determined the value e of the electroniL«

c
charge.^ Hence, knowing e and — we can obtain the mass m oi

7)1

the electron. This value has been found to be 9.01 XlO"^^ grm.

8. The Accelerated Electron. Radiation. We have seen that

an electron possesses inertia. From this it follows that in order

to accelerate an electron work must be done on it and if it is

retarded in its motion it must give up part of its kinetic energ}^

If the inertia of an electron is wholly electromagnetic the work

done in accelerating it is work done on lines of force. Suppose a

charge with its connecting hnes of force moves through space

with a uniform velocity. If this charge is suddenly retarded the

ends of the lines of force terminating on it wdll be, so to speak,

jerked backwards. In accordance with the properties of hnes

of force this kink created at the end of the line will not be trans-

mitted along the whole line instantaneou.sly but \W11 be propagated

along it with a finite velocity—the velocity of light. These kinks

in the lines are the seat of that part of the energy which the

electron gives up when retarded. It can be shown that the

electric and magnetic forces associated with a kinked Hne are

more intense than those associated with a straight Hne. In

^ R. A. Millikan, " The Electron," University of Chicago Press, 1917.
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the latter case the electric force at a distance r from the center

6 . . 6C
of the electron is ^ electrostatic units, or -^ electromagnetic

units, c being the velocity of light, and the magnetic force that

given by equation (la). If, however, an electron be retarded the

electric and magnetic forces E and H at a point distant r from

the center of the electron at the moment the kink passes through

that point are:

e/sin e

,, ef sm 6

re

(13)

where / is the acceleration and B the angle between the r and

the direction of motion of the electron. E and H are at right

angles to each other and to the direction of propagation of the

kink in the line. The energy radiated by the electron is there-

fore radiated as electromagnetic energy with the speed of light.

2 e^p
The total amount of energy radiated by the electron is ^—

.

If now such an electromagnetic disturbance passes over an

electron moving with uniform velocity the electric and magnetic

fields associated with it will be modified by the intense fields in

the disturbances and this modification is propagated to the center

of the moving electron along the lines of force constituting it.

The result is a change in the motion of the electron. It is seen

therefore that the energy of a moving electron can be transformed

in:o radiation energy and vice versa, the transformation always

taking place when the electron is retarded or accelerated. This

result is an important agency in the production of dislodged elec-

trons, that is, electrons in such a state that they can be readily

utilized for purposes of discharge in vacuum tubes. An electron

which is bound to an atom of a gas or vapor, or to a substance,

can be dislodged by passing an electromagnetic disturbance in

the form of light or X-rays over it, in which case the energy

imparted to the electron may be so great that it can overcome

the forces that bind it to the atom or substance.

A bound electron can also be dislodged by arresting the

motion of a high-speed electron in its neighborhood. In this case

the kinetic energy of the moving electron is first transformed into
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energy of radiation, part of which is in turn transferred to the

bountl electron.

9. Relation between Space Charge and Potential Distribution,

In deahng with the conduction of electricity b}' (hslodgcd electrons

or positive ions, it is necessary to consider the effect exerted by
their presence on the potential distribution between the electrodes.

The difference between the number of electrons and positive ions

in unit volume, multiplied by the charge per ion, is usually referred

to as the space charge or vohune density of electrification.

If, in the space between two electrodes, there are no positive

ions, and n electrons, and if the charge on the positive ion and the

electron be co and e, then the distribution of potential between

the electrodes can be expressed by

927 927 927
9^+9^^+^^^"^'^'""^""^'

• • • •
^^^^

where V is the potential at a point having the coordinates x, y
and z. This equation is known as Poisson's equation. It has been

used extensively in investigations dealing with the conduction of

electricity through gases and high vacua.

In applying this equation to the case in which the charges

are contained between two infinitely large parallel plates, between

which a potential difference is applied, the lines of force are

straight and everywhere perpendicular to the plates, so that the

equipotential surfaces are planes parallel to the plates. The last

two terms on the left-hand side of equation (14) therefore vanish

and we get

-T^ = 47r(ne— noeo)=47rp, (15)

where p is the volume density of electrification or space charge.

If there are no free charges between the plates, or if the total

positive charge in every volume element is equal to the total

negative charge, we have ne— Wono= 0, and -y- = constant. We

then have the simple case of infinitely large parallel plates at dif-

ferent potentials, but with no charges between them, in which

the potential at different points is a linear function of the distance

X from one plate. For the case of high vacuum tubes in which the

current is carried almost exclusively by electrons, no = and

p^ne.



CHAPTER II

DISLODGMENT OF ELECTRONS FROM ATOMS OF
VAPORS AND GASES. IONIZATION

10. Occurrence of Electrons. In tliis and the following

chapter will be discussed the conditions in which electrons

normally exist and the means whereby they can be brought into

such a state that they are readily available for discharge in

vacuum tubes.

Since all charged bodies attract, or are attracted by, oppositely

charged or uncharged bodies, it is to be expected that there are

comparative!}^ few electrons floating around free in nature.

By far the larger number of electrons exist as the building stones

of which all matter is built up, and thej^ are held in this condition

by very strong forces. These forces are due to the positive elec-

trons in the nuclei of the atoms. Such atomic systems, con-

sisting of electrons and positive electrons, are electrically neutral

and are not affected by an electric field. The fact that the

conductivity of a gas or vapor is very small is an indication that

there can only be veiy few electrons in the gas or vapor that are

not bound in electricallj^ neutral sj^stems. In the case of con-

ducting solids the number of electrons that are free, or that can

readily be made free by the application of an electric field, is com-

paratively large, so that such solids are said to be good conduc-

tors of electricity. But such electrons cannot be said to be dis-

lodged. They are only available for discharge through conductors

and not for discharge between conductors separated by a gaseous

or vacuous medium. For the latter pm'pose they must be dis-

lodged not only from the atoms in the substance but also from the

substance itself.

11. Ionization. The process of the production of dislodged

electrons is known as ionization. In aU cases this process involves

overcoming the forces that hold the electrons in the atoms or in

the substance. In accordance with the properties of electrons

16
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described in llie preceding chapter it will be evident that this can

be done in three ways, viz. : (a) by means of the impact of electrons

or positive ions on the atoms or substance; (6) by means of electro-

magnetic radiation: (c) by means of heat. The first of these

three processes gives rise to the phenomenon of delta rays, or

secondary electron emission, the second gives rise to the so-called

photoelectric effect, and the third forms the basis of the subject

of thermionics. The present chapter will be devoted to a dis-

cussion of the phenomena accompanying the dislodgment of

electrons fiom the atoms of vapors and gases, the problems of the

dislodgment of electrons from soUd substances being reserved

for the next chapter.

12. Constitution of the Atom. Although very little is known
about the exact nature of the processes going on in an atom when
its equilibrium is disturbed, there are nevertheless a certain num-
ber of experimentally determined facts giving rise to theories

that successfully account for many of the phenomena encountered

in the ionization of atoms.

There is very little doubt but that the atom consists of a number
of electrons grouped around a number of positive electrons.

The absolute value of the positive electronic charge is the same

as the electron, but its mass is 1845 times as great. The positive

electrons in an atom form the atomic nucleus, while the electrons

are separated from the nucleus by distances that are large compared

with their size. For our present purposes it does not matter how
these mutually repellent positive electrons are held together in

the nucleus; it is likely that they are held together by electrons

so that the nucleus really consists of a group of positive and nega-

tive electrons having a resultant positive charge equal to the sum
of the electronic charges outside the nucleus. There is reason to

believe that the electrons grouped around the positive nucelus

revolve in nearly circular orbits round the nucleus. If the elec-

trons did not revolve, the force of attraction between them and the

nucleus would cause them to drop into the nucleus. On the

other hand, it follows from ordinaiy mechanics that when an elec-

tron revolves round a positive nucleus it must be constantly

accelerated and must therefore be constantly radiating energy.

In such case a simple system like the hydrogen atom, which con-

sists of a single positive and one negative electron, would radiate

all of its energy in such a short time that it really could not exist
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at all. An attempt to overcome this difficulty has been made by

Bohr by making an assumption which frankly repudiates New-
tonian mechanics for atomic systems. Bohr assumes that although

the electron revolves round the positive nucleus, it does not

radiate any of its energy as long as it remains at the same distance

from the nucleus, energy being only radiated or absorbed when

this distance is decreased or increased, and this happens only

when the distance is changed by definite amounts so that the

energy is radiated or absorbed in definite quanta. Bohr's atom

has been successful in explaining and predicting a number of

phenomena, but although there is an element of truth in it, it is

still far from the whole truth. We shall therefore not enter into

any further discussion of it. Suffice it to say that the necessity

for introducing such assumptions as Bohr's, and the assumption of

energy radiation by definite quanta, which was originated by

Planck, seems to indicate that in dealing with atomic systems

we can apply the Newtonian system of mechanics only when the

atoms are in a steady but not in a vaiying state. Since Newtonian

mechanics was built up on an experimental basis of large-scale

phenomena, one would not necessarily expect it to give an explana-

tion of atomic phenomena.

But apart from the question of the behavior of the electrons

in the atom, recent experiments have given conclusive evidence

that the atom consists of a number of electrons held together in

some configuration by a heavy positive nucleus. The total

charge of the nucleus is equal to the sum of the charges of the

electrons, so that the atom is electrically neutral. The total

positive charge, or the number of electrons, determines the chemi-

cal nature of the atom. Starting with the lightest known element,

hydrogen, all the elements with a few slight deviations are obtained,

in the order of their atomic weights, by successively adding one

electron and the equivalent positive charge.

The process of ionization consists in the detachment of one or

more electrons from the atom, thus leaving the atom positively

charged. An atom from which one or more electrons have been

removed is known as a positive ion. If the atoms of a gas be

ionized and a potential difference be applied between two plates

immersed in the gas, the positive ions will move, under the in-

fluence of the electric field, to the negative plate and the electrons

to the positive plate. If the pressure of the gas is not too low
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and the speed of the ions or electrons not too high, the electrons

that have been detached from the atoms will attract other neutral

atoms and thus form negative ions, and these will move to the

positive plate. A negative ion is therefore an atom which has

more electrons than are necessary to balance the charge due

to the positive nucleus.

In order to ionize an atom the forces that hold the electrons

to the nucleus must be overcome. These forces depend partly

on the distance between the electron and the positive nucleus.

Considering the case of an atomic system, consisting of a single

positive and one negative electron, the mass of the former being

very much larger than that of the latter, the electron can revolve

round the positive electron, or escape from it, according as its

kinetic energy is smaller or greater than its potential energy, and

in the formation of the system a certain amount of work is done

by the electrical forces until this equality is attained. This energy

of formation therefore gives a measure of the work which must be

done to remove the electron from the nucleus, and will be greater

the smaller the distance between the electron and the nucleus.

Secondly, the work necessary to remove the electron depends on the

number of electrons grouped round the nucleus, and on the con-

figuration of the system. It can be seen in a general way that if

there are a number of electrons grouped, for example, in a ring

round the nucleus, the repulsion exerted by the other electrons

would make it easier to remove an electron than would be the case

of a system consisting of only one electron and one positive

electron. Now, the way in which the electrons are grouped

depends upon the number of electrons in the atom. If they are

grouped in rings the heaviest atom that can have all its electrons

in one ring only is that which contains eight electrons, namely, the

oxygen atom. Heavier atoms would then have their electrons

arranged in two rings, still heavier in three rings, and so on. It

can therefore be seen in a general way that it would require a

smaller expenditure of energy to detach an electron from an
oxygen atom than from an atom of hydrogen.

13. Radiation from Atoms caused by Bombardment of Elec-

trons. Let us now look into the process of ionization in greater

detail. Suppose we have a tube containing mercury vapor and

two electrodes, A and B, one of which is a source of electrons.

Let a potential difference be applied between the electrodes so that
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the electrons are driven from the one to the other, say, from A to B.

On their way these electrons will collide with some of the atoms

of the vapor, the velocity with which they collide increasing

on their way in virtue of the electric field between the electrodes.

If the electrons start with zero velocity from the electrode A,

their velocity v after having dropped through a potential difference

V is given by Ve= ^mv^, where e is the electronic charge. Now,
it has been found ^ that as long as the electrons strike the atoms

of the vapor with a velocity wliich is less than that corresponding

to a drop thi'ough a certain definite voltage, which, in the case of

mercury, is about 5 volts, they are reflected from the atoms with-

out any loss of energy. The impact is therefore elastic. If,

however, the electrons strilce the atoms with a velocity greater than

tliis value, they lose part or all of their energj^, and at the same

time the atom radiates energy in the form of monochi'omatic

light. The frequency v of the light radiated is given by the

following relation:

Ve = hv (1)

where V is the voltage tlu"Ough which the electron has dropped,

and h is Planck's constant of action. The product hv has the

dimensions of energ3^ The above equation expresses one of the

most important relations of modern physics. It was not derived

from the mipact experiments of Franck and Hertz just men-

tioned; these experiments give only one of the experimental

verifications of the relation. It was originally deduced by Ein-

stein on the basis of Planck's quantum theory of radiation. Ein-

stein's equation will be more full}^ discussed when we come to con-

sider the photo-electric efi^ect.

The emission of light in the form of monochromatic radiation

is due to the electron in the atom not acquiring sufficient energy

from the colliding electron to get out of reach of the forces of

attraction of the nucleus, and it consequently drops back to its

original position, thus giving up the energy, in the form of mono-

chromatic radiation, which it has acquired from the colliding

electron. The frequencj^ of the light emitted is characteristic

of the atom and is referred to as characteristic radiation. AU
known atoms have a large number of characteristic frequencies.

1 Franck and Hertz, Verh. d. D. Phys. Ges., Vol. 16, pp. 457 and 512,

1914.
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These frequencies form the line spectra observed in the discharge

through gases and vapors.

The blue glow observed in vacuum tubes that are not well

evacuated is due to the impact of electrons on the molecules of the

residual gas and is the resultant of a large number of character-

istic frequencies emitted when the electrons in the atoms that are

displaced by the colhding electrons drop back to their original

positions of equihbrium. Whenever the blue glow appears some of

the electrons in the atoms are displaced beyond the forces of attrac-

tion of the atoms and take part in the current convection through

the tube. Tliis process of completely detaching electrons from the

atoms by means of colliding electrons is known as ionization by

collision. The blue glow in vacuum tubes is therefore always

an indication that ionization l^y coUision takes place.

As was explained in the first chapter, an electron can also

acquire energy from a hght wave passing over it. And since

the energy in a wave and the energy of an electron are related as

shown by equation (1), it follows that a wave of frequency v can

produce the same effects explained above that are produced by an

electron that has dropped through a voltage V, where V and v

are related by equation (1).

14. Ionization Voltage and Convergence Frequency. The
least energy with wliich an electron must collide with an atom
in order to completely detach an electron from the atom of any

gas or vapor is known as the ionization energy of the gas or vapor.

This amount of energy is usually expressed in temis of the voltage

through which the electron drops before it collides with the atom,

and is then referred to as the ionization voltage. The ionization

voltage is the ionization energy divided by the charge of the elec-

tron.

When an electron in the atom is displaced to such an extent

that the force of attraction of the parent atom just manages

to pull it back to its original position within the atom, a character-

istic radiation is emitted whose frequency is known as the converg-

ence frequency . It is the shortest wave length that can be emitted

by the most loosely-bound electrons in the normal atom. Apply-

ing equation (1) we can, if we know the convergence frequency,

compute the ionization voltage. This relation is important be-

cause it is often easier to obtain the ionization voltage by measur-

ing the convergence frequency from obsei'vation of the line spectra
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of the gas or vapor than by measuring the ionization voltage

itself. Direct determinations have been made of the ionization

voltage of various gases and vapors, but there is reason to believe

that most of the values obtained are not reliable. The following

values of the ionization voltage, computed from the convergence

frequencies, give an idea of the order of magnitude of this important

quantity.

„ , ^ Ionization Voltage
Substance. ,, ,^

Volts.

Mercury vapor 10.4

Zinc vapor 9 . 24

Magnesium vapor 9.13

Calcium vapor 9 . 9G

Helium 29 .00

Hydrogen 13.6

Since an electron can ionize a gas atom after having dropped

through the ionization voltage of the gas, it follows that in a vac-

uum tube which contains some residual gas, ionization always

takes place if the voltage applied between cathode and anode

exceeds the ionization voltage. Now, it is impossible completely

to remove the last traces of gases and vapors from a vacuum tube.

Hence, in thermionic tubes operating on applied voltages greater

than those given in the above table some ionization by collision

always takes place, although the amount of ionization in well-

evajiiated tubes may not be large enough to cause an appreciable

effect on the operation of the Lube. A discharge which is carried

entirely by electrons is a pure electron discharge. When the term

is applied to the discharge through vacuum tubes, as actually

realized in practice, it does not necessarily mean a discharge which

is carried entirely by electrons, but one in which the number of

positive ions formed by collision ionization is so small as not to

have any appreciable influence on the operation of the tube.



CHAPTER III

DISLODGMENT OF ELECTRONS FROM SOLID
SUBSTANCES

15. Free Electrons. If a substance contains electrons that are

not bound to atoms to form electrically neutral systems, the sub-

stance must be conducting, because if it were placed in an electric

field the free electrons would move in the direction of the field

and thus establish a current in the substance. In order to account

for the conductivity of metallic substances the assiunption has been

made that metals contain a large nmnber of free electrons. This

assumption has been questioned. On the other hand, the fact

that a substance conducts electricity indicates that it must enable

electrons to pass freely through it under the application of an

electric field. It is possible that the conductivity of metals is

due to the frequency of collision of the atoms of the metal with each

other. When two atoms collide there is a chance that an electron

originally belonging to one of the atoms comes so well within the

field of force of the other atom that it is attracted with equal

forces by both atoms, so that the resultant force on the electron

is veiy small. The electron would therefore be essentially free

at that moment and if the metal were placed in an electric field

by appljang a potential difference between its ends, the electron

would move in the direction of the field. This would, of course,

leave one of the atoms positively charged, but its loss would

immediately be compensated for by electrons coming from the

source of potential difference. On account of the frequency

of collisions of the atoms in the metal a large number of electrons

can thus be set free and made to move along the lines of force of

an applied field. In the case of gases where the atoms are rela-

tively far apart, the chance of this happening is very small, so that

a gas is not a good conductor of electricity.

16. Force that Holds Electrons in Substance. The electrons

and atoms of a soHd substance, like the atoms of a gas, possess

23
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kinetic energy and are in a constant state of motion. Now,
if the electrons in a substance possess kinetic energy the ques-

tion arises why do they not escape from the substance. The

answer to this question is an assumption that there exists

at the surface of the substance a force which tends to keep

the electrons in the substance. Being an assumption it is

necessarily a very unsatisfactory answer. But there is a good

reason to believe that this assumption, which was made by O. W.
Richardson in 1901, is one which did not lead us astray. In fact

recent developments regarding the structure of the atom lead us

to believe that such a force which tends to hold electrons in a

substance must necessarily exist at the surface of the substance,

and Richardson's assumption can be explained in a manner
which is entirely consistent with our physical conceptions. In

order to escape from the surface of the substance an electron

must do work in overcoming the force which tends to hold it in the

substance, and this amount of work it does at the expense of its

own kinetic energy. For all known substances the work which

an electron must do to escape, and the amount of kinetic energy

possessed by the electrons in the substances are of such order of

magnitude that only very few electrons manage to escape at

ordinary temperatures. By far the larger number of them would

have to expend more energy than they possess, so that they are

held within the substance.

The work which an electron must do to escape from the surface

of a substance is sometimes referred to as the " electron evaporation

constant." Generally it is expressed in terms of equivalent volts.

The evaporation constant w and the equivalent voltage ^ are con-

nected by the relation

where e is the electron charge. We shall in the following refer to

as the electron affinity. This quantity is the most important con-

stant in thermionics. It determines the thermionic current that

can be obtained from any particular type of cathode at any desired

temperature, and is characteristic of the substance used as cathode.

The smaller (/> is, the larger is the thermionic current that can be

obtained. It is desirable that cathodes be used in thermionic

tubes for which is as small as possible, because the power that
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must be dissipated in the heating of the cathode to obtain a definite

thermionic current decreases as is decreased. This implies

economy of operation as well as increased life of the tube, be-

cause of the lower temperature at which the cathode can be

operated. The coated type of cathode (Wehnelt cathode) is an

example of a cathode that has been so treated as to obtain a low

value of the electron affinity.

To obtain a better insight into the nature of the electron

affinity, let us consider an evacuated enclosure divided into two
parts A and 5 by a surface S. Let A and B each contain a number
of electrons and suppose that the electrons in B can pass freely

through the surface into A , but in passing from A to 5 they must
do a certain amount of work iv. The electrons in A and B possess

kinetic energy like the molecules of a gas; they will therefore

move about at random, continually passing through the surface S
in either direction. The steady state will be reached when as many
electrons pass per second from A to B as from B to A. When this

state is attained there will be more electrons in A than in B.

The relation between these numbers is given by Boltzman's

equation :

-— Nn=Ne kT or w = kT\os,—, (2)
n

where N and n denote the number of electrons per unit volume in

A and B respectively, T the temperature of the system, w the work
which an electron must do to move from A to B and k the gas con-

stant per electron, sometimes referred to as Boltzmann's constant.

This constant k is two-thirds of the average kinetic energy which

an electron possesses at a temperature of 1° absolute and is equal

tol.36XlO~i6erg.

We can now replace the part A within our enclosure by a metal,

so that the surface S is the surface of the metal. The replacement

is entirely in accordance with our fundamental assumption that in

escaping from the metal an electron must do a certain definite

amount of work. The number of electrons immediately outside

the surface of the metal will then be related to the number inside

the metal by the above equation (2). It is seen then that the

number n that escape from the metal depend upon the two factors

T and w, and that this number increases as the temperature of the

system is increased or as w is decreased. Moreover; it is seen
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that, since both T and w appear in the exponent of e, a small

change in either of them causes a considerable change in the

number of electrons that escape from the metal. If, on the other

hand, both T and w be kept constant, the number which escapes

increases as the number of electrons A^ in the metal is increased.

This increase is, however, not nearly as effective as that occasioned

by a decrease in w. These considerations show the importance

of the constant w. Its influence on the phenomena encountered

in the thermionic discharges goes even further than this, as we
shall now proceed to show.

17. Contact Electromotive Force. The advent of galvanic

electricity was the discovery by Volta, over a hundred years ago,

that when two pieces of different metals were placed in contact

and then separated they acquire electric charges. If the two

pieces of different metals were placed in an electrolyte and joined

by a wire outside the electrolyte a current is established in the

cii'cuit so formed. The nature of this force which drives elec-

tricity round the circuit and is known as contact electromotive

force was never understood until recently. It was only in the last

two decades that it was shown conclusively, mainly by O. W.
Richardson and P. Debije, that the contact electromotive force

is an intrinsic property of metals and is determined by the electron

evaporation constant w. The connection between the contact

E.M.F. and the evaporation constant w can be gathered from the

following. Since an electron must do work in escaping through

the surface of a metal, it follows that two points, one outside of

the surface and the other inside, must be at different potentials.

This difference of potential is given by equation (1). Now suppose

we have two slabs of different material, such as copper and zinc.

Let them be connected by a copper wire as shown in Fig. 6, and let

the number of electrons per unit volume in the copper and zinc

be, respectively, A^i and No- Since the two pieces of metal are

metallically connected all points in the metallic circuit must be

at the same potential, except for a very small potential difference

which occurs at the junction AB oi the two metals. Let the

circuit be grounded, so that it can be considered to be at zero

potential. Let the work which an electron must do to escape from

the copper slab be w\, so that in moving from the metal to a point

just outside the surface its potential changes from zero to a value

Vi, say. Let the corresponding values for the zinc slab be W2
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and V2, and let us see how much work must be done in moving
an electron from a point in the copper through the space to a point

inside the zinc. In moving through the surface of the copper an

amount of work, u'l, must be done by the electron. In moving
from here to a point just outside the zinc surface it does an amount
of work equal to {Vi — V2)e, where e is the charge of the electron,

and in moving through the surface of the zinc slab the work done

is —W2. The total amount of work done is therefore

wi-r{V], — V-2)e— W2.

i
'"

2S2

Zn

y////////////////z/̂.

Fig. 6.

Now, since the number of electrons per unit volume in the copper

and the zinc is A^i and A^2, respectively^, we have by equation (2)

:

,. „ kT, N,
F,-F. =-log^- W2— W1

(3)

T.rp %T

The term — log -rj- gives rise to the small E.M.F. set up at the

junction AB oi the metals and accounts for the Peltier effect.

It is so small in comparison with the other terms in equation (3)

that it can be neglected. Hence, referring to equation (1), it

follows that

Vi-V2 = (t>i-4>2. ...... (4)

The difference Fi — F2 is called the contact potential difference

between the two metals, and, as is seen from equation (4), it is

equal to the difference between the electron affinities of the metals.
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18. Measurement of Contact E.M.F. That this difference of

potential actuall}- exists behveen the two metals can be shown in

the following way: Suppose the circuit be cut at a place C, and

the two ends connected to the quadrants of a quadrant electrom-

eter. Let us connect one of the plates (say, the copper plate)

and the corresponding pair of quadrants to ground, while the other

side of the system remains insulated. The system constituted by
the plates Cu and Zn, and the quadrants, has a definite electro-

static capacity depending on the distance between the plates.

If the plates first be placed close together and then jerked apart,

the capacity of the system will change, and if a potential differ-

ence exists between the plates the electrometer will show a deflec-

tion. If the potential difference is P and the deflection di, the

sensitivity of the measuring system is given by

Now, instead of directly grounding the copper plate, let it

be connected to ground through a battery which maintains it at

a constant potential V, so that the potential difference between the

two plates is P-\-V. If the plates are now placed the same distance

apart as they were initially in the first operation, and then again

pulled apart to the same extent as before, the electrometer will

show a different deflection do, and the sensitivity of the measuring

system is now given by

do
S =

P-\-V'

Equating these two expressions for the sensitivity, the contact

potential difference P between the two plates is:

P=V '^'

do — di

We shall see later that the contact potential difference, and

hence also the electron affinity, depends very much on the nature

of the surface of the substance. It can be modified very appre-

ciably by gas occluded in the surface. The notable effect of gas

has led some to believe that the contact potential difference is not

an intrinsic property of metals but is occasioned entirely by the
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presence of gas. There is, however, no doubt but that contact

potential difference must exist between metals in the best obtain-

able vacuum, and that it is determined by the electron affinity.

A film of gas on the surface of the substance can increase or

decrease the electron affinity and so change the contact potential

difference between it and another substance. It will be shown
later that this also produces a change in the thermionic current

obtainable from the substance. Thus, when hydrogen is occluded

in the surface of platinum the work which an electron must do to

escape from the surface of the platinum is decreased, while

oxygen occluded in the surface of calcium increases it.

The following table gives the electron affinities for a number
of substances,^ expressed in volts:

Tungsten 4.52 Zinc 3.4
Platinum 4.4 Thorium 3.4
Tantalum 4.3 Aluminium 3.0
Molybdenum 4.3 Magnesium 2.7

Carbon 4.1 Titanium 2.4

Silver 4.1 Lithium 2 . 35

Copper 4.0 Sodium 1 . 82

Bismuth 3.7 Mercury 4.4

Tin 3.8 Calcium 3.4

Iron 3.7

The difference between any two of these values gives the con-

tact potential difference between the corresponding substances.

We sha,ll see that the contact potential difference plays an
important part in thermionic amplifiers and detectors of electro-

magnetic waves that are so designed as to operate on small plate

voltages.

The values of electron affinities given in the above table are

of such order of magnitude that under normal conditions only very

few of the electrons in the substance possess sufficient kinetic

energy to enable them to escape by overcoming the force of attrac-

tion at the surface. In order to make use of electrons for the

purpose of discharge through vacuum tubes they must first be

dislodged from the parent substance.

We shall now proceed to a discussion of the agencies whereby

1 Most of these are averaged values compiled by Langmuir (Trans. Am.
Electro-chem. Soc, Vol. 29, p. 166, 1916) from measurements of Richard-
son, MiLLiKAN, Henning, Langmuik, and others.
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the dislodgment of the electrons can be effected. As was stated

in Section (11) these agencies are: (1) heat; (2) electromagnetic

radiation, and (3) impact of electrons. These agencies form the

basis of the subjects of Thermionics, Photo-electricity and Second-

arj^ Electron Emission, respectively.

19. Elements of Thermionics. The first of these agencies

which is the most important for our immediate purposes has been

known for a considerable time. In fact, it has been known for over

one hundred years that when a metal is brought into a state of

incandescence the air in its neighborhood becomes a conductor of

electricity. The phenomenon was studied m detail by Elster

and Geitel during the years of 1882-1889. They found that

when a metalhc filament was placed near a plate the latter acquired

a charge when the filament was heated to incandescence. At red

heat the plate acquu-ed a positive charge, but when the tempera-

ture of the filament was raised to white heat the plate charged up

negatively. If the filament and plate

were placed in an enclosure which could

be evacuated, the tendency for the plate

to charge up negatively was increased.

Tliis effect also came to the notice

of Edison in 1883. He noticed that if

a metallic plate be inserted in the

vacuous space of an incandescent lamp

and this conductor be connected to the

positive end of the filament, a current

was estabhshed in the shunt circuit so

fonned, namely, the cu-cuit PEG (Fig.

7). But if the plate was connected to

the negative end of the filament, the

galvanometer showed no deflection. A
study of this effect, which is sometimes

called the " Edison Effect " was made
by J. A. Fleming in 1896,^ but the true

nature of the phenomenon was not

understood until the work of J. J. Thomson and O. W. Richardson.

In 1899, the former showed ^ that the phenomenon was the result

of negative electricity given off from the hot filament in the form

1 J. A. Fleming, Phila. Mag., Vol. 42, p. 52, 1896.

« J. J. Thomson, Phil. Mag., Vol. 48, p. 547, 1899.

Fig. 7.
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of electrons. This explained, for example, why in the Edison

effect a current was observed to flow thi'ough the galvanometer

G. When the plate was connected to the positive end of the

filament, the filament had a negative potential with respect to the

plate, and the electrons given off by the filament were driven to

the plate. Since the time of Thomson's experiment there has been

no doubt in the minds of physicists that the carriers of electricity

from the filament are electrons, but the mechanism of the emission

of these electrons from the hot filament was not known until

O. W. Richardson ^ showed, in 1901, that the electrons are emitted

solely in virtue of their kinetic energy and need no chemical reac-

tion at the surface of the filament. This result of Richardson's

work was the first definite expression of what may be termed a

pure electron emission.

Richardson's theory was based on an assumption that had
previously been made and successfully applied, that the electrons

in a metal, which are free to move under the influence of an
electric field, behave like the molecules of a gas, that is, they

have velocities distributed according to Maxwell's law. It was
stated in Section 16 that these electrons are held in the substance

by a force existing at the surface of the substance. There is still

some speculation regarding the exact nature of this force which

seems to be closely related to the structure of the atoms or mole-

cules of the substance. At ordinary atmospheric temperatures

very few electrons possess sufficient kinetic energy to overcome

this force. The number escaping at such temperatures is there-

fore extremely small. According to Maxwell's law of velocity

distribution some electrons will at one moment have zero velocity,

others again will have extremely high velocities, while the majority

will possess velocities ranging between these two extreme values.

Only the few electrons with the very high velocities will be able to

escape through the surface. The energy w which an electron must
expend to overcome the force of attraction at the surface is related

to the number of electrons per cubic centimeter inside and
outside the surface by equation (2). From this equation it is seen

that as the temperature is raised the number n of electrons outside

the surface increases. Now, in vacuum tubes we are not so much
concerned with the relative number of electrons inside and outside

10. W. Richardson, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc, Vol. 11, p. 286, 1901. Phil.

Trans. Roy. Soc, Vol. 11, p. 497, 1903.
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of the surface in the state of equihbrium as with the rate at which

they escape when they are carried away as fast as they are emitted.

This can be ascertained by applying a potential difference between

the body which emits the electrons and a conductor placed in its

neighborhood. It will be understood in the following that this

potential difference is always high enough to draw all the electrons

away as fast as they are emitted. Applying the principles of the

kinetic theory of gases it can be shown that, to an approximation

which is sufficiently close for our purposes, the number n' of elec-

trons that pass per unit time through unit area of the surface from

the inside is given by:

'^
(5)

27rm'
^^'

where m is the mass of the electron, and n is the number of elec-

trons per cubic centimeter outside the surface.

This number of electrons can be obtained in terms of the

number N per cubic centimeter inside the surface bj^ combining

the relation (5) with equation (2). Thus:

='Wl
rp w

27rm

n' is the number of electrons that would move per second to a

conductor which is charged positively and placed in the neighbor-

hood of the emitting substance. If e be the electronic charge,

then n'e is the saturation current per square centimeter surface

of the emitting substance, or

L=n'c^Neyl^T-''H^ (6)

or

Js = AT'^rT (7)

The constant h in this equation is a temperature and is ex-

pressed in absolute (Kelvin) degrees. It is, however, more con-

venient to use the equivalent constant expressed in volts. The
relation between </> and h is as follows : From equations (6) and (7)

w — kb, and from equation (1) w = (j)e, where is expressed in elec-

trostatic units, or

^= 300«,^^j^^
^g^
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Now k is the gas constant for one electron and is equal to

1.36X10"^^, wliile e is the electronic charge in electrostatic

units. Hence
, 300A'6 ,^
^ = volts,

I.e.

= 8.6X10-5 6 volts. (9)

The constant 4> is the electron affinity, values of which for a

number of substances are given in the table on p. 29. It can

be determined experimentally with a simple device consisting of

a filament of the substance to be investigated and an anode placed

in its neighborhood, the structure being enclosed in a vessel

which can be evacuated to such an extent that the residual gas

Temperoii"ure of Cathode

Fig. 8.

has no appreciable influence on the discharge. (The influence

of gas will be considered in a later chapter.) Care must be

taken that the voltage applied between the filament and the

anode is so high that any further increase in the voltage does not

appreciably increase the current. The cuiTent obtained under

these conditions is then the saturation current given by equation

(7) . If the current is observed for different values of the filament

temperature a carve is obtained such as that shown in Fig. 8.

In order to evaluate the constant 6 or we can take logarithms

of equation (7). Thus:

4.3436
logio/.-|logior= logioA-'-^^. . . . (10)
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.4343
By plotting the expression on the left-hand side against

a straight line is obtained the slope of which gives h. We shall

have occasion to return to this equation when we come to con-

sider efficiency problems connected with the thennionic vacuum
tube.

It may be remarked here that the constant h can also be

detenuined by photo-electric means. The relation between

photo-electric and thermionic jDhenomena will become apparent

when we come to consider the photo-electric effect.

20. Influence of Surface Conditions on Electron Affinity.

By applying the theory of images Debije ^ has shown that it is

easier for an electron to escape from a sharp point than from a

smooth flat surface. The theory of images involves a purely

mathematical process that tells us little or nothing about the

nature of the processes going on when a electron escapes from a

surface and can be applied only to that part of the process when
the electron is so far away from the surface that molecular irregu-

larities in the surface can be neglected. We can nevertheless

obtain an indication of the manner in which the configuration of

the surface affects the electron emission, if we comply with the

conditions that govern the application of the theory of images.

This theory states that the force of attraction between a charged

body and a conductor can be determined by assuming that the

force is the same as if the conductor were replaced by another

charge which is, in respect to size, shape and position, the optical

image of the first charge reflected in the surface of the conductor,

but is of opposite sign. Thus a charge — e at a distance x from a

plane surface would produce an image -j-e at a distance x behind

the surface. The force of attraction between the charge —e
— g-

and the plane surface is therefore -^-^ and the work that must

be done to remove the charge from a distance xq from the surface

to infinity is

:

(11)
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the nondition being that the distance Xq is largo compared with

molecular dimensions.

The quantity w\ does not represent the total amount of

work which an electron must do to escape from a plane surface.

There is still to be added the work wo done in moving from the

interior of the conductor through the interface and up to the point

distant xq from it. Schottky ^ and Langmuir^ have made cer-

tain assumptions regarding the force of attraction within this

region which lead to the result that the work W2 is equal to wi,

so that the total amount of work done is -— . Since the nature of
2xq

the force very close to and inside the surface is not known and

Fig. 9,

probably depends very materially on the molecular structure of

the material of the conductor,^ we shall confine our considerations

to the force at distances which are large compared with the

molecular diameters, and proceed to compute the corresponding

part w\, of the work which an electron must do to escape from a

curved surface of radius r.

Let the surface be convex toward the electron (Fig. 9). Let

the electron — e be at a distance a and its image +ei at a distance

ai from the center of curvature of the sm-face. Then

aai =
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Now the force of attraction between — e and -f-ei is:

/= ~% (13)

From equations (12) and the geometry of the system, we have, if

X be the distance of the electron from the sm-face

:

a = x-\-r

x-x-r

Substituting these values for ci, a and oi in (13) the force of

attraction becomes:

4x^(1+
1;.)

This equation holds for values of x greater than .tq, where xq

is large compared with molecular dimensions. The work which an

electron must do to move away from the point .To is obtained by
integrating equation (14) between the limits x = xq and a;=oo.

The integration gives:

"'-£(i-i+^=-
•

• ) (15)

If we take the radius of curvature of the surface so large that

Xq is small compared with it we can write equation (15) in the

forai:

The equivalent potential in volts is:

This shows that the work of escape of an electron from a curved

surface of radius r is less than that from a plane surface by an

amount equal to — . It also shows that if the surface is UTegular
o/'
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contact potential differences must exist between the protru-»

sions and the hollows. These potential differences are very-

small, but if irregularities are close to one another the resulting

electrostatic fields may be veiy large. Thus, if we consider a
protrusion and a hollow adjacent to it, each being regarded as

spherical surfaces having a radius of curvature of the order of 10~®

cm., it follows that the electrostatic field tending to drive electrons

from the protrusion to the hollow may be of the order of several

thousand volts per centimeter. This would necessitate very

high plate potentials to overcome these fields and pull all the

emitted electrons over to the anode.

This result is obtained by the simple application of the theory

of unages, which unfortunately does not tell us much about the

physical processes involved. A similar effect is to be expected

when the surface of the cathode contains impurities having

electron affinities which are different from that of the material

of the cathode itself. Langmuir ^ has ascribed the lack of satu-

ration shown by tungsten filaments contaminated with thorium

to the local fields at the surface of the filament, due to the differ-

ence between the electron affinities of thorium and tungsten.

When the surface of the filament consisted either of pure tungsten

or pure thorium the saturation curve was substantially parallel

to the voltage axis. But when the surface was a mixture of tung-

sten and thorium the thermionic current continually increased

with the applied voltage.

The oxide-coated cathode is an example of a cathode which
generally has an irregular surface. It is obtained by coating a

platinum wii-e or ribbon - with oxides of the alkaline earths. The
coated filament has a much lower electron affinity and therefore

a higher thennionic efficiency than the metals used as sources of

thermionic current. Its surface, however, is rough and possibly

is not uniformly active thermionically. These filaments do not

give such well-defined saturation currents as metallic filaments

do. Lack of well-defined saturation currents is generally not a

disadvantage in thermionic tubes. It is, in fact, sometimes a

distinct advantage, as will become evident from the considerations

given in the following chapters.

1 Paper read at Chicago meeting of Am. Phys. Soc, December, 1919.

2 A. Wehnelt, Ann. d. Phys., Vol. 4, 425, 1904. Nicolson & Hull, U. S.

Pat. 1209324, Brit. Pat. 17580, 1915.
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21. Photo-electric Effect. The process of the dislodgment of

electrons from solid bodies by means of electromagnetic radiation

brings into play the same forces that attend the emission of

electrons from hot bodies, and furnishes valuable evidence to show

the generality of that characteristic constant of solids which plays

such an important part in the operation of thennionic vacuum
tubes, namely, the electron affinity.

In 1887 Hertz observed that when a spark gap was illuminated

with ultra-violet light the discharge passed more readily than

when the electrodes were in the dark. Soon after this Hallwachs

discovered that the incidence of ultra-violet light on a zinc plate

caused it to become charged positively, or when the. plate was

first charged to a negative potential and then insulated it lost its

negative charge when exposed to the light. This has since been

found to be a general property of all conductors and could be ex-

plained in the light of the electron theoiy. The energy of the light

wave striking the substance stimulates the electrons in the atoms

of the substance. They thus acquire sufficient energy to overcome

the force of attraction at the surface of the substance and escape

with a velocity which depends upon the energy in the light wave

and the amount of energy they must expend to overcome the

surface force. Thus, if the amount of energy acquired by the

electron in the substance from the light is W and the work which

the electron must do to overcome the surface force is w, then it

escapes from the substance with a kinetic energy.

Imv^-^W-w (18)

where v is the velocity of escape and m the mass of the electron.

It will be understood that of the electrons in the substance those

that happen to be near to the surface have to overcome only the

surface force, while those that are further in the interior will have

to do an extra amount of work in forcing their way out. We
can therefore expect electrons to be emitted by the light with

velocities ranging from zero to a definite maximum value. This

maximum value expressed in volts is the electron affinity. We
shall in the following consider only those electrons that have

this maximum velocity, and equation (18) will be understood to

refer to these maximum values. If a plate is placed in front

of the electron emitting substance or cathode, the emitted electrons

can be driven back to the cathode by the application of a potential
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difference between it and the anode. If the electron emerges from

the surface with a velocity v it will be capable of moving against

an electric field until it has spent its kinetic energy ^mv^, where

m is the mass of the electron. If the maximum voltage against

which the electron can move in virtue of its own kinetic energy

is V, then Ve = ^m2p. The velocity of an electron is commonly
expressed in terms of the voltage V, instead of centimeters per

second. Equation (18) can then be wiitten

Ve =W~w (19)

where e is the electronic charge.

This voltage can be determined with the arrangement shown
in Fig. 10. A is the photo-electric cathode which can be illu-

minated with ultra-violet light, and B is the anode. By means of

(?)

-^wwM/wwwm—

'

Fig. 10.

the potentiometer shown the voltage between A and B can be

adjusted to any desired value tending to drive the electrons in the

direction B to A. Unless this voltage exceeds a definite amount
the electrons emitted from A under the influence of the light will

travel all the way across to 5 in virtue of the velocity with which

they are emitted, and the resulting current established in the

circuit can be measured with a cuiTent-measuring de\'ice.

If we now measure the current for increasing values of the voltage

V, the current decreases until the voltage is large enough to return

all the emitted electrons to the cathode before they can reach the

anode. By plotting the photo-current against the voltage V
a curve is obtained such as that shown in Fig. 11. The voltage

is reckoned negative when the receiving plate B is negative with
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respect to the emitting plate A. The point at which the curve

cuts the voltage axis gives the maxinuun velocity with which the

electrons arc emitted IVom the cathode.

Experiment has shown the remarkable result that the maximum
velocity of emission is independent of the temperature of the

cathode. The maximum velocity of photo-electric emission is

furthermore independent of the intensity of the light with which

the cathode is illimiinated. If the intensity of the light is in-

creased only the number of electrons emitted increases but their

velocity stays the same, provided that by changing the intensity

of the light we do not at the same time change its quality, that

Anode Pofen+'ial

Fig. 11.

is, its wave length distribution. The frequency of the incident

light is the only factor that influences the velocity of emission

when dealing with one substance. For the same light frequency

and different substances, the emission velocity depends upon

the electron affinity of the substances. Millikan ^ has shown

that if the maximum voltage necessaiy to keep the emitted elec-

trons from reaching the anode be plotted against the frequency

of the light the linear relation shown in Fig. 12 is obtained.

Thus:

e
(20)

where /i is a constant and v the frequency of the light falling

on the cathode. Referring to equations (18) and (19) it is seen

1 R. A. Millikan, Phys. Rev., Vol. 7, p. 355, 1916.
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that W, the energy acquired from the Hght by the electron in the

w
substance is equal to hv, and the constant C is equal to —

. This

extremely important experimental result shows that light energy

can be expressed by the product of the frequency of the light and a

constant. Indeed, Millikan found that this constant is the same

as Planck's constant of action. Furthermore, C has actually been

found to be equal to the electron affinity <f>. We therefore have

as the fundamental photo-electric equation:

Ve=^hp— (f)e. (21)

This equation was originally deduced theoretically by Einstein ^

on an assumption that he has since abandoned. But Millikan's ex-

Fig. 12.

periments have shown that this equation holds with a high degree

of accuracy and have placed beyond doubt the correctness of this

very simple expression for the light energy necessary to dislodge

an electron.

So far we have considered only the voltage appUed between

the plates A and B. This is, however, not the only voltage that

affects the motion of the electrons. There remains to be con-

sidered the contact potential difference between the plates, which

is equal to the difference between the electron affinities of the two

plates. This potential difference, which can be measured by the

method explained in Section 18, must be added to the applied

voltage.

1 A. Einstein, Ann. d. Phys. (4) Vol. 20, p. 199, 1905.
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Referring now to Fig. 12, it is seen that there is a definite

frequency vo of the Hght at which the voltage necessaiy to drive

the electrons back becomes zero. This means that for frequencies

lower than this value no electrons escape at all. Putting V =
in equation (21) we get:

vo=^4> (22)

This limiting frequency, commonly referred to as the 'photo-

electric long ivavelength limit is a fundamental property of solids,

and, is equal to a constant multiphed by the electron affinity

—

the same constant that plays such an important part in the emission

of electrons from hot filaments in the thermionic vacuum tube.

The quantities h and e are universal constants, that is, their

values are independent of the matter under investigation and the

conditions of the experiments. Their values are /i = 6.55X10"^^

erg. sec, and f = 4.77X10-^° E.S. units.

22. Control of Space Current by Means of an Auxiliary or

Third Electrode. A convenient and what has proved to be a very

valuable means of vaiying a space current is obtained by placing

a third electrode in the neighborhood of the cathode and applying

potential variations to it. This scheme was used by de Forest

to control the electron discharge in his audion detector in 1907.^

He later gave the auxiliary electrode the form of a wire gauze or

grid placed in the path of the discharge between cathode and

anode.^ About the same time von Baeyer ^ also used an auxiliary

electrode to control a thermionic current from a hot filament.

In von Baeyer's arrangement the anode was a cylinder and the

cathode a wire placed along its axis. The third electrode was a

wire gauze bent into the form of a cylinder and placed between

cathode and anode. A similar scheme was also used by Lenard "^

in 1902 in connection with photo-electric experiments. It is

hardly necessary to say that the insertion of the grid has made the

audion a device of immense practical importance and enabled it

to perform functions that would otherwise have been impossible.

1 Lee de Forest, U. S. Patent No. 841387, 1907.

2 Lee de Forest, U. S. Patent No. 879532, 1908.

3 O. VON Baeyer, Verb. d. D. Phys. Ges., Vol. 7, p. 109, 1908.

* P. Lenard, Ann. d. Phys., Vol. 8, p. 149, 1902.
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The quantitative effect of the third electrode was first given

by the author.^ The nature of this effect can be understood

from the following: In Fig. 13 F is the cathode, P the anode

and G the auxiliaiy electrode, which may be in the form of a wire

grid or gauze. The battery Ep maintains the anode at a positive

potential with respect to F, while G can be given any desired

negative potential by means of the battery Eg. The positive

potential on P has the effect of drawing the electrons through the

grid to P, whereas the negative potential on the grid tends to

drive them back to the cathode, and by increasing Eg a value

can be reached for which all the emitted electrons are returned

to the cathode. Eg therefore takes the place of V in the arrange-

G
F I P

I

HI,

y

£>

Q)'

Fig. 13.

ment shown in Fig. 10. But there is this difference that while in

Fig. 10 the electric field between the plates is due only to applied

voltage V and the contact potential difference between the plates,

in the present case there is a third factor which influences the field

between the cathode and grid, namely, the potential difference

due to the battery Ep. Thus, if Eg is zero and the contact potential

difference between F and GP be supposed for the present to be

also zero, then the electric field between F and G is not zero but

has a definite value depending upon the structural parameters of

the device and the potential difference between P on the one hand

and F and G on the other. {F and G are now supposed to be

metallically connected.) This is due to the fact that the poten-

tial of P causes a stray field to act through the openings of the

grid. If the potential difference between P and FG be equal to

1 H. J. VAN DER BiJL, Verh. d. D. Phys. Ges., Vol. 15, p. 338, 1913.
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Ep the field at a point near F is equivalent to the field that would

be sustained at that point if a potential difference equal to — be

applied du'ectly between the cathode A and a plane coincident

with that of the grid. For the usual connection in which the

plate P is positive the direction of this field is such as to draw

electrons away from the cathode. But it does not draw the elec-

trons to the grid, as would be the case if a potential difference were

applied cHrectly between the grid and cathode; it tends to draw

electrons to the anode through the openings of the grid.

Besides this stray field there is also the contact potential

difference K between F and GP. Hence, if iv be reckoned positive

when it tends to draw electrons away from the cathode, and if the

maximum velocity of emission, expressed in volts, of the electrons

liberated from the cathode be T^, then in order to drive all the

emitted electrons back to the cathode we must apply between

cathode and grid a potential difference equal to

Es= -^+e, (23)

where e = K-\-V. This expression can be regarded as the effective

voltage when the potential difference between grid and cathode

is zero. If this potential difference be made equal to Eg the

effective voltage becomes

^+E„-\-e (24)
M

In this expression Ep and Eg are the potentials of the anode and

grid with respect to that of the cathode, which can be regarded

as the zero of potential. Hence, when Eg is varied the potential

difference between grid and plate also changes. When I first

established this linear stray field relation in 1913, I expressed

the result by the equation

^-^y+v (25)

where v is the potential difference between cathode and grid and V
that between grid and anode. I also stated that k is a constant
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depending on the grid and d the distance between grid and anode.

In testing this relation the grid remained grounded while the

potential of the cathode was varied. This made it possible to

keep the potential difference V between grid and anode nearly-

constant while varying the potential difference between cathode

and grid. The accuracy with which equation (25) was found

to hold is shown by Fig. 14.' In the case of the lower curve the

6u 80 100

Anode -(jriol Voltage

Fig. U

distance d between grid and anode was G.7 nmi., while the

upper cui-ve was obtained with d = 2.o mm. If, instead of plot-

V
ting V as abscissse, we plot — , the two cui-ves coincide.

a,

It can readily be seen that if we substitute — Eg for v and Ep,

the potential of the anode with respect to the cathode for V, the

' Loc. cit., p. 339.
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potential of the anode icith respect to the grid, then (24) and (25)

give the same result provided that

lie

M-1
and

^=M-1 (25a)

I have since verified this relationship between n and the

structural parameters of the tube on the basis of an extensive series

of experiments carried out in the research laboratories of the

Western Electric Company, and have also expressed k in terms cf

the mesh of the grid and the diameter of the grid wires. (See

Chapter VII, p. 231.)

The constant )u is a veiy important constant of the three-

electrode tube and, as will be shown later, expresses the maximum
voltage amplification obtainable.

Expression (24) or (25) can be regarded as the fundamental

relationship of the three-electrode vacuum tube. The current in

the circuit FPA (Fig. 13) is obviously a function of the expression

(24). Hence, if the potential of the cathode be maintained

constant, the fundamental expression for the current in a three-

electrode tube is

/=/(^'+^.+ 6), (26)

where Ep and E^ are the potentials of the anode and grid with

respect to that of the cathode. We shall have occasion to make
extensive use of this relationship in dealing with the three-

electrode thermionic tube.

It will be shown later that a device like that shown in Fig. 13

and whose current-voltage characteristic can be expressed by

the function (26) can be used as amplifier, radio detector, oscilla-

tion generator, etc.

A device which depends for its current on the emission of

electrons by photo-electric means is not as suitable for these

purposes as thermionic devices, because photo-electric currents

are generally very small and the emission of electrons by heat

is much more practical than emission under the influence of light.
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23. Secondary Electron Emission. Delta Rays. We now
come to a consideration of tiie third agenc}- whereby electrons

can be dislodged from substances, viz., by the impact of

electrons.

When electrons are made to impinge on a metallic plate they

give rise to the radiation of X-rays. These X-rays comprise a

general X-radiation superimposed upon which there is under

certain conditions a so-called characteristic radiation. The same

effects are produced when the plate is exposed to X-rays. The

frequency of the characteristic radiation is closely related to the

atomic properties of the substance from which it originates, and

is not produced unless the velocity of the impinging electrons,

which we shall call the primarj- electrons, exceeds a certain definite

value. When the characteristic radiation is produced there is

also a copious emission of electrons from the plate. These elec-

trons are, of course, returned to the plate by the potential differ-

ence between it and the cathode from which the primarj^ electrons

proceed, and in order to measure them a special circuit arrange-

ment, such as will be described below must be used. Every

metal possesses a number of characteristic frequencies and although

in general X-rays have so far been investigated extensively only

at high frequencies—at voltages corresponding to several thousand

volts, they are also produced by low velocity electrons. Dember ^

has, for example, produced X-rays and measured their effect at a

voltage as low as 17 volts. These rays are so soft that they can-

not penetrate the walls of the containing vessel. Their effects

must therefore be studied inside the vessel. Likewise in the case

of the secondary electron emission it is not necessaiy for the pri-

mary electrons to strike the electrode with high velocities.

The impact voltage at which secondary electrons are emitted

depends on the nature of the surface of the emitting electrode.

The phenomenon of secondarj^ electron emission, which is some-

times referred to as " Delta rays " shows this important property

that as the velocity of the primary electrons is increased the nmn-
ber of secondary electrons emitted per impinging electron increases.

In fact, if the apphed voltage, i.e., the velocity with which the

primary electrons strike the emitting electrode, be increased to a

sufficiently high value one primary electron can expel as many as

twenty secondary electrons.

» H. Dember, Verb. d. D. Phys. Ges., Vol. 15, p. 560, 1913.
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The presence of secondary electrons can easily be demon-

strated by means of the circuit arrangement shown in Fig. 15.

The plate P is kept at a constant positive potential with respect to

the filament F by the. battery E. When no potential difference

exists between filament and grid G, the cun-ent in the circuit FGA
is very small, because practically all the electrons emitted from the

filament are drawn through the openings of the grid and thrown

on to the plate. If now the potential of the grid (positive with

respect to the filament) be increased the current to the grid ^ at

first increases, as shown by the part OA in the curve in Fig. 16.

When the grid potential reaches a certain value the current, as

indicated by the ammeter A (Fig. 15) begins to decrease, drops

Fig. 15. Fig. 1G.

down to zero at B and then flows in the reversed direction. The

explanation for this is that while the potential difference between

filament and grid is small, the electrons that strike the grid enter

it, but as the positive grid potential is increased the electrons on

striking the grid emit so-called " secondary electrons " from it

and these are drawn to the plate which is maintained by the bat-

tery £ at a positive potential with respect to the grid. The net

current as indicated by the ammeter A is the sum of electrons

entering the grid and those leaving it. When the velocity with

which the electrons strike the grid increases beyond a certain

value, one primary electron can knock out more than one second-

ary electron from the grid, and the current in the circuit FGA
reverses. When the positive grid potential is increased to such an

1 The direction of current is here, as throughout the following, taken to

mean the direction in which electrons move.
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extent that the grid becomes positive with respect to the plate,

the secondaiy electrons are no longer drawn away to the plate,

but are driven back to the grid so that the reversed current in the

grid circuit again decreases, as shown at C (Fig. 16), and finally

assumes the original du-ection.^

. Considering now the current as indicated by the ammeter A
and the voltage between filament and grid, we see that over the

region ABC (Fig. 16), the current decreases as the voltage increases.

The part of the curve ABC therefore represents a negative resist-

ance characteristic. It will be shown later that a device which

possesses a negative resistance can function as an amplifier and a

generator of continuous oscillations.

1 A. W. Hull, Phys. Rev., Vol. 7, p. 1, 1916; Proc. I. R. E., Vol. 5, p. 5,

1918.



CHAPTER IV

PHYSICS OF THE THERMIONIC VAIVE

24. Current-voltage Characteristic of the Thermionic Valve.

In discussing the elements of thermionics we considered only the

saturation current, that is, the current obtained from a cathode

at any desired temperature by applying a voltage which is so high

that all the electrons emitted from the cathode are drawn away

to the anode. For all values of the applied voltage greater than

the minimum value necessary to secure this, the current is inde-

pendent of the voltage.^ The saturation current is important

in telling us what the maximum current is that can be obtained

from a cathode of given area at a given temperature. In operating

thermionic devices as amplifiers, detectors, etc., we make use of

the variation in current with variation in apphed voltage. The

conditions under which the saturation current is obtained are,

therefore, unsuitable for these purposes. In this chapter will be

discussed the phenomena encountered when the applied voltage

is not high enough to draw all the emitted electrons away to the

anode as fast as they are emitted from the cathode.

Let us consider a simple thermionic device consisting of a

cathode which can be heated to any desired temperature and an

anode placed at a convenient distance from it, both being placed in

a vessel which is evacuated to such an extent that the residual

gas plays no appreciable part in the current convection between

cathode and anode. We shall for the present suppose that the

cathode is a plane equipotential surface, and the anode a plane

parallel to the cathode. If the cathode be maintained at a definite

temperature Ti and the current to the anode be observed for

' In practice it is found that this is seldom strictly true. The current

usually increases somewhat with the voltage, but not nearly as fast as for

the lower voltages. If the applied voltage is raised to excessive values gas

can be liberated from the electrodes and then the current may again increase

rapidly with increase in the plate voltage. (See Chapter V.)

50
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various values of the voltage applied between the cathode and

anode, a curve OAi of Fig. 17 is obtained. Any increase in the

voltage beyond the value given by Ai causes practically no further

increase in the current and we get the part AiBi. In practice

Anoble Vol+age

Fig. 17.

this line is seldom horizontal but usually slopes upward. This

part of the curve corresponds to the condition when all the emitted

electrons are drawn to the anode as fast as they are emitted from

the cathode. The corresponding current is, therefore, the satura-

Catnode Tempera+ure

Fig. 18.

tion current. If the temperature of the cathode be increased to

T2 the curve OA2B2 will be obtained. If these values of the

saturation current be plotted against the corresponding tempera-

tures of the cathode, the curve shown in Fig. 18 will be obtained,
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the relation being given by Richardson's equation (equation (7),

Chapter III).

The fact that a finite, and sometimes a considerable, voltage is

needed to obtain the saturation current, shows that the current

is limited by some means that is equivalent to a resistance. The
current through a piece of wu'e is in a sense limited because, if

the wire is of finite length, i.e., if it has a finite resistance, a finite

potential difference must be fi,ppHed to the ends of the wke to

give a finite current. A device which obeys Ohm's law gives, of

course, a linear relation between current and voltage, that is, when

the voltages and corresponding currents are plotted on rectangular

coordinates the result is a straight line passing through the origin,

and the reason why the line does not coincide with the ordinate

axis is because the wire has a finite resistance which limits the

current. In the passage of current through a gas, the gas itseK

resists the flow of current, the resistance being partly due to the

collisions of the carriers with the gas molecules. In a thennionic

vacuum tube, however, this resistive medium is removed, because

the vacuum is so- high that the gas contributes practically nothing

to the current convection through the tube.

If there were nothing to limit the current in a vacuum tube, the

current would increase very rapidly with the applied voltage.

This is, however, not the case; there are factors that have a very

pronounced influence in Ihniting the current in a vacuum tube in

such a way as to give a characteristic somewhat hke that shown

in Fig. 17.

One of these factors is the repelling effect of electrons in the

space between cathode and anode on other electrons coming from

the cathode. This is due to the volume density of electrification

or space charge of the electrons in the space. Whenever current

is carried by dislodged charges, their space charge must be

taken into consideration. Thus, in the conduction of electricity

through gases the fundamental equations always contain or involve

the space charge equation, or Poisson's equation which was given

on page 15, Chapter I. In conduction through gases we have

to deal with the more general case where both positive and negative

charges are present. The resultant space charge is the difference

between that of the negative and that of the positive carriers,

and since the positives or negatives generally do not move with the

same speed, the problem is generally complicated. In the ther-
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mionic vacuum tube, on the other hand, we have to deal only with

electrons, and therefore encounter in space charge a specific and

comparatively simple manifestation of a general phenomenon
always met with in convection of current by dislodged charges.

The limitation of current by space charge when the current is

carried only by electrons was noticed in the early experiments of

Lenard, Stoletow and von Schweidler on the photo-electric effect.

In these experiments the effect was veiy small on account of the

smallness of the currents encountered in photo-electric phenomena.

In 1907 Soddy ^ made use of the property of metallic oxides

discovered by Wehnelt - in 1904, namely, that they emit electrons

copiously when heated. Soddy found that if the vacuum was made
high by the vaporization of calcium, the thermionic current sud-

denly decreased to a small fraction of its value at the higher pres-

sm'e. Soddy thought that this meant that Wehnelt cathodes

became inactive in very high vacuum. An explanation of what

Soddy had observed was given by 0. W. Richardson and J. E.

Lilienfeld/^ The latter pointed out more specifically that the

vacuum produced in Soddy's expei'iment by the vaporization of

calcium resulted in the condition where the number of electrons

carrying the current became large compared with the number of

gas molecules in the path of the discharge. The number of

positive ions formed by collision ionization of the electrons with

the gas molecules became negligibly small, so that there was es-

tablished a negative space charge due to the electrons and this

reduced the current flow observed by Soddy.

We shall see later that the current in themiionic tubes is limited

not only by space charge of the electrons but by other factors as

well. For the present we shall consider only this factor, this being

the simplest of the current limiting factors, and later explain how
other effects contribute to give the current voltage characteristics

of the thermionic tube.

The limitation of current by space charge can be demonstrated

in a qualitative maimer as follows: Let a definite voltage Ei be

applied between cathode and anode. We shall for the present

assume that the cathode is an equipotential surface. If now the

1 Soddy, Nature, Nov., 1907, p. 53.

2 Wehnelt, Ann. d. Phys., Vol. 14, p. 425, 1904.

^ O. W. Richardson, Nature, Jan., 1908, p. 197; J. E. Lilienfeld, Phys,

Zeitschr., Vol. 9, p. 193, 1908
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current to the anode be observed as a function of tlie temperature

of the cathode, the current will at first increase until it reaches a

value indicated by Ci (Fig. 18). Any further increase in cathode

temperature causes no further increase in the current, and the

part C\Di of the cui'\'e is obtained. The current given by CiDi is

frequently referred to as the '' temperature saturation current,"

and the condition characterized by this lack of increase of current

with increase of cathode temperature as temperature saturation.

The reason why under these conditions the current does not in-

crease along C1C2C3 as would be expected from Richardson's

equation is because at cathode temperatures greater than that cor-

responding to ('1, so many electrons are emitted that the resulting

volmne density of their charge causes all other emitted electrons

to be repelled, and these return to the cathode. The applied

voltage El is then not high enough to draw all the emitted electrons

aAvay to the anode. If now the voltage be increased to Eo the

current increases, since more electrons are now drawn away from

the supply at the cathode, the full space charge effect being

maintained by fewer electrons being compelled to return to the

cathode. From Fig. 18 it is seen that with the voltage Eo the

cathode must be raised to a minhnum temperature corresponding

to C2 before the full space charge effect can manifest itself. It is

seen, then, that the higher the applied voltage, the higher nmst
be the cathode temperature to obtain the full space charge effect.

It is also seen that the part OC of Fig. 18 corresponds to the part

AB of Fig. 17, and CD of Fig. 18 to OA of Fig. 17. The saturation

current is obtained when the applied voltage is so high that a

variation of voltage does not cause anj^ appreciable variation in

current, while the condition under Avhich the thermionic tube

operates, as a voltage operating device, is characterized by the

condition that the cathode temperature is so high that the current

does not vary aiii-ji-eciably with variation in cathode temperature.

25. Current-voltage Relation for Infinite Parallel Plates. To
get an understanding of the quantitative effect on the current

by the space charge of the electrons, it msLX be well first to consider

the ideal and simple case that results when Ave neglect the com-

pUcating factors encountered in practice and then consider the

modifications introduced by these factors. In deriving the equa-

tions for this simjile ease, we shall therefore assume that the elec-

trodes are infinitely large parallel plates, capable of being main-
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tained at any desired temperature. Both electrodes will be

assumed to be equipotential surfaces. The cathode will be main-

tained at a high temperatui'e, the anode remaining cold. It

follows from Richardson's theory that the hot plate will emit

electrons, the emission being the result of the kinetic energy of

the electrons becoming sufficiently high to overcome the surface

force that tends to hold the electrons within the cathode. It will

be recognized that the energy and distribution of energy of the

electrons play an important part in the mechanism of electron

emission. A derivation of the relation between current and

voltage, which takes into consideration the energy distribution

between the electrons, is quite complicated. J. J. Thomson ^

has given the equations resulting from the assumption that the

electrons all emerge with one initial velocity. In 1911, C. D.

Child ^ gave the full solution, based on the assumption that the

initial velocity of emission is zero.

Langmuir^ of the General Electric Company and Schottky*

also published derivations of the space charge equation and made
a careful investigation of some of the phenomena obsei'ved in

thermionic tubes.

We shall now derive Child's equation, making the same assump-

tions, and then consider the modifications introduced by a con-

sideration of the factors neglected in the simple derivation, and

more particularly how these factors contribute to produce the

type of current-voltage characteristic generally obtained in prac-

tical thermionic tubes. We shall therefore assume that both

cathode and anode are equipotential parallel surfaces of infinite

extent, and that the electrons emerge from the hot cathode with

zero velocity. The cathode C and anode P (Fig. 19) will be sup-

posed to be in an enclosure in which a perfect vacuum is main-

tained. The degree of vacuum necessarj^ to approximate this per-

fection mil be discussed in the next chapter.

The cathode C can be raised to any desired temperature. Let

the anode P be raised to a potential Vi, while the cathode remains

grounded. As long as the temperature of C is so low that practi-

cally no electrons are emitted, the potential gradient between the

^ J. J. Thomson, Conduction of Electricity through Gases, 2d Ed., p. 223.

2 C. D. Child, Phys. Rev. Vol. 32, p. 498, 1911.

3 1. Langmuir, Phys. Rev., (2), Vol. 2, p. 450, 1913.

* ScHOTTKY, Jahrb. d. Radioaktivitat u. Elektronik, Vol. 12, p. 147, 1915,
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plates Is practically constant so that the potential distribution is a

linear function of A^, the distance from the plate C, and can be

represented by a straight hne OP. But this is no longer the case

when C emits electrons. These electrons are pulled over to P by
the apphed electric field and their presence in the space between

C and P modifies the potential distribution. In Section 9 it was
shown that if the plates C and P are infinitelj' large so that the

Distance from Coi+hode

Fig. 19.

lines of force are straight the potential T" at any point distant x

from C is given b}'

cPV
^==-*"^' ^1)

where p is the volume density of the charge. Now p is itself a

function of x. Thus

(PV

d7=
= ^-/« (2)

The relation between the potential T' and the distance x cannot be

obtained unless the form of the function x is known. We know
that the density of electrons near C is greater than near P. It

can therefore be seen in a general way that because of the presence
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of the electrons the potential distribution curve will be some-

what of the nature shown by OAP (Fig. 19). The potential gradi-

ent at the cathode is still positive, but if the temperature of the

cathode be now raised until the potential difference applied

between C and P is not high enough to draw all the emitted

electrons away from Ci and if it is assumed that the electrons

are emitted from C with zero velocity, the potential distrilnition

curve takes a shape somewhat like OBP, which has a horizontal

tangent at 0. This means that the potential gradient at is zero.

Any further increase in the number of emitted electrons would

tend to depress the curve at below the horizontal line OX.
This would be equivalent to establishing a negative potential

gradient at the cathode, which would tend to return the emitted

electrons to the cathode.

The assumption that the electrons emerge from the cathode

with zero velocity does not lead to a correct description of the true

state of matters. The electrons are actually emitted with finite

velocities which are distributed according to Maxwell's distribu-

tion law. This law forms the basis of Richardson's equation.

In actual practice the finite velocities with which the electrons

are emitted from C cause the potential distribution curve to be

depressed slightly below the axis OX so that there actually exists

at the cathode a slight negative potential gradient. This will be

discussed more fully below. For the present we shall a&sume

that the electrons start from the cathode with zero velocity. The
velocity they acquire on their way to the anode P is then due en-

tirely to the potential difference between C and P. The kinetic

energy of an electron at a point distant x from C, i.e., where the

potential is V, is given by

\mv^ = Ve (3)

This is obtained from equation (4) Chapter I, by putting the initial

velocity vo = 0.

It was shown in Section 4 that if p is the number of electrons

per cubic centimeter multiplied by the electronic charge, that is,

if p is the volume density of electricity or space charge, the motion
of the electrons constitutes a current per square centimeter given

by:

i= pv (4)
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where v is the velocity. Both p and v are functions of the distance

from the cathode C, but the product pv is constant, since the num-
ber of electrons passing per second through unit area perpendicu-

lar to the direction of the electric field, that is, the current i must

be the same for all points between cathode and anode.

The quantities p and v in the above equations (1), (3) and (4),

are unknown functions of x, and can be eluninated from these

equations. This gives:

The integration of this equation gives

where T^o is the potential of the cathode and ( —
j the potential

gradient at the cathode. Now, the potential of the cathode is

supposed to be zero, and since the initial velocity of emission of the

electrons is assumed to be zero, the Umiting condition for full

space charge is that (y-) =0. Hence (6) becomes

d-^)^=-V¥ (^)

Integrating this and putting as limits V= for x = and V=E
for x = d, the distance between the plates, we obtain the equation

of the current as a function of E and d, namely

:

(8)

This is the so-called f-power equation first derived by Cliild, which

gives the relation between the voltage and current carried by

dislodged charges of one sign only.

By putting the value of — in (8) and writing A for the area

of the cathode the current can be expressed by

1 = 2.33X10-^-^, (9)
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where i is the current In amperes, d the distance between the plates

in centimeters and V the potential difference between the plates in

voUs.

It will be noticed that the space charge equation gives the cur-

rent in terms of only the applied voltage and the geometry of the

device. The space charge current does not depend, as in the case

of the saturation current, upon the temperature or electron affinity

of the cathode. On the other hand the saturation current is

independent of the distance between cathode and anode, except

that if this distance be made smaller the saturation current would

be obtained at a lower minimum voltage. Referring to the curve

OA\B\ (Fig. 17), it will be seen that the space charge equation

gives the current for values of the voltage less than that corre-

sponding to ^1. If the distance between cathode and anode be

decreased the curve obtained would be OHBi.
26. Quantitative Relation for Concentric Cylinders. Ther-

mionic tubes are frequently made in the fonn in which the anode

is a cylinder and the cathode a wire stretched along its axis. The

quantitative relation for the characteristic of such a device was

published by Langmuir ^ by making the assumptions that both

cathode and anode are infinitely long, and both are equipotential

surfaces. Here, also, the electrons are assumed to emerge from

the cathode with zero velocity. In the next section it will be

shown what modifications must be made in order to make the

results conform mere nearly with practical conditions.

The equation (3), for the velocity of the electrons, can be

applied directly to this case. The differential equation for the

potential distribution, however, now takes the form

idTy*^- (>o)

where r is the distance from the cathode, and the equation for the

current becomes

i=2rrpv, (11)

where i is the current per unit length.

These equations and equation (3) can be combined to give

:

* I. Langmuir, loc. cit., p. 457.
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Putting; V = E, the potential difference between cathode and

anode, wh(>n r is the radius of the cathode, the solution of this

equation can be expressed in the form:

'=l4
2e E^

(13)

where 8 is a, constant which is determined by the i-atio - of the radii

T
of the anode and the filament. The relation l^etween B and -

a

is given in the following table taken from Langmuir's paper.

TABLE I

r

a
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parallel electrodes the current varies inversely as the square of

the distance d between the electrodes, whereas in the case of the

cylindrical structure the current varies inversely as the fii-st

power of the radius r of the anode. This is an important property

when considering the design of thermionic tubes with yery small

electrostatic capacity, such as is required when operating at

extremely high frequencies.

27. Influence of Initial Velocities. The two main assumptions

underljdng the derivation of equations (8) and (13) are that the

electrons emerge from the cathode with zero velocities and that

to
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in the space between cathode and anode. At B the apphed voltage

becomes large enough to pull all the electrons to the anode as fast

as they are emitted from the cathode. The part BC represents

the saturation current.

The effect of the initial velocities can be understood by referring

to Fig. 21. Suppose the anode were insulated and connected to a

Fig. 21.

pah' of quadrants of an electrometer. If the cathode be raised

to a high temperature, the anode would acquire a negative charge

which can be measured with the electrometer. Obviously in this

case the potential at all points between cathode and anode must

be negative and the potential distribution can be represented by a

curve such as the curve a of Fig. 21. In tliis diagram, as in Fig.
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19, the abscissre represent distances from the cathode, and the

ordinates the potentials with respect to that of the cathode which

we shall take as zero. The anode will charge up negatively until

the potential to which it rises is so high that the field at all points

between anode and cathode is sufficiently strong to prevent any

more electrons from reaching the anode under their own kinetic

energy of emission. If the anode now be connected to the cathode

through a battery which maintains the anode at a small positive

potential, the potential distribution can be represented by the

curv^e h of Fig. 21. This curve shows that the potential gradient

is still negative at the cathode, but in passing from cathode to

anode the gradient passes through zero at a distance x from the

cathode and then becomes positive. The negative gradient at

distances less than x is due to the space charge of the electrons and

the fact that the energy of emission enables the electrons to move
against a negative potential gracUent. If the anode potential be

increased the distance x of minimum potential shortens until the

potential distribution finally takes the shape given by curve d.

In this case x is practically zero, so that the potential gi-adient

vanishes at the cathode. When this condition is reached we have

the case corresponding to the point B of Fig. 20. If the plate

potential be increased still further the potential distribution

straightens out still more (curve e) and the em-rent obtained is the

saturation current.

Now, it is the condition represented by the potential distribu-

tion curve d that was assumed in the derivation of the f-power

equation. But this is the condition obtaining when the space

current just becomes equal to the saturation current. It is

therefore to be expected that on account of the initial velocities,

Child's f-power equation would hold, strictly speaking, only for

currents approximating the saturation cun-ent.

The explanation given here for the influence of the initial

velocities of the emitted electrons is based on the solution of the

problem furnished me by T. C. Fry, who also computed the dis-

tance X of the minimum potential for cases approximating the

conditions met with in practice. The values of x depend on the

distance between the electrodes and the potentials applied to the

anode.

^

^ The effect of the initial velocities has also been studied by W. Schottky
(Phys. Zeitschr., Vol. 15, 1914), P. S. Epstein (Deutsch Phys. Gesell. Verh.

21, p. 85-99, 1919) and others.
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The effect of the initial velocities on the shape of the current-

voltage characteristic is demonstrated in Fig. 22, where the

logarithms of the currents are plotted against the logarithms

of the potential differences applied between anode and cathode.

The characteristic shown in Fig. 20 gives on the logarithmic plot

a straight line AB having a slope equal to f . On account of the

initial velocities, the logarithmic plot takes the form given b}- the

line CD, the slope of which approximates f at the upper part.

28. Effect of Voltage Drop in the Filament. In practice the

cathode is never an cquipotential surface, but takes the form of a

Log fAnoole Volls)

Fig. 22.

filament which is rendered incandescent by passing a current

through it. There is consequently established a voltage drop in

the filament which causes a marked deviation from the f-power

equation. This deviation is in an opposite sense to that due to the

initial velocities.

The equation for the characteristic resulting from a considera-

tion of the effect of the voltage drop in the filament was given by

W. Wilson.^ This derivation is also based on the assmnption that

the initial velocities can be neglected.

1 Paper read at the Philadelphia meeting of the American Physical Society,

Dec, 1914.
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Let us consider a structure in which the filament is a sinji;le

wire stretched along the axis of a cylindrical anode and let the nega-

tive tenninal of the filament be grounded so that we may regaixl

its potential as zero. Let the potential drop in the filament, due

to the heating current, be Ef and let the potential of an intemie-

diate point at a distance x from the negative end be V. If I be

the length of the filament we have for constant current in it:

V X

In f''^'

If E be the potential difference between the anode and the negative

end of the filament, the potential difference between the anode and

a point of the filament which is at a potential V is

E-V^E-Efj,

and this is zero when

x= E^^ (16)

This means that current will only flow from the length x of the

filament given by (16) since all points of the filament beyond x
are positive with respect to the anode.

Since a very small length dx of the filament can be regarded

as an equipotential surface, the current can be taken to vary as

the f-power of the potential difference between the anode and the

point X, if we neglect the factors such as the initial velocities,

which cause a deviation from the simple f-power equation. The
potential difference between the anode and the point x of the fila-

X
ment is E -Ef-. Hence if Ai be the current from the element

dx of the filament, we get by equation (13a)

In order to obtain the total current, we have to integrate over

the length of the filament from which the electrons flow to the

anode. We have to distinguish two cases: (a) When the voltage

E between the anode and the negative end of the filament is less

than the voltage drop Ef in the filament, due to the heating cur-

rent, and (6) when E is greater than Ef.
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Case (a) E^Ef. Here the integration is to be performed over

the part x of the filament given by equation (16). Thus

This gives

When E is expressed in volts and i in amperes, we may write

this equation:

7=5 »6vio-<3_— RV2I D.»DXiU ^^£.
^ ^^g^

= KE'/^ J

Comparing this constant of proportionality K with C in equation

(14) it will be seen that

C = ^EjK (18a)

Equation (18) shows that as long as the potential difference

between the anode and the negative end of the filament is less

than the voltage drop in the filament, the anode current varies

as the f-power of the anode potential. Except for the fact that

here the limitation of current by the voltage drop in the filament

has been taken care of, this equation is subject to the same limita-

tions as the f-power equations which were derived on the assump-

tion that the cathode is an equipotential surface.

Case (h) E^E/. In this case electrons flow from the whole

surface of the filament to the anode. Hence the current is:

—
'i('(^-^r)"*.

-1 1^

which gives:

l^)K^E,=K[E'"'-{E-E,y'% (19)

where

te;
Z =Aj2e, ^^580X10-6-

4:5\m rEj

Z = length of the filament;

r = radius of the cylindrical anode;

£"; = voltage drop in the filament.
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Equation (19) may be expanded into the more convenient form:

i= CE'/^-

' 3E^ 3 /Er\
(19a)

.1

where C = 14.65 X10~^~, the same constant as appears in the

equation (14).

The lower signs in the series of (19a) pertain to the case in which

the potential of the anode is reckoned with respect to the positive

instead of the negative end of the filament.
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is inserted as indicated in the diagram, so that it registers only the

electron current flowing to the anode. The effective length of the

filament is then equal to the length of the anode.

The general effect of the voltage drop in the filament when the

plate is connected to the negative end of the filament, is to make

the space current smaller because the average potential difference

between the filament and the plate is smaller than that between

the negative end of the filament and the plate, this being the

potential difference that is ordinarily measured with a voltmeter.

The general effect is shown by the curve OD of Fig. 20. The curve

OAB represents the theoretical curve in accordance with the simple

|-power equation, and the part AB represents the ideal saturation

current which is supposed to be independent of the applied

voltage. The characteristic which is ordinarily observed is indi-

cated by ODE. For the present we shall consider only the lower

part OD of this characteristic. The deviation at voltages greater

than the voltage con-esponding to the point D is due to the limita-

tion of the current by the electron emission from the filament and

will be discussed in the next section. The line OAB is computed

from the |-power equation (14), the constant C being put equal

to 50X10"^ amperes. If we assume that the voltage drop in the

filament is 10 volts, then referring to equation (18a), we find the

constant K becomes equal to 2X 10 -'^. With the help of equations

(18) and (19) we can then compute the current as a function of the

potential differences E between filament and plate, by putting

£'/=10. The values so computed give the curve OD of Fig. 20.

The percentage deviation of this curve from the theroretical

curve OA is quite considerable at the lower voltages. It will be

explained in the next chapter that it is desirable to so design

thermionic tubes that the saturation current is obtained at the

smallest possible voltage. In practice the voltage necessary

for saturation seldom exceeds a few hundred volts. Fig. 24

represents two experimental curves plotted on the logarithmic

scale and obtained in such a way that in the one case (curve 2)

the voltage drop in the filament was effective and in the other

(curve I) it was eliminated. To eliminate the effect of the

voltage drop in the filament we can, as has been done in taking

these curves, resort to a scheme used by von Baeyer ^ in 1909,

which consists in connecting the ends of the filament and the

1 0. VON Baeyer, Phys. Zeits., Vol. 10, p. 168, 1909.
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plate through a commutator which is so arranged that the filament

current and the plate voltage are applied alternatively for short

intervals of time, the plate voltage being applied only while the

filament voltage is cut off. If the alternations are frequent

enough, the filament docs not get a chance to cool off markedly

during the time that the filament current is cut off. In this way
the plate current is measured only while there is no voltage drop

in the filament.

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

1

Anode Volts

Fig. 24.

The dotted line in Fig. 24 is drawn to have a slope equal to |.

For the higher voltages curve 1 is probably close to the theoretical

line, but at the lower voltages it bends to the left on account of the

initial velocities of the emitted electrons. Curve 2 plainly shows

the effect of the voltage drop in the filament; it deviates every-

where to the right of the theoretical line. Hence, the effect of

the voltage drop in the filament is opposite to the effect caused by

the initial velocities. While the latter causes the logarithmic
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plot of the characteristic to deviate to the left from the f-line, the

voltage drop in the filament causes not only a deviation to the right

but also a lateral shift of the whole curve to the right. These

two effects sometmies contribute to give a better f logarithmic

line than is to be expected from theoretical considerations only,

because their effects are opposite and tend to neutralize each other.

This is especially the case when the filament is operated at a very

high temperature, because the higher the temperature of the

filament, the greater will, of course, be the effect of the initial

velocities.

As far as the lower part of the characteristics of thermionic

valves is concerned, it follows, therefore, that the current is limited

not only by space charge but by the initial velocities of emission of

electrons and by the voltage drop in the filament as well. If we
consider the whole characteristic over which it is sometimes

operated, we find that the current is also lunited by another fac-

tor which we will now proceed to explain.

29. Influence of Limitation of Current by Thermionic Emission.

If we consider the characteristics as actually obtained in practice,

we find that on the upper parts they deviate even more from the

theoretical line than the lower part. Referring, for example, to Fig.

20, the curve ODE represents more nearly what is actually obtained

with thennionic tubes, which is quite different from the theoretical

curve OAB. As we proceed up the characteristic from the lower

voltage values, we find that the curve deviates from the theoretical

curve on account of the voltage drop in the filament, but as we
proceed higher up the characteristic the curve bends over gradually

toward saturation. The two things to be noticed are that this

transition region between the lower part and the saturation part

of the characteristic general^ starts at comparatively low voltages

and, secondly, the saturation current itself usually increases gradu-

ally up to very high voltages instead of becoming flat, as indicated

by AB. This deviation, which is shown by the part DE, Fig. 20,

is due to the fact that in the neighborhood of D the voltage

approaches values at which the current begins to be limited by
electron emission. The gradual bending of the curve and the

length of this transition region depend on the surface conditions

of the cathode the voltage drop in the filament and on the shape of

the anode. With the Wehnelt cathode the transition part of the

curve is generally much longer than with Tungsten cathode.
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Furthermore, if the anode is in the fonn of a wire or a small plate,

the transition part is also longer than when the anode is, for ex-

ample, a cyhnder surrounding the cathode placed along its axis.

The transition part of the characteristic can best be seen from

diagrams in which are plotted a number of characteristics obtained

with the same tube but with different filament temperatures

such as shown, for example, in Fig. 25. Taking, for example, the

lowest one of these cui-ves, we see that the transition part sets in

at A. In the second curve, it sets in at B, and so on.

Generally speaking, practical thennionic devices operate over

the part of the characteristic indicated by ODE of Fig. 20. This

part we can refer to as the infra-saturation part or the operating

part of the characteristic. From the above explanations it follows

that over this operating part of the characteristic the current is

limited by space charge, initial velocities of emission, the voltage

drop in the filament and by thennionic emission. There is another

factor which hmits the current on the lower voltages, namely,

the foraiation of heavy negative carriers when a small amount
of gas is present in the tube. This will be discussed more fully

in the next chapter. In the case of the three-electrode tube

which contains a grid inserted between the filament and the plate,

the current is further limited by the grid (see Chapter VII). All

these current limiting factors contribute to the production of a

characteristic which is curved and which does not obey a simple

power law when taken over the whole infra-saturation or operating

range of the characteristic. The logarithmic plot of the character-

istic is steepest at the lower voltages where the slope may be as

high as 2|. As the voltage increases the slope of the logarithmic

plot decreases until finally it becomes less than unity when satura-

tion is approached.

When dealing with certain small parts of the characteristic,

we can advantageously apply a simple power law. Thus, in the

case of a tube containing a gi'id, we operate the tube as an ampUfier

generally over a range on the lower part of the characteristic where

the relation between cuiTent and voltage can be expressed as a

simple quadratic relation (see Chapter VII). When using the

three-electrode tube as an oscillation-generator, on the other hand,

we use the whole characteristic ranging all the way up to saturation

voltages.

In order to obtain a rough indication of the maximum current
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that can be passed through the tube, Ave can apply the simple

f-power equation in special cases. Thus, if the anode is a cylinder

and the cathode stretched along its axis, the application of equation

bU
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The application of the |-power equation to the approximate

determination of the current at the saturation voltage, is not based

on the consideration in Section 27 where it was shown that theo-

retically the f-power equation holds for an equipotential cathode

at voltages approximating the saturation voltage, because the

limitation of current by electron emission which makes itself felt

even on the lower part of the characteristic, causes quite a marked
deviation from the theoretical curve, so that the f-power equa-

tion can be used only to give a very rough indication of the

maximum current.

It is not to be concluded that since the initial velocities and

the voltage drop in the filament both exert effects which become
proportionately smaller as the voltage increases, an agreement with

the f-power law can be demonstrated if the upper part of the char-

acteristic gives a slope equal to f . The fact of the matter is that

on account of the voltage drop in the filament the slope of the

characteristic well below the saturation part is greater than f
and on the saturation part itself it is less than unity and sometime?

almost zero. Since the slope changes actually from the high

value to the low value, there must, of course, be a region where

the characteristic has a slope equal to f . But, in this region

the current is limited not only by space charge but by the voltage

drop in the filament and by thermionic emission from the filament

as well. This effect can readily be seen by plotting the cui"ves

shown in Fig. 25 on the logarithinic scale, as is shown in Fig. 26.

It will be seen that each of these curves has a slope equal to f
over a more or less restricted region. The three different curves

give three different lines each having a slope equal to f . This

would mean that this one tube obeys three different f-power

equations which is, of course, impossible. For the f-power

equation to be obeyed, it is not only necessary that the logarith-

mic plot give a line, the slope of which is f , but that line must, of

course, also have a definite intercept on the voltage axis which

gives the constant of proportionality of the f-power equation.

30. Effect of the Curvature of the Characteristic. In the pre-

vious section it was explained how a number of factors contribute

to limiting the current in such a way as to produce a characteristic

which is curved. Of these factors the space charge of the electrons

in the space between filament and anode is responsible for the fact

that the characterictic curves upwards. The limitation of current
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by electron emission, on the other hand, causes the characteristic

e;radually to bend over to the right. The fact that the characteristic

is curved is a very great disadvantage in a large number of uses

to which the tube is applied. As will be explained later, it causes

the tube to distort when it is used as an amplifier. When the tube
is used as an oscillation-generator, the curvature of the character-

J6
"i 5

"5 *
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able to have a straight characteristic and then consider the apphca-

tions which make use of the curvature of the characteristic.

Whatever has been explained here with reference to the simple

two-electrode valve applies in a general way and with certain

qualifications also to the much more important type of thermionic

device, the three-electrode tube which contains a grid between the

filament and the plate.

31. Energy Dissipation at the Anode. When a thermionic

tube is in operation its anode becomes heated to an extent de-

pending on the size and nature of its surface and on the voltage

and current at which the tube is operated. If v be the velocity

with which an electron strikes the anode, the energy converted into

heat at the anode is \mv". If the nmiiber of electrons striking the

anode per second is n the power dissipated is

\nmv^ = neE = IE

where I is the current through the tube and E the voltage between

anode and cathode. The temperature of the anode will rise until

the rate at which energy is transferred to it by the bombarding

electrons becomes equal to the rate at which it is radiated from it.

If A be the area of the anode and e its themial emissivity, the

energy radiated per second can be given approxhnately by the

Stefan-Boltzmann equation

:

P = keAiT'^-To^), (21)

where T is the temperature of the anode in Kelvin degrees and

To that of its surroundings. The radiation constant A; is the power

radiated by 1 cm.^ of a perfect black body at a temperature of

1° K, its surroundings being at absolute zero of temperature.

For tungsten Langmuir ^ finds the following equation instead

of the above equation (21)

:

/ T \4.74

P= 12.544(^-^3) (22)

When equilibrium is established the power radiated is equal

to the kinetic energy of the bombarding electrons converted per

second into heat. The term To*" in equation (21) can generally

be neglected, when the anode temperature is high and we obtain

1 1. Langmuir, Phys. Rev., Vol. 34, p. 401, 1912.
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the followiiifi; relation l)etween the power dissipation at the anode

and the temperature to which it rises:

EI = keAT^ (23)

The constant e has its maximum value unity when the surface

has the full radiating power of a black body. A shiny surface does

not radiate as well as a dull black or dark surface, and is therefore

not as suitable for use in high power tubes. Furthermore, the

power radiated depends upon the area of the anode.

These factors have to be considered in the design of power

tubes. The area of the anode must be so proportioned with respect

to the product EI that its temperature does not rise beyond a

certain value depending upon the nature of the anode and the

extent to which it has been denuded of gas during evacuation of

the tube.

If the anode temperature becomes too high three deleterious

effects can come into play:

(a) It can cause the liberation of gas and so make the discharge

depart from a pure electron discharge. This impairs the operation

of the tube and often, when it does happen, causes the tube to blow

out on account of the increase in current due to ionization and the

consequent increase in power dissipation at the anode. Such

impaimient is often only transient since the gas is usually cleaned

up by the hot filament. (See Chapter V.)

(6) It causes a volatilization of the anode resulting in the

formation of a metallic deposit on the bulb (" blackening of the

bulb "). Unless the parts where the lead-in wires are sealed in

are shielded the metallic deposit impairs the insulation between

the wires which must in most cases be veiy good.

(c) It can cause the emission of electrons from the anode.

This is generally not so serious in the case of a three-electrode

tube, consisting of filament, grid and anode because there usually

exists a strong electric field between the grid and the anode which

tends to return to the anode all electrons emitted from it. But

in the case of a valve, that is, a tube containing only cathode and

anode, care must be taken that emission of electrons from the

anode does not take place, because if it did, the tube would not

rectify completely.

32, Efficiency of the Cathode. The efficiency of a thermionic

cathode is determined l)y two factors: its life, and the maximum
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thermionic current obtainable for a given amount of power ex-

pended in maintaining it at the desii'ed temperature. The satura-

tion current, i.e., the maximum obtainable current, depends upon

the area of the cathode, its temperature and its electron affinity.

(Equation 7, Chapter III.) The power necessary to maintain the

cathode at a definite temperature depends upon its area, its tem-

perature and its theniial emissivity (equation 23). By comparing

these two equations it will be seen that the saturation current in-

creases more rapidly with the temperature than does the power.

Hence the saturation current per unit power increases with the

temperature. The relation between these quantities is shown in

the following table which gives the values for tungsten compiled

from a paper by Dushman.^ The second column gives the power

in watts per cm.^ necessary to maintain the tungsten cathode at

the temperature given in the first column, and the third column

gives the saturation themiionic current in milliamperes per cm.-

of cathode surface. The numbers given under s in the last column

are obtained by dividing 7s l)y p and can be taken as the thennionic

efficiency of tungsten expressed in milliamperes per watt.

TABLE II

T
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heating the filament can be expressed with a sufficient degree of

accuracy by the simple equation

s = Cv'' (24)

where C and n are constants.

From this it follows also that for the operating range of tem-

peratures above 1800° K., we can instead of equation (7), Chapter

III, use the simpler equation

/. = Cp"+i (25)

For tungsten the constants n and C have the values, n = 4.13

and C= 1.812X10"^ when s is expressed in milliamperes per

watt, p in watts per cm.^ and i in milliamperes per cm.^

The important quantity is s. In designing tubes it is not

always necessary to know the temperature of the cathode. Instead

of the temperature we can use the quantity y, because, after all,

we are interested only in the power that must be expended in heat-

ing the filament to obtain the desired thermionic current. This

power should not be made too high as this would decrease the life

of the filament. If the desired life is known, we can, from a relation

between the life and the power p dissipated per cm.^ of the fila-

ment, detemiine the value of p at which the filament must be

operated. From the power that the tube is required to give in

its plate circuit and the pennissible voltage between filament and

plate the saturation current can be determined. With the help

of a table such as the above the required area of the filament can

then be obtained. Once this area is known the length and dian>

eter of the filament can be determined from its resistivity at the

operating temperature. The length and diameter can, of course,

be proportional to suit the voltage or current at which it is desired

to operate the filament.

The most important of the factor that influences the themiionic

efficiency of a filament is its electron affinity, i.e., the work which

an electron must do to escape from the filament. A glance at

the following table will show the enormous extent to which this

constant can influence the saturation current. This table also

gives an indication of the manner in which the saturation current

is increased by increasing the temperature of the filament. The
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figures given in the table are only relative, and were computed
from the equation

^ T
'^^ rr ^ A -4343X105

log/,--logT = logA gg (/., . . . (26)

where A was put equal to 10'. This is the logarithm equivalent

of Richardson's equation of thermionic emission. (See equations

(9) and (10), Chapter III.)

TABLE III

Temperature

of Cathode.
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obtained in the Wehnelt ^ cathode, which consists of a platinum

filament coated with an oxide of the alkaline earths.

The type of filament used in Western Electric tubes is the

result of efforts to reduce the electron affinity. A comparison of

Anode Volfs

FlG. 27.

table II for tungsten filaments with the following, which gives the

values for a type of Western Electric filament,^ shows the relative

thermionic efficiencies of the two types.

TABLE IV

V
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The values for p, s and Is given in this table also obey equations

(24) and (25) but the constants n and C for this filament have the

values: n = 3.59 and C = 2.148X10-2.

It is on account of the high thermionic efficiency that the

oxide-coated platinum filament can be operated at such low tem-

peratures. These filament? should never be heated above a reddish

yellow (which corresponds approximately to /? = 8 to 9 watts per

cm.2), whereas a tungsten filament can be heated to brilliancy.

The experimental veiificaton of Richardson's equation for

the Wehnelt type of filament presents greater difficulties than in

the case of pure metaUic filaments. For metallic filaments this

equation was verified by Richardson in 1903/ and subsequenth'

by several others. Accurate determinations of Richardson's

constants for tungsten, molybdenum and other metals were made
in the laboratories of the General Electric Company. The earliest

experiments that were made to determine the electron affinity

for oxide-coated filaments were those of Wehnelt.^ Richardson's

equation has been fully verified for oxide-coated filaments by

investigations carried on in the research laboratories of the

Western Electric Company. Some of this work is described

by H. D. Arnold.3

The coated type of filament has now been used by the Western

Electric Company since 1913, and has been in commercial use in

the telephone repeater tubes of the Bell Telephone System since

1914. This filament is sufficiently constant in its behavior to meet

the very rigid requii'ements called for by its use on the long dis-

tance telephone lines.

It consists of a core of platinum-iridium (6 per cent iridium

with other impurities found in commercial platinum-iridium)

covered with the oxides of barium and strontium. These oxides

are applied alternately and after each application the filament is

momentarily raised to a temperature of about 1000° C. The
whole process consists of sixteen such applications. After that

the filament is baked at about 1200° C. for two hours. If the

10. W. Richardson, Trans. Roy. Soc, Vol. A-201, p. 497, 1903.

2 A. Wehnelt, Ann. d. Phys., Vol. 14, p. 425, 1904. For a full discussion

of these and similar experiments, see O. W. Richardson, " The Emission of

Electricity from Hot Bodies " (Longmans, London).
^ H. D. Arnold, paper read at the Chicago meeting of the American

Physical Society, October, 1919.
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filament is not exposed to moisture or carbon dioxide it does not

deteriorate. If kept in vacuum containers they show no deterio-

ration over a period of several years. The tubes containing these

filaments are completely interchangeable even in repeater circuits

where the requirements are held within very close limits.

werin FiloiiTienI- P^

Fig. 28.

The investigation on the thermionic efficiency of the filaments

was simplified by a coordinate system devised by Dr. C. J. Davis-

son, in which the abscissae represent power supplied to the fila-

ment, and the ordinates the thermionic emission. The abscissae of

this system are curved, the coordinate fines being so proportioned
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that if the emission of the filament satisfies Richardson's equation,

and the thermal radiation the Stefan-Boltzmann law, the relation

between the thermionic emission and the power supplied to the

filament when plotted on this chart is a straight Une. Such a

chart is shown in Fig. 28. The lines represent the average ther-

mionic emission for a large number of different filaments. These

filaments all have the same area, namely, 95 sq. mm. The further

the line lies to the left, the greater is the thermionic efficiency.

Each Kne shows the percentage of tubes that have a higher ther-

mionic emission than that indicated by the line. For most pur-

poses it is necessary only to insure that the thermionic emission

h greater than a certain value. The thermionic efficiency is

obtained by dividing the ordinates by the abscissae sJA
The broken lines represent the lines of constant theniiionic

efficiency, the corresponding thermionic efficiencies indicated on

this line being expressed in milliamperes per watt. The normal

power dissipated in this standard coated filament is from 8 to 9

watts per square centimeter. From this it is seen that the

efficiency of these filaments range from about 10 to 100 milli-

amperes per watt.

The constants of Richardson's equation [js^AT^^'^e ^'j can

be detennined directly from these lines.

The following table gives the constants a and 6 of Richardson's

equation for a number of different substances. The values for

the Western Electric oxide-coated filament were obtained by C. J.

Davisson from measurements covering about 4000 filaments.^

The values for the other substances given in the table are taken

from a paper by Langmuir.-

TABLE V

Substance.
A

Amps/Cm^. Kelvin Degrees.

Oxide coat (W. E. Standard)

Tungsten

Thorium
Tantalum

Molybdenum

(8-24) X 10^

2.36X10^

2.0X108
1.12X10^

2.1X10'

(1. 94 -2. 38) X 10^

5.2.5X10^

3.9 XIO^

5.0X10^
5.0X10^

^ H. D. Arnold, loc. cit.

2 1. Langmuir, Trans. Am. Electrochem. Soc, Vol. 29, p. 138, 1916.
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The thermionic efficiency is determined mainly by h; the smaller

6 the greater the efficiency.

To obtain the electron affinity the equation (jl) = 8.GX lO^'^Xft

(Chapter III, equation (9)) can be used.

33. Life of a Vacuum Tube. The life of a tube is determined

mainly bj^ two factors:

(a) There is always a small amount of ionization by collision

even in highly evacuated tubes. The positive ions so formed

bombard the filament and this causes excessive local heating.

In the three-electrode tj^pe of tube the grid acts as a partial

screen to positive ion bombardment. The electric field m the

region between grid and plate is usually much greater than between

giid and filament. Most of the ionization, therefore, takes place

between giid and plate and a large percentage of the resulting

positive ions go to the grid instead of to the filament, since the grid

is always negative with respect to the plate.

(6) The rate at which the filament volatilizes increases with

its temperature. In the case of the metaUic filaments, the vola-

tilization causes, the ffiament gradual^ to get thinner and so in-

creases its resistance. If the filament is operated at constant

voltage this will cause a leduction in the heating current, and the

consequent lowering of the temperature lowers the thermionic

emission as well as the thennionic efficiency. If the filament is

operated at constant current the voltage increases, resulting in an

increase of the temperature of the filament. This shortens the

hfe of the filament. Whether the filament be operated at constant

voltage or constant cuiTent, both effects are undesii-able and must

be taken into consideration in estmiating the life of the filament.

The hfe of a metallic filament depends also on its diameter.^

A 5-mil tungsten filament operated at a temperature of 2400° K.

has a Ufe of about 4000 hours, while the 10-mil filament operated

at 2500° K. has a Hfe of nearly 3000 hours. The thicker the

filament the longer the Hfe for the same operating temperature.

Or, the same length of life can be obtained bj^ operating the

thicker filament at a higher temperature and so obtain a greater

thermionic emission, as weU as a higher thermionic efficiency,

since the thennionic efficiency increases with the temperature.

The following table taken from Dushman's paper gives an

idea of the effect of the diameter of the filament on its life

:

^ S. DusHMAX, General Electric Review, Vol. 18, p. 15G, 1915.
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TABLE VI

85

Filament

Diameter, Mils



CHAPTER V

INFLUENCE OF GAS ON THE DISCHARGE

The discussion given in the previous chapter and the current

voltage relations that were obtained were based on the assumption

that the residual gas in the device has a neghgibly small influence

on the discharge. It now remains to show under what conditions

this assumption is justified and how these conditions can be realized

in practice. It is important to know what are the sources of gas

in thermionic tubes; how the gas influences the discharge and how
the deleterious efl"ects of gas can be eliminated.

There are two principal ways in which the presence of gas in a

thermionic tube can affect the discharge. Firstty, gas in contact

with the surface of a cathode can change the thermionic emission

from the cathode and so change the saturation current, i.e., the

total current obtainable from it at a definite temperature. This

effect may be referred to as the surface effect. Secondly, the pres-

ence of gas in the space between cathode and anode will, if the

velocity of the electrons coming from the cathode exceeds a certain

small value, depending on the nature of the gas, give rise to the

phenomenon of ionization by collision. This can be referred to as

the volume effect.

34. Volume Effect of Gas. Ionization by Collision. In order

to explain the effect of ionization by collision on the discharge, we
shall assume that we have a characteristic corresponding to that

obtained in a perfect vacuum and then see how this characteristic

is changed when gas to a sufficiently high pressure is introduced

into the tube. We shall also assume that the gas which is intro-

duced is entirely neutral as regards the surface effect; that is,

it is of such a nature that its coming in contact with the surface

of the cathode does not change the electron emission from the

cathode. In passing from cathode to anode, some of the electrons

colhde with the molecules of the gas and if they strike the mole-

cules with a velocity exceeding a definite minimum amount ioniza-

sr.
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tion by collision sets in. The voltage through which an electron

must drop to acquire this minimum velocity is called the ioniza-

tion voltage, values of which are given on page 22.

If the voltage between cathode and anode is shghtly greater

than the ionization voltage, then, if an electron collides with a gas

molecule just before reaching the anode, ionization will result, but a

collision in the space nearer to the cathode will not result in ioniza-

tion. In the latter case the electron may be reflected without

any loss of energy from the molecule with which it collides, or it

may lose part or all of its energy, this energy being transferred

to the molecule, or it may combine with the molecule, thus forming

a heavy negative carrier. It can readily be seen that if the voltage

between cathode and anode be increased, collision of the electrons

with molecules nearer to the cathode may result in ionization, and

if the voltage just exceeds twice the ionization voltage, an electron

which collides after having dropped through the ionization

voltage in moving from the cathode, thus producing ionization,

stands a chance of ionizing another molecule with which it may
happen to collide just before reaching the anode. For low volt-

ages, therefore, it is to be expected that the amount of ionization

would increase with the applied voltage.

In practice we do not deal with a single electron moving from

cathode to anode but with a stream of electrons, and under such

conditions it is generally found that ionization sets in at applied

voltages less than the ionization voltage. It is, for example,

possible to maintain an arc in a gas or vapor by the application

of a voltage which is not as great as the ionization voltage of the

gas or vapor. This is because it takes a smaller amount of energy

to disturb the equilibrimn of an atom than it does to completely

detach an electron from an atom. Once the equilibrium of an

atom has been disturbed the potential energy of the atomic

system is increased by an amount equal to the energy given up to

the atom by the colliding electron. Such an atom is more easily

ionized than the normal atom and therefore the potential differ-

ence through which any electron must drop in order to ionize this

atom is less than the ionization voltage of the normal atom.^

The amount of ionization depends also on the pressure of the

gas. The pressure of the gas may be so low that the electron does

not strike a molecule at all in its flight from cathode to anode. On
1 H. J. VAN DER BiJL, Phys. Rev., Vol. 10, p. 546, 1917.
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the other hand, the pressure may be so high that the electron

colhdes before it has acquired sufficient energy to ionize. The
amount of ionization produced in this case depends on whether or

not the gas is such that the colhsions are elastic. If they are

elastic the electrons will rebound from the molecules without losing

their energy and may then strike the next molecules with a greater

amount of energy than the first. If the collisions are inelastic

the electrons lose some or all of their energy on colliding, but the

energy which is transferred to the molecules is again radiated from

them in the fonn of light, w'hich causes photo-electric effects

in the tube, resulting in a further dislodgment of electrons.

35. Mean Free Path of Electrons in Gases. The chance that

an electron has of colliding with a gas molecule in its passage from

cathode to anode depends on the mean free path of the electrons in

the gas and upon the distance between cathode and anode. The

mean free path is the average distance through which an electron

can move freely without colhding with gas molecules. The
following table gives an idea of the nature of this important quan-

tity. The first column gives the number A^ of electrons, out of a

total of 100 starting from the cathode, that can move freely through

the distance d given in the second column of the table. The

numbers in the second column are expressed in fractions of the

mean free path L.

A'
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electrons starting from the cathode will strike the anode without

having encountered molecules on their way, and as the ratio of the

distance between cathode and anode to the mean free path is

increased the number of collisions increases. On the other hand,

if the pressure is so low that the mean free path is 100 times the

distance between cathode and anode, only 1 per cent of the

electrons will collide before reaching the anode.

The mean free path increases as the gas pressure is decreased;

in fact, it is inversely proportional to the pressure of the gas. It

also depends upon the size of the molecules. Thus it is greater for

hydrogen than for oxj^gen. Consequently, since an electron is

much smaller than a gas molecule, the mean free path of electrons

in gases is greater than the mean free path of the gas molecules

themselves. In order to obtain the mean free path of electrons

in the gas from the mean free path of the gas molecules in the gas

itself, we must multiply by the factor 4'\/2. If L is the mean
free path of the gas molecules at atmospheric pressure (760 mm.
of Hg), then the mean free path of elections in that gas, at a pres-

sure p is:

Z = 760X4V2-, (1)

where p is given in millimeters of Hg.

The mean free path for most of the common gases is given in

tables of physical constants.^

The mean free path of a gas or vapor can be obtained if the

coefficient of viscosity is known. The coefficient of viscosity is

given by the equation

V = MpcL; (2)

where

ri = coefficient of viscosity

;

p = density of gas;

c = mean molecular velocity;

L = mean free path;

the quantities being reduced to atmospheric pressure. Now, the

pressure P is given by
P = Ip^

1

/3P (3)
c= ,

^ See, for example, "Physical and Chemical Coiijtants," by G. W. C.
Kaye and T. H. Laby.
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The mean free path for any gas for wliich the coefficient of

viscosity is known can be obtained readily from the known mean
free path and coefficient of viscosity of some other gas. For

example, from equations (2) and (3) we obtain

L = ^, (4)
.3lV3Pp

and therefore if Lo is the known mean free path of one gas at atmos-

pheric pressure, the mean free path Li for the other gas at the

same pressure is given by

where Mi and ilf2 are the molecular weights of the two gases con-

sidered. The mean free path of the electrons in the gas at some

other pressure can then be obtained from equation (1).

36. Ionization at Low Pressures. The appUcation of the

theorj' of ionization by collision when the pressure is of such order

of magnitude that the mean free path is large compared to the dis-

tance between the electrodes ie simpler than when the mean free

path is of the same order as, or less than, the electrode distance.

The relation between ionization current and the pressure is also

simpler. Let us consider the case in which the pressure of the gas

in the tube is so low that the mean free path is large compared

with the distance between cathode and anode. If p is the pres-

sure in millimeters of Hg and N the number of gas molecules per

cubic centhneter at atmospheric pressure, the number of mole-

. pN
cules per cul^ic centimeter at the pressure p is -—

.

Let us suppose that cathode and anode are both in the form of

infinitely large parallel plates, and let the number of electrons

moving away from 1 square centimeter of cathode surface per

second be wi. In moving from cathode to anode some of these

electrons will collide with the gas molecules. If the voltage

between cathode and anode be so high that eveiy collision results

in ionization, the number of positive ions fonned will be equal

to the number of collisions, and since the mean free path is large

compared with the electrode distance, the chance of an electron

colliding more than once on its way to the anode will be extremely

small. We can therefore imagine the molecules in the space
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projected on the plane of the anode and compute the ratio

of the area covered by the molecules to area of the anode. This

will then be proportional to the ratio of the positive ions fonned

by collision to the number of electrons moving from cathode to

anode. Now, the cross-sectional area formed by the ^-^ mole-
7oU

cules is -il where r is the molecular radius. Hence, if no be
7oO

the number of positive ions resulting from collisions in a column

1 square centimeter in cross-section, and 7ii the number of elec-

trons moving to the anode per second from 1 square centimeter

of cathode surface, we have

no _ 1 Trr-^^A^

or

760/,; 7?

2

.^.

^ =^^-^ ^^)

where /c is a constant which becomes unity if all the molecules in

the path of the electron stream are ionized.

The pressure p of the gas is therefore directly proportional

to the ratio of positive ions to electrons. This linear relation has

been observed experimentally by O. E. Buckley ^ and on the basis

of this shnple relationship he^ designed a thermionic gauge for the

measurement of pressures below about 10 "'^ nnn. of Hg. This

gauge is described in Chapter X, page 375.

37. Effects of Ionization by Collision. When ionization takes

place, the characteristic can be influenced in the following ways:

(a) The splitting of the gas molecules by bombardment of

the electrons, in their passage from cathode to anode, results in

the production of more dislodged charges so that the current is

increased. This increase in current is small under the conditions

prevailing in most thermionic tubes. Thus, if the pressure in the

tube is 0.1 micron,2 the increase in current due to this cause alone

is less than 1 per cent.

(6) The positive ions resulting from the collisions move
toward the cathode and since the total space charge is the differ-

ence between that due to the electrons and that due to the positive

ions, the presence of the positive ions naturally reduces the total

1 0. E. Buckley, Proc. National Academy of Science, Vol. 2, p. G83, 1916.

2 1 micron = 10"^ mm. of Hg.
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space charge, and this causes an increase in the current. The

extent to which the space charge of the positive ions can reduce

the negative space charge of the electrons depends on the number

of positive ions compared with the number of electrons in the space

at any particular time. It depends, therefore, on the speed with

which the positive ions move toward the cathode; the lower the

speed the greater will be the density of the positive ions. Thus

when the tube contains oxj^gen the reduction in the negative space

charge is greater than would be the case if the tube contained

hydrogen at such a pressure that the number of positive ions formed

is the same, because the oxygen ions are heavier and move more

slowly than the hydrogen ions.

(c) The positive ions can, under certain conditions, combine

with the electrons at the surface of the cathode and so form a layer

of gas on it. This results in a surface effect which will be explained

in Section 39.

{d) There is still another way in which ionization by collision

can affect the operation of the tube. If the voltage between

cathode and anode is sufficiently liigh, the bombardment of the

cathode by the positive ions causes an abnormal heating of the

cathode. This increases the saturation current because of the

increase in the temperature of the cathode. There may also be a

direct emission of electrons from the cathode under the bombard-

ment of its surface by the positive ions. The undue heating caused

by the bombartlment wears away the cathode and has a veiy

deleterious effect on the life of the tube.

(e) When the velocity of the electrons is less than the value

necessaiy to cause ionization by collision, the electrons attract

the neutral gas molecules and so form heavy negative carriers.

The ease with which tliis formation of negative carriers takes place

depends on the nature of the gas. Such gases as argon and mer-

cury vapor do not readily form negative carriers, while hjxlrogen

and oxygen combine with electrons more easily. The effect of

this negative carrier foniiation is to counteract the reduction in

the negative space charge occasioned by the heavy positive ions

formed by collision ionization. The positive ions are atoms of the

gas from which one or more electrons have been removed. The

ions therefore have very nearly the same weight as the gas atoms.

The negative carriers, on the other hand, may consist of an atom

or molecule to which has been attached an electron. It is also
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possible that the attraction between an electron and the neutral

gas molecules can result in the formation of clusters consisting

of more than one molecule held together by the electron. These

negative carriers, therefore, move as slowly as, and sometimes more
slowly than, the positive ions and consequently have a relatively

great effect in counteracting the tendency of the positive ions to

reduce the negative space charge of the electrons.

38. Influence of Ionization on the Infra-Saturation Part of the

Characteristic. To confine our attention to tliis part of the char-

acteristic, let us assume that the tube contains gas which has no

effect on the electron affinity of the cathode; in other words, it

has no effect in either reducing or increasing the saturation current

obtainable from the filament at any definite temperature. This

condition can be realized, for example, with a tube containing a

tungsten cathode and mercury vapor because mercury vapor is

neutral as regards the electron emission, from tungsten.^ Let

us suppose that we measure the current voltage relation of a tube

containing a tungsten cathode and a tungsten anode, and to which

is attached an appendix containing mercuiy which can be main-

tained at any desired temperature thus maintaining the pressure

of the mercury vapor at any desired value. It is, of course, to be

understood that all other gases and vapors have been driven out

of 'the electrodes and the walls of the vessel. It will be appre-

ciated that by doing this we do not simulate the conditions ob-

taining in practical thennionic tubes, because the gases remaining

in the practical tubes seldom, if ever, contain mercury vapor, but

do comprise those gases that we are excluding from the experi-

ment at present under consideration. For such an experiment

it is desirable to use a vapor which can be maintained at any
pressure by keeping the parent substance at the corresponding

temperature.

Let us first suppose the appendix containing the mercury is

immersed in liquid air. Lender such conditions the characteristic

will be that obtained in a high vacuum. Then, to study the effect

of the mercuiy vapor in increasing the current on the infra-satura-

tion part of the characteristic we can, instead of using liquid air,

maintain the mercuiy at other temperatures by dipping the mer-

cury tube into freezing mixtures or water baths. A set of such

characteristics is shown m Fig. 29. The characteristic marked
1 lR\aNG Langmuir, Physik. Zeitsch., Vol. 15, p. 519, 1914.
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No. 1 was obtained with the mercury tube iinmeisecl in liquid air.

The other characteristics were obtained with the mercury at

temperatures ranging from —7.5° C. to 10° C. The temperatures

below 0° C. were obtained by keeping the tube containing the

2 \2
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and to Fig. 29, it will be seen that as the pressure of the mercury

vapor is increased the current voltage curve becomes steeper and

steeper. When the pressure rises to a value of 0.5 of a micron,

the current shows a rather sudden increase at about 33 volts

(curve 6) . Below this pressure there is no sudden increase in

current on the infra-saturation part. For a still higher pressure of

the mercury vapor, about 2 microns or more, the current

increases sharply at about 15 to 20 volts, as indicated by the

dotted curve in Fig. 29.

At these pressures of the mercury vapor, the formation of

the positive ions by collision of the electrons with the mercury

molecules neutralizes the space charge of the negative electrons

so that the current that can flow through the tube undergoes a

considerable increase. For this neutralization of the negative

space charge it is necessary, firstly, that the potential difference

between cathode and anode be high enough to cause a considerable

amount of positive ionization. In the case of mercury vapor,

this voltage is of the order of 5 volts or less. Secondly, it is neces-

sary that the number of positive ions formed by collision be great

compared with the number of negative carriers formed by com-

bination of the electrons with the neutral molecules. The for-

mation of heavy negative carriers accounts at least partly for the

fact that the negative space charge does not become neutralized

until the voltage becomes considerably greater than the voltage

through which the electrons must drop to produce ionization by

collision. Thus, the current does not increase suddenly until the

filament-plate voltage reaches about 15 volts or more, although

actually a considerable amount of ionization by collision takes

place at much lower voltages. The reason why the current does

not increase when ionization takes place at these low voltages is

because a relatively large number of negative carriers are formed

by the combination of electrons with the neutral gas molecules,

and these negative carriers tend to neutralize the space charge of

the positive ions. Another factor which tends to counteract the

reduction of the space charge of the electrons is the recombina-

tion of the positive and negative charges.

The extent to which the current is increased by ionization

by collision depends of course not only on the pressure of the gas

vapor, but also on the distance h)etween cathode and anode. The
important quantity that determines the amount of collision ioniza-
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lion is the ratio of the mean free path of the electrons in the gas

or vapor to the electrode distance. Since the pressures corT^e-

sponding to the curves shown in Fig. 29 are known, we can from

these curves find the ratio of the mean free path to the electrode

distance for the maximum pressure at which there is no sudden

change in the characteristic due to the presence of the gas. These

curves show that this maximum pressui'e of mercuiy vapor is about

0.4;u for the tube with which they were obtained.

Now, the effects as shown by these curves are much greater

for mercury vapor than for the gases that commonly remain as

residual gases in thermionic tubes. In order to get an indication

of the extent to which the other gases increase the current on the

infra-saturation part of the characteristic, we have to distinguish

betw^een mercury vapor and such gases in three respects: Firstly,

mercury molecules are very heav\^ compared to the molecules of

the ordinaiy gases, such as hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen, and.

therefore, have a greater effect in reducing the negative space

charge. Secondly, the mean free path of electrons in mercury

vapor seems to be considerably less than the mean free path of elec-

trons in the common gases. Thirdly, such gases as oxygen and

hydrogen show a greater tendency to form negative carriers

by combining with electrons than mercury vapor. It is also

possible that the rate of recombination of the positive ions with

electrons is different for different gases.

In attempting to obtain an indication of the minimum value of

the ratio of mean free path to the electrode distance necessary to

give a characteristic which on the infra-saturation part is not

influenced to a disturbing extent by the presence of gases other

than mercury vapor, the differences mentioned above must be con-

sidered. Little is known with regard to the difference in the

coefficient of recombination or the rate of formation of negative

carriers in different gases and vapors. We can, however, obtain

some indication of the maximum allowable pressure of such gases

as hydrogen and oxygen by considering only the velocity of the

ions and the mean free path of the electrons in the gas.

Suppose that the minimum value of the ratio of mean free path

to electrode distance for mercury has been determined from a set

of curves like that shown in Fig. 29. The extent to which positive

ions reduce the negative space charge depends upon the velocity

of the ions in the electric field, due to the potential difference
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between anode and cathode and is inversely proportional to it.

Thus, if h is the mean free path of the electrons in mercury vapor

at the maximum permissible pressure, and d the distance between

the electrodes, then the ratio of - for any other gas is

d \dJ,v'\d)i\Mi ^^^

where Mi and M are the molecular weights of mercury and the gas

considered, and vi und v are the corresponding velocities of their

ions under the same electro-static field. Take, for example, the

case of hydrogen and mercuiy vapor, since the molecular weight

of hydrogen is 2 and that of mercury 200, the permissible ratio of

mean free path to electrode distance is one-tenth as great for

hydrogen as it is for mercur>^ This does not, however, mean that

when the tube contains hydrogen the pressure can be ten times as

high as when it contains mercury vapor; it can, in fact, be still

higher because the mean free path of electrons in hydrogen is

greater than that of electrons in mercury vapor at the same pres-

sure. The relation between the pressure and mean free path is

shown by equation (1). If L and Li be the mean free paths of the

gas and of mercury vapor at atmospheric pressure, and I and h
the corresponding mean free paths at the pressures p and pi,

then we have

p ^Lh
Pi Lil'

Substituting the value of from equation (7), we obtain:

pru\ji ^^)

From this equation the maximum allowable pressure p for any
gas can be obtained from the maximum allowable pressure for

mercury vapor. In the case of hydrogen, for example, we have
Z/= 18.5X10"^ cm. at atmospheric pressure. Li, the mean free

path of mercuiy vapor at atmospheric pressure, can be taken

to be about 6X10"^ cm.^ If these values be inserted in equa-

' If the mean free path of mercury vapor is computed from equation (5)

by putting its coeflBcient of viscosity equal to 162xl0~^ (figure given by
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tion (8) we find that if the tube contains hydrogen the maximum
allowable pressure is about thirty times as high as when the

tube contains mercurj'. When the tube contains oxygen or

nitrogen the pressure can be about four times as high as in the case

of mercuiy vapor.

For the practical operation of thennionic devices it is necessaiy

that the current over the operating range should not show erratic

changes. It will be apparent from the previous discussions that

the pressure necessaiy to secure a discharge that is not appreciably

influenced by gas is of such an order of magnitude that it can

readily be obtained. But it is important also to maintain the

pressure constant enough to prevent an}' appreciable changes in

the effects of ionization on the characteristic. To secure this the

electrodes and walls of the vessel must be freed of gas to such an

extent that the heating of these parts during the operation of

the tubes does not cause the evolution of enough gas to bring

about such pressure changes. The part of the characteristic on

which the great majority of thennionic devices operate is the

infra-saturation part that we have discussed in the previous pages.

The effect of gas on the saturation part of the characteristic will

be discussed in the following section.

39. Efifect of Gas on the Electron Emission. Surface Effect.

It was shown in section 19 that the relation between the satura-

tion thermionic current and the temperature of the cathode can

be expressed by Richardson's equation:

where A is a constant depending on the number of electrons per

cubic centimeter of the cathode, h a measure of the work which

an electron must do to escape from the cathode, and T the tem-

perature of the cathode in absolute Kelvin degrees. If the vacuum

in the tube is supposed to be perfect and the electrodes entirely

void of gas, the constants A and h of the above equation have

definite fixed values that are determined only by the nature of the

cathode. Richardson's equation holds for any hot cathode and is

Kate and Laby) it is found to be 3.5X10"'' cm. at atmospheric pressure.

This value of the viscosity coefficient is obtained by extrapolation and possibly

involves a considerable error. It is likely that the value 6X10~^ cm. for the

mean free path of mercury vapor is more nearly correct.
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not dependent on the structural dimensions of the device, it being

understood that the thermionic current Is is the current obtained

from unit area of the cathode surface when the potential difference

between cathode and anode is high enough to draw all the emitted

electrons to the anode as fast as they are emitted from the cathode.

It follows then that if the cathode contains impurities, Richard-

son's equation must still hold but the constants A and 6 will have

different values. From the nature of the equation it is seen

that while the current changes in proportion to a change in A,

a small change in h causes a veiy considerable change in the

current. It has been known for a long time that small traces of

gas occluded in the cathode can cause large changes in the ther-

mionic emission. H. A. Wilson ^ has found, for example, that

when a platinum wire is freed of the hydrogen occluded in it,

the thennionic current drops to a very small fraction of the value

obtained from a platinum wire not so treated. J. J. Thomson^
and O. W. Richardson have pointed out that the effect of the gas

occluded in the surface of the cathode is to change the work

necessary to detach an electron from the cathode, that is, to

change the constant h in Richardson's equation and so produce

relatively very large changes in the thermionic current. Thus,

if 6 = 5X10^ (0=^4.3, see equation (9), Chapter III) and the

temperature of the cathode is 2000° K., an increase in h of 25

per cent can decrease the current to approximately 5-g-o of its

original value. Such changes can readily be produced by veiy

small quantities of gas coming in contact with the cathode. The
amount of gas that is necessaiy to produce great changes in the

saturation part of the characteristic is often so small that its

presence does not noticeably affect the infra-saturation part of

the characteristic. This is shown, for example, in Fig. 30. The
curves shown in this figure were obtained with a bulb containing

two tungsten filaments, one of which was used as cathode and the

other as anode. The bulb was not baked during the process of

evacuation, so that a small trace of gas and water vapor remained

in the tube. It is seen from curve 1 that the pressure of the

residual gas was not sufficient to cause any appreciable increase

in the current on the lower or operating part of the character-

1 H. A. Wilson, Phil. Trans., Vol. 202, p. 243, 1903.

^ J. J. Thomson, " Conduction of Electricity through Gases," 2d Ed., p.

202.
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istic. As the voltage and current were increased, however, the

heating of the bulb by the energy dissipated in the tube caused

the liberation of a sufficient amount of gas to give the irregular

curve, as evidenced at voltages higher than about 200 volts. The

readings were obtained in the order indicated by the arrow. Curve

2 was obtained while the whole tube remained immersed in liquid

air. It therefore represents the high vacuum characteristic.

Anode Milliamperes

V
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directed by the electric field towards the cathode where they

recombine with the electrons into neutral gas molecules. When
they recombine before reaching the cathode the resulting neutral

molecules or atoms have an increased momentum in the direction

of the cathode, due to the momentum acquired in the electric

field while they were ions. Ionization by collision therefore causes

more gas molecules to come in contact with the surface of the

cathode. It has been found, for example, that the receiver type

of three-electrode tubes, containing oxide-coated filaments and

that are evacuated sufficiently well to operate veiy satisfactorily

as amplifiers, may still contain a sufficient amount of gas to

paralyze the tubes when operated as oscillation generators. (See

Chapters VIII and IX.) When the tube is used as an amplifier

most of the ionization of the gas takes place between the grid

and the anode, and since the grid is negative with respect to the

anode, the positive ions formed by collision ionization in this region

are attracted to the grid. On the other hand, when the tube

operates as an oscillation generator, the grid is subject to large

potential variations, so that in this case positive ions are also

formed in the space between filament and grid. These positive

ions move to the filament and there combine with the electrons

to form neutral molecules. If the gas remaining in the tube is of

such a nature as to decrease the electron emission when coming

in contact with the surface of the filament, this effect can easily

become so large that the space current is reduced to practically

zero. This accounts for the phenomenon that has been observed

that a tube will start to oscillate and after a time, ranging from

a fraction of a second to several seconds, the space current will

drop to zero and the tube become inoperative. The normal

condition of the tube can be restored readily by heating the

filament to a higher temperature so as to drive off the gas. Gen-

erally it will recover automatically after a period of time depend-

ing upon the temperature of the filament. This period may range

from a fraction of a second to several seconds or even minutes.

The best way to prevent this paralysis of the tube is to evacuate

it more thoroughly.

Langmuir ^ has made extensive investigations on the eft'ects

of gas on electron emission from tungsten filaments. Langmuir

n. Langmuir, Phys. Rev., Vol. 2, p. 450, 1913; Phys. Zeitschr., Vol. 15,

p. 516, 1914
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finds that argon, mercury vapor and dry hydrogen have no direct

effect on the emission of electrons from tungsten, but water vapor

has a very large effect.

Pure dry nitrogen has been found by Langmuir to have no
appreciable direct effect in reducing the electron emission when
the amount of nitrogen left in the tube is so small that there is no

appreciable ionization of the nitrogen molecules. But when the

voltage is raised so high that ionization becomes appreciable the

nitrogen ions can bombard the filament with sufficient velocity

to combine with the tungsten. This causes a decrease in the

electron emission from the tungsten. The higher the velocity with

which the nitrogen ions strike the tungsten filament the greater

seems to be the effect on the electron emission, so that in the

presence of nitrogen the current at first increases in the manner
shown in the characteristics of most thennionic devices, and then

suddenly starts to decrease when the voltage is still further

increased. Hence, instead of getting a curve which, for voltages

higher than the saturation voltage, becomes substantially parallel

to the voltage axis, the curve obtained at these voltages has a

negative slope.

40. Influence of Occluded Gases. From the explanations

given in Section 38 it follows that the influence of ionization by
collision of the residual gases in a tube on the infra-saturation part

of the characteristic is generally not disturbing for pressures

lower than of the order of one-tenth to one micron. Such a pres-

sure is easily obtained. Hence, as far as removing the gas in the

space of the tube is concerned, there would be no difficulty in

obtaining a sufficiently high vacuum to realize what may be called

a " pure electron discharge." What is necessary, however, is to

maintain the vacuum in the tube while it is in operation, and it is

therefore necessary not merely to remove the gas from the volume
of the tube, but also to free the electrodes and walls of the vessel of

occluded gases to a sufficient extent. If the electrodes of a device

remain cold during operation the occluded gases are not liberated

very readily, but when the electrodes become hot during the opera-

tion the occluded gases are liberated. In all vacuum devices

using hot electrodes it is therefore necessary previously to free the

electrodes of gases. An incandescent lamp is such a device and

therefore it has always been common practice, in evacuating

incandescent lamps, to heat the bulbs and raise the filaments to
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abnormally high incandescence during the evacuating process.

In thennionic devices usually only the filament is such that

it can be heated during evacuation by passing a current through

it. The other electrodes are heated by applying a positive poten-

tial to them which is sufficiently high to enable the electrodes to

rise to high temperatures by the bombardment of the electrons

coming from the hot filament.

The extent to which the electrodes and walls of the vessel must

be freed of gas depends on the temperature to which these parts

of the tube rise during operation. If, for example, a tube is

designed to operate on voltages ranging, say, from 15 to 50 volts,

such as is the case with the type of tube commonly used as detector

and amplifier in radio-receiving stations, it is not necessary to

evacuate the tube so well that it can also operate satisfactorily

at much higher -voltages. Such a tube while operating satis-

factorily as a pure electron discharge device over the operating

voltages stated above, may undergo a sufficient liberation of

gas from electrodes to spoil the tube when the voltage is raised to,

say, 100 volts or more. Tubes that are to operate on higher volt-

ages and currents must have their electrodes more thoroughly

freed of gas during the process of evacuation.

The way in which the characteristic is influenced by the liber-

ation of gas when a tube is subjected to voltages higher than those

for which it is designed is shown in Fig. 31. These curves were

obtained with a standard Western Electric VTl tube. It contains

an oxide-coated filament and is designed to operate on voltages

not higher than 100 volts. If the voltage is raised much beyond

this value the electrodes become hot enough to liberate some of the

gas occluded in them, and the amount of gas liberated increases

as the potential difference between filament and plate is raised.

This increases the amount of ionization by collision and causes

the filament to be bombarded by the positive ions. The bom-

bardment of the filament raises its temperature and increases the

space current over the value that it would have if there were no

positive ion bombardment. When the voltage becomes high

enough the current increases rapidly. Such a rapid increase in

the current is shown in the case of curve 1 (Fig. 31) to take place

at about 400 volts, and in the case of curve 2 at about 300 volts.

Tungsten filaments do not seem to be so sensitive to positive

ion bombardment. It sometimes happens that the gas liberated
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from the electrodes has a very pronounced effect in reducing the

electron emission from the cathode and then the current instead

of increasing may decrease at the higher voltages.

If the voltage is raised to an excessive amount so much gas

may be liberated as to spoil the tube permanently. On the other

hand, the gas liberated can be cleaned up by the hot filament

so that the tube automatically restores itself. This is especially

the case with tungsten filaments.

I .—.—o o

loa ISO 200 250 300

Anode Volts

Fig. 31.

450

If the amount of gas liberated by applying an over-voltage is

not excessive the tube will behave like a high vacuum tube on the

lower or operating part of the characteristic, even after the gas

has been liberated at the voltages corresponding to the saturation

part. This is shown, for example, by Fig. 32, which represents

a curve also obtained with a VTl tube. When the voltage was
raised to about 250 or 300 volts, the current began to increase

rapidly, as shown by the continuous line. The broken line
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shows the currents obtained for decreasing voltage after the voltage

had been raised to about 340 volts. It will be seen that on the

upper part of the characteristic the currents obtained for de-

creasing voltages differ considerably from those obtained for

increasing voltages. On the infra-saturation part of the charac-

teristic, however, the two curves coincide very well, showing that

the amount of gas in the tube is not sufficient to cause any appre-
ciable deviation for voltages lower than about 100 volts.

Thermionic tubes as they are used to-day perform a large

number of different functions, most of which require that the char-

acteristic be steady and reproducible. This is, for example, the

,150 ZOO

Anode Voiti

Fig. 32.

case where the tube is used as a telephone repeater. In order to

insure this the procedure commonly adopted in practice is to

apply a potential for about a minute or so, to the plate, which

is higher than the normal operating voltages, and then test the

tube to see if it performs properly the function for which it is

designed. This test is commonly referred to as the " over-

voltage test." If the tube is not sufficiently well evacuated the

gas is Hberated from the electrodes during the time that the over-

voltage is applied. If the tube still functions properly after the

appHcation of the over-voltage, it means that the amount of gas

liberated was not sufficient to have any deleterious effect on the

operating part of the characteristic. The difference between the
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over-voltage to be used in this test and the highest normal operating

voltage depends on the margin of safety that it is desired to secure.

41. Ionization at High Pressures. The ionization phenomena

encountered in thermionic tubes belong to a class where the mean
free path of the electrons in the gas is generally great compared

with the distance between the electrodes. The phenomena

resulting from the discharge at such pressures that the mean
free path is smaller than the distance between the electrodes are

more complicated and show the effect of cumulative ionization.

In order to show this in an elementaiy way let us

consider what happens when the mean free path is

so small that in passing from cathode to anode an

electron has a chance of colliding several times with

gas molecules. Let the number of electrons start-

ing from the cathode be no, and let the number of

electrons formed by collision ionization in travers-

ing a distance x from the cathode be n. (See Fig.

33.) The total number of electrons arriving at a

plane distant x from the cathode is then n+no-

If each electron in moving through unit distance

can dislodge a other electrons by collision, the

number dislodged in a region of thickness dx at a distance x

from the cathode will be*

c
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42. Difference between Gas-free Discharge and Arc Discharge.

There are other important differences between these two different

types of discharge. The mercury arc is an example of a practical

device which depends for its operation on ionization bj^ colhsion,

the gaseous medium being mercurj' vapor in equilibrium with the

hquid mercury used as cathode. In a device containing a consider-

able amount of gas and cold electrodes the discharge will not pass

imless the applied voltage be made so high that the few electrons

in the space can cause a small initial ionization. The positive

ions so formed bombard the cathode and give up sufficient energy

to the cathode to enable the electrons to overcome the force of

attraction at the surface of the cathode and so escape from it.

The discharge may also be started, as is done in the mercurj'^ arc,

by bringing the cathode in contact with an auxiliaiy electrode

and then striking the arc by separating them. This furnishes

the initial ionization necessarj' to start the discharge. Thus,

while electrons are Uberated from the cathode in the pure electron

device simply by external heating of the cathode such as passing

a heating current through it, in the gas-filled tube the electrons

are Uberated by bombardment of positive ions and also by photo-

electric effects in the tube.

The positive ions formed by collision ionization move toward

the cathode and the electrons toward the anode. There is, thus,

a predominance of positive space charge in the neighborhood

of the cathode and a predominance of negative space charge near

the anode. WTien the conditions are such that an arc discharge

passes, the total space charge is small compared with that in the

gas-free tube, where the space charge is negative only and has a

maximum value near the cathode. The resistance of the arc is

therefore lower than that of a gas-free tube. In order to maintain

an arc steady it is necessary to connect it in series with an external

resistance. The gas-free tube, on the other hand, does not need

an external resistance to stabilize the discharge. On account of

the frequent collisions in an arc there is also a great deal of recom-

bination and this causes a pronounced blue glow in the tube.

The gas-free tube, on the other hand, shows no blue glow. If a

blue glow does accidentally appear, it is because the tube has been

over-taxed and it maj^ cause the tube to become inoperative.

Another important difference between a pure electron discharge

and an arc discharge is that the latter has a " falling characteris-
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tic"; that is, its relation between current and voltage is given

by a (?urve such as AB (Fig. 34) . The gas-free device, on the other

hand, has a characteristic similar to OC. The difference between

tubes containing these characteristics becomes apparent when we

consider the corresponding a-c. resistances. The a-c. resist-

ance for small current or voltage variations at any definite voltage

is given by the reciprocal of

the slope of the characteristic

at a point corresponding to

that voltage. Since the slope

of the curve AB is negative,

the arc has a negative resist-

ance, while the resistance of

a gas-free tube is positive.

It is the negative resist-

ance of the arc which enables

it to produce sustained oscil-

lations. It will be shown in

Chapter VIII that a device

containing only two electrodes

can only produce sustained oscillations if it has a negative

resistance or a falling characteristic. The principle involved in

the production of sustained oscillations by the audion or three-

electrode thermionic tube is entirely different and depends on the

controlling action of the grid on the electron flow from filament

to anode.

Voltage

Fig. 34.



CHAPTER VI

RECTIFICATION OF CURRENTS BY THE THERMIONIC
VALVE

43. Conditions for Rectification. Let us consider a device

on which can be hnpressed a simple harmonic voltage and let the

current through the device be any function /(e) of the voltage,

This function can always be expressed in a Fourier series, thus:

n n

/(e)=/o+2a„sin na:+36„ cos nx, . . . . (1)
1 1

where 7o, cin and &„ are constants.

The summation terms of this series are simple harmonic

functions, and will therefore vanish when integrated over a com-

plete period. On the other hand 7o, being a constant, will be

independent of such integration and can be measured with a d. c.

measuring instrument. Hence, provided that /o be not zero,

the function f(e) will be such that the device will rectify. The

fundamental condition for rectification by any device is therefore*

'^f{e)dt^O (2)fJo
This will be the case either when

T

C'mdt=o or r

or when

'fie)dt = or l"^f{e)dt = .... (3)

"2

1

Prndt^ rfie)dt (4)

2

Devices which comply with condition (3) are: (1) those which

conduct current only in one direction and for which /(e) may be

109
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any function of e in the transmission haK period as, for example,

the thennionic rectifier (Fig. 35) ; (2) those which conduct

current only in one direction and for which /(e) is any finite

function of e for all values of e greater than a minimum value ei.

The electrolytic rectifier practically complies with this condition;

Fig. 35.

during the transmission half period it does not conduct unless the

applied voltage exceeds its back E.M.F. (Fig. 36.)

Devices which comply with condition (4) are: (a) those

which conduct current in both directions but for which /(e) is

unsjTnmetrical with respect to the axis of current (Fig. 37);

(h) those for which /(e) is a linear function of e, provided the

input voltage exceeds a minimum value ei (Fig. 38).

Fig. 36.

The three-electrode thermionic detector, or audion, cannot

be called a rectifier, as far as the plate current is concerned, because

it does not rectify the incoming current. This current only

releases energy in the plate circuit which is suppUed by the local

plate battery, and the characteristic of the device is such that more
energy is released during the one-half period than during the other.

It will be seen that devices represented by the conditions (3) can
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be made to comply with condition (4) by inserting a local battery

in the rectifier circuit so as to shift the axis of cmrent. But

even with this modification they differ from the audion detector

because they actually resolve the incoming currents into d-c.

Fig. 37.

and a-c. components in the measuring circuit. The three-

electrode device or audion therefore differs radically from these

other types of radio detectors.

A full discussion of the operation of the various types of

rectifiers is beyond the scope of these pages. We shall therefore

confine our attention to the thermionic rectifier or valve.

V

h
Tsl. Rec.

Fig. 39.

44. The Fleming Valve. This device satisfies condition (3)

and has a characteristic such as that shown in Fig. 35 (6). It

consists of a filament which can be heated to incandescence and a
plate, both placed in a highly evacuated bulb. In 1905 Fleming ^

recognized the use of the rectifying properties of this device for

the indication of high frequency oscillations, and used it as a
1 J. A. Fleming, Proc. Roy. Soc, Jan., 1905, p. 476; U. S. Pat., 803, 684.
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radio detector. The circuit in which Marconi used this device

as a radio detector is shown in Fiji;. 39.

45. Valve Detector with Auxiliary Anode Battery. By our

present standard of measurement the two-electrode tube is a

very inefficient detector. It can be, and has been used more

efficiently by operating on a chosen point of the current-voltage

characteristic, thus making it fall in the class of rectifiers given by

condition (4) instead of that represented by condition (3). This

can be done by inserting a local battery in the circuit as shown

in Fig. 40.1

The operation of the device when used this way can be under-

stood from the following : By the insertion of the battery E there

is established in the circuit FPE a constant direct current which

has a finite value even when no oscillations are impressed from the

antenna. The current through the device can therefore be repre-

sented by a function of the form

/+z=/(i?+f sin/^O, (5)

where E is the local source of direct voltage, / the direct current

due to E and i the superposed a-c. due to e. This oan be expanded

into a power series:

j{E+e sin vt) -=f{E) +f(E)e sin pt

^r{E)
e^ sin- j)t

+/^"'(^)
e" sin" pt

iSee Lee de Forest, Proc. A.I.E.E., Vol. 25, p. 719, 1906, and J. A.

Fleming, Proc. Roy. Inst., Great Britain, June, 1909, p. 677.
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that is

l+i=fm+I"{Ef^^ . . . H'(E)e sin pt

-f"(Ef^^^+ ... (6)

If now this be integrated over a complete period the sine

and cosine terms vanish. Of the remainder the termf(E) represents

simply the direct current established in the circuit FPE b}' the

battery £', and the series /"(^)J+ • • • represents direct current

component estabUshed by the incoming oscillations. This series

represents second and higher derivatives of the characteristic

and hence if / is a linear function, the series vanishes and the

device does not rectify. But the characteristic of the thermionic

valve is not linear; the derivative series is therefore finite. This

series generally converges so rapidly that all the terms except the

e2
first, f"(E)—, can be neglected, so that the rectified current can

be given by the second derivative of the characteristic. It also

follows from this that the rectified current is proportional to the

square of the input voltage e.

As an example let us take an arbitrary case in wliich the

current in the device is proportional to the nth power of the

voltage, thus: I^aE'\ The rectified current is then given by

^n(n-l)E-\

If, for example, the current varies as the f-power of the applied

voltage (n = f) the rectified current is inversely proportional to

the square root of the locally applied voltage. If 7i = 2 the rectified

current is independent of the local voltage while for higher values

of n, it increases with the local voltage.

It is well known that none of these cases applies to the valve

when used as a radio detector, but that the rectified current shows

a maximum for a definite value of the local voltage. This is due

to the fact that the cathode is not an equipotential surface but a

filament in which is established a voltage drop due to the heating

current.

In Chapter IV it was shown that if the voltage drop in
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the filament is taken into account the characteristic of the valve

can be represented by the two following equations:

(i)E<Erir- (17')

for all values of E less than the voltage drop m the filament, Ef,

and

iD^Erw}^'''-^^-^^^"'"^ (180

for values of E greater than Ef.

If / be computed from these equations for arbitrary values of

E within the respective limits, the two curves obtained will fit

to form a continuous curve such as the curve OA in Fig. 17 (p. 51).

But this is not the case with the relation between the voltage

and the second derivative of the current. The second derivatives

of the above equations are

dPjBi^E, E,
(7)

(8)

Anode Volfs

Fig. 41.

If these expressions be plotted for arbitrary values of E, the

result is a curve which shows a distinct maximum at a value

of the local voltage E equal to the voltage drop ^ in the filament,

(Fig. 41). This therefore accounts for the observed maximum

1 It is to be understood that this voltage E is the sum of the voltage applied

and the contact potential difference between filament and anode.
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in rectified current obtained at a suitably adjusted voltage of the

battery in the valve circuit.

But even with this adjustment the valve falls far short of the

three-electrode device which has now completely superseded it

as a radio detector. The discussion of the valve as a radio detec-

tor will therefore be limited to the elementary theoretical considera-

tions given above, which are generally applicable and can with some

modification be adapted to the treatment of the three-electrode

device.

46. Thermionic Valve as High Power Rectifier. The ther-

mionic valve has considerable practical value as a rectifier of

Anode Vol+^

Fig. 42.

currents for high-power purposes, and has been used successfully

for the production of unidirectional currents at high-voltages. By
a proper arrangement of circuits it can also be used to convert

alternating current into steady direct current. When this device

is used for rectifying currents at high voltages it does not mean
that it must be so constructed as to transmit current with these

high voltages at its terminals. As a matter of fact, even in cases

where the voltage to be rectified is as high as 100,000 volts and

more, the voltage drop in the valve when it transmits current

is only a few hundred volts and sometimes much less and the

power dissipated in the valve is, comparatively speaking, very-

small.

In order to explain the operation of the thermionic valve in a

rectifier circuit, let us consider its d-c. characteristic curve, shown
in Fig. 42. When operated under the right conditions the device
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conducts practically no current during the half cycle when the

filament is positive with respect to the anode. During the other

half cycle a current wave shape is obtained depending on the

value of the apphed voltage and upon the shape of the d-c. char-

FiG. 43,

acteristic of the valve. As long as the peak value of the applied

simple hannonic voltage is less than Es (Fig. 42) when the fila-

ment temperature is T the current wave shape takes the form

shown by the continuous curves in Fig. 43, the applied voltage

being given bj^ the broken curve in arbitraiy scale. The departure

Fig. 44.

of the current curve from the simple harmonic shape is due to the

non-linear current-voltage characteristic of the valve.

If the voltage appHed between the terminals of the valve

exceeds the value given by Es (Fig. 42) the current curve will be

flattened as shown in Fig. 44,
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47. Optimum Voltage for Rectification. An increase of the

voltage beyond Es causes no further increase in current and the

valve then obviously operates inefficiently. Furthermore, if the

applied voltage is less than Es the valve also operates inefficiently

;

because in this case more power is expended in heating the filament

than is necessary. This can be understood by remembering that

the saturation current increases with the temperature. It is seen,

therefore, that the valve operates most efficiently when the maxi-

mum value of the voltage applied between its terminals is equal

to the (I.e. voltage that is just sufficient to produce the saturation

current. How this voltage depends on the constants of the

tube can be seen from the following consideration. The satura-
_b_

tion is given by Richardson's equation, Is = AcAT^^''e ^, where

Ac is the area of the cathode, T the temperature of the cathode and

A and b constants the meaning of which was explained in Section

19. This equation holds for the flat portion AB oi the char-

acteristic (see Fig. 42).

As was explained in Chapter lY the current on the lower part

of the characteristic is limited by the space charge, the voltage

drop in the filament, etc., so that in general the current cannot be

taken to vary as the f-power of the voltage between filament

and anode. The limitation of the current by the voltage drop

in the filament, for example, causes the current to be smaller than in

the theoretical case of an equipotential cathode, but to increase

at a gi-eater rate than the f-power of the voltage. We shall

therefore assume that the current on the infra-saturation part

of the characteristic is proportional to the nth power of the applied

voltage.

Considering that we are interested in detenuining the optimum
voltage which occurs at the knee of the characteristic, it must
be noted that the limitation of current by electron emission from

the filament, which usually extends into the lower part of the

characteristic and is not confined only to the saturation region,

causes the characteristic to bend over to the right, so that it is

not possible to express the whole infra-saturation part of the char-

acteristic by a simple power relation between current and voltage.

We can, however, in the present consideration neglect this effect

and detenuine the point A at the intersection of the saturation

current and the current given by / = CE"'. This would correspond

sufficiently closely to the optimum voltage.
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The current below A will furthermore depend on the areas

of the anode and cathode and the distance between them. Hence:

I=KAc,Aa,d)E'' (9)

where A c
= area of cathode

;

^a = area of anode;

d = distance between cathode and anode.

At the point A the characteristic is obeyed by both equations

(/ = /«). Hence:
h

A.A T^/ip~f

^"=/(6rf^ <^°)

This gives the voltage that should be apphed to the terminals

of the rectifier to make it operate most efficiently.

Instead of using Richardson's equation for the saturation

current we can make use of the simpler equation given on p. 78

which holds with sufficient accuracy over the whole range of tem-

peratures that one might want to use in practice. This equation is

I = AoCp''+\ (11)

where I is the current from a cathode of area Ac, p the power

dissipated in heating the cathode and n an empirically determined

exponent.

The voltage Eg can then be obtained by eliminating / from

this equation and equation (9). Before doing so let us obtain an

expression for the function / in equation (9) . This equation was

written in the functional form to apply it to the case in which both

filament and anode are of finite size. For such a tube in which

the anode is in the form of a plate or plates the current is practi-

cally proportional to the area of both anode and cathode and

inversely proportional to the square of the distance between them.

Equation (9) can therefore be written approximately:

(12)

Hence from (11) and (12) we obtain
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where Eg is the value of E corresponding to the point where the

characteristic bends over. The constant C depends upon the ther-

mionic efficiency of the filament (see equation (24), Chapter IV).

For example, for tungsten C has the value 1.8X 10~'^ and for a type

of Western Electric filament the value 2.15X10"^.

It is therefore seen that the optimum voltage drop in the

rectifier depends upon the thermionic efficiency of the cathode,

the power per cm.^ used for heating the cathode, the area of the

anode and the distance between cathode and anode.

The minimum voltage Es necessaiy to obtain the saturation

current is an important quantity, not only in dealing with the

Anode Vol+cnge

Fig. 45.

rectifier but also in designing the three-electrode type of ther-

mionic tube. We shall therefore make the above relationship

somewhat clearer by considering the current-voltage character-

istic. Let us start with a tube having certain values for the

parameters appearing in equation (13), and let the current-

voltage characteristic of this tube be represented in arbitrary

scale by OAB (Fig. 45). The voltage Eg of equation (13) is given

by the projection of the point A on the voltage axis. Now let

the size of the anode be increased to have double the area. The

infra-saturation current (given by the curved part of the char-

acteristic) will be doubled, but the saturation current (given by

the horizontal portion) is independent of the area of the anode.

The characteristic will therefore take the form OCB and the
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optimum voltage Es will be less, although the maximum current

is the same as before. The result is therefore a better rectifier.

Now, suppose the distance d between cathode and anode be

increased. This will not change the saturation but will reduce

the infra-saturation current, and the characteiistic may be repre-

sented by a curve such as ODB. This increases the voltage Es.

If the anode and cathode be kept as initially but the power dis-

sipated per cm.2 at the cathode, i.e., its temperature, be increased

the characteristic takes the form OEG. This increases the voltage

Es but at the same thne the total current is increased. Further-

more, an increase in the thermionic efficiency of the cathode

produces a similar effect to that resulting from an increase in the

temperature, so that an appropriate increase in the thermionic

efficiency would also change the characteristic to the curve

OEG.
It will be noticed that the area of the cathode does not enter

into equation (13), which means that the optumim voltage is

independent of it. This can easily be understood if we consider

that a change in the cathode area, say by changing the length of

the filament, produces an equal change in both the space charge

and saturation currents. Thus, if the filament length be doubled

the characteristic obtained will be OFH instead of OAB, and it

is seen that the voltage Es has the same value as before, namely

that corresponding to the point A or F, but the total current will

be increased.

48 Types of Thermionic Valves. In designing a valve to

operate on very high voltages certain important factors must be

taken into consideration. In the first place the high potential

difference existing between the electrodes during part of the

blocking half period causes a mechanical strain which tends to

pull the filament over to the anode, and this force will be the

greater the smaller the distance between anode and filament.

On the other hand, it was shown above that a decrease in this

distance decreases the voltage drop in the valve. Hence to keep

this voltage drop small the valve has to be designed so as to pre-

vent the filament and anode from being short-circuited by the

strain.

Arcing across the glass is another factor which has to be

reckoned with in designing high voltage valves. Fig. 46 shows a

General Electric valve designed by Dushman to rectify 100,000
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volts.' Arcing across the glass is prevented by placing anode and
filament terminals at opposite ends of the elongated parts of the

tube. The elongation necessary for the use of such high voltages

necessitates special means of rigidly supporting the electrodes.

For lower voltages the distance between the teniiinals can be

smaller, which greatly facilitates the construction. A simple type

i^^+j

of valve is shown in Fig. 47. The re-entrant tubes are made long

enough to give rigid support to the electrodes. The anode can be

in the form of two parallel plates placed on either side of the

filament or in the fonn of a cylinder or preferably a flattened cylin-

der completely surrounding the filament.

Fig. 47.

For voltages not exceeding a few hundred volts both electrodes

can be supported from the same press, as shown in Fig. 48. This

is desirable because the whole structure can then be assem})led

and the spacing accurately adjusted before sealing it into the

bulb.

If the voltage exceeds a few hundred volts sparking may take

place between the wires in the press. This deleterious effect is

* General Electric Rev., p. 156, March, 1915.
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Fig. 48.

iiiainl}' due to the anode becoming so hot that it volatilizes and

forms a metallic deposit on the press.

It can to some extent be overcome in

the tube shown in Fig. 49. In this

tube both electrodes are mounted on

the same re-entrant tube but the leak-

age path along the glass between the

electrodes is considerably lengthened by

taking the anode lead through the side

tube PA which is closed by a small press

at P. B '\s> simply a glass rod to give

added support to the anode. The pos-

sibility of sparking in this tube depends

almost entirely on the air space between

the wires in the re-entrant tube and

on the insulation of the base plate CD.

The glass press can also be protected against metallic deposit by

means of a metallic shield placed

near the press, as was for example

done by Dushman.^

Although the voltage drop in

the valve when current passes

is usually not high and should

never exceed the optimum volt-

age, which generally does not

amount to more than a few

hundred volts, the full voltage of

the generator is impressed on the

valve during the blocking half

period. The tube must therefore

be evacuated to such an extent

that the high voltage does not

start a glow discharge. This

necessitates clearing the elec-

trodes and walls of the bulb of

gases during evacuation to an

extent depending on the tempera-

ture to which these parts are

heated during operation of the tube. If the anode is of tungsten

1 U. S. Pat. 1,287,265.

Fig. 49.
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the power that could safely be dissipated in it is about 10 watts per

cm^.^ This corresponds to a temperature of about 1600° K. If the

anode temperature rises above this value the anode emits electrons

at a sufficiently high rate to make the rectification imperfect.

If the anode is of nickel the safe power dissipation in it is about 5

watts per cm^. The size of the anode must therefore be chosen in

proportion to the power loss in the rectifier. This is also the case

with the size of the glass container. Of the power radiated from

the internal structure, part is transmitted through the glass,

and part is absorbed and radiated. This part causes a heating

of the glass. The size of the glass tube or bulb must be so

chosen that its area in square . inches is not less than the total

power in watts dissipated by the internal structure. This

includes power radiated from the filament as well as from the

anode.

49. Rectification Efl&ciency. Let us consider the operation of

the thermionic valve in a circuit such as that shown in Fig. 50

in which the valve is supposed to

be connected to a source of con-

stant a-c. voltage e. During the

half cycle that the filament is

positive with respect to the an-

ode no current is transmitted by

the valve and the potential dif-

ference established between its

terminals is equal to the full

voltage supplied by the generator.

During the other half cycle elect-

rons emitted from the hot ^lament

are driven to the anode and current flows in the circuit FPGD.
The voltage drop in the valve now depends upon its resistance and

the load resistance r. Suppose that r is initially so large that the

voltage drop E in the valve is less than the optimum voltage Eg.

If r be now decreased the current increases and the voltage drop in

the rectifier also increases. How this change takes place can

readily be seen by considering the d-c. values. Suppose a direct

voltage equal to Eq be applied instead of the alternating voltage,

the filament being negative with respect to the anode. If / be the

1 S. DusHMAN, General Electric Review, loo. cit.
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current and E the voltage drop in the valve we have E = Eo—Ir
Putting / = C£'' we get:

l(Eo_J
'CyE" E"

This shows that as r is decreased the voltage ch'op E in the valve

increases slowly at first and then more rapidly. But this equa-

tion only holds until E becomes equal to the optimum voltage drop

in the valve and the current obtained is equal to the saturation

current. If the resistance r be still further decreased there is no

further increase in current and the voltage drop in the valve in-

creases rapidly and may cause a blow out of the tube. By suit-

ably choosing the external resistance r the valve can be made to

rectify extremely high voltages.

It is seen that the thermionic valve acts not only as a rectifier

but also as a current limiting device. When the filament is positive

the emitted electrons are returned to it and there is then con-

sequently no current. When the filament is negative the current

is limited by the saturation value which it cannot exceed and which

is determined by the total number of electrons emitted per second

from the filament at the temperature used.

To obtain an expression for the rectification efficiency let us

consider the general case by supposing that the valve does not

completely block current during

the blocking half period. The

current wave will then have a

shape somewhat like the curve

I1I2 (Fig. 51). When the valve

is short-circuited the current

through the external resistance r

is given by the curve /'/'. The

introduction of the valve not only

limits the current in both half

periods due to the addition of its

resistance in the circuit, but it also

changes the shape of the current wave due to its non-linear

current-voltage characteristic. Let D (Fig. 50) be an a-c. measur-

ing instrument such as a dynamometer and G a galvanometer to

read the d-c. component of the current. Let io be the reading

of the a-c. instrument when the valve is in the circuit and i the
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reading of the galvanometer. The efficiency is sometimes defined

simply as the ratio -. To see what this means, let /i be the

maximum instantaneous value of the current in the transmission

half period and /o the corresponding maximum in the blocking

half period. Then the dynamometer reading {q will be given by

«o= &( (15)

and the galvanometer reading by

'iC-^) (•«

where g is the " ampHtude factor," given by the ratio of the

R.M.S. to the maximum values of the current, and / is the " form

factor," given by the ratio of the R.M.S. to the true mean current.^

Both g and / depend upon the shape of the wave. For a pure sine

wave g = .707 and /= 1.111. The above expression for the ef-

ficiency therefore takes the form

i _l h-h
To-f'hTh ^^'^

From this it is seen that if the valve conducts absolutel}' no cur-

rent during one-half period, i.e., /2 = and if the current wave
shape during the other half period is that of a pure sine wave,

i.e., /= 1.111, the efficiency as expressed above has a maximum
value of 90 per cent.

Instead of this method Fleming ^ makes use of the expression

h-Io
—^—- and calls it the " rectifying power." By a simple trans-

formation of equation (17) this can be expressed as:

-7— =r^ (18)

I

^ J. A. Fleming, " Alternating Current Transformer," Vol. I d. 585.
2 J. A. Fleming, Proc. Roy. See, Jan., 1905, p. 484.
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This equation expresses the ratio of unidirectional current

observed to the unidirectional current that would flow if the

rectification produced by the valve were complete. It is seen

that if -r is equal to the form factor/, that is if /2 = (equation 17),

this ratio becomes unity, or 100 per cent, irrespective of the shape

of the wave.

It is, however, not sufficient to know how well the device blocks

current in the one direction. It is equally important to know how
much current it transmits in the other direction, and this depends

upon the wave shape of the transmitted current. Furthermore,

the insertion of the valve in the circuit is equivalent to the intro-

duction of an extra resistance. Let J be the dynamometer read-

ing when the valve is short-circuited, i.e., the R.M.S. value of

the current AI'BrC (Fig. 51). Then the ratio of useful rectified

current to the available alternating current is obtained by dividing

equation (16) by J = gr. This gives:

J 2jr
^^^^

If El be the maximum value of the applied generator voltage

El
(see Fig. 50) and r the load resistance, we have /' =— and

r

El
7i =—I— , where ri is the resistance of the valve at the maximum

voltage across its terminals. The resistance of the valve for any

given voltage between filament and anode is given by the ratio

of that voltage to the current and is a function of the voltage.

Referring to the characteristic curve (Fig. 42) it will be evident

that as the voltage increases from zero to the optimum value Eg,

the resistance decreases from infinity to a definite value given by
the reciprocal of the slope of the straight line joining A and 0.

What we are concerned with here is the resistance which obtains

when the voltage has its maximum value. We shall refer to this

as the minimum resistance and denote it by ri. Combining the

equations for /' and /i we obtain

/-(i+^f)/..
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and hence with the help of equations (18) and (19):

i 1

' Cf+;)(i+?

(20)

If the tube conducts no current in the one direction the form

to
factor / is equal to — , the ratio of the dynamometer to the galvano-

meter reading when the valve is in the circuit. This follows from

equation(17) for /2 = 0. If furthermore ri is negligibly small

compared with the load resistance r, equation (20) reduces to

i=l
J~2f

Hence the rectification efficiency as given by equation (20) would

reach a maximum of 50 per cent (1) if the form factor / were

unity; (2) if the minimum resistance of the valve is negligibly

small compared with the load resistance and (3) if the valve

completely blocks current in one direction. Let us see how
nearly these conditions can be satisfied.

(1) As regards the fii'st condition, the form factor is always

greater than unity for thermionic valves. If the relation between

the applied voltage and the current were linear and a true sinusoi-

dal voltage be impressed on the valve the current loop during the

transmission half period would also be sinusoidal and then the form

factor would be that of a sinusoid, namely 1.111. If this is not

the case but if the current is, let us say, proportional to the nth

power of the applied voltage the current wave will have a shape

somewhat like that shown in Fig. 43 (p. 116), and the form factor

/ must be determined from the root mean square and true mean
values of sin" pt. For such cases / and the amplitude factor g

can be obtained from a table of gamma functions by expressing

them in the forms:

(21)

Vi r(n+i)
^^^^
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The following table gives the values of / and g for a range

of values of the exponent n:

Exponent n.
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(2) Considering now the effect on the efficiency as given by-

equation (20) of the relative values of the external or load resist-

ance to the minimum resistance ri of the valve itself, it is to be

noted that when the valve is used to rectify high voltages its

minimum resistance is generally negligibly small compared with

the load resistance. It was shown in Section 47 that the valve is

operated most efficiently when the peak value of the voltage applied

to its tenninals is just equal to the minimum voltage necessaiy to

give the saturation current. This we called the optimum voltage

and it is given by Eg in Fig. 42. If, for example, the saturation

current of the valve at a certain filament temperature is 300 milli-

amperes and if the valve is so designed that the minimum voltage

across its terminals necessaiy to give this current is 150 volts, the

minimum valve resistance is 500 ohms. Now, if the peak value

of the voltage to be rectified is 30,000 volts (about 21,000 volts

effective) the total resistance of the circuit must be 100,000 ohms,

which is veiy large compared with that of the valve. For higher

voltages the device operates even more efficiently, so that the

second factor in the denominator of equation (20) reduces to

unity.

(3) Coming to the third condition mentioned we can for most
practical pm'poses regard the thermionic valve as a perfect uni-

lateral device; it completely blocks current in one direction,

provided that the plate does not become so hot that it emits an

appreciable number of electrons

and provided that the valve be

so constructed that leakage be-

tween its temiinals across the

glass does not take place. At
high frequencies, however, the

rectification becomes imperfect

due to the capacity between the

electrodes (see p. 134).

The completeness of the recti-

fication produced bj^ themiionic

valves is shown in the oscillogram

given in Fig. 52 and which was obtained by Dushman.^ The
upper curve gives the voltage across the tube and the lower curve

the rectified current.

^ S. DusHMAN, General Electric Review, loc. cit.
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Assiuninj;-, therefore, that the load resistance is so large that

we can regard the characteristic of the circuit as hnear, we have

/= 1.111 and — = 0. If the valve complete^ blocks current in

one direction, —=/. Putting these values into equation (20) we

find that the liighest efficiency obtamable is 45 per cent.

If the resistance of a valve during one half period is infinite,

and during the other half period zero, the valve is perfect, and the

rectification efficiency, as expressed b}- equation (20), becomes

independent of the resistance r, used in the external circuit,

because under these conditions r\ is zero. Actualh', however,

.

the resistance of valves during the transmission half period is

not zero, so that according to equation (20) the efficiency increases

the larger the external resistance r becomes in comparison with the

resistance ri of the valve. Now, it was explained in Section 47

that for most efficient operation the voltage drop in the valve

during the transmission haK period should never exceed the value

necessary to give the saturation current. This means that the

external resistance should be so adjusted that the maxunum
voltage drop across the valve is equal to the optunum voltage.

In other words, the ratio of r\ to r, occurring in the second ex-

pression in the denominator of (20) becomes smaller the larger

the voltage that is to be rectified. The rectification efficiency

of the valve, therefore, mcreases with the voltage that is to be

rectified and approaches the maximum efficiency that could be

obtained with a perfect valve.

The efficiency' can, of course, be doubled b}- making use of both

half waves so that the rectified current is given by the continuous

lines of Fig. 53 instead of Fig. 43. This can be done by using

two tubes in the circuit shown in Fig. 54. It is seen that for both

half periods the electron current in the load is in the direction

of the arrow. This scheme necessitates dividing the input voltage

on the secondarj^ side of the transformer T. In order to make
use of the full voltage of the transformer the circuit shown in Fig.

55 can be used.^ Here again current flows in the load resistance

during both half periods in the direction of the arrow. Such an

arrangement requires four times the total power necessary to heat

the filaments. The filament heating power is, however, small

1 Graetz, Die Elektrizitat und ihre Anwendungen, 15th Edition, p. 444.
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compared with the power that becomes available in the form of

unidirectional current. This is the more marked the higher

the voltage that is to be rectified. Let us, for example, take the

case considered above in which a tube that could give 300 milli-

amperes was made to rectify 21,000 volts. Referring to the

Fig. 54.

table on p. 77 it is seen that if the filament is of tungsten and is

operated at a temperature a little under 2500° K. the thermionic

efficiency is 10 m.a. per watt. Since the necessary saturation cur-

rent /i is 300 m.a. the power necessary for heating the filament of

the valve under consideration is 30 watts. The power available

in the form of unidirectional current in the load can be obtained

Fig. .5.5.

from equation (15). Putting /2 = 0, the heating equivalent of the

current in the load resistance is g -^ and the available power in

the form of unidirectional current is g^ -^ . Assuming that the

current-voltage characteristic of the circuit is, in view of the

high load resistance of about 100,000 ohms, practically linear,
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we can put g = .707. This makes the available power about

\KW, which is quite large compared with the power necessary to

heat the filament. It is, in fact, so nmch larger that it is advan-

tageous to quadruple the filament heating power in order to double

the output power with the arrangement shown in Fig. 55.

Now, what is ordinarily observed in practice is not the heating

current ?o which must be measured with an a-c. meter, but the

true mean of the unidirectional current i measured with an

ordinary d-c. ammeter. The output power can then be readily

obtained from i-pr, where / is the form factor (equation 17),

assuming that the valve does not conduct current at all in one

direction, an assumption which is justified in most practical cases.

50. Production of Constant Source of High Voltage with the

Thermionic Valve. As a rectifier the thermionic valve offers

three distinct advantages: It can be used to rectify voltages rang-

ing up to the highest met with in practice; it rectifies currents

of comparatively high frequency as well as low frequency currents;

it completely blocks current in one direction, provided the fre-

quency is kept below a certain limit depending on the voltage that

is to be rectified. (This effect will be discussed below.) The value

of these three advantages will become apparent in the following

discussion

:

When used as a rectifier under the conditions descril^ed in

the previous paragraphs the valve produces a unidirectional pul-

sating current. In some practical applications, such as direct

current high voltage transmission, testing of dielectric strength

of insulators at high voltages, use of a d-c. source of high voltage

for laboratory purposes, etc., it is necessary that the pulsating

current be smoothed out into a constant direct current. We shall

therefore, proceed to a discussion of the means whereby this

smoothing out can be accomplished.

When the required direct current is small and it is not essential

that the wave be completely smoothed out, we can resort to the

simple and well-known expedient of shunting the load with a

sufficiently large condenser, Ci (Fig. 56). This condenser acts as a

reservoir from which a practically constant current can be drawn

continuously, it being charged up in alternate half periods and

always in the same direction. The effect of this condenser (the

inductance L being omitted) can be seen from Fig. 57.^

1 A. W. Hull, General Electric Rev., Vol. 19, p. 177, 1916.
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The sine wave represents the transformer voltage and the

heavy line the output voltage across the condenser, which initially

becomes chaiged up to the full peak value of the input voltage.

During the rest of the period it receives no charge until the input

voltage becomes greater than the value to which the condenser

voltage has dropped in virtue of the current drain from it. It is

T
Fig. 5G.

seen that the advantage offered by this type of valve that it almost

completely blocks current in one direction is an hnportant one;

the condenser never discharges itself through the input circuit

CiTV. The rate at which the condenser discharges through

the load is given by

= 1

where Ei is the voltage across the condenser plates and i the

average current, which can be regarded as practically constant.

Fig. 57.

Hence, integrating between Ea and Eb and putting Ea—Eb= 8Ei ,

the voltage variation across the condenser is:

- ^Ei = ^, (23)
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where t is almost a complete period and can in the following

calculations be regarded approximately as such. We can therefore

write (23) in the form

5^1 lir

Er rcoC]
(24)

where r is the load resistance and Er the direct voltage in it.

This equation shows that the condenser Ci alone will appreciably

reduce the voltage fluctuation provided the load resistance is suf-

ficiently large. The same result can, of course, also be secured

by increasing the capacity and the frequency of the impressed

generator voltage. If, however, the load resistance is small Ci

would have to be made so large as to make its use impracticable

nor can the frequency be made very high, because then the capac-

ity of the tube itself would become effective with the result that

the tube would not rectify completely. That the limiting fre-

quency is lower than is sometimes assumed will be seen from the

following simple consideration.

To operate the valve most efficiently, the voltage across it

during the transmission half period must not exceed the optimum
value, which is generally of the order of a few hundred volts, so

that in rectifying very high voltages, say 100,000 volts, the load

resistance must be very high. But it must always be small com-

pared with the resistance of the valve during the blocking half

period. For low frequencies or d-c. this resistance of the valve is

infinite, but at high frequencies the valve may on account of its

electrostatic capacity have an impedance which is comparable with

the load resistance and then currents of comparaljle magnitude

will obviously flow in both directions in the load resistance.

Thus, if the capacity of valve be C = 10 micro-microfarads, which

is well within xhe range of the capacities of the valves used in

practice, its impedance at a frequency of 16,000 cycles per second

is 1 megohm. If now the voltage to be rectified is Eq (peak value),

the optimum voltage of the valve Es and the maximum current

obtainable from it Is then the load resistance r is

Eq— Es
r=—7

—

Es can usually be neglected in comparison with Eq. If the

voltage to be rectified is, say, 100,000 volts, £"0=140,000 volts,
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and if /^^lOO milliamperes, r will be 1.5 megohms (approx.).

Hence the impedance of the tube due to its electrostatic capacity

at 16,000 cycles is of the same order of magnitude as the load

resistance which is necessary when the voltage to be rectified is

of the order of 100,000. The condenser will therefore partly

discharge itself in alternate half periods through the input circuit

CiTV (Fig. 56). At lower voltages this effect is not so marked,

so that higher frequencies could be used to advantage.

In order to smooth out the voltage fluctuations somewhat more
effectively an inductance L is sometimes inserted in series with the

load, as shown in Fig. 56. "When the load resistance is low the

inductance helps appreciably, but for high load resistances it serves

httle purpose. Considering this inductance, it is evident that the

voltage fluctuation 8Er across r is to the voltage fluctuation 5Ei

across the condenser Ci as the ratio of r to the impedance of L
and r in series. Thus:

wrTT'juo ^^^^

It is seen that for large values of the load resistance r the inductance

contributes little to smoothing out the fluctuations, but it helps

appreciably at the lower load resistances. Assuming that the

coil L is a pure reactance, the d-c. voltage in r is the same as that

across the condenser Ci. Hence the percentage voltage fluctua-

tion can be obtained by combining equations (24) and (25). This

gives

^= ?5 (26)

8E
The relation between ~- and log r is showTi by curve II of

Fig. 58. The curve / gives the relation when the inductance L
is omitted. These curves were computed with the following

values: L = 100 henry-s, C = l()-^ farad. The curves show that

if the load resistance is greater than about a megohm, that is for

resistances of the order of magnitude used when rectifying ver}^

high voltages, practicallj'- the same result can be secured bj- using

only the condenser instead of adding the inductance. On the

other hand the condenser alone is useless at load resistances less

than a megohm.
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Better results can, of course, be obtained by adding more

sections to the wave filter LCi. Such an arrangement is shown in

Fig. 59, which at the same time shows a circuit that makes possible
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depend on the value of r. Let bE^, dE2 and 6Ei be the voltage

fluctuations at the terminals of r, C2 and Ci respectively. Then

M:^ r
.27)

If Z2 be the impedance of the circuit C2L2r, as measured between

the terminals of C2, and Zi the impedance of Li and Z2 in series,

then

5^2 _ ^2

5^1 Zi
Now since

r+jL2w
Z2 =

Zx =

1 — C2L2co^-{-jrC20}

r(l-LiC2Co2)+jaj(Li+L2-LiL2C2aj2)

1 — 02^/2 CO^ ~l~jVC'2 CO

we get
5£'2 r-\-jL20}

8E1 r(l - LiC2co2) +ico(Li +L2- LiL2C2co2)-

(28)

(29)

The voltage fluctuation across the terminals of condenser Ci is

given by equation (24). Hence, multiplying together (24),

(27) and (29) and expressing the impedances numerically instead

of symbolically the ratio of the voltage fluctuation in r to the d-c.

voltage in r is:

^^ ^ (30)
Er (oCi[r2(l-LiC2a)2)2+(Lia)+L2a)-LiL2C2(o3)2p2-

^'^^^

A. W. Hull ^ described a high voltage rectifying set in which

he used two condensers but only one inductance, Li. Putting

L2 = in equation (30) the voltage fluctuation for Hull's set

becomes

:

S El O

"^'^c.Ci[r2(l-LiC2a;2)2+Li2co2]H
(^2 = zero)

. . (31)

and if C2 = this equation reduces to (26) which is the equation

for the circuit shown in Fig. 56. On the other hand, if the induc-

tance, frequency and second condenser have such values as to

put Li and C2 in resonance, i.e., when LiC2w2=l, then the

1 A. W. Hull, loc. cit. Hull's equations arc not the same as these, since

he did not add the imaginary terms in quadrature.
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arrangement corresponding to equation (31) is worse than that of

Fig. 56 in which the second condenser is omitted altogether. It

follows that for this circuit to be better than that of Fig. 56 we must

make LiC2w->2. This condition is easily satisfied in practice.

In Hull's set, for example, the values of Li, C2 and w happen to

be such that their product is about 60. However, although this

circuit, containing one inductance and two capacities is a decided

improvement over the simpler one shown in Fig. 56, it is better to

spht the inductance and use the circuit of Fig. 59. This circuit

has a decided advantage at lower load resistances, even when the

inductances L\ and L2 are each one-half of the value of Li when
bEr

Lo = 0. The percentage ratio of -rr as a function of log r for these

two cases is shown by curves III and IV of Fig. 58. Curve III

was computed for the following values: Ci = C2 = 10~^ farad,

Li = 100 hemys, co = 27rX4000. In curve IV the values were the

same except that Li=L2 = 50 henrj^s. It can readily be seen

that a frequencj^ of 4000 is obtained in the filter circuit when
the frequency of the voltage impressed at T is 2000 cycles, since

by using two tubes as shown in Fig. 59, the condensers are charged

up every half period of the voltage in T.

Curve IX shows the value of a circuit like that shown in Fig. 59,

when it is desired to have a rectifying set which is to operate

with large variations in the load resistance.

It will be evident that these circuits simply represent a type of

wave filter which is supposed to filter out all frequencies except

zero, that is, the direct current. The waves obtained in the output

of these circuits comprise not onty the fundamental frequency

that we considered in the above computations, but also a number

of harmonics which are geiUerally weak compared with the funda-

mental. It will be evident that hannonics must necessarily be

present, considering that the wave, which has the form shown in

Fig. 53 is not a pure sinusoid. Such a wave can always be ex-

pressed in a Fourier series (equation 1). It will also be seen from
f 171

the nature of the above equations for -=^ that the harmonics

will be damped out more effectively than the fundamental. They

were therefore left out of consideration in the above calculations.

Another type of circuit that could be used for smoothing out

the voltage fluctuations was suggested to me by Mr. T. C. Fry,
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and is a special case of Campbell filter (Fig. 60). It has the ad-

vantage that the capacities and inductances necessary are rela-

tively small, which is always a good thing when rectifying very

liigh voltages in view of the difhciilty of constructing condensers

of high capacity for high voltage work.

\SiSm^ Ksmsu^

Fig. 00.

The characteristic of this filter is seen from Fig. 61, where the

current attenuation produced by the filter is plotted against the

frequency. The capacities and inductances can be so chosen

that the fundamental frequency, ^— , is that which gives infinite
Ztt

attenuation. This frequency will therefore not be present in the

load resistance. The filter would ti-ansniit lower frequencies

than -— , but such frequencies, except zero, are not present when

represents the fundamental. Hence, for all frequencies below
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—- only direct current is transmitted. The higher frequencies

will be transmitted and they will be present in the form of harmon-

ics. These are, however, so weak that when attenuated to the

extent shown by the curve to the right of —-, their effect in the load
ztt

is practically nil. It will be evident from the nature of the attenu-

ation curve that when using such a filter the frequency of the

input must be adjusted rather accurate^ to the value determined

by the constants of the filter.

Figs. 59 and 60 show only two filter sections. If desired, better

results can be obtained by adding more sections.

Before leaving this subject let us discuss briefly the relative

value of a few types of circuits, considering mainly the arrange-

ments of the valves irrespective of the type of filter used in the

output circuit.

The circuit shown in Fig. 59 is arranged to make use of both

half waves. The voltage fluctuation at the condenser C\ will

therefore be of double the frequency of the wave supplied through

the transformer T. The potential of points A and B (Fig. 59) will

always be 180° out of phase, but only when they are positive with

respect to will the voltage be effective in charging up the con-

densers. If the potentials of A and B be represented by the broken

lines A' and B' CFig. 62) the potential fluctuation at the condenser

/ij / \/ \/ \/ N/ \

^
^x

<

\ ^x
7^^-"

Fig. 62.

will be represented by the curve CD, which possesses a fundamental

whose frequency is twice that of the waves A' and B' . This is

an advantage because it follows from equation (32) that the higher

the frequency, the more effectively will the fluctuation be smoothed

out by the filter. On the other hand this circuit has the disad-

vantage that the voltage impressed on the valves is only half that

supplied by the transformer. In order to use the full transformer

voltage we could resort to the arrangement shown in Fig. 55,

replacing r by the filter and load resistance shown in Fig. 59.
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Fig. G3 shows a circuit whereby the transformer voltage ^ can

be doubled. When the transfonner voltage is such that D is at a

positive potential with respect to 0, an electron current will flow

in the direction of the arrow through the valve AD, thus charging

the condenser C such that A is positive with respect to 0. But

during this half period no current will flow through DB. During

^

mw\
niter-

Fig. 63.

the next half cycle current flows only through DB, charging B
negatively with respect to 0. The potential difference between

A and B (if the condensers did not discharge themselves) would

therefore be twice the transfonner voltage. What actually

happens is that the one condenser discharges through the load while

the other is being charged. Hence if the broken line (Fig. 64)

Fig. 64.

represents the potential of the point D with respect to 0, the curves

A'A' and B'B' will represent the potentials of A and B respect-

ively with regard to 0. The potential difference between A and B is

therefore obtained by adding the curves A' and B' and is given by
EE. Thus, although the condensers are charged only in alternate

1 H. Greinacher, Verh. d. D. Phys. Gcsell., Vol. 16, p. 320, 1914.
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half periods, the voltage fluctuation in the circuit leading to the

filter is double the frequency of the impressed voltage, while the

mean voltage on the filter is approximately twice the impressed

voltage.

It will be observed from the above discussion that there are

various waA's in which thermionic valves can be used for increas-

ing frequency.

For laboratory work it is often necessary to have a source of

fairly high constant voltage supplying veiy small currents, such

as would be needed, for example, in the study of photo-electric

phenomena, ionization of gases by radium or X-rays, measm-ement

of the intensity of X-raj's with the ionization chamber, etc. For

such purposes the themiionic valve could be used to replace the

rather troublesome high voltage batteries frequently used in

university laboratories, which consist of a large number of min-

iature storage or dry cells. In fact, the high voltage desired

could be obtamed from any standard storage or dry cell batteiy

of a few volts, which forms part of the equipment of any physi-

cal laboratory, by connecting the prunary of the transformer to

the low voltage battery through an interrupter. This could, for

example, be done by using a small Ruhmkorff coil with an ordi-

nary hammer break. Smce the desired current is small the valves

could l>e designed to operate with veiy small power expenditure in

the filament. It must, however, be remembered that when using

the device for the purposes mentioned, the load resistance is

usualty very high, and hence, in order to prevent the condensers

from discharging through the valves during the blocking half peri-

ods, the valves should be designed to have the lowest possible

electrostatic capacity and the frequeue}^ of interruption of the

primary current should not he very high.

51. The Thermionic Valve as a Voltage Regulator. The
rapid increase in the saturation thermionic current with increase

in the filament temperature, or filament heating current, as is

shown by Richardson's equation, can be utihzed to control the

voltage of the generator of varying speed. A scheme whereby

this can be done, and which was devised bj^ H. M. Stoller, is shown

in Fig. 65. Here the tube is used to regulate the voltage supplied

by a wind-driven generator such as has been used on airplanes.

The generator is designed to supply a high voltage for the plate

circuit of thermionic tubes and a low voltage for heatmg the
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filaments. D and M are the differential and main field windings
of the generator. The thermionic valve is inserted as indicated

^ Moltagtf

® Common

Fig. 65

120 160

Anode Voli-a

Fig. 6G.

at Y . The characteristics of such a valve are shown in Fig. 66.

Suppose, now, that the speed of the generator is so low that the
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current flowing through the filament of the valve is 1.2 amperes.

With this filament current the thermionic current through the valve

and the differential winding is small and practically the full

voltage is obtained. If, now, the speed of the generator increases,

the filament current of the valve increases, but this causes a pro-

portionatety much greater increase in the thermionic current

which flows through D. Thus Fig. 06 shoAvs that a small change

in the filament current of from 1.2 to 1.4 amperes causes a five-

H
400
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JOO 30

200 20



CHAPTER VII

THE THERMIONIC AMPLIFIER

ExcEFT for the derivation in Chapter III, of a few fundamental

relationships that govern the discharge in three-electrode devices,

we have so far considered only the simple type of device containing

two electrodes. The physical principles underlying the thermionic

tubes discussed in the previous chapters are applicable also to the

three-electrode type of thermionic tube which it is our purpose to

treat in this and the following chapters. This device consists

essentially of a highly evacuated vessel, containing a thermionic

cathode, usually in the fonn of a filament which can be heated by
passing a current through it, an anode and a discharge-controlling

electrode which generally takes the form of a wire mesh or grid,

and placed between the cathode and anode. This third electrode

can, however, be of any form, since a controlling effect on the

discharge can be obtained by so positioning a conductor with

respect to the path of the discharge that potential variations

applied to it will cause variations in the current flowing between

cathode and anode. The controlling electrode may, for example,

be in the form of a plate placed on the side of the cathode opposite

to that of the anode or in the form of a wire or a plurality of wires

galvanically connected and placed in the plane of the cathode

parallel to that of the anode. The theory of operation of the

device to be given in the following applies to these various struc-

tures, but will be explained with particular reference to the case in

which the auxiliary or discharge-controlling electrode takes the

form most commonly used in practice, namely, a grid placed

between cathode and anode. This was suggested by Lee de

Forest.^ Originally he used the device, which he called the
" audion " as a radio detector. It has since developed, however,

that its use is not l)y any means limited to this field, it being now

1 U. S. Patents No. 841387, 1907; No. 879532, 1908.
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used extensively also as amplifier, oscillation generator, and in

a large number of widely varying applications. Fig. 68 shows a

conunercial type of thermionic amplifier.

52. Action of the Auxiliary Electrode. It was shown in

Chapter III, page 42, that the relation between the electron

current to the anode or plate, and the potentials applied to the

grid and plate with respect to the filament, can be expressed in a

sunple way by making use of the writer's linear stray field relation:

(1)

which means that if the grid and filajuent be at the same potential,

a potential difference Ep between filament (or grid) and plate,

causes a stray field to act through

the openings of the grid which is

equivalent to the field that would be

produced if a potential difference

W
equal to — were applied directly

between the filament and a plane

coincident with that of the grid.

The small quantity e represents an

intrinsic potential difference be-

tween the filament and the sj-stem

constituted by the grid and plate.

The constant fx depends on the

structure of the device (see p. 226).

If we now apply a potential differ-

ence Eg directly between filament

and grid, the effective voltage

in the tube is obtained simply

by adding Es and Eg, and the

current can be expressed as a function of this sum, thus

Er

Fig. 68.

I=j['-^+Eg+e (2)

Before discussing this relationship, let us look more fully into

the functions of the two quantities Eg and Eg. To simplify matters

somewhat we shall neglect the effect of the small quantity e.

In Fig. 69, the distribution of the field intensity in the region
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between cathode and anode of a three-electrode device is repre-

sented by means of lines of force. The anode is assumed to

remain at a constant positive potential with respect to the cathode,

the potential of which we can call zero. The three diagrams shown

refer to the cases in which the potential of the grid is positive, zero

and negative. Looking upon the intensity of the field as the num-

ber of lines of force passing through unit area, it will readily be

seen in a general way how the potential of the grid affects the

flow of electrons from the cathode.

But before considering the flow of electrons it must be pointed

out that the diagrams in Fig. 69 represent the distribution of

field intensity only for th'C case in which the space between cathode

Ea>0 E3=0 Ea<0

Fig. 69.

and anode is free from any dislodged electric charges. As soon

as charges are introduced, such as electrons moving from cathode

to anode, some of the lines of force proceeding from the anode will

end on the electrons, and hence the density of the Knes of force,

i.e., the intensity of the field or the potential gradient, will be

greater near the anode and less near the cathode than indicated

in Fig. 69. This space charge effect can be made clearer by

representing the field intensity as shown in Figs. 70 and 71. Fig.

70 shows the case in which there are no electrons in the space,

such as would be the case if the cathode were cold. BP repre-

sents the potential of the anode, that of the cathode being zero.

The potential gradient (or field intensity) is given by the slope

of the lines PaO, etc. It is easily seen that the field between
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cathode and grid is the resultant of Eg and Eg. The Hnes PaO,

PbO and PcO therefore represent the distribution of field intensity

for the three cases in which Es-\-Eg is greater than, equal to or less

than zero.

If, now, the cathode be hot enough to cause a copious emission

of electrons from it, the field intensity is no longer a linear function

of the distance between cathode and anode, but can be represented

in a rough way by the curves shown in Fig. 71. If Es-\-Eg>0,

the field distribution can be represented somewhat by the curve

OaP. If Es+Eg'^O, the field between the cathode and the

equivalent grid plane is negative and the emitted electrons are

Fig. 70. Fig. 71.

returned to the cathode. The curvature of the lines Oh and Oc

is due to the initial velocities of the electrons (see Fig. 21).

The lines of force proceeding from the anode that reach

through the grid represent the stray field due to Es, which therefore

tends to draw the electrons through the grid and throw them on to

the anode. By varying the potential Eg of the grid the intensity

of the field between the grid and cathode is varied in such a manner

that the effect of Eg is similar to that of Es, and whether or not

electrons will flow awa}' from the cathode depends on the resultant

value of Es and Eg. Now, £", is always positive and therefore

Es^-Eg will be positive (1) when Eg is positive, and (2) if Eg is nega-

tive and less than Es.

(1) When Eg is positive some of the electrons moving away
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from the cathode are drawn to the grid (see Fig. 69), while the

rest are drawn through the openings of the grid to the anode under

the influence of Es. The relative number of electrons going to

and through the grid depends upon the mesh of the grid, the

diameter of the grid wu-es and the relative values of Es and Eg.

When, for example Eg is large compared with Eg the number of

electrons going to the gi'id is comparatively small, but for any-

fixed value of Es the grid current increases rapidly with increase

in Eg. Hence, for positive values of Eg current will be established

in the grid circuit EGEg (Fig. 72).

(2) If, however, Eg is negative and less than Eg, as is generally

the case, nearly all the electrons drawn away from the cathode pass

to the plate, practically none going to the gi'id. In this case the

resistance of the grid circuit is practically infinite for low frequen-

FiG. 72.

cies. The electrostatic capacities between the electrodes causes the

impedance between filament and grid to have a value depending on

the output circuit. For the present we shall neglect this effect,

which is usually small, and later on investigate the conditions

under which it can manifest itself to a marked extent.

If, now, an alternating E.M.F. be impressed on the grid circuit

so that the grid becomes alternately positive and negative with

respect to the filament or cathode, the resistance of the grid

circuit FGEg which is usually referred to as the input circuit,

will, if the frequency is not too high, be practically infinite for the

half cycle that the grid is negative and finite but variable for the

positive half cycle. If, on the other hand, the alternating E.M.F.

be superimposed upon a constant negative grid potential, which

is so chosen with respect to the value of the impressed alternating

voltage that the grid always remains negative with respect to the

filament, the resistance of the input circuit is infinite.
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It can now be seen in a general way hoAv the device functions

as a relay. Any variation in the grid potential changes the in-

tensity of the field between filament and grid, resulting in a corre-

sponding change in the number of electrons moving from fila-

ment to plate. Hence potential variations set up between filament

and grid cause variations in current in the output circuit PEdTo,

the power developed in the load ro being greater than that expended
in the input circuit.

53. Current-voltage Characteristics of the Thermionic Ampli-

fier. Returning now to a consideration of the expression for

the current

h=f(~f+E,^e^ (2)

it is to be noticed in the first place that since this equation contains

two independent variables, Ep and Eg, the three-electrode device

possesses two famihes of characteristics, or the complete charac-

teristic can be represented by a surface. The current as a function

of the filament-plate voltage Ep can for various negative values

of filament-grid voltage Eg be represented by a series of curves

such as those shown in Fig. 73. It will be noticed that each

of these curves is similar to the current-voltage characteristic of

the simple two-electrode thermionic valve discussed in Chapter IV.

The main difference is that in the three-electrode tube the current

is limited not only by space charge and the voltage drop in the

filament, but also by the grid. For the same potential on the

plate the current in the three-electrode tube will therefore be

smaller than in a simple valve. This follows directly from

quation (2).

The relation between Ip and Eg for various values of Ep can be

expressed by a set of curves similar to those shown in Fig. 73.

Fig. 74 shows such a set of characteristics. The ordinates repre-

sent current to the plate and not necessarily the emission current,

i.e., total current from the filament. When the grid becomes posi-

tive it takes current and so can distort the Ip, Eg curves. A set

of grid current curves for various plate potentials is shown in Fig.

75. For the higher plate potentials these curves show a maximum.

This is due to secondary electron emission from the grid by the

impact of electrons coming from the filament (see p. 47) . At the

F'

lower plate potentials the stray field given by — is smaller, and
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fewer electrons are attracted to the plate. The secondary electron

emission is then also less marked, so that the Ig—Eg curve shows a

rapid increase of Ig with increasing Eg.

So far it has not been possible to derive the equation of the

whole characteristic theoretically with sufficient accuracy. For

100 150

Anode Volts

Fig. 73.

the operating range of the characteristic, when the tube functions

as an amplifier, the plate current can be expressed by the equation.^

I^^a{^ZE,+ ^Eg-{-e^ .... (3)

where SJS'p and llEg are the filament-plate and filament-grid

1 H. J. VAN DER BiJL, Phys. Rev., Vol. 12, p. 180, 1918.
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voltages. If, for example, an alternating e.m.f. e sin yt be
impressed on the grid circuit the equation takes the form:

(4)Ij)=a[--^+Eg+e sin vt+^) .

Ond Voltb

Fig. 74

This equation was determined empirically and is subject to

certain limitations. In the first place, it does not apply to the

horizontal part of the characteristic which gives the saturation

current, but only to that part which obtains when the filament is

hot enough to emit more electrons than are needed for the current

convection through the tube. This is the condition under which
the amplifier operates, because here the plate current can be
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varied by varying any of the applied voltages. Another condition

for equation (4) is that the grid should not become sufficiently

positive to distort the characteristic. Under these conditions I

have generally found this equation to hold sufficiently well, to a

first approximation at least, and have been using it in connection

with work on the amplifier tube. The above equation does, how-
ever, not hold sufficiently accurately for purposes of radio detection,

since this is determined by second order ciuantities.

15 ZO 25

Grid Volts

Fig. 75.

Latour ^ has derived some equations for the " relay effect
"

of audion tubes. He starts from the general functional expressions

for the plate and grid currents: If^F{Ep, Eg) and Ig=f{Eg, Ep).

In the expansion of these equations he neglects all quantities of

the second and higher order, thus assuming that the current and
voltage variations are very small, or that the characteristic is

linear over the operating range.

1 M. Latour, Electrician, December, 1916.
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Yallaiiri ^ also assumes a linear characteristic by exjoressing

the equation for the plate current in the form:

Ip= aEg-\-hEp-\-c.

It will l)e shown later that it is important to distinguish between

the characteristic of the tube itself and that of the tube and exter-

nal circuit combined. The latter can by taking special precau-

tions be made practically linear. The characteristic of the tube

itself can, however, not be regarded as hnear over the range over

Avliich most amplifiers operate. The curvature of the characteris-

tic cannot be neglected because it introduces distortion wliich,

unless properly taken care of, makes it practically worthless as a

telephone repeater, for example, on long telephone hnes. When
treating the tube as an oscillation generator the curvature of the

characteristic can be neglected, because the oscillation current is

established in an oscillation circuit which is usually tuned suf-

ficiently sharply to eliminate the harmonics caused by the curv'a-

ture of the characteristic.

Equation (3) gives the characteristic of the tube itself; that

is, Ep and Eg are the potentials of the plate and grid with respect

to the filament, and are not necessarily equal to the plate and grid

batteiy voltages. Ep is, for example, only equal to the plate

battery voltage Eb when the external resistance ?'o is zero (Fig. 72).

AVlien ?-o is not zero the potential drop established in tq by the cur-

rent in the plate circuit causes a decrease in Ep, and it can readily

be seen that if the current be varied, by varj'ing the grid potential,

Ep becomes a function of the plate current. This effect will be

discussed more fully when we come to consider the characteristic

of the tube and circuit (Section 58).

Langmuu'- has expressed the equation for the characteristic

as

Ip = A{Ep+kEgf'\

The extent to which the characteristics of practical tubes

depart from the f-power relation was discussed in Chapter IV.

In the case of the two-electrode tube the main cause of the de^da-

tion is the voltage drop in the filament. This has a greater

1 O. Vallauri, L'Elettrotecnica, Vol. 4, 1917, Electrician, Vol. 80, p. 470,

1917.

"- 1. Langmuir, Proc. I.R.E., p. 278, 1915.
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effect at the lower than at the higher voltages. In three-electrode

tubes the Hinitation of current by the grid accentuates this devia-

tion. Thus, referring to equation (3), the constant /x is generally-

greater than unity and, therefore, although the plate voltage

may be high, the effective voltage {—-\-Eg-\-e] is low, so that

the voltage drop in the filament has a relatively greater effect

in causing a deviation from the |-power relation. As an example,

suppose that £"^=100 volts; At = 5; the voltage in the filament

£"/= 10, and £"^+€ = 0. Then the effective voltage is only twice

the voltage drop in the filament. Under such conditions the

deviation from the f-power relation is considerable. It is for this

reason that the quadratic equation (3) is generally found to be more
serviceable at least for that range of the characteristic over which

the tube operates as an amplifier.

The quantity e, which depends on the intrinsic potential

difference between the filament and the system constituting the grid

and plate, is usually small, but may, in some types of tubes, vary

considerably. For tubes operating with high effective voltages e

can generally be neglected. But when the effective voltage is low,

as in the detector and small amplifier tubes, variations in e can,

if not corrected for, cause deviations in the exponent of the effect-

ive voltage.

The important thing about the tube equation is that the cur-

rent can be expressed as a function of (Ep-\-ij.Egy.

Referring to equation (3) and Fig. 74, we see that the current

is finite for negative values of the grid potential, and is reduced to

zero only when

Eg=-(^+e)=Es (5)

This linear relation and equation (3) can be verified experi-

mentally when the constants /x and e are known. These constants

1 This expression for the effective voltage in a three-electrode tube was
established experimentally by the author and published in 1913 (Verh. d. D.
Phys. Gesell., Vol. 15, p. 330, 1913). See also p. 44. The same expression

has also been used by Schottky (Archiv. f. Elektrotechnik, Vol. 8, p. 1, 1919.

Barkhausen (Jahrb. d. drahtlosen Tel. & Tel., Vol. 14, p. 27, 1919) and
others. See also W. H. Eccles (Rad. Rev., Vol. 1, p. 69, Nov., 1919).
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can be (leterniined by methods which do not involve the exponent

of equation (3). Let us assume a general exponent jS, thus:

I,=a{^+ E,-^e'^'

Assuming the general case in which both Ep and Eg are variable,

we have:

Now

dlp_ dip dEp 'dip

dEg dEp dEg dEg

dEp iJ. \n

Hence
dEg Xn

t-K7"+^'+'r'et+^t- • •

<«)

Since the current can be varied by varying either one or both

of the independent variables Ep and Eg, we can make these varia-

tions in accordance with the condition that the current Ip remains

constant; for example, the current can be first increased by

increasing Ep and then brought back to its original value by

increasing the negative grid voltage Eg. The relation between

the variations in Ep and Eg necessaiy to keep the current con-

stant, can be obtained by putting 7^= constant in equation (6).

Then we have either

^-\-Eg-\-e = (5a)

or
dEp

dEg=-^ (^)

These equations are therefore independent of the exponent of

(3) . Equation (5a) obviously states the condition that the current

has the constant value zero, and shows that the stray field poten-

tial Es is simply equal to the absolute value of the grid potential

which is necessary to reduce the plate current to zero.

Referring to the above equations for the partial derivatives of

/;;, it follows that a change in the grid potential produces /t-times as
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great a change in the plate current as an equal change in the plate

voltage.

Equation (7) can be interpreted to mean that a potential varia-

tion bEg = eg impressed between the grid and the filament Ls of|uiv-

alent to introducing an E.M.F. in the plate circuit which is etiual

to l^Bg.

This result is of fundamental importance and has been found of

great value in the solution of many vacuum tube problems.

1600
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1000

Orid Volt-s

Fi(i. 7G.

Integrating equation (7) we get

E'p = Ep-\-ixEg (8)

While equation (5a) gives the relation between Ep and Eg necassary

to neutralize the stray field and keep the current zero, equation (7)

gives the relation necessary to keep the current constant at any
convenient value. The verification of these relations Ls shown
in Fig. 76.^ The slope of these cui-ves is equal to the constant /z.

1 H. J. Van der Bijl, Phys. Rev., Vol. 12, p. 171, 1918. See also Fig. 14,

p. 45.
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The characteristic equation (3) was verified as follows: The
tube was inserted in a circuit such as shown in Fig. 72, with the

exception that the generator in the input circuit and the resist-

ance ro were omitted. A convenient negative potential was applied

to the grid, so that no cm-rent could be established in the grid

400

Anode Volfs.

Fig. 77.

600 800

circuit, and the current in the plate circuit observed as a function

of the plate voltage Ep. Since ro was zero Ep was always equal

to Eb, the plate battery voltage. The grid being kept at a constant

negative potential Eg with respect to the filament, current could
771

not be established in the plate circuit until the —+e became

greater than Eg. The characteristic obtained is shown in Fig. 77.
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From the value of the plate voltage for which the current is just

reduced to zero we get

Fig. 78.

and since /x could be determined as explained above, this equation

could be used to give e. Once n and e are known the observed

current can be plotted as a function of the expression

(f'-.-)^

for arbitrary values of Ep or Eg. Some curves obtained in this way
are shown in Fig. 78.

If we obtain a number of characteristics such as those shown
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in Fig. 74, which show the relations between the plate current and

grid i)otential for a number of different plate potentials and plot

the logarithms of Ip against the logarithms of the effective voltage

(—E.-\-Eg] the observed points for all the characteristics should,

according to equation (3), lie on one straight line. This can be

done by subtracting the applied grid potentials from the grid

potential which is just necessary to reduce the current to zero,

and plotting on logarithmic paper the values so obtained against

the observed currents. (Note that the value of the grid potential

necessary to reduce the current to zero is — .) The disadvantage

of such a procedure lies in the uncertainty of the voltage at which

the current becomes zero. However, the logarithmic plot of the

curves of Fig. 74, and which is shown in Fig. 79 indicates a substan-

tially good verification of equation (3). The slope of this lumped

logarithmic line is almost exactly 2.

54. Amplification Constant. The constant n appearing in the

above equations- is one of the most important constants of the

audion or three-electrode tube. It will be shown later that n is the

maximum voltage amplification obtainable from the tube. This

constant is also very instrumental in determining the current and

power amplification and can therefore be referred to as the ampli-

fication constant. This constant plays an important part in all

functions of the tube, as will be showai later when we come to

consider its use as a radio detector, modulator, oscillation gen-

erator, etc. It will be noticed that since it appears in the stray

field relation (equation (1)), which is a pure potential relation,

the amplification constant is a function only of the geometry of

the tube. It depends, for example, on the mesh of the grid,

diameter of the grid ware and the distance between grid and plate.

It can be deteraiined from E^^;^—curves shown in Fig. 76 and l^y

methods which will be described later. In practice it is generally

found that fx is not quite constant, its value decreasing somewhat

at lower voltages. For the operating range of voltages commonly

employed its value does, however, not vary much. (See Fig. 125.)

55. Plate Resistance and Impedance. The resistance of a tube

is due to the work which the electrons emitted from the cathode

must do in moving from cathode to anode. Let us consider the

case of a single electron emitted from the cathode. In moving
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through the cathode surface it has to do an amount of work

equivalent to the electron affinity and in moving from cathode

to anode it has to do work in overcoming the contact potential

difference between cathode and anode. This may sometimes

assist the electron in moving from cathode to anode. (See Chap-

ter III.) The total amount of work it has to do to overcome these

forces is generally small and never amounts to more than a drop of

a few volts. If these were the only forces exerted on a large num-

ber of electrons escaping from the cathode the application of a small

voltage between cathode and anode would almost immediately

give rise to the saturation current, and the resistance of the tube

would for all values of current less than the saturation current be

very low. This is, however, not the case, since the electrons
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in the space exert a mutual repelling force on one another. This

is the space charge effect explained in Chapters I and IV, and

causes by far the greatest expenditure of energy on the part of the

electrons in moving to the anode. This expenditure of energy

causes the heating of the anode.

The true d-c. resistance of the tube is, of course, given simply

by the ratio of the total amount of work done to the square of

the current, i.e., by y^. The a-c. resistance on the other hand, is

given by the slope of the plate current characteristic, and since the

characteristic is non-linear the a-c. and d-c. resistances are not the

same. Referring to Fig. 80, the d-c. resistance at a voltage Ep is

given by the reciprocal of the slope of the straight line OC, while the

impedance of the tube is given by the ratio of the alternating

voltage ep between filament and plate to the alternating current

ip in the plate circuit. Now, the flow of electrons in the tube

shows no lag, and for frequencies low enough to make the effect

of the electrostatic capacity of the tube itself negligibly small,

the condensive reactance thus being also practically infinite, the

impedance is simply given by -T^=-r (see Fig. 80), and is then

of the nature of a pure resistance. For most tubes used at present

this approximation is satisfactory for frequencies up to the order of

several hundred thousand cycles per second. For a tube like that

shown in Fig. 68, for example the filament-plate capacity is of
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the order of a few micro-microfarads. Now we have — = ^~^

when ep and ip are very small. But in practice we generally do not

deal with very small current variations. To obtain an expression

for the a-c. resistance for finite variations we must evaluate the

partial derivative —^ from the equation of the characteristic and

integrate it over a complete cycle of variations, thus:

rj,~27rJo dEp
"^^^

dt (9)

For frequencies at which the electrostatic capacity of the

tube cannot be regarded as negligibly small, we have in effect a

condenser in shunt with the tube resistance. If x is the reactance

due to the capacity of the tube the plate impedance Zp can be

obtained from the admittance Ypi

where

1 1 r2Tr p.T

bv=

Tp-\-7?

X
(11)

To evaluate expression (9) let us assume a general exponent

for the characteristic equation:

Then

where

Hence

Ip=a{^+Eg-\-t+e^\nvtX. . . . (12)

|^ = ^'(i^,+esinpO°-i

E,= ^+E,+e.

1 allE.

Now the maximum value e of the input voltage is never

greater than E^; for distortionless ampHfication e must always
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be less than Ey (see Section 60). Referring, for example, to Fig,

81, it will be seen that E^ is the intercept cd when Eg^O or

fd when Eg^cf. Taking the latter case it will be seen that the

maximum value of the input voltage e should not exceed the value

fd otherwise we would be working beyond the point d, and then

the lower peaks of the outiHit current wave would l:)c chopped off

Oriel Voltage

Fig. si.

thus introducing harmonics. Furthermore, since the maximum
value of sin pt is unity and its odd powers vanish on integration

the expression in the parentheses can be expanded into a series,

the integral of which converges sufficiently rapidlj' to enable us to

compute the resistance, for all practical values of 7i, from a few

terms of the expansion. The integrated series is:
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1 _anE^' {n- \){n-2)
l
e\' (n-1) . . . (n-4) ( ey

/"^ (2)2 \Ej
"^

(2.4)2 \eJ
(n-1) . . . (yi-6)

'(2.4.6)^

For the case of the amphfier 7i = 2, and all the terms except

the first vanish so that we get:

'--^ r (15)

+ ^""^o;.\r""' (|;)°-]- (14)

2a[-f+E,+ .)

The a-c. plate resistance is therefore to a first approximation
independent of the a-c. input voltage.

It is customary to speak generally of the,impedance of the tube,

meaning thereby the plate impedance. It must, however, be

remembered that unless the frequency is veiy high, the wattless

component of the impedance is practically zero, and the impedance

is then given by equation (14) in which case it is of the nature of a

pure resistance. For a parabolic characterictic {n^2) equation

(14) is simply the slope of the Ip— Ep characteristic.

56. Mutual Conductance. So far we have considered only the

plate voltage -plate current characteristic from which we have

deduced the plate impedance by obtaining an expression for the

variation in plate current as a function of the plate potential

variations. The usual thing in practice is to vaiy the plate current

by varying the grid potential. As will be seen from the following

the effects in this case can be deduced directly from the previous

considerations by the introduction of the amplification constant /x.

Referring to the fundamental equation for the characteristic,

we have

dip dip

and

o/^ =M^Er (16)

^"^
27rJ, dEr 2vrJ„ oE,

^^^^

Equation (16) gives the slope of the plate current-grid potential

characteristic and (17) gives the mutual conductance ^ gm- It

will be noticed that

ry.=- (18)
^p

1 The expression " mutual conductunfc " for this quantity was suggested

by Hazeltine (Proc. I. R. E., Vol. 6, p. 63, 1918).
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This is a very important quantity and is involved, as will be shown

later, in all expressions giving the degree of merit of the tube when
functioning as amplifier, detector, oscillator, etc. It is always

desirable to have the mutual conductance as large as possible.

While /x depends almost entirely on the structure of the grid and

its position relative to t!ie other electrodes, Vp depends ujwn ii

and the the surface areas of cathode and anode as well.

The mutual conductance gives a measure for the effect of the

grid potential on the plate current. The analogous expression for

the effect of the plate potential on the grid current is given by

gn=7r
2-jo dE,

-dt (17a)

and may be called the reflex mutual conductance. At frequencies

for which electrode capacities are effective to an appreciable extent

we have to consider the mutual unpedances Zm = gm,-\-jxm, etc.,

which cannot be obtained from the static characteristics of the

tube.

57. Shape of Output Wave in Circuit of Low External Im-

pedance. Consider the case of the tube circuit shown in Fig. 82

Fig. 82.

and let a voltage e sin 'pt be impressed between filament and grid.

The resistance I'i may be that of the input transfonner coil which

is supposed to be wound to work into a practically open circuit.

For the present we shall suppose that the external impedance Zq

in the output is ncgligibh' small compared with the plate-resistance

of the tube, so that the characteristic of the circuit is practically

the same as that of the tube.

If the constant grid voltage Ec is sufficiently negative to insure

that the grid never takes current, the wave shape in Zq is deter-
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mined by the characteristic equation (4). Thus if the voltage is

a sinusoid (Fig. 83, curve a) the output current is a lop-sided curve

shown in Fig. 83, curve hb' . This can readily be seen by referring

to Fig. 81, from ^\•hich it will be seen that if the potential of the

Fxu. 83.

grid be varied about the value Ec = cf, the increase ah in plate cur-

rent due to the decrease oa in the negative grid potential is greater

than the decrease a'b' in current caused by an equal increase

oa' in the negative grid potential. This would produce distortion
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since the output current is not an exact reproduction of the input.

The curve h of Fig. 83, of course, shows the variation in the output

current from its mean d-c. value wliich obtains when the input

alternating voltage is zero.

Now, suppose the grid battery be so adjusted that whenever

e sin 'pt is positive the grid takes current. Since the grid current

characteristic is of the nature shown in Fig. 75, the grid current

wave will be given by d (Fig. 83), providing the grid potential does

not become sufficiently high to cause the emission of secondary

electrons from it. Now this current in the grid circuit causes a

voltage drop in n thus lowering the potential difference between

filament and grid. The output current wave may therefore take

the shape shown by curve cb' . This would therefore minimize

the distortion if the quantities involved were correctly propor-

tioned. On the other hand, once the grid current is established

it increases so rapidly with further increase in the grid voltage

that the increase in plate current during the half cycle when the

grid is positive can }:)ecome less than the decrease during the other

half cycle, and this materially lowers the amplification.

Referring again to the case in which the grid is kept negative

with respect to the filament, it will be seen on expanding equation

(4) that the curve hh' (Fig. 83) consists of the following components:

l^+E.+ e'j+2a{^+E,-^X'^mVt

+^cos(27>i-f7r)+^. (19)

The first term represents the steady direct current in the plate cir-

cuit which is maintained when the input c is zero, and is the value

about which the plate current varies for finite values of e. The
second term gives the alternating output current (ee. Fig. 83)

which is in phase with the input voltage and which is the only

useful current for ampUfication purposes. The hannonic repre-

sented by the third term and having double the frequency of the

fundamental is present, as was to be expected from the parabolic

shape of the characteristic. It is shown by the curve JJ in Fig. 83.

This is the undesirable term which causes distortion. The last

temi, W'hich is proportional to the square of the input voltage

is the change in the d-c. component due to the alternating input
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voltage (shown by the broken line in Fig. 83), and is the only effect-

ive component of the output current when using the device as a

radio detector.

If the output transfonner To (Fig. 82) has a sharp frequency

characteristic, and a pure note be impressed on the input of the

tube, a current meter A2 inserted in the load circuit would indicate

a current which is proportional only to the second term of equation

(19), that is, to the fundamental, and the distortion produced

by the curvature of the characteristic would not be a serious matter.

In telephony we have to deal, however, with frequencies ranging up

to about 3000 cycles per second, and it is desirable to ase a trans-

former with a flat frequency characteristic, so that all frequencies

are transmitted with more or less equal facihty. In such case the

harmonic term would cause serious distortion of the speech

wave. Distortion can, however, be reduced to a negligible quan-

tity by properly choosing the impedance of the output transfomier.

We have so far assumed that the transfonner impedance in the

direction ZqZ\ is small compared with the plate resistance of the

tube. In practice this is not so. In fact the best operation as

power amplifier is obtained when this impedance is appi-oxi-

mately equal to the plate resistance. In such case the character-

istic of the circuit is different from that of the tube alone, as we
shall now proceed to show.

58. Characteristic of Circuit Containing Tube and Resistance

in Series. Let us first consider the simple case in which the out-

put circuit is non-reactive and has a resistance tq (Fig. 72). Let

the plate current be measured for different values of grid potential

Eg, the plate battery voltage Et, remaining constant. When the

grid is so much negative that the current in the plate circuit is

reduced to zero, the plate voltage Ep is equal to the plate battery

voltage Eb. But when current is established in the plate circuit

there is a voltage drop across tq, and Ep will be less than Ed, being

given by

Ep = Eh-roIp, (20)

where Ip is the plate current, Ep thus becomes a variable. Sub-

stituting this value of Ep in the characteristic equation, thus:

/. = < {^^)+Eg+.
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we get, putting

(
2aroE\

,
\_ I AarpE',

J =A_jf L_y ^ con

This is the equation for the characteristic of the circuit consisting

of the tube and resistance ro, and it will be seen, if Ip be plotted

against E\, for various values of ro, that the curvature of the

characteristic is reduced as ro is increased, the characteristic

becoming practically linear when ro is equal to or greater than the

plate resistance. This is an important result for which I am
indebted to my associate Dr. H. D. Arnold, and has an important

bearing on the problem of distortionless amplification of telephonic

currents.^

The effect of the resistance on the characteristic of the output

circuit is shown graphically in Figs. 84 and 85. In the first the

plate battery voltage Eb had a constant value equal to ij.(E'g-\- e)

,

where E'g is given by 00', while in Fig. 85 the plate battery was
so adjusted for every value of ro as to keep Ep constant for zero

grid voltage. It will be noticed that when ro=rp (8000 ohms),

the characteristic is substantially linear over a considerable range

of input voltage.

59. Static and Dynamic Characteristics. So far we have con-

sidered only the static characteristics of the tube and its circuit.

We have seen that the static characteristics of the tube itself,

that is, the characteristics which are obtained when the external

resistance is neglibibly smaU in comparison with the plate resist-

ance of the tube, are given by equation (3), while those of the

output circuit, containing an external resistance as well as the

filament-plate resistance, are given by equation (21). The first

mentioned set of characteristics is shown in Fig. 74, and the

second set in Figs. 84 and 85. It is important to note that in

Fig. 74 each characteristic is for a constant plate-filament voltage

Ep, while in Figs. 84 and 85 each characteristic is for a constant

plate battery voltage Eu. In this case, as was explained in the

^ Other means for reducing distortion by using special circuit arrangements

are discussed in Section 78.
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previous paragraph, the filament-plate voltage Ep is variable,

having a different value for each adjustment of the grid voltage

Eg, due to the varying voltage drop in the external resistance.

It is obvious that if the external plate circuit contains reactance

15 10

Grid Volt-s

Fig. 84.

as well as resistance, the static characteristics take the same shape

as when the reactance is zero, being determined only by the

resistance component of the external impedance.

Now, the thermionic tube is used mostly in a-c. circuits. It
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is therefore necessary to know the shape of the characteristic

that obtains when varying potentials are impressed on the grid,

that is, it is necessary to know the shape of the dynamic character-

istic. It is convenient to distinguish three cases: (1) the dynamic
characteristic of the tube itself; (2) that of the plate circuit

containing tube and non-inductive resistance, and (3) that of

the circuit containing tube and impedance.

(1) The first can be determined with a circuit such as that
shown in Fig. 72, provided that the resistance tq is zero and the

current meter A has a resistance which is negligibly small com-

-40 30 -M
Grid Volts -Eg

Fig. 85.

pared with the plate resistance. As far as the passage of electrons

from cathode to anode is concerned, the thermionic tube, which

operates with a pure electron discharge, shows no lag, such as is

found to exist in an arc which depends for its operation on ioniza-

tion by collision of the contained gas or vapor. The only reactance

possessed by the tube is capacitive and is due to the electrostatic

capacity between the electrodes. It is, therefore, in effect, a

capacity shunted across the plate resistance. The capacity of

ordinary tubes, is, however, so small (of the order of a few centi-

meters) that this parallel reactance can be regarded as practically

infinite for frequencies ranging up to several hundred thousand

cycles per second. Hence, for this range of frequencies the
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dynamic characteristic of the tube coincides with its static char-

acteristic.

(2) If the external resistance ro (Fig. 72), instead of being

zero, has a finite value and is non-inductive, the dynamic charac-

teristic still coincides with the static characteristic, but they are

different from the characteristic of the tube itself, being given by

Figs. 84 and 85 instead of those shown in Fig. 74.

The effect of the external non-inductive resistance on the

characteristic of the output circuit, when an alternating potential

is impressed on the grid, can be explained as follows: Referring

- Ic

Fig. 86.

to Fig. 86, let the three parabolic curves represent the characteris-

tics of the tube itself, the middle one of which, let us say, is the one

obtained when the plate-filament voltage has a definite value Ej,.

The other two are the characteristics for higher and lower values

of Ep. Let the tube be inserted in the circuit shown in Fig. 72.

Let the constant grid battery voltage Eg be so adjusted that the

direct current in the plate circuit, as measured with A, is mo.

Now, on account of the voltage drop in ro, due to the current Ip

in it, the plate-filament voltage is Ep = Eb— roIp. If Ip be varied

by impressing an alternating potential on the grid, Ep varies

accordingly since Eb is constant. Thus, if the negative grid poten-

tial is decreased the plate current increases. This causes Ep to

decrease to the value, say, corresponding to the lower characteris-

tic shown in Fig. 86, and the current instead of increasing to a',
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as it would if Ep remained constant, increases only to a. For the

same reason, when the negative grid potential is increased the cur-

rent decreases only to h instead of to h'. The characteristic there-

fore straightens out and takes the shape given by hoa, instead of

Voa'.

Referring to equation (20), it will be seen that if we represent

the alternating plate voltage and current by ep and ip, respectively',

we have ep= —ipTQ. The plate current and plate voltage are there-

fore 180° out of phase. The plate current is, however, in phase

with the grid potential, so that the grid and plate potentials

differ in phase by 180°.

Fig. 87.

(3) Let the plate circuit now contain reactance as well as

resistance, that is, let it contain an impedance Zo=ro+j.ro. Here

we have ep= —ipZo, but on account of the reactance .tq in the plate

circuit the phase difference between the plate and grid potentials

may differ from 180°. When this happens the dynamic character-

istic of the plate circuit takes the form of a loop. To explain

this we can make use of the theorem stated on page 157, that a

voltage eg apphed between filament and grid is equivalent to an

electromotive force iieg impressed on the plate circuit, where ix

is the ampUfication constant of the tube. The phase relations

are shown in Fig. 87 for various values of the angle = tan~^—

of the external impedance. Let the plate cuirent be represented
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by ip in the direction OQP. The voltage drop ipVp, in the tube,

due to its plate resistance, is given by OQ. The drop ipZo in the

external impedance Zq is given by Qa. Thus, in the case in which

the angle is 45°, ipZo^Qao, and is the vector sum ipVo and ipXo,

the total driving E.M.F., fiCg in the plate circuit is in this case

given by Oa2. Now ep is equal to —ipZo and is given by Oc2,

Ond Vol-f-S

Fig. 88.

which is parallel to Qa2. The phase difference between ep and

HBg or eg is therefore equal to the angle a20c2 which is 157.5°,

This is for the case in which the external impedance Zq is numeri-

cally equal to the plate resistance Vp (0Q = Qa2), and has an angle

of 45°.

Referring now to Fig. 88, let the negative grid batteiy voltage
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be equal to MS, so that we operate around the point of the tube

characteristic AOB, which corresponds to the plate potential

which obtains when the alternating potential impressed on the

grid is zero. The other two tube characteristics are for the maxi-

mum and minimum potentials which the plate acquires when an

alternating potential e sin pt is superimposed on the constant

negative grid potential Eg= MS. If we now plot the plate cur-

rent as a function of the varying grid potential Cg, considering at the

same time that eg and the alternating plate potential ep are 157.5°

out of phase, we obtain the loop shown in Fig. 88. The loop is,

of course, due to the reactance in the external circuit, because there

is no lag within the tube. This loop is not an ellipse, but has a

curved axis CD, the general slope and curvature of which depends

upon the angle between Cg and e.p, which in turn depends upon the

angle </> of the external impedance. As decreases the loop nar-

rows down, its axis straightens out and rotates in a clock-wise

direction until, when ^ is zero, that is, when the external circuit

contains only non-reactive resistance, the loop degenerates into

the line EF, which is the non-reactive dynamic characteristic boa

shown in Fig. 86. It will be observed that if the angle 6 between

eg and Cp is 157.5°, the axis of the loop very nearly coincides with

the approximately straight hne EF obtained when d is 180°.

The angle 6 depends not only on 0, the angle of the external

impedance Zo, but also on the value of this impedance compared

with the plate resistance Vp. Thus if ^ is 90° then ipZo is given

by Qo4, and if Zo is numerically equal to Vp, the angle a^0c4:

between eg and Cp is 0= 135°. But if Zo=3rp, the angle 6 is about

160°. In this case also the axis of the dynamic characteristic

coincides veiy nearly with the line EF which is obtained when

e=180°.
* It is important to note the conditions that must be secured

to make the axis of the dynamic characteristic approach a

straight line. While the curvature of the characteristic enables

the thermionic tube to perfonn certain veiy important functions,

such as detection and modulation of oscillating currents, it is

nevertheless an undesirable feature when the tube operates as

an amplifier. It follows from the explanation given in Section 57

that unless the characteristic is straight the output current wave is

not an exact enlarged reproduction of the wave impressed on the

input. Tliis causes distortion when ampUfying telephonic cur-
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rents, and to avoid it the amplifier must be operated under such

conditions that its characteristic is substantially linear. Now,

it will be shown later that when operating the tube as an ampli-

fier, maximum power amplification is obtained when the external

impedance is numerically equal to the plate resistance of the tube.

If this equality is preserved and the angle of the external imped-

ance is not greater than about 45°, the axis of the characteristic

is, as we have seen, substantially linear over a considerable range

of input voltage. In practice the conditions are often even better,

because the angle of the external impedance is often much less than

45°. Thio is, for example, the case where the tube is operated as

a telephone repeater; the secondary of the output transformer

feeds into a long line of comparatively high resistance, so that the

angle of the effective impedance into which the tube works is very

small.

In cases where the angle of the external impedance is neces-

sarily large, we can still secure a practically linear axis for the

dynamic characteristic by making the external impedance larger

than the plate resistance. We would therefore gain in quality of

transmission at the expense of amplification. But the necessary

sacrifice in amplification would not be large. Although maximum
amplification is secured when the external impedance is equal to

the plate resistance, the decrease in amplification is small even

when the external impedance is twice as large as the plate resist-

ance (see Fig. 112).

If the necessary precautions be taken to secure the conditions

necessary to make the axis of the dynamic characteristic substan-

tially linear, we can extend the theorem deduced on page 157

from the stray field relation: A voltage eg applied between

filament and grid establishes a current in the plate circuit which

is given by

'--7^^ (22)

where n is the amplification constant of the tube, rp its plate resist-

ance and Zq the external impedance in the plate circuit.

If the conditions are not sugh as to make the characteristic

linear this equation is still true as far as the fundamental frequency

is concerned, but the curvature of the characteristic introduces

harmonics which would necessitate the addition of terms of higher

order of smallness to equation (22).
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The theorem embodied in eauation (22) is of fundamental

importance and is instrumental in the solution of many vacuum
tube problems. We shall have occasion to make extensive use

of it in what follows.

60. Conditions for Distortionless Amplification. Distortion-

less amplification is obtained if the amplified current in the output

circuit is, for the whole range of frequencies which it is desired to

transmit, an exact enlarged reproduction of the input current.

Distortion can be produced in two ways: (1) When currents of

different frequencies are not amplified in the same proportion;

(2) when the amplification is not independent of the input voltage.

(1) As far as the first effect alone is concerned, the amplifica-

tion will be distortionless if the whole circuit is non-reactive. The
circuits commonly used in connection with the tube are not non-

reactive, but the necessary transformers and condensers can always

be so chosen that for the operating range of frequencies the total

impedance is not unduly affected by the frequency. As far as

the tube itseK is concerned it is to be noted that the capacities

between the electrodes introduces a reactance effect. Of these we
distinguish between the capacity between filament and plate, and

the effective input impedance as measured between the filament

and grid. When the amplification is expressed in terms of the

potential actually applied to the grid, the only inter-electrode

capacity that comes into consideration is the capacity between

filament and plate. This is so small that when the amplification

is expressed in this way it is found to be independent of the fre-

quency for frequencies ranging up to several hundred thousand

cycles per second. The power amplification is usually expressed

in terms of the ratio of the power developed in the external output

circuit to the total power impressed on the input. In this case

the effective reactance due to the inter-electrode capacities depends

on the circuit used, as will be explained in Sections 69 to 71. Under

the conditions under which amplifiers are mostly operated, the

electrode capacities usually have a very small effect. The general

effect, however, is to decrease the amplification when the frequency

becomes veiy high.

(2) The second condition for distortionless amplification will

not be satisfied unless the axis of the dynamic characteristic of

the output circuit is linear over the operating range of voltage.

As was shown in the previous Section, this can be secured by
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making the external impedance in the output circuit sufficiently

large.

It is important to note that another condition for distortionless

amplification is that the input voltage must be kept within certain

limits determined by the d-c. plate and grid voltages and the struc-

ture of the tube. Let us assume that the external impedance is

sufficiently large to straighten out effectively the characteristic.

The question now is what range of input voltage can be employed
without overtaxing the tube. If the input voltage is so large that

the grid becomes sufficiently positive to take appreciable current,

the positive halves of the output wave can be reduced in the man-
ner explained in Section 57. This reduction is more marked the

larger the external impedance in the output circuit, because the

extent to which the grid can become positive without taking appre-

ciable current depends on the potential difference Ep existing

between filament and plate at the moment that the grid is positive

and on the structure of the tube. Remembering that the stray

field between filament and grid, due to the potential difference

Ep, tends to draw the electrons through the openings of the grid,

it will be seen that the larger Ep the higher must be the positive

grid voltage to overcome the stray field and attract the electrons

to the grid. Now the external impedance has the effect of decreas-

ing the plate-filament potential difference when the flow of electrons

from plate to filament through the impedance is increased, that is,

during the haK cj'cle when the grid is positive. This reduces the

stray field and consequently increases the flow of electrons to the

grid. This is the effect that gives rise to the bend C in the dynamic
characteristic shown in Fig. 86. If we say that g is the positive

potential with respect to the filament which the grid can acquire

without taking appreciable current, we can state that one condition

for distortionless amplification is

Eo+^ + U (23)

where Eg is the voltage of the grid battery, e the peak value

of the input voltage, and e the intrinsic potential difference

between filament and grid.

Another condition is that the peak value of the input voltage

must not exceed the value given by mn (Fig. 86), otherwise the

negative peaks of the output current wave will be chopped off.
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E'
Now sn is given by —-, whore E'p is the potential difference between

filament and plate at the moment when the grid has its maximum
negative value, and stn is the voltage Eg of the grid battery.

We therefore have the two conditions:

e<-
I

Eg-\-e
\
+

\ g

he
\

—
\ r^a

(24)

or when the tube is working at full capacity, that is, when operating

over the whole range of the characteristic.

e=- Eg-\-e
\

-\-
\ g —^+6

I

-
I

i?. |. . (25)

61. Amplification Equations of the Thermionic Amplifier. We
shall now derive quantitative expressions for the amplification

produced by the three-electrode thermionic tube. It will be

recognized that when operating as a power amplifier the tube

derives the extra power from the d-c. battery inserted in the

plate circuit. The energy of the plate battery is released by

the influence of the grid potential on the current in the plate

circuit and the amount of power released depends almost entirely

on the influence of the grid potential.

In deriving the following equations we assume that the grid

is maintained sufficiently negative with respect to the filament to

prevent any appreciable current convection between filament

and grid; that is, the tube will be assumed to operate within the

limits defined by equations (24) and (25). We shall also assume

that the impedance conditions in the plate circuit are such as to

make the characteristic of the plate circuit substantially linear

over the operating range of voltages. These conditions can very

nearly be satisfied in practice even when the circuit constants

are so adjusted as to give a maximum degree of amplification.

Under these conditions the alternating current ip in the plate

circuit is related to the alternating potential Cg, applied to the

grid, by equation

. _Me^
(99)
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where rp is the plate resistance and Zo the external impedance.

This equation enables us to derive the amplification equations in

a very simple manner.

62. Voltage Amplification. Consider first the case in which

the tube is used as a voltage amplifier. The voltage developed in

the impedance Zo is eo=ipZo, which according to equation (22)

becomes

:

en=
fp'^'^Q

and the voltage amphfication is therefore

(2C.)

It must be noted that eg is the a-c. potential difference actually

established between filament and grid.

It will be seen that jx' increases as Zo is increased and a;^ ymptot-

ically approaches the maxi-

mum value At when Zo becomes

infinitely large compared with

Tp. The constant which de-

pends on the structure of

the tube and determines the

stray field, is therefore simply

the maximum voltage amph-

fication obtainable from the

tube. When a tube is to be

used as a voltage amplifier it

should therefore be designed

to have as high a value of ^
as possible. Fig. 89 shows a

Western Electric voltage am-

plifier. The amplification con-

stant Ai of this tube is 40.

A voltage amplification of

several hundred fold is not

hard to obtain, it being simply

necessaiy to design the tube Fig. 89.

accordingly, since /i is a struc-

tural constant. In using tubes as voltage amplifiers it is,

however, necessary to consider also the other factors that
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influence the voltage amplification. For example, it follows

directly from equation (26) that the external impedance should

be made several times as large as the plate resistance of the tube.

Now, for the same amount of filament surface the plate resistance

increases approximately as the square of n (see equation 15)

and may acquire such a high value as to necessitate an impracti-

cably high external impedance. It is, therefore, often necessary,

when increasing /x, to increase the amount of filament surface so

as to reduce the plate resistance as much as possible. It is, of

course, also possible to decrease the plate resistance by increasing

the d-c. plate voltage, provided we do not operate beyond the

minimum saturation voltage.

Referring now to equation (26) let Zo = rQ-\-jxo; the voltage

amplification is then given by

M-^o

V(rp+ro)-+X(2'
(27)

Suppose the tube is inserted in the circuit shown in Fig. 90,

and that it is desired to obtain the voltage developed between

Fig. 90.

the ends A and B of the impedance Zq. This voltage fo can be

measured by connecting an electrostatic voltmeter between A
and B} The secondary of the transformer T can be wound to

have as high an impedance as possible, thus impressing the highest

possible voltage Sg on the grid for a given voltage in the primary

of r.

Let us now consider the two extreme cases in which Zq is (1)

a non-inductive resistance ro {xo^O) and (2) a practically pure

1 A thermionic tube can be used as an electrostatic voltmeter in the manner

shown in Section 114.
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reactance xq (ro=0). In the first case the voltage amphfication

is given by

eg Tp-\-rQ
(28)

The relation between — and — is shown by curve II of Fig. 91
Cg Tp

from which it is seen that — reacnes about 90 per cent of its
eg

maxunum value ^u when ro= 10 Vp. (In computing these curves u

was taken equal to 10.)

8

6

4
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advaniage. If Zq is a pure resistance and several times greater

than the plate resistance, a considerable portion of the voltage

of the plate battery is lost in Zq, so that to secure the necessary

potential difference between filament and plate it would be neces-

sary to use a rather high plate battery voltage. This can be

avoided by using instead of a pure resistance a choke coil which

has a comparatively small d-c. resistance.

On the other hand, the value of the tube as a voltage amplifier

lies in the fact that it can be operated in a non-inductive circuit,

and in this respect it performs an important function, in that it

sei-ves the purpose of producing high degrees of amplification

with very little distortion. Unlike the transformer, for example,

it furnishes a voltage-amplifying means that is independent of

frequency unless the frequency is very high. And, as a matter of

fact, it can also be used to produce power amplification that is

practically independent of frequency.

When several tubes are used in cascade formation in multi-

stage non-inductive amplifier sets, all but the last tube should be

used as voltage amplifiers, because the tube is a potential operating

device. It works best as an amplifier when its grid does not take

appreciable current; that is, when the tube operates within the

limits defined by equations (24) and (25). The input power

consumed by the tube is therefore usually veiy small, and all

that is necessaiy is to make the input voltage applied between

filament and grid as high as possible.

It must be pointed out that unless it is necessary to use a

non-inductive circuit it is best to operate all tubes in a multi-

stage amplifier set as power amplifiers, and use voltage step-up

transformers between the tubes. Consider, for example, the

circuit in Fig. 92. (The circuits shown here do not include

details that are necessaiy to give best operation in practice.

They are merely skeleton circuits intended to illustrate the

points under consideration. Complete circuits will be discussed

below.)

If the tube A were to be used as a voltage amplifier, it would

be necessary to make Zq several times as large as rp. This does

not, however, give maximum total amplification, because when
using transformers we have to consider the power, and maximum
amplification is obtained when Zo—Tp, T2 being used as a voltage

step-up transformer. This can be shown as follows: The power
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in Zo will be a maxirnmn for maximum voltage e'g impressed

on the input of the second tube B. Now, the voltage eo in ^o is

given by:

where /i is the amplification constant of tube A. Now, the voltage

ratio of the transformer T2 is a/t/". Hence, the voltage impressed

on tube B is:

(30)

Fig. 92.

It is in all cases desiral)le to make Zi as large as can possibly

be done in practice. Hence, regarding Z\ as fixed and differen-

tiating e'g with respect to Zq and equating to zero, it will be

seen that e'g is a maximum when Zo=rp, and this, it will be shown

in the next paragraph, is the condition for maximum power in Zq.

63. Power Amplification. The three-electrode thermionic tube

can be used to amplify power, and in this property lies its great

usefulness. It is its amplifying property that enables it to be

used also as an oscillation generator. There are other types of

amplifiers, such as, for example, the arc which amplifies in virtue

of its negative resistance characteristic and therefore operates on

an entirely different principle. But the thermionic amplifier, or

audion, has certain marked advantages over other types. Unlike

the arc it does not depend for its operation on ionization by col-

lision of residual gas, and in fact operates satisfactorily only when
the vacuum is so high that ionization by collision plays a negligilily

small part in current convection in the tube. The discharge is

therefore steady and reproducible. When using the device as a
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telephone relay, for example, steadiness and reproducibility are

conditions that must be complied with, and this is also true of many
other cases where amplifiers are used. It is furthermore capable

of amplifying currents of frequencies ranging all the way up to

several million cj^cles per second, and if properly designed it can

be made to produce an extraordinarily high degree of amphfica-

tion. I have for example, obtained with a specially designed tube,

a power amplification of 3000-fold.

An equation for the power amplification can be obtained

directly from the equations deduced above. Let us consider

the circuit shown m Fig. 90. It is desired to amphfy the power

in the transformer T which may be at the end of a section of tele-

phone hne or may, for example, be connected in the output of

the generator G. Let the a-c. potential impressed on the grid

be eg. Then the alternating current ip in the output circuit

FPAB is

_ neg

Tp+Zq

where rp is the plate resistance. The voltage co in Zq is

Tp+Zr

and hence the power in Zo is

M Cff^'^o cos <^ .„..
eo?pCOS(/)= A. I 7 N2 (31)

where cos </> is the power factor.

In order to get the power amplification it is necessary also to

know the power expended in the input. The grid current does not

bear a simple relation to the operating parameters, but to get an

indication of how current in the grid circuit affects the amplifica-

tion, we can expand the obvious functional relationship, Ig=f(Ep,

Eg) into a Taylor series, thus:

I,-\-Bl„=KE^-h8Ep, Eg+8Eg)=fiE,+Eg)+8E^^^+8Eg^^,
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second and higher order quantities being neglected. By making

the following substitutions:

8lg= ig, Qlff _

8Ej)= eT

dEp

we get:

8Eg=eg, dEg ^'"

io= gnep-\-ggeg'-.

Putting — =)Ui, the input power becomes, if we neglect the power

consumption in the input transformer:

egig= e^g{gg+ij.ign).

Hence the power amplification becomes:

^ eptp cos 4> _ /x^Zq cos ,

^~
egig (7'p+Zo)2(S'ff+Mign)'

This equation shows how the power ampUfication is affected

by the grid conductance gg, the amplification factor ix and the

reflex mutual conductance gn- For a perfectly unilateral amplifier

the output circuit has no effect on the input and then g„ = 0.

Conditions can readily be reaUzed in practice which make

both gn and gg negligibly small.^ Conditions under which they

become appreciable will be discussed in Section 69. If we neglect

these quantities the input resistance is infinite and the power loss

in the input indeteraiinate. We can, however, shunt the input

^ This equation is equivalent to that derived by Latour. (Electrician,

Dec, 1916.)

^ When there are reactive effects, as, for example, when the output circuit

is reactive, we should, strictly speaking, consider the mutual admittance

and reflex mutual admittance instead of simply the mutual conductances,

because under these conditions the grid potential and plate current are out

of phase. The mutual admittances are then complex quantities involving

the mutual conductances and the mutual susceptances. (See Fig. 87.) When
the circuit constants are so proportioned that the axis of the dynamic char-

acteristic is substantially linear, which is the condition for distortionless

transmission, the angle of the mutual admittance is so small that we can,

to a first approximation, neglect the mutual susceptances.
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with a resistance Vg (Fig. 90), as was suggested by H. D. Arnold,

and so proportion its value that the input transformer works most

efficiently. The power expended in this resistance can then be

taken as a measure of the input power. In telephone repeater

circuits this resistance usually has a value of about 600,000 ohms.

Equation (32) then becomes:

H^ZqTq cos </)

or putting Zo=ro-\-jxo, the power amplification can be expressed

as:

V = r^~^t^^cos<f> (33a)

Let us first consider the case in which Zo takes the form of a non-

inductive resistance (xo=0). The power amplification is then

simply given by

"-S^^- •• • ^''^

and it will be seen by differentiating 77 with respect to ro and

equating the derivative to zero, that the power amplification is a

maximmn when ro=rp.

For the general case in which the reactance .Tq is not zero, we

note that 4> = ian~^~ and cos 4>=^ , Substituting this
'•o Vr(2+a:o2

in equation (33) the power amplification becomes:

o

This is also a maximum when Zq is numerically equal to Vp, as is

shown in Fig. 112, page 220, where the curve represents the relation

Z
between the power amplification and the ratio — for the case

in which angle of the external impedance Zq is 45°, that is,

tan
(i>
=~= 1. \\Tien the tube is used for the purpose of amplify-

ing telephonic currents, the energy is translated into sound waves

through the motion of the receiver diaphragm. In such cases,
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Z
it will be shown later, the ratio ~ can deviate considerably from

unity before resulting in any serious duninution of the effect

produced upon the organs of hearing.

If we put ZQ=nrp equation (33) becomes:

(jr Tg cos (j>

(36)

which clearly shows the importance of the mutual conductance

- or the steepness of the plate current-grid voltage characteristic.

It will be seen later that this quantity plays an equally important

role in the operation of the tube as oscillation generator and radio

detector.

i^.C. Input

Fig. 93.

64. Experimental Verification of Amplification Squations.

The amplification was determined experimentally as a function

of the tube parameters with the circuit arrangement shown in

Fig. 93.^ This circuit was made non-inductive throughout.

The input voltage could be varied by means of the resistance ri

and measured with a Duddell thermo-galvanometer Gi and resist-

ance r2. The grid battery Eg was inserted to insure that the tube

was always operated within the limits given by equations (24).

Now the amplifier is always operated with a batteiy in the plate

circuit, so that there is a constant direct current in this circuit

whether the a-c. input be applied or not. The application of the

1 H. J. VAN DER BiJL, Phys. Rev., Vol. 12, p. 194, 1918.
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a-c. input voltage establishes an alternating current in the plate

chcuit which is superhnposed upon the constant direct current.

This a-c. could not be measured accurately by simply inserting

an a-c. meter in the plate circuit, because it was often small com-

pared with the direct current that would constantly flow through

the galvanometer. A galvanometer that would be capable of

carrying the direct current would, therefore, not be sensitive enough

to measure the increase in current due to the a-c. input with any

degree of accuracy. On the other hand, it was not possible to

separate the a-c. from the d-c. in the usual way with appropriate

inductances and capacities, because then the amplification would

be influenced in a large measure by the constants of the circuit.

For these reasons the balancing scheme was used. The direct

current was measured with the milliammeter Gz and the alternating

current with the thermocouple and milliammeter G2. In series

with G2 was a battery B2 so poled that when the input voltage was

not impressed there was no current in G2, the direct current

being by-passed through R' . The resistance of G2 was small

compared with R' so that practically all the alternating current

estabHshed in the plate circuit flowed through G2. It is evident

that the effective external resistance is tq. The whole system was

carefully shielded and care was taken to avoid any disturbing

effects due to mutual and shunt capacity of the leads and resist-

ances. Such precautions were necessary because the frequency

at which measurements were made ranged from 200 to 350,000

cycles per second. The resistances ri and r2 consisted, for exam-

ple, of thin straight wires stretched on a board.

The amplification was found to be practically independent of

frequency over the range mentioned above. The input voltage

was varied from a few hundredths of a volt to several volts. Fig.

94 shows the relation between the voltage in ro (the output voltage)

and voltage as measured with Gi and r2 (the input voltage).

In these measurements ro was made equal to the plate resistance

of the tube. The hnear relation obtained shows that the amplifica-

tion is independent of the input voltage, a result which justifies

the use of equation (22).

Equation (28) was verified by measuring the output voltage

for a constant input voltage and different external resistance ro.

The results are shown in Fig. 95 where the circles indicate the

observed values and the curve was computed from equation (28).
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The abscissae give the ratio — and the ordinates the voltage ampH-

6n
fication — . The value of n for this tube was 10.2, and the input

eg

voltage in this particular experiment was 3.55 volts. In experi-

ments like this it must be remembered that the plate resistance

3U
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The power developed in the external resistance tq as a function

of ro is shown in Fis- 96. The plate resistance of the tube was kept

8

eo

eg

2
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to an input voltage 3.55 volts. Putting the resistance r2 and

that of the galvanometer Gi in series equal to r^ we may express

e
2

the input power as -—
. Combining this with equation (34) the

power developed tq is given by

P=7~\ (37)

Now ej, = 3.55 volts and /x=10.2, and if we put rp= ro= 15,000

ohms we find that the power in tq according to the above equation

is 22X10"^ watt, which is in good agreement with the observed

value, namely 23X10~^ watt.

65. Methods of Measuring the Amplification Constant. The

amplification constant jj. can be measured with considerable

accuracy in a number of different ways. It is perhaps the most

easily determined constant of the tube.

The first method we describe is not the most accurate nor the

simplest, but furnishes a clear demonstration of the significance of

IX. If the equation of the characteristic (equation 3) be differen-

tiated partially first with respect to the plate voltage E^ and then

with respect to the grid voltage Eg it will be found that

M =^, (38)

"dEp

IJL can therefore be obtained by measuring the slopes of the Ip,

Ep and Ip, Eg characteristics, the slopes being taken at corre-

sponding points of the two curves. In obtaining these curves

care must be taken that the plate circuit does not contain an

appreciable resistance which would influence the slopes of the

characteristics.

Instead of going through the rather tedious process of taking

the characteristic curves and then measuring their slopes at the

desired points, we can determine ^t by a method indicated by

equation (8), which gives a linear relation between the plate

and grid voltages necessary to keep the plate current constant.

As Fig. 76 (p. 157) indicates, this method is quite accurate. It is

of course not necessary to obtain more than two corresponding

values of plate and grid voltages. For example, let the plate
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current for two definite values of Ep and Eg be Ip. Now let the

plate voltage be increased to E'p. This causes an increase in the

plate current. In order to bring it back to its original value Ip,

the grid must be made more negative with respect to the filament.

If the necessary grid voltage is E\, fx is given by

M=
Ep —Ep
Eg— En'

(39)

A convenient and rapid means of measuring /x is shown in Fig.

97.^ El is a battery of small dry cells of about 10 or 20 volts.

By closing the key K opposite potentials are applied to the grid and

Fig. 97.

plate, their values depending upon those of ri and r2. Since a

potential apphed to the grid produces /x-times the effect of a

potential applied to the plate, it is evident that no change will

be produced in the reading of the current meter by closing K if

— = M- For convenience in measurement r2 is given a fixed value
r2

of 10 ohms and ri consists of three dial rheostats of 1000, 100

and 10 ohms arranged in steps of 100, 10 and 1 ohms each. The

rheostats are marked in tenths of the actual resistances, so that the

setting of the dials gives ju directly.

A similar method has also been described by J. M. Miller,^

who used a source of alternating current instead of the battery

1 11. J. VAN DER BiJL, Proc. I.R.E., Vol. 77, p. 112, 1919.

3 J. M. Miller, Prcc. I.R.E., Vol. G, p. 141, 1918.
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Ex. The meter is replaced by a telephone receiver and the resist-

ances ri and r2 are adjusted until the tone in the receiver is a mini-

mum. The use of an alternating current has the advantage that

it also allows a simple determination of the plate resistance of the

tube.

66. Measurement of the Plate Resistance. We have seen

that the characteristic of the amplifier can to a first approximation

be given by equation (3), in which the exponent is 2. For such a

characteristic the plate resistance is the inverse slope of the

Ip, Ep-c\xvYQ and is given by equation (15):

rv= ,j,

^
r (15)

By multiplying numerator and denominator by the expression in

the parentheses we can express rp in the simpler form

^^^EM+J)
, . (,o)

or, neglecting the small quantity e and putting Eg = 0,

^'-k («'

We can, therefore, obtain a fair estimate of the plate resistance by
simply observing the plate current for the plate voltage at which

it is desired to obtain the resistance. It will be noted that the

plate resistance, by which we mean the a-c. resistance, is half

the d-c. resistance. It is also to be noted that while the amplifica-

tion constant ^ is a geometrical constant, the plate resistance

depends not only on the structure of the tube but also on the values

of the plate and grid voltages. If can, however, be fully specified

for all operating plate and grid voltages by detemiining it as a

function of the plate voltage, the grid voltage being kept zero.

The relation between Vp and Ep can be represented by a curve

Uke that shown in Fig. 98. Now, the resistance at any specified

plate voltage Ep and a grid voltage Eg other than zero can be

obtained by applying the stray field relation given in equation (1),

from which it follows (neglecting e) that the effective plate voltage
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is now Ep-\-nEg} All that is necessary, therefore, to obtain the

plate resistance from the curve in Fig. 98 for any values Ep and Eg

is to read off the resistance at an abscissa equal to Ep+^Eg.

In regard to Fig. 98 it should be noted that the resistance char-

acteristic drops in virtue of the increase in slope of the plate current

characteristic. Let us consider the curve shown in Fig. 99, which

represents the relation between the plate current and the effective

plate voltage E^={Ep-\-iiEg). If this voltage has the value

given by oh the direct current in the plate circuit will be repre-

sented by hh'. Let the grid voltage now be varied so that E^

oscillates between oa and oc, ah being equal to he. The plate

resistance is then the reciprocal of the slope of the line a'c', and if

Effective Plw+e Voltoige

Fig. 98.

the characteristic is parabolic it follows directly from the proper-

ties of the parabola that a'c' is parallel to slope of the curve at the

point corresponding to the direct voltage E^ = oh. In the case

of the parabolic characteristic the plate resistance is therefore

simply given by the slope of the characteristic. If E^^ oscillates

between oc and od the plate resistance is smaller since the slope

of c'd' is larger. If now E^ is so large that it oscillates between

od and of the resistance increases. This is shown by the broken

part of the resistance characteristic in Fig. 98. In this case the

resistance is no longer given by the slope of the curve at the

point corresponding to the mean value of E^. If E^, oscillates

over the whole range oe the resistance is greater than in the case

' This applies for positive values of Eg only as long as the grid is not suf-

ficiently positive to take an appreciable current.
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where E„ oscillates over the range cd and the amplification will

be less. This drop in amplification when the input becomes veiy

large can of course always be avoided by operating at a higher

plate potential Ep and increasing the saturation current by in-

creasing the temperature of the filament.

Methods have been devised whereby the plate resistance can

be measured dynamically with comparative ease. It is therefoie

Of ^ c cf e
Effective Plcxle Volfoige

Fig. 99.

a simple matter to obtain a curve like that shown in Fig. 98.

The following method was publishetl by J. M. Miller.^ Consider

the circuit shown in Fig. 100. It will be recognized that with

the key K\ open and Ko closed the circuit is the same as Fig. 97

except that the meter is replaced by the telephone receiver T
and a source S of alternating current is used instead of the battery

* Loc. cit,
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El. The circuit therefore gives a means of measuring /i, which can

be done by adjusting ri until the tone in the receiver T vanishes.

To measure the phite resistance Vp let the key K\ be closed. If

Cg be the alternating voltage appHed between filament and grid

the alternating current in the circuit FPtq is, by equation (22),

—1^- and the voltage in vq is therefore —~. Now it will be

observed that if A is positive and B negative, the electron current

to the plate will be increased if the effect of the applied grid

voltage exceeds the opposite effect of the voltage simultaneously

applied to the plate. The currents in ro and ri are therefore in

phase. Hence, by adjusting ro until the potential drop in it is equal

Fig. 100.

to that in ri, the tone in the telephone receiver can be reduced to a

minimum. If this is the case we have

tiegTQ
=Iri

rp+TQ

But eg= Ir-Z) hence the plate resistance is

:

^^o(m^-I), (42)

from which ?> can be computed. Miller puts ri=r2 to obtain a

simpler equation. But even so the method involves a calculation.

A very valuable simplification hitherto unpublished was suggested

by G. H. Stevenson. Suppose we adjust ri for minimum tone in
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T when A'l is open. Then m = ^, ^md it will be seen from equation
''2

(42) that with this relation })etween ri and r2 it would not be

possible to obtain a balance with K\ closed. But if r2 be doubled,

which can be done by opening A'2, thus adding a resistance equal to

r2, and tq be now adjusted, with Ki closed, to give minimum tone

in T, then Vp= tq. This is the simplest method of measuring the

plate resistance. By giving ro a fixed value of, say, 10 ohms and

cahbrating ri in the manner explained with reference to Fig. 97,

we obtain a comparatively simple circuit which enables us to read

the amplification constant and the plate resistance directly in

terms of ri and ro.

67. Direct Measurement of the Mutual Conductance. Once

the amplification constant and plate resistance are known the

mutual conductance can be obtained from equation (18)

gr.=^, (18)

and it is therefore hardly necessary to measure it directly. How-
ever, since the mutual conductance is a good indication of the

figure of merit of a tube, we shall briefly describe a few methods

whereby it can be measured directly. Referring to equation

(17) it can be seen that the principle of any method of direct meas-

urement of the mutual conductance is to apply a potential differ-

ence between filament and grid by passing a current through a

resistance shunting the grid and filament and balancing this cur-

rent against the resulting current in the plate circuit. There are

various ways in which this can be done. The circuit arrangement

of a method proposed by S. Ballantine ^ is shown in Fig. 101.

The coils 1 and 2 are so connected that the currents n and 2*2

flowing in the directions of the arrows tend to neutralize each

other's effect in the secondaiy of transformer T. If h and ^2

be the inductance due to the coils 1 and 2, respectively, and Ri be

so adjusted that the tone in the receiver is a minimum, then

ilti=i2t2.

U,€
Ballantine assumes that ?2 =—^ from which he then obtains,

1 S. Ballantine, Proc. I.R.E., Vol. 7, p. 134, 1919.
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since eg=iiRi,

Rxt'z
(43)

The assumption made is, strictly speaking, justifiable only when

the impressed oscillations are very small, because the current-

voltage characteristic of the circuit is not linear unless the external

impedance in the plate circuit (i.e., the impedance of coil 2) is

large. On the other hand, if it is large the current io cannot be

—II

—

<^S'
Rec.

Fig. 101.

expressed by the above simple equation, but is given by equation

(22), namely:

12-
rp-\-Z2

(22)

where Z2 is the impedance of coil 2. The mutual conductance

of the tube is then given by

:

that is, by

rp_eg Z2

fJi 22 M

Tp r> h ^2—= Ki-
^2 M

(44)

(44a)

For a simplification of this dynamic method I am indebted to

an hitherto unpublished suggestion of Mr. H. W. Everitt which is
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shown in Fig. 102.^ It consists in replacing the transformer T by-

two non-inductive resistances ri and r2, the telephone receiver

being connected directly to them as shown. The effect of the

Fig. 102.

external resistance is shown in the following table, which gives

observations obtained by Everitt. The second column gives the

values that would be obtained with equation (43), and the last

T-2
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the true value increasing with it. When the external resistance is

so large that it must be taken into consideration the method

becomes tedious and has no advantage over obtaining — from
rp

separate determinations of ix and /> by the method explained with

reference to Fig. 100.

A simple d-c. method of measuring the mutual conductance,

due to E. V. Appleton ^ is of interest. The circuit arrange ment is

shown in Fig. 103. When the key K is open the galvanometer G
indicates the normal plate current. When K is closed the poten-

tial difference eg applied between filament and grid is IiRi, where

Fig. 103.

7i is the current in Ru This causes a change in the plate current

equal to

IiRi T—

•

oe.n

Now it will be seen that I and /i flow through the galvanometer in

opposite directions. Hence if R\ be adjusted until the galvano-

meter reading shows no change, then

or

Ii^hRi-r—
beg

beg Ri
(45)

The plate circuit does not contain any external resistance,

except that of the galvanometer, which is small. This equation is,

1 Wireless World, Vol. 6, p. 458, 1918.
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strictly speaking, correct only when the potential applied to the
s r

giid is small, in which case we can put —= — so that
bea Try

Tp R\

It will be evident from the

foregoing that the mutual con-

ductance is, like the plate resist-

ance, a function of the d-c. plate

and grid voltages. As in the

case of the plate resistance the

effect of the plate and grid

voltages can be explained with

reference to a curve like that

shown in Fig. 99, except that

here the abscissae would repre-

sent the effective grid voltage,

(!-'E,^[^+E, instead of the

effective plate voltage, E^^
{Ep-\-iiEg). It is evident that

E„=fj.E^.

68. Circuit for Measuring

Amplification Constant, Plate

Resistance and Mutual Conduc-

tance. A set which makes possi-

ble the quick measurement of

all three quantities, ix, Vp and Qm

was devised by H. W. Everitt.

It consists of the combination

of three circuits shown in Fig.

104. For a certain setting of

the keys on the box the circuit

arrangement is that shown by

circuit I (Fig. 104). As was

explained above, when r2 is so adjusted that the tone

receiver is a minimum, then

(46)

in the

M = -.!1

n (47)
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The resistance ri has a constant value of 10 ohms and r2 is cali-

brated to read tenths of ohms, so that the reading of r2 gives n
directly.

Now, to measure r^ the circuit is transformed into cii'cuit II

by the simple operation of throwing over a multiple-contact key.

This is done without changing the setting of ro that gave the value

of n in circuit I. It is seen that r2 is now transferred to the grid

circuit and is replaced by a constant resistance rs = 1000 ohms.

Referring to this circuit and applying equations given in the

previous sections, the voltage drop across rs is

Tp+rz

If ii is the current in the grid circuit,

Hence

€Z-
(rp+rs)

When i?i is so adjusted that the tone in the receiver is a minimum,
the voltage drop e^s in r^ is equal to the voltage drop i\r2 in the

resistance r2. Hence, putting es = iir2 we get:

Now since r2 has the same value that it had in circuit / and

ri = 10 ohms, we have from equation (47)

T2 = M^'i = 10/x-

Hence

^^ 10
"*"

10
^^'

But since r^ is a constant resistance of 10 ohms the last two

terms vanish. Furthermore, r-^ = 1000 ohms, so that the plate

resistance is given directly by

r;,= 1007?i (48)

The dials of Ri are marked 100 times their actual ohmic resistance

so as to make the set direct reading.

Next, to measure the mutual conductance gm= — a second
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multiple-contact key is operated which transforms the circuit

into III (Fig. 104). The resistance ro is the same as that used

in circuits I and 11.

It was shown in Section 67 that if r^ is small compared with the

plate resistance of the tube then

^=^ (49)

By making r4R2 an even multiple of 10, we have

- = r2XlO''.

For the chosen values of n and R2, namely 100 and 1000 ohms,

n= —5, and since the dials of ro are marked in tenths of ohms:

f7m=- = [r2]Xl0-4, (50)
"^ p

[r2] being the reading indicated on the dials.

The measurement of the tube constants with this set is a very

quick and simple operation. The complete set is shown in Fig.

105. It includes a tone source, such as that described on page 223.

The tube to be tested is inserted in the socket as indicated. The
transformation of the circuits is accomplished with the keys

2 and 3. A and B represent the resistances 7*2 and Ri of Fig. 104.

69. Influence of the Electrode Capacities. The amplification

equations derived in sections Gl to 63 express the quantities

considered in tenns of the potential variations actually applied

to the grid. When considering the power supplied to the input

circuit it is necessary to determine to what extent the electrode

capacities can influence the results. The potential variations

impressed on the grid when the power is supphed to the input

circuit can be influence<l by the electrostatic capacities between

the electrodes of the tube. The capacity between grid and

plate effects a coupling between the output and input circuits,

so that the tube is not a perfect unilateral device. The extent

to which the output circuit reacts on the input depends on the

constants of the circuits.

The solution of the network involving the electrode capacities

was given by H. W. Nichols ^ and by J. M. Miller.^

1 H. W. Nichols, Phys. Rev., Vol. 13, p. 405, 1919.

2 J. M. Miller, Bureau of Standards, Bulletin No. 351.
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Fig. 106 represents the equivalent network of the tube and cir-

cuit. G, F and P denote the grid, filament and plate. This cir-

cuit represents the condition that the grid is kept at a negative
potential with respect to the filament, so that there is no con-
vection current between them. The resistance to the convection
current between filament and plate is represented by r^ and is in

Fig. 105.

shunt with the capacity Co between the filament and plate. Zg
represents the unpedance as measured between filament and grid

and is the effectiv^e input impedance. Remembering that a poten-
tial eg impressed on the grid introduces an E.M.F. equal to ^eg

in the plate circuit, the input impedance Zg can be obtained by
including in the plate circuit a ficntious generator giving ^xeg as

indicated in the diagram and solving the Ivirchofif equations for the
network.
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Unless the frequency is very high (over a million cycles per

second) we can neglect the capacity C2 between filament and

plate, since it is shunted by the plate resistance which is then

low compared with the impedance due to C2. The equation given

by Nichols for the effective input impedance is:

1 l+icoCsTT
Zo=

where W =

(51)

cj is 2xX frequency, and j is the imaginary

unit V— 1. The other quantities are indicated in Fig. 106.

For most tubes used at present this equation is applicable for

frequencies up to about a million cycles per second.

Let the external output impedance take the general form

ZQ=rQ-\-jxQ. Then equation (51) can be transformed into:

„ _ ac-\-bd.ad—bc
r52)

(53)

c2+d2

= -rs+jXi;

where the coeflEicients have the values

a

=

rp+ro— corproCs

h = corproC3-\-xo

c = co2rproCiC3+ wXo(Ci+C3+MC3)

d= co2r^i,CiC3- a;r^(Ci +C3) - a;ro(Ci +C3+MC3)

It will be seen from inspection that the effective input im-

pedance will generally comprise a resistance Vg which may be

positive or negative, and a reactance Xg which is capacitive.

70. Case 1. Low Frequencies: a)<10^. In this case we
can neglect co-tenns where they occur in the same expression with

terms containing w in a lower order, e.g., neglect w^ in comparison

with CO.
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Let the output impedance be inductive xo= -Loaj. Evaluation

of the coefficients (53) gives for the input resistance:

_ rpCsirpToCs+ro^i^Cs-^rQ^Cs- m^o)

and for the input reactance:

1
X/7 "

C1+C3+ fj^rod

and therefore the effective input capacit}^ is:

C,= Ci+ C3 1+
rp^i'Q

(54)

(55)

(56)

Now, Ci is the electrostatic capacity between filament and grid.

The effective input capacity is greater than the electrostatic

capacity by the amount shown bj^ equation (56). The increase

depends on the electrostatic capacity between grid and plate,

and on the resistance in the output load. It also depends on the

amplification constant /u. It will be recognized that this equation

contains the expression for the voltage ami^lification as a function

of the external output resistance (see equation 28). The effective

input capacity therefore increases with the output load resist-

ance in the manner indicated by Fig. 95, page 192. IMiller ^

has measured the effective input capacity as a function of the

external output resistance. The following table shows the

agreement between liis observed and computed values for the case

of a VT-1 tube.

To, Ohms.
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Equations (54) anrl (55) show that the effective input resist-

ance is for low frequencies (co< 10*') independent of the frequency,

but depends, among the other circuit constants, on both resistance

To and inductance Lq in the external output circuit. The input

reactance, on the other hand, is inversely proportional to the fre-

quency and depends on the resistance /'o, but not on the inductance

in the output.

From equation (55) it follows that the amplification given by

the tube would decrease as the frequency is increased. But this

tendenc}^ to distort is in itself not due to power consumption in

the input, but is occasioned b}^ the decrease in the input grid

potential, due to the lowering of the input reactance.

The power consumed in the input is determined by the equa-

tion (54). This equation contains a negative temi in the numer-

ator and therefore if the output inductance Lq is large enough,

the input resistance can be negative. Under these conditions the

tul>e would tend to produce oscillations or " sing " through its

internal capacities. This tendency to sing is frequently a source

of annoyance in amplifier circuits.

Miller has computed the relation between Vg and the output

inductance Lq. In amplifier circuits we are usually more inter-

ested in the external output imi:!edance than in the output induct-

ance. Fig, 107 shows the relation between the effective input

resistance Vg and the ratio — of external output impedance to

plate resistance for various angles <^= tan~^ — of the output

impedance Zo=ro+jZ/o. For a pure inductance in the output

(ro=0), equation (54), reduces to the simple form

''^~r,(Ci+ C3)2' ^^^^.

and is therefore always negative. As the angle decreases, the

negative value of rg decreases and finally becomes positive.

The curves in Fig. 107 were computed with the following

v^alues of the constants:

/> = 5X103 ohms

Ci= 5X10-12 farad;

Cs = 15X10-12 farad;

M = 5;

0^ = 2X10"*.
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These are approximately the constants of a type of tube that is

commonly used for ampUf3'ing telephonic currents.

1000

500

-2»I0'

r;
-6

0,5
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Under these conditions the tube would absorb power from the

input. But for ordinary frequencies this power absorption is

neghgibly small.

The power absorbed in the input can be obtained as follows:

Let us impress an alternating potential eg on the grid. Then the

grid current is

. €g €g

the condition being that the grid is at all times negative with

respect to the filament, so that there is no convection current

between filament and giid. The power absorption is therefore due

entirely to the reaction of the output on the input circuit. This

power is:

or

1 g Kg

To

For CO < 10^ we can neglect r^ in comparison with -j^^ ^^^ write

Pg= u?eg^rgCg^ (58)

Substituting the values of Vg and Cg from equations (54) and

(55), for the case of a pure resistance in the output (Lo=0), we
obtain

Fg = <^Wr,Cz^K{\-\-i,K), .... (59)

where K= J^ . This shows that the only inter-electrode

capacity that is effective in causing input power loss is C3, the

capacity between giid and anode.

In order to obtain the order of magnitude of Pg for a common
type of tube, we can insert the values for the constants given on
page 209 into equation (59). When ro=rp (the condition for

maximum power output), K= \. Putting eg= b volts, we get:

P, = 4.8X 10-1 'Xco2 watt.

For a tube of the tjT)e considered, and for telephonic fre-

quencies (aj<2X10'^), the ratio of output to total input power
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is about 300, and for an input voltage of 5 volts the power in the

output is about 30X 10~^ watt. The total input power is there-

fore about 1 X 10~^ watt. For w = 2 X lO'*, the power P„ consumed

in the effective grid resistance is about 2X10"^, which is still

very small compared to the total input power which, in normal

operation of a tube, is consumed in the input transformer, and in

the high resistance usually bridged across filament and grid,

as shown in Fig. 90, page 182. Of course, the power consumption

by the effective grid resistance can l^ecome quite large when the

frequency is high, since it increases with the square of the frequency

Avithin the frequency range considered. At extremely high

frequencies the effective grid resistance again becomes negligibly

small, as will be seen from the following.

71. Case II. High Frequencies. When the frequency is

veiy high, we cannot neglect the capacity Co between filament and

plate because the impedance due to C-z can obviously become com-

parable with or even lower than the plate resistance rp with which

it is in parallel. (See Fig. 106.) In this case the effective input

impedance is given by

„ _ac-\-hdhc— ad

where the coefficients now have the values:

a = ccrprg{C2+ C3) -\-Xq

b = o:rpX^^{C2^-Cz) - ?>- Tq

C = a;ro(Ci+C3+MC3)+ cor,(Ci+ r3) [, (60)

-a;2r,ro(CiC3+CiC2+C2C3)
|

fi=CO.ro(Ci+C3+/xC3)+CO-Vo(CiC3+ CiC2+ C2C3) J

and Xq can be Lqco or ^^— . Since co is large we can neglect the

Lo-tcnus of lower order in comparison with those of the succeeding

and higher orders. This gives:

r, =
I

C1C3+C1C2+C2C3 , (61)
Ca C2+C3

independent of the constants of the external output circuit. At

very high frequencies, therefore, the grid does not absorb power,

but the amplification is lowered because the input current is

practically short-circuited by the electrode capacities.
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The voltage amplification as a function of the frequency,

for frequencies ranging from 3X 10'' to 4 million cycles per second,

can be measured with the circuit arrangement shown in Fig. 109,

for which I am indebted to my associate Dr. J. B. Johnson. Ai
is the tube with which the high-frequency current was amplified.

The a-c. output voltage from this tube was measured by means

of a bridge arrangement shown on the right of the figure, in

which the plate-filament resistance of the tube A formed one

arm of the bridge. The other three amis are indicated by B, C
and D. The output from the tube Ai is impressed on the giid

p
wwvwv

B
nmm—

,

i-^jVVWVW—

Fig. 109.

of the tube A, which acts as a detector, so that small potential

variations applied to its grid unbalances the bridge.

The bridge was calibrated by applying known a-c. voltages

to the grid of tube A, and noting the deflection of the galvanometer

G. The known voltage is applied, as is commonly done, by con-

necting between the grid and filament of tube A, a small resistance

and a themiocouple in series. The high-frequency current is

passed through the resistance and thennocouple, and the input

voltage is given by the known value of the resistance, and the

reading is indicated by the thennocouple. In order to measure

the amphfication, the tube A\ is inserted as shown, and the input

voltage measured with resistance and thermocouple as indicated.

In such case we therefore measure the voltage actually applied to

the grid of the tube Ai, so that the capacity between filament and
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grid of this tube does not affect the results. Now, the actual

voltage amplification depends on the load in the output of the tube.

This load is constituted by the resistance tq and ri in parallel.

This is, however, not the only impedance in the output of tube Ai,

because there is parallel with tq and ri, the bridge circuit connected

through the capacities of tube A, which forms one arm of the

bridge. Hence, unless these capacities are very small the values of

the voltage in the output of tube .4i (and which is impressed on the

input of tube A) will be smaller than the output voltage that would

actually be given by the tube A i if its output were not connected

to the bridge. The galvanometer would therefore indicate read-

•>H3

22
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The reduction in the ampHfication can for a given frequency

be avoided, as Nichols suggested, by shunting the grid-plate

capacity with a inductance of such a value as to make the im-

pedance between grid and plate infinite at the given frequency.

The value of this inductance would, of course, depend on the other

reactances in the circuit. Making the grid-plate impedance

infinite is equivalent to putting C3 = in equation (61). Then
Cg= C\, and this is in parallel with the tuning capacity in the

input, which is generally shunted across the input inductance.

By properly adjusting the tuning capacity the filament-grid im-

pedance can be made large, thus increasing the input potential

appUed to the grid. This scheme has now been in use for several

years and found to give satisfactoiy results.

72. Practical Measurement of Amplification. It ^\dlI l)e

evident that the amplification that can be produced by a tube

depends not only upon its structural parameters, but also upon

the constants of the circuit in which it is used. When a tube is

designed for a specific purpose and is to be operated in a specific

circuit, the amplification can be measured quickly and conveni-

ently by a method that has been in use in telephone practice for

a number of years. The desirability of a method of testing tubes

rapidly for amplification becomes apparent where they are manu-
factured in comparatively large quantities. These tubes are, for

example, used extensively on the long distance telephone lines

of the Bell System and elsewhere as telephone repeaters. Tubes

used for this purpose are made with great care and are designed

to operate in circuits of definite constants, the variation of the

tube constants being kept within close limits.

The method of measuring amplification consists in amplifj-ing

a current of a given frequency with the tube and then passing

the amplified current through an artificial line of variable and

known attenuation before it passes through a telephone receiver.

By means of a switch the current can also be transmitted directly

from the source to the receiver. When the attenuation of the

artificial line is so adjusted that the intensity of the current in

the receiver is the same whether it passes directly to the receiver

or through the tube and line to the receiver, then the current is

attenuated by the line as much as it is amplified by the tube, and

the amplification can therefore be obtained from the known con-

stants of the line.
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The circuit arrangement used for testing audio frequency

amplifiers is shown in Fig. 111. f/ is a source of alternating

current which will be described later. The current is prefei'ably

passed through a wave filter to obtain a pure note of about 800

cycles per second. By means of the switch W this current can be

transmitted directly to the telephone receiver or be impressed

on the input circuit of the tube. *S represents the artificial fine

and takes the forai of a shunt to the receiver. It is, however,

Fa

1 rrrrm

''J

Fig. 111.

not a simple shunt, but is so designed that the total impedance to

the output current is always constant for all values of the branch

current in the receiver. This is done, as will be explained below,

by the addition of the series resistance r\. In this form the

shunt is known as a " receiver shunt." The direct current in the

plate cu'cuit is suppHed through the choke coil, as shown, to

insure that the plate resistance remains constant. Although the

total output impedance remains constant for all adjustments of the

shunt the resistance does not. Hence, if the choke coil were

omitted the potential difference between filament and plate would

change with the shunt adjustment and this would result in a change
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in the plate resistance. The seeondarj' of transformer T2 is wound
to have as high an impedance as possible, so as to impress the

highest possible voltage between the grid and filament. The
grid battery Eg is inserted to keep the grid sufficiently negative

with respect to the filament to prevent it from taking current.

It is important to note that the current drawn from the generator

U must remain the same for both positions of the switch W. The
primary of transformer T2 is therefore wound so that the im-

pedance as measured across the terminals of the primary is the same
as that of the telephone receiver.

Now, if ip be the total alternating current in the plate circuit,

and z'o the branch current in the receiver, then we can put

,- = c-^ (62)

where d represents the length of artificial line of which a is the

attenuation constant per unit length.

The value of d depends of course upon the relative values of

the series and shunt resistances r\ and 7-2 of the receiver shunt.

If these are so adjusted that the intensity of the note in the tele-

phone receiver is the same for both positions of the switch W,
then the expression e°"^ gives a measure of the current amplifica-

tion produced by the tube provided the following conditions are

satisfied. First, the current /o in the telephone receiver must
be equal to the current in the primaiy of transformer T2. This

can be done by making the impedance Z\ of T2 equal to that of the

receiver T. Second, for " amplification " to have any meaning

the impedance to the input current /o must be equal to the im-

pedance to the output cur.ent ip. Now the total impedance to the

input current is that of the circuit Z'\Zi (which is equal to that of

the circuit Z'lT) and the impedance to the output current is that

of the circuit FPATB. These two impedances must be equal.

The receiver shunt must therefore be so designed that for all the

necessary adjustments of its shunt and series resistances r2 and ri

the total impedance to the output current remains constant.

If the plate resistance difi"ers markedly from the impedance of the

receiver a transfomier can be mserted between the coil AB and

the receiver shunt S.

Writing equation (62) in the form

d = K\og% (63)
to
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where

if =?^, (64)a

we can express the current amphfication in terms of d instead of

-^, that is, we express it on the logarithmic scale.

The constant a is arbitrary and can be given any convenient

value, provided it be definitely specified when the amplification

is expressed in terms of d. Unfortunately the value of a commonly

used in telephone practice is not a convenient value, but it has

already found its way into extensive vacuum tube practice and

we shall adopt it here. As commonly used, a is the attenuation

constant per mile of the so-called " standard No. 19 gauge cable,"

which has a capacity of 0.054 mf., and a resistance of 88 ohms per

mile. It is to be noted that this reference cable has neither

inductance nor leakance. The constant a is determined by these

two quantities and the frequency of the current. If the frequency

is 800 cycles per second, a = 0.1091. This makes K = 21.13 and

the amplification can thus be expressed in terms of miles (rf)

of standard cable. And this simply means that if the amplifica-

tion is d miles, it would take a standard No. 19 gauge cable d miles

long to reduce the current to its original value. When expressing

power amplification instead of current amplification the constant

K in equation (63) must be divided by two.

There is an advantage in expressing amplification on the

logarithmic scale which is in accordance with our lack of con-

ception of absolute intensity of sound. By using the logarithmic

scale and taking length of cable as the standard of reference, we

obtain a definite idea of what the energy means when it is to be

used for operating a telephone receiver. The value of the attenua-

tion constant a happens to be such that steps of 1 mile of the

chosen standard cable afford a very convenient unit of measure-

ment. For many purposes it is, however, sufficient if the receiver

shunt is calibrated in steps of two miles of the standard cable.

A little practice then makes it possible to estunate amplification

to within 1 mile.

For convenience of reference the following table is attached,

giving the relation between miles of the standard No. 19 gauge

cable and the current and power ratios as computed from equations

(63) and (64).
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Miles of Std.
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Fig. 112 shows the relation between power amplification and

the ratio of external impedance Zo to the plate resistance Vp.

The curves were computed from equation (35) with the following

values: m = 5, rp= 5XlO^ ohms, rs = 6XlO'''' ohms, and the imped-

ance Zo was assumed to have an angle of 45°. The lower curve

gives the amplification expressed in ratio of output to input power,

while the upper curve gives the power amplification expressed in

miles of standard No. 19 gauge cable. It is seen that while the

jiower ratio varies considerably from the maximum value when the

ratio —? deviates from unity, yet the change in the efTect produced

on the ear, which is more in accordance Avith the upper curve

Fig. 112.

expressed on the logarithmic scale, is quite small. A change

in amplification of one standard cable mile is not serious. The

external impedance mto which the tube works can therefore have

values ranging from about one-half to two and one-half times the

plate resistance without producing any marked change in effect as

heard in the telephone receiver.

Now, it was stated above that the condition to be satisfied by

the receiver shunt is that its insertion in the circuit must not change

the total impedance of that circuit, and this must be true for all

adjustments of its shunt and series resistances. The receiver

shunt is, of course, so arranged that the shunt and series resist-

ances are only inserted in definite paire, the object being that the

change in the total impedance, due to the insertion of a shunt
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resistance must be compensated for by the addition of a corre-

sponding series resistance.

Referring to Fig. 113, let ri, r2 represent the receiver shunt,

Tv the plate resistance of the tube which is non-reactive and con-

stant, and Zq the impedance of the receiver, the angle of which is

Xn
tan~^ — , and this is the angle of the external impedance when the

receiver shunt is cut out (ri =0, r2 = oo ) . But when the shunt is

inserted the angle of the effective external impedance depends

on the values of rx and r2, and changes with every adjustment

of r\ and r^. When the angle of the receiver is large and if

accuracy is desired, this must be taken into consideration in com-

-Mvmwvvvviv-
>io

)J^^9

Zi

Fig. 113.

puting receiver shunts. The necessaiy values of ri and r2 can be

determined graphically or in the following simple manner by first

neglecting the effect of the change in angle and then applying a

simple correction method.

The first condition to be satisfied is that the current io m the

impedance Zq must be related to the total output current ip in

the plate circuit by the equation

tO^p-ad
(62)

where the current attenuation produced by the shunt is then

equivalent to d miles of cable of which a is the attenuation constant

per mile at the frequency of the current, which we shall take to be

800 cycles per second, thus making a = 0.109 for the " standard

cable."

Now the alternating current established in the circuit (Fig. 113)

is due to the alternating potential eg applied to the grid. The
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impressed E.M.F. is therefore ^xCg and is applied in the branch

rprir2.

If Z be the total impedance of the circuit and R and X the

resistance and reactance, respectively, of the circuit to the right

of AB, we have as a second condition to be satisfied by the receiver

shunt

:

Z =^ = rp+i?+iX = constant. . . . (65)

When the shunt is cut out (ri = 0, r2 = oo ) then R = i'q and A" = xq.

Summing the E.lVI.F.'s in the two branches we have

('=VV+/^/-i+/pr2 — /o''2 (G^)

= /o^o+^/2-V'2 (67)

From (67) and (62) we obtain directly

Zo

or

Zq , ,

sinh a:rf+ cosh etc/—
1

The values of 7'2 necessary to give any desired attenuation d can

thus be obtained directty from a table of hyperbolic functions.

In deriving equation (68) we made use of equation (62),

which holds for a circuit of zero reactance, while in the receiver

shunt circuit the reactance is not zero. The values of r2 obtained

will therefore not be correct unless the angle of the impedance Zo

is small or.the attenuation large. If the angle of Zq ls not greater

than about 45° the values of ?"2 given by equation (68) are suf-

ficiently accurate for current attenuations greater than those

produced by 6 miles of standard cable (d>6). For smaller atten-

uations or if the impedance Zq has a large angle the values of

To obtained from (68) can be corrected as follows: Suppose it

is desired to compute a receiver shunt giving a maximum attenua-

tion of 30 miles of standard cable and allo^^'ing the attenuation to

be varied in steps of 1 mile each. This shunt, we shall suppose,

is to operate with a receiver having a large angle, say, 70°. We
can use equation (68) to obtain an idea of the range of values

of r2 that would be necessary to give attenuations ranging from

1 to 30 miles, by computing ro for d equal to 2 and 30, sd,y. By
choosing five or six convenient arbitrary values of r-z covering
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i

mc P'

Ak>

Fig. 114.

this range, we can compute the corresponding current attenua-

tions ^, or d, that would be produced by the chosen values of r'>

in parallel with Zo=ro+i.ro, and by plotting a curve between

these values of d and the chosen values of r2, the correct shunt

resistances can be read from the curve for all the desired values

of d from 1 to 30 miles. It will be recognized that by this method
the shunt is computed by the quick and simple process of deter-

mining d for chosen values of r-z instead of the lengthy and tedious

way of determining ro from the desired values of d.

Once the values of the shunt resistances r2 are known, the

corresponding series resistances ri can

be obtained from the condition stated

by equation (65) that the total im-

pedance must remain constant.

The generator U (Fig. Ill) can

be of any tj'pe that gives a constant

note of about 800 cycles per second.

It may, for example, be an audion

oscillator or a microphone generator,

as shown in Fig. 111. This type of

generator is veiy convenient when

compactness is desired. Its prmciple

of operation is like that of an inter-

rupter or " buzzer," although it is

much superior to the interrupter,

which is for this purpose practically

useless because of its inconstancy and

need for constant adjustment. The
microphone generator is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 114.

C is a carbon button, the diaphragm d of which is under tension,

due to the pressure of the annature a against the pm p. The
current from the battery causes the armature to be attracted to

the coil. This releases the pressure on the diaphragm and in-

creases the resistance of the carbon. The resulting decrease in

current reverses the process and an alternating current is estab-

lished in a circuit connected to AB. It is seen that the current

is never broken as in the case of an interrupter, but the current

strength is merely varied by the varying pressure exerted on the

carbon. This device is therefore free from troubles attending
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the interrupter, such as corroding of contacts, etc. Fig. 115

shows a photograph of the microphone generator. It operates on

a voltage of 3 to 5 volts and gives an alternating current output

of several milliamperes in a resistance equal to its own resistance

which varies approximately between 50 to 100 ohms.

The use of this generator makes it possible to include the whole

amplification test circuit shown in Fig. Ill, in compact form in a

]X)rtable box. Fig. 116 shows such an amplifier test set used for

measuring the amplification of tubes in the laboratories of the

Western Electric Company. The dial of the receiver shunt

is shown at the lower right-hand corner of the box.

Fig. 115

73. Amplification as a Function of the Operating Parameters.

In the early part of this chapter it was pointed out that the

operating range of the characteristic of the tube is characterized

by the condition that the filament temperature must be so high

that the effective grid voltage -'+£-.+ 6 is not high enough to

draw all the electrons to the anode as fast as they are emitted from

the cathode, for if this were so, a change in the applied voltage

would not produce any appreciable change in the anode current.

In other words, the temperature of the filament must be high

enough to comply with the condition of " temperature saturation
"
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which is indicated by the horizontal part of the plate cun-cnt-

filanient current characteristic (see Fig. 18, page 51). The effect

of filament temperature is indicated in Fig. 117, which gives the

relation between the filament voltage and the amphfication meas-

ured at a constant plate voltage in a circuit like that shown in

Fig. HI. For this particular type of tube, it is seen from the

curve, the filament voltage must never drop below 3.0 volts. On
the other hand, it should not be increased more than is absolutely

necessary , for this would shorten the life of the filament. Satisfac-

FiG. 116.

tory operation and long Hfe can therefore be obtained by suitably

adjusting the filament current.

Referring to equation (36) it is evident that the amplification

increases as the ratio — is increased provided the plate resistance

Tp always remains equal to the external impedance of the plate

circuit. For a given type of tube m remains practically constant,

but Tp can be decreased by increasing the plate potential provided
the filament temperature remains high enough to insure " tempera-
ture saturation." (It will l^e remembered that the filament

temperature necessary for this condition increases as the plate

voltage is increased.) It is therefore to be expected that the
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amplification would increase with increase in the plate voltage.

If the anipUfication is measured for increasmg plate voltages Ep

in the circuit of Fig. Ill, which contains a fixed external impedance,

the amplification generally tends toward a maximum value, as

shown in Fig. 118. This is due to the counter balancing effect

y
occasioned by the deviation of the ratio — from unity. TSee

Fig. 112.^

30.
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75. Calculation of Amplification Constant. The constant /^ is

due to the electrostatic screening effect of the grid. An expression

for this effect had been derived by Maxwell long before the

audion came into existence.^ The problem that Maxwell set

himself was to detennine the extent to which a wire grating or

gauze could protect apparatus enclosed by it from external elec-

trostatic disturbances. His solution is, however, directly applic-

able to the audion. It was apphed and extended to include

cylindrical tubes by Abraham, King, Schottky, and v. Laue.^

30 40

^node Volts

Fig. 118.

Maxwell's results can be expressed as follows: Let F and P
(Fig. 119) be two infinitely large parallel planes with a grating G
of parallel wires interposed between them. Let the potentials

of F, G and P be F/, Vg and Vp, respectively. The wires of the

grid are of the same thickness and have a radius r, the distance

between the wires being a. Let / and p be the distances of F and P
from the grid. The assumption is made that / and p are large

1 J. C. Maxwell, " Electricitj^ and Magnetism," Vol. 1, p. 310.

2 Max Abraham, Archiv. fur Elektrotechnik, Vol. 8, p. 42, 1919. R. W.
King, paper read at October meeting of Am. Phys. Soc, Philadelphia, 1919.

SoHOTTKY, Archiv. fiir Elektrotechnik, Vol. 8, p. 12, 1919. v. Laue, Ann d,

Phys., Vol. 59, p. 465, 1919.
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compared with a, which again is large compared with r. If <7

and a' arc the charge densities induced on F and P, respectively,

then

ira(^p+f+l^) = [l+l)r,-V,-lV, . . . (69)

4x,7'(j,+/+J)
= -F,+ (l+i)F,-{F„ . (70)

where

«=-f log.(2sin^). . . . (71)

o

&o

o

Fig. 119.

The quantity a gives a measure of

the intensity of the field near F, which

affects the flow of electrons from F.

These equations apply, of course, to the

case in which there are no electrons

in the space between the electrodes to

cause a distortion of the field. As far

as the detenuination of the screening

effect of the grid for most practical pur-

poses is concerned, it is found that

the presence of the electrons in the space

usually does not materially influence

the results. From these equations w^e can obtain the following

interesting results:

Suppose, first, that the grid wires are infinitely thin, so that

T
- is zero. Then a is infinitely large and equation (69) reduces
a

to the smiple form applicable to two plates without the grid,

namely,

47rcri(?9+/) = TV-T\. (72)

If, on the other hand, the grid is of finite dimensions, but G

is connected to F, i.e., Vg^V/, then

47ra2(pH^^^ = Vf-V, (73)

From these two equations it follows that the charge induced on

F, when the grid is interposed and connected to F, is to the
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charge induced on F by the same potential on P when there is

no grid, as 1 is to

This result expresses the screening effect of the grid in its

simplest form.

Another case that is of interest is the relation between the

stray field acting through the grid when the latter is connected

to F and the field obtained when grid and plate P are connected

together, the potential applied to the plate P being the same.

This is readily obtained by putting Vp^Vg in equation (69).

Thus:

4Ta3(p+f+fj=(l+iyVr-V,). . . . (74)

Comparison with equation (73) gives

"-'=1+2
(75)

What we are interested in when using the tube in an a-c. circuit

is the relation between the variation in the field produced at F
by a variation of the grid potential to that produced by an equal

variation in the potential of the plate, both fields acting at the

same time. This can be obtained directly as King ^ has done,

by evaluating the partial derivatives of a with respect to Vg
and Vp (equation 69):

da- / d(r ^p
(76)

Let F be the filament of a vacuum tube. Then, applying the

usual notation, Vf—Vp= Ep and Vf—Vg= Eg, and substituting

the value of a from (71), we obtain directly from equation (76):

^-= a= ^ (77)

aloge (2 sin —

j

* Loc. cit.
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Wlien the diameter of the Avire is small compared with the distance

between adjacent wires, ^ is small, and we can write approxi-

mately:

60

50

^40

c
5

c
o

30

ElO
<

10

where

27rp
(78)

"^^^^2^r
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of fx ranging; from about 2 to 20, equation (78) can be used for

designing tubes with a sufficient!}' liigh degree of accuracy for most

practical purposes. The extent of the agreement between cal-

culated and observed values is shown in Figs. 120 and 121. The
points indicate observed values, while the smooth fines represent

equation (78). Each point represents the average of a number
of tubes. The deviation at the higher values of n where the wires

are close together, is inherent in the equation which was derived

on the assumption that the distance between successive wires

is large compared to the thickness of the wires.

40

S
30

20

E

10
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C is a constant which for the parallel-plane tj^pe of tube (see Fig.

68) has a value of 80. Since this equation is non-dimensional,

C is independent of the sj^stem of units used in expressing the tube

dimensions and is independent of the size of the tube structure.

It will be recognized that this equation is the same as equa-

1_
Crn^

tion (25a) given on page 46 where d= j) and k = ^- ^.

e 8 10

Humber of Grid Wires Per Cm.

Fig. 122.

Equation (79) has been determined from measurements made
on a large number of carefully constructed tubes in which not only

the quantities given in the equation were varied, but also the

distance between filament and plate, and the distance between
filament and grid varied over a wide range. The constant is,

however, independent of these latter two distances, as the equa-
tion shows. This is in accordance wdth Maxwell's result, which
also states that the stray field between filament and grid is inde-
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pendent of the distance between them. (See Equation 75.) Equa-

tion (79) is more accurate than the theoretical equation (78) and

therefore has been used by the Western Electric Company for the

design of substantially all its tubes. The accuracy with which this

equation holds is shown in Fig. 122, where ^t— 1 is plotted as a

function of n, the number of wires per centimeter length of the grid

for various distances j) between giid and plate. The curves are

computed from equation (79), while the circles and crosses repre-

sent the observed values of ju— 1.

The radius r of the grid wires in these tubes was 1.02 X10~^
cm. The relation between ^ and r is shown in the following

table, which also contains values to indicate the range over which

distances of the grid and plate from the filament were varied.

The agreement between observed and computed values is, as will

T
be seen from the table, quite good for values of - ranging to

about 0.3. The thickest grid wire used in these tubes had a radius

of 2.54X 10~- cm. It is usually desirable to use thin wires, unless
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requirements of rigidity necessitate the use of heavj'' wires, such as

is the case when the grid is in the form of a hehx, supported only

at the ends, or sometunes even at one end only.

King in the paper referred to above has also given an equation

for /i for the three classes of cylindrical structures shown in Fig.

123. His argument applies particularly to the case in which the

grid wires are parallel to the axis of the structure, but the resultiiig

o • p •

equation applies almost equally well when the grid is a helix.

The equation is

:

±27rn—(pp— pj
Pp

loge

(80)

2tnr

where w = number of grid wires per unit length;

r = radius of grid wires;

Pp, Pff
= radii of anode and grid.

As in the case of parallel-plane structures, /jl does not depend

on the distance between filament and grid. The negative sign

in equation (80) is to be used for the type of tube shown in Fig.

123C.

Equation (80) gives a reasonably good agreement with observed

values of /jl. With the help of the equations given above, it is

possible to detennine beforehand the tube dimensions required

to give the desired value of /x.

76. Calculation of Plate Resistance. The plate resistance

can in general not be detei-mined with such simple equations as

those which make possible the calculation of fx. But in designing

tubes it is necessary to make the ratio — , where 7'p is the plate

resistance, as large as possible. For any given value of fx it i^

therefore desirable to make rp as small as possible.
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Now Tp can be decreased by decreasing the distance p+/
between filament and plate. On the other hand ^i increases with

increasing distance p between grid and plate, but is independent

of the distance / between filament and grid. Hence, in order to

keep M large and Vp small, / should be kept as small as possible,

i.e., the grid should be close to the filament.

The plate resistance depends, furthermore, on the size of the

electrodes. It is within certain limits inversely proportional to

the area of the anode as well as that of the cathode. It will be

evident that there are limitations to increasing the area of the

anode. For example, if the cathode is a single straight filament

and the anode a plane parallel to the filament,

there would be a limit to the size of the anode

beyond which any further increase in its size would

not contribute appreciably to a reduction in the

resistance. On the other hand, the resistance can

be reduced very much by using two plates, one on

either side of the filament, as is mostly done. If

the cathode consists of more strands of filament,

the anode area can, of course, be further mcreased

to advantage.

If the anode is cylmdrical, an increase in its

diameter would increase the distance between fila-

ment and anode in the same proportion as the

anode area is increased. Considering a surface

element of the anode, the resistance is proportional

to the square of the distance between the cathode

and the anode element. But for a cylindrical anode

the area can be increased only by increasing the

radius in the same proportion, so that the resistance increases

hnearly with the area of the anode; or, what is the same thing, it

increases Linearly with the radius.

In this connection, we may note an interesting relation between

cylindrical and parallel-plate tubes, which was pointed out by

R. W. King. Suppose a cyHndrical structure, having a thin

filament stretched along the axis of the anode (Fig. 124) be unfurled

so that the anode becomes a plate having a width equal to 2Trpp.

Let the filament be replaced by a surface equal to the anode area

and at a distance pp from it. Assuming the cathode to be an

equi-potential surface, the space current per unit area of the

Fig. 124.
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parallal plane structure is given by equation (9) Chapter IV.

Hence the current fen- this tube is given by

= 2.33X10-6?^^^'

where / is length of the structure (perpendicular to the paper).

That is

/=14.G5XlO-«-^'/2.
pp

This is the same equation that applies to the cylindrical tube

(see equation (14), page GO). The two structures, therefore, give

the same space current.

As regards the effect of the area of the cathode, there are also

certain limitations. If the area of the cathode be increased by
increasing its diameter, the resistance will not be reduced propor-

tionately because of the density of the space charge of the electrons

in the neighborhood of the filament. The total saturation current

will, of course, be greater, but will only be obtained at a higher

voltage. The better way to increase the area of the cathode is to

increase its length. However, this generally means an increase

in the voltage drop in the filament, due to the heating current, and

this in itself increases the plate resistance, due to the limitation

of the current by the filament voltage. (See Fig. 20, page 61 .)

King has also derived equations for the space current as a

function of the structural parameters for both cylindrical and

parallel-plane structures, on the assumption that the current can

be taken to vary as the f-power of the effective voltage. Since

the effective voltage —-\-Eg is generally not large compared with

the voltage drop in the filament, the limitation of space current

by the latter must be taken into account, in which case the current

will be governed by equations (18) and (19) of Chapter IV.

If the voltage drop in the filament be neglected the computed cur-

rent will in general be considerably larger than the observed cur-

rent.

77. Tjrpes of Thermionic Amplifiers. The number of different

types of thermionic tubes now in use has become so large that no

attempt will be made to describe or even mention all. The purpose

m describing any is merely to give the reader a quantitative idea
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of characteristics of tubes used in practice. At the outset it may-

be stated that tubes are usetl ranging from a type that consumes for

its operation a small fraction of a watt, to types that give several

thousand watts' output in the form of alternating current. This

widely varying range is occasioned by the widely differing condi-

tions to be satisfied, depending on the purpose for which the tube is

to be used. If the tube is to operate as an amplifier with the tele-

phone receiver connected directly in its output circuit, the output

power necessary need not be more than a very small fraction of a

watt—one millionth of a watt is quite sufficient to give a very loud

tone in most well-constructed receivers. If, on the other hand,

the tube is to be used as a telephone repeater, inserted at a point

on the telephone line about midway between the sending and re-

ceiving stations, the tube must give a sufficient amount of power

to give clearly audible speech in the receiver after the telephone

currents have been attenuated by the line between the repeater

and the receiver. Then, again, if the tube is used to amplify

modulated high-frequency oscillations, for example, before being

impressed on an antenna for radio transmission, it must obviously

be capable of giving a much larger output power, the magnitude

of which depends upon the distance over which transmission is to

take place, and can range all the way up to several kilowatts.

When the necessary power is too large to be handled by one tube,

a nmiiber of tubes can be used in parallel.

In designing tubes for amplification purposes several factors

have to be taken into consideration. It is, for example, necessary

to consider the output power that is necessary. To obtain best

operation the plate resistance of the tube should be made equal

to the impedance into which the tube works. If this is not possi-

ble or desirable from the point of view of tube construction,

a transformer could be used in the output circuit to match the

tube resistance on the one side and the line impedance or the imped-

ance of the recording apparatus on the other. It is also possible

to use two or more tubes in parallel, thus reducing the total plate

resistance. Referring to equation (31) it wiU be seen that the

output depends also upon the input voltage eg and the amplifica-

tion constant ii. The input voltage must be kept within the limits

defined by equations (24) and (25). Furthermore, /x and the plate

resistance must be so chosen that the amplification has the

desired value. This is usually as large as possible.
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There are thus a number of requirements to be satisfied and they

differ with different operating conditions. The following tubes

represent a few standard types. The tube characteristics are

specified sufficiently fully by giving the value of m, the filament

constants, the relation between plate current and plate voltage,

40 60 80 100

Anode Volts -Ep

Fig. 125.

120 140

and the relation between plate resistance and plate voltage,

over a range of operating plate voltages. The slope — of the

plate current-grid potential characteristic can then be obtained

directly from the known values of jx and rp.

The tube shown in Fig. 68, page 146 represents a modern type
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of telephone repeater manufactured by the Western Electric

Company and used on the Hues of the Bell Telephone System.

The overall length of the tube and base is about 4 inches. The

plates are of nickel and their edges are turned up to prevent warp-

ing due to the high temperature to which they rise when bom-

20

10
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in Fig. 125. The plate resistance is shown here and in the follow-

ing curves as a function of the plate potential, the grid potential

being zero. To obtain the plate resistance for any grid potential

other than zero, all that is necessary is to add txEg to the plate

potential and read the resistance from the curve at the value of

plate potential equal to the value so obtained. Thus, since n

is about 5.G, the plate resistance at a plate potential £'^=160,

and grid potential Eg= —9 is that corresponding to an abscissa

of 160-9X5.6 = 100 volts, namely, 5000

ohms. The minimum ampUfication required

of this tube is 25 miles of standard cable,

which corresponds to a power amplifica-

tion of 230. (See table on page 219.)

The logarithmic plot of this tube's charac-

teristic is shown in Fig. 126. The slope

of the line is close to 2, indicating a parabolic

relation between current and voltage over

the operating range.

Fig. 127 shows a t}^e of tube, com-

monly known as the VT-1, that is suitable

for use either as detector or amplifier and is

designed to operate on a plate voltage of

about 30 volts when dehvering power

directly to a telephone receiver. Its operat-

FiG. 127.—Western Elec- ing filament current and voltage are 1.1

trie Receiving Tube, amperes and 2.5 volts, and its amplifica-
Length: 10 cms.

^j^^^ constant is 6. Its other characteristics

are shown in Fig. 128. The logarithmic plot of the charac-

teristic is shown in Fig. 129. The slope of this line is also

close to 2. The minimum amplification at 30 volts on the

plate is 24 miles of standard cable. This tube was manu-

factured by the Western Electric Company for use as an aero-

plane radio receiver. The aeroplane radio transmitter tube

resembles in its structural features the one shown in Fig. 68

but was designed to operate on plate voltages ranging from 275

to 350 volts instead of 160 volts, the voltage of the telephone

repeater. The evident rugged construction of these tubes was

found necessary to enable them to withstand the rather severe

vibration to which they are subjected on an aeroplane. In the case

of the receiver tube (Fig. 127) the filament, plate and grid are sup-
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ported from the top by means of a block of lavite. The lower

part of the plate forms a collar which fits tightly round the re-

entrant tube. The double plates and grids are each stamped in

one piece from sheet metal, thus facilitating quantity production.

A tube of simple construction manufactured by the General

Electric Company is shown in Fig. 130. The anode consists of a

nickel cup about ^ inch in diameter and /a inch high, and is

10, 20 30 40

Anode Volts-Ep

Fig. 128.

§0:9001

5,000

40,000

35,000

30,000

10,000

placed over the grid and filament. The grid is in the form of a

helix enclosing the filament which is Hkewise helical and consists

of tungsten wire.

In one t>T3e of tube of this construction the normal operating

filament current is 1.1 amperes and the filament voltage o.G volts.

The amphfication produced by the tube is equivalent to about

20 miles of standard cable.

Tubes that are used as amplifiers and radio detectors and in-
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tended to deliver power directly to a telephone receiver need not

be capable of handling more power than is necessary to operate

the receiver and in most cases this corresponds to a very small

plate current. This makes it unnecessary and undesirable to

20 30 40
Anode Volts

Fig. 129.

dissipate more than a fraction of a watt in heating the filament.

The desirabihty of reducing the power necessary for heating the

filament is apparent. A tube in which this has been done is shown

in Fig. 131. The filament is of the oxide-coated type, 2X10~^

inch in diameter and is designed to operate on one dry cell, the
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operating voltage ranging from 1.0 to 1.5 volts with a normal

filament current of about 0.2 ampere. The normal power dis-

sipated in the filament is therefore about one-quarter of a watt

This tube is a good detector and gives about 20 miles amplification

with a plate voltage of about 30 volts. It was designed not only

for the purpose of reducing as

much as possible the power con-

sumption in the filament, but

also to facilitate the construc-

tion. The four stout wires

which connect to the electrodes,

are moulded in a glass bead 11,

or other insulating substance.

This forms a unit on which the

rest of the structure is built.

The grid is sufficiently rigid to

be supported only from the

lower end. The plate is likewise

supported by a single wire going

through the glass bead. This

means of supporting gives a

sufficiently rugged structure on

account of its small size and

light weight. The structure

thus mounted on the bead 11

is inserted into a tube, the

lower end of which is pressed,

as shown at 2, Fig. 131, thus

making an air-tight seal. This

method of constructing the tube

eliminates the making of flares and presses.

Another type of tube of simple construction is shown in

Fig. 132. This drawing was made from one of several tubes

designed and used by the author in his work on vacuum tubes,

about six years ago. The same type was subsequently developed

in Europe and used extensively in military operations during the

war. The simplicity of construction of this tube lies in the hori-

zontal mounting of the electrodes.

Turning now to a consideration of the high-power type of

tube, it must be noted that this type of tube belongs to a class

Fig. 130.—General Electric type

Receiving Tube. Length : 10 cms.
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that is entii-ely different from the small types discussed above,

and presents problems that make its construction more difficult.

For example, on account of the large amount of power dissipated

in such a tube, the electrodes and walls of the vessel must be more

thoroughly freed of gas during evacuation than is required of the

low-power \y\)(i of tube. The heating of the plates during operation

makes it necessary to compute their
]^-o.4cm.->\

gJ2e on the basis of the power dissi-

pated at them by electron bom bard-

ment. This can be done in the

manner explained in Chapter IV. On

Fig. 131. Fig. 132.

account of their low vapor pressure, the refractory metals such as

tungsten and molybdenum are very suitable materials for use in

high -power tubes. Tungsten can, for example, be heated during

evacuation to about 2500° K. to drive out occluded gases, while

during operation the tungsten anodes can safely rise to a tempera-

ture of about 1500° K., thus making it possible to use a smaller

anode area than is necessary when less refractory metals are used as

anodes. On the other hand, high-power tubes that are to operate
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on comparative!}' low jilate voltages often require so much fila-

ment that when the filament strands are properly spaced and
supported in a mechanically convenient

manner, they occupy a surface which

is so large as to necessitate a large

plate area. It is also necessaiy, in de-

signing power tubes, to consider the

size of the bulb and make it large enough

to prevent overheating of the glass.

The radiating area of the glass bulb,

expressed in square inches, should be at

least equal to the number of watts dis-

sipated inside the bulb.

Fig. 133 shows a tjp^ of power tube

that was used in 1915 bj' the American

Telephone & Telegi^aph Company and

the Western Electric Company to trans-

mit speech from Arlington, Ya., U. S. A.,

to Paris and to Honolulu, a distance in

the latter case of about 5000 miles.

The anode, it will be obsen^ed, consists

of metallic ribbon so arranged on glass

frames that it can be heated during

evacuation by passing a current through

it. This is of considerable help in driv-

ing out occluded gases. A glass frame

situated midway between the frames on

which the anodes are mounted sei'ves to

support the grid and filament.

A General Electric Company iypc: of

tube which also enables the anode to be

heated by passing a current through it is

shown in Fig. 134.^ Here the anode con-

sists of tungsten wire stretched back and

forth on a glass frame. The giid consists

of fine tungsten wire wrapped around

another glass frame.

A t>7)e of power tube of British design is shown in Fig. 135.

The electrodes are supported, as indicated, by springs fitting

1 1. Langmuir, General Electric Review, Vol. 18, p. 335, 1915,

Fig. 133.—Western Elec-

tric Type Power Tube,

used in early Long-

distance Radio-phone

E.xperiments. Length:

30 cms.
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tight!}- in the side elongations of the bulb. Tliis type of tube ope-

rates on a plate voltage of several thousand volts.

A high-voltage tube of more rugged construction is the General

Electric type shown in Fig. 136. The anodes are stout tungsten

plates, about 2X2^ inches, and the grid consists of fine tungsten

yvii'Q wrapped around a molybdenum frame, thus encasing the

filament. Tliis tube operates normally on about 1500-2000 volts,

and is capable of delivering several hundred watts a-c. output,

the space current ranging from 150 to 250 milliampcres.

The power obtainable from a tube can be greatly increased

b}' designing the tube to operate on high voltages. This, however,

requh-es ordinarily a d-c. source of high voltage. Tliis can be

/S' .-16'

~ J6

obtained either by using a valve rectifjdng sj'-stem, as explained in

Chapter VI, or by using d-c. generators. Such sources of high volt-

age, direct current are usually not efficient. But the power obtain-

able from a tube can, of course, also be increased by increasing

the space current; that is, by increasing the area of the cathode

or its thennionic efficiency. (See page 78.) The coated tjTpe of

cathode has a high thennionic efficiency and therefore lends itself

well to the construction of high-power, low-voltage tubes. Such

a tube is shown in Fig. 137. This tube is capable of giving an

a-c. output of several hundred watts when operating on a plate

voltage of only about 700-1000 volts.

In order to avoid using large containers, we can use cooHng

means to carry off the heat dissipated at the anode, instead of de-

pending only on radiation. Cooling can be effected in several
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ways: The device can, for example, be immersed in a liquid bath

or a blast of air can be d reeled against it. Or the anode can be

so constructed that it can be cooled by water circulation. A
Western Electric type of tube in which this is done is shown in

Fig. 138. The anode consists of a metal tube about half an inch

Fig. 135.—British Type Power Tube.

in diameter. The bottom of this tube is closed and the top sealed

hermetically to the re-entrant glass tube, thus allowing water to be

circulated inside of it. The grid forms a helix round the anode,

and the cathode consists of a number of filaments arranged outside

the grid to form a cylindrical system concentric with the grid

and anode. Tubes of this tjqDe have been made to dissipate

several kilowatts.
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Other means have been used for preventing the power dis-

sipation at the anode from raising its temperature too high. One
way is to make the area of the anode as large as possible, but to

this there aw limitations. For examole, increasing the area of

Fig. 136.—General Electric Type
Power Tube.

Fu;. 137.—^\'e.stern Electric Tj'pe

Power Tube. Least ii: 30 cms.

a C3dindrical anode by increasing its diameter causes an increase

in the resistance of the tube. This is avoided in a type of tube

of General Electric design. The anode is shaped in the form of

a cylinder having four radial flanges^ which help to increase the

radiating area.
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An obvious way of keeping]!; the temperature of the anode low

IS to increase its thermal emissivity b}' blackening its surface.

(Equation 23, Chapter IV.)

78. Amplification Circuits. A great variety of circuit arrange-

ments have been devised in which the thermionic tube can be

operated as an amplifier. We shall, however, discuss only a few

Fig. 13s.—Power Tube with Water-cooled Anode.

types of circuits for the purpose of illustrating the points that

must be considered in designing efficient circuits. The necessary-

considerations follow directly from the theoretical discussions in

the foregoing. For example, it was shown that the current in the

circuit can be controlled by potential variations impressed on the

grid. It is, therefore, necessary to make the potential varia-

tions impressed on the grid as large as possible. For this
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purpose the step-up transformer T\ (Fig. 139) is inserted in the

input circuit. The secondary of this transformer should be wound
to have the highest possible impedance. The input transformers

that are used in connection with telephone repeater tubes on the

Bell telephone lines, have a secondary impedance of 600,000 ohms

at a frequency of 800 cycles per second. It is desirable to shunt

the secondary of the input transformer with a resistance to about

equal to the secondary impedance. The output transformer T2

is so wound that the tube works into an impedance equal to its

plate resistance, the secondary impedance of T2 being equal to the

impedance of the line or device to wliich energy is delivered. If

the Hne impedance is equal to the plate resistance of the tube, this

transformer can be omitted. The choke coil L and condenser C

Fig. 1.39.

are inserted if the direct current established in the plate circuit

by the battery Eb is too large to pass directly through the winding

of the output transformer without causing undue heatmg of its

coils. The grid is maintained at a negative potential, with respect

to the filament, by the battery Ey, which should be so adjusted

with respect to the plate voltage, the constants of the tube, and

the peak value of the input voltage that the limit equations

(24) and (25) are satisfied.

Instead of using a separate grid battery, the grid can be

maintained negative with respect to the filament by making use

of the voltage drop in the filament rheostat. The arrangement

is shown in Fig. 140. In this case the plate circuit is connected

to the positive terminal of the filament battery, thus increasing

the potential difference between the filament and plate by an

amount equal to the voltage of the filament battery. This is
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sometimes desirable since the amplification increases with the

plate voltage.

It was shown in Chapter III, that there exists an intrinsic

potential difference between the filament and grid, the value of

which depends largely upon the nature of the surfaces of these

electrodes. This quantity was designated in the equations by

e. Now, € can be either positive or negative, and is seldom

greater than 1 volt. If it is negative, the grid will be intrinsically

at a negative potential with respect to the filament. If this is

the case and the alternating input voltage is small no extra pro-

vision need be made to keep the grid negative. If e is very small

or has a positive value, the grid battery should be inserted or a

scheme can be resorted to which is illustrated in Fig. 141 and for

ilii-rHH

Fig. 140. Fig. 141.

which I am indebted to my associate Mr. R. H. Wilson. The

scheme consists essentially in the addition of a resistance r in the

d-c. branch of the output circuit. A positive value of e causes

electrons to be attracted to the grid and this results in a decrease

in ampHfication due to a reduction in the effective alternating

grid voltage, as explained on page 167. But a positive value of e

also increases the direct-plate current. This increases the voltage

drop in the resistance r which consequently makes the grid more

negative with respect to the filament. The more negative e is,

the smaller will be the space current flowing in r and this tends to

decrease the negative potential on the grid. In this way the

circuit tends to effect a balance, so that tubes havmg different

values of e will not, when used in this circuit, give widely vaiymg

degrees of amplification. It will be recognized that there is an

optimum value for the resistance r, because if r be made too large
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the voltage drop in it would make the grid so much negative with

respect to the filament and consequently the impedance of the

tube so high that the amplification drops.

The effect of the resistance is illustrated in the following table,

which gives the amphfication in miles of standard cable obtained

from a number of tubes having different values of e. The best

value of resistance according to this table is about 1000 ohms.
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resistance of the tube to which it is connected, the voltage ampH-

fication is about 90 per cent of its maximum value jjl. If, however,

L is a practically pure reactance, it is desirable to make it more

than twice as large as the plate resistance, in order to make the

phase difference between grid and plate potentials as near as 180°

as possible, thereby straightening out the tube characteristic and

minimizing distortion. (See Section 59.) The circuit shown

in Fig. 142 is so arranged that both tubes can be operated from

the same plate battery. The grids can be maintained negative

with respect to their adjacent filaments by means of grid batteries

(not shown) or l)y connecting them to convenient points on the

Fig. 143.

filament rheostat R/. The resistance r should be large, preferably

of the order of one or two megohms, and merely serves the pur-

pose of maintaining the grid of the second tube at the desired d-c.

potential.

Instead of using the inductance L and condenser C, a step-up

transformer can be inserted between the tubes, as shown in

Fig. 143. When this is done both tubes should be operated as

power amplifiers (see page 184). The primary impedance of the

inter-tube transformer should therefore be equal to the plate

resistance of the first tube and its secondary should be wound to

impress the highest possible voltage on the grid of the second tube.

The theraaionic tube makes it possible to obtain high degrees

of amplification with non-inductive circuits by means of an

arrangement suggested by H, D. Arnold.^ Fig. 144 shows a

1 U. S. Patent 1129943, 1915.
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non-inductive amplifier. Instead of the inductance L a non-

inductive resistance r is used. If the grid battery Eg were

omitted tlie grid of tube B would be at the same potential as the

plate of tube A. The grid of B would therefore be positive with

respect to its filament by an amount equal to the potential differ-

ence between filament and plate of tube A. To avoid this the

negative voltage Eg is applied to the second grid to give it the

appropriate negative potential with respect to its filament.

Tliis non-inductive type of amplification circuit is a very

important contribution made possible by the thermionic tube,

because it enables us to produce almost any degree of amplification

without the use of transformers. In many instances transformers

are undesirable. This is, for example, the case when dealing with

Fig. 144.

currents of very low frequency, such as are used on telegraph lines

and especially on submarine telegraph cables. Transformers for

such frequencies are unpractical, being costly and inefficient.

Besides, they distort the wave form which it is very desirable to

preserve. Even when dealing with currents of frequencies cov-

ering the audible range, transformers produce distortion which m
some cases is very serious. This can, for example, happen in

the transmission of music. When speech is transmitted through

a system having a transmission band ranging from a few hundred

to about 2000 cycles per second, the speech is still perfectly

intelligible and, in fact, a smaller frequency range often suf-

fices. Transformers that are used on telephone lines have a fairly

flat frequency characteristic and are veiy satisfactory for speech

transmission. But for the transmission of music a much wider

range of frequencies is necessaiy. It is known that to preserve
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the quality of many musical tones, the system must be capable

of transmitting with equal faciUty frequencies ranging up to

several thousand cycles per second. In all such cases the non-

inductive amplification circuit is of value. Care must, of course,

be taken to eliminate the distortion produced by the curvature of

the characteristic of the tube itself.

In ordinary circuits, such as that shown in Fig. 139, trans-

formers and coils are used for convenience to serve definite pur-

poses. The output transformer T2 is, for example, inserted to

match the impedance of the line or device into which the tube

works with the impedance of the tube. This secures maximum
power amplification. The input transformer likewise matches the

impedances and has a very high secondary impedance because of

the high input impedance of the tube. Referring to equation (33)

(page 188), it will be noticed that the power amplification 77 is

directly proportional to the input resistance rg. Hence, if the tube

is to amplify currents from a low impedance line and the input

transformer Ti were omitted, the amplification would be very

small. To overcome this Arnold suggested using voltage ampli-

fier tubes to step up the input voltage. These tubes then feed

into tubes having an impedance sufficiently low to be connected

directly to the output circuit. This can be done by designing

tubes to have a low plate resistance or using a number of tubes in

parallel.

Telephone transformers that are commonly used on the

input side of vacuum tubes have voltage step-up ratios ranging

from about 18 to 40. Voltage amplifier tubes having an ampli-

fication constant ju=40 are commonly used. It follows from

equation 28, page 183) that if the resistance r (Fig. 144) is made
five times as large as the plate resistance Tp of the tube A, the

voltage amplification produced by this tube is 33. It can, there-

fore, take the place of the input transformer. The voltage can,

of course, be amplified still more by increasing the number of

tubes in the cascade series.

Fig. 144 shows the filaments connected in parallel to a common
battery. They can, of course, also be operated in series from a

common battery. Which ever is the more desirable depends upon

the filament battery available. Both arrangements are used

where tubes are operated in parallel to give increased output.

But when the filaments are connected in series and the grids in
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parallel, provision must be made to counteract the difference in

potential between the successive grids and filaments, due to the

voltage drop in the preceding filaments. This is done by the inser-

tion of appropriate grid batteries.

In designing multi-stage amplifier circuits, it is very important

to make sure that all the tubes operate in accordance with the

Ihnit equations (24) and (25). In all cases the voltages impressed

on the inputs of the tubes must be as high as possible, irrespective

of what the input power may be, because the power developed

in the output depends primarily on the input voltage. Now, when

using a tube as a voltage amplifier it must be designed to have a

large amplification constant ^t. This, according to equation (27)

produces a large voltage amplification. But, referring to equation

(25), it is seen that the larger the value of /x the smaller is the input

voltage e.g that can for constant plate battery voltage Eb be

impressed on the input without causing distortion. When it is

necessary to use a multi-stage amplifier set the input voltage on

the first tube is generally so small that ju for the first tube can be

quite high and the plate voltage not large, because — need not

be larger than about 2cg, where Eb is the voltage of tHe plate

battery. But the voltage impressed on the second tube after

being amplified by the first tube is then very much larger and the

second tube must be capable of handling this increased voltage.

If the first tube, operating on a definite plate battery, is just capable

of handling the voltage impressed on its input, then, in order to

handle the amplified voltage, the second tube must be designed

to have a lower /x or otherwise must operate on a higher plate

voltage than the first, so that it operates on a characteristic having

a larger intercept on the axis of grid potential. (See Fig. 74,

page 152.) This often necessitates heating the filament of the

second tube to a higher temperature to increase the range of the

characteristic. Such considerations show the important part

plaj'ed by the structural parameters of the tube. In some multi-

stage amplifier sets it is possible to use several like tubes in series

operating on the same plate voltage; that is, when the input \olt-

age is much smaller than the limiting voltage that the first tube can

handle. For example, if the amplification constant n is 40, and

the plate voltage is 120 volts, the intercept of the IpEg-curve is

equivalent to 3 volts. If Eg=l.S volts, the input voltage can
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therefore have a maximum value of about 1.5 volts, since the grid

can generally be allowed to become slightly positive. If this is

the input voltage on the first tulx', the succeeding tubes must
have lower amplification constants or must operate with higher

plate voltages. But if the input voltage on the first tube is, say,

5X10""* volt, it can be amplified 30,000 times before it becomes

too large to be handled by this type of tube operating under the

conditions specified above. If each tube with m = 40 operates with

an external resistance equal to four times its plate resistance,

it produces a voltage amplification of 32. It would therefore take

three such tubes in series to pi'ocluce a voltage amplification of

30,000, and all three tubes can operate under the above conditions.

It may be remarked that if a is the voltage amplification

produced by one tube, the total amplification A produced by n

tubes is A = a".

Instead of using a large number of tubes in cascade to produce

a high degree of amplification, use could be made of a ''feed-back"

arrangement, due to R. V. L. Hartley,^ which is of special advan-

tage when large amplification is to be produced with a few tubes

in a non-inductive circuit. It will be evident that in any ampli-

fying system the power developed in the output, which is larger

than that in the input, can be greatly increased bj' feeding a small

portion of the energy in the output back to the input, thus ream-

plifying that portion. This increases the output power and also

the portion fed back to the input, and in this way the original

input power can be amplified to almost any desired extent depend-

ing on the portion fed back and the limits of the tube characteristic.

Thus, suppose unit power be applied to the input of an ampli-

fying system, the normal amplification of which is a-fold. The

power in the output is then a. Let a fraction s of the output

power be fed back to the input, so that the power returning to

the input is as. The portion remaining is a (1 — s). The fraction

as amplified again into the output becomes a^s. Of this, a portion

6?sy.s = a^s^ is again fed back to the input, leaving a?s— d^^ = a?s

(1— s) available in the output. This process is repeated and we

get in the output an amount of power given by the sum of a series

of which the (n-fl)'^ term is a(l-s)aV. Thus, if A. is the total

output power:

A=a(l-s)a+as+aV+ . . . aJ's'' . . . ).

1 R. V. L. Hartley, U. S. Patent, 1218650.
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If the fraction as is less than unity the series is convergent, its sum

I output

a(l-s)

being
:;

, so that the total output power becomes:
1 —as

A =
as

and the total amplification produced is

A 1
?i = —

a 1— as'

Since as<l and a is usualty large compared with unit}' for any

good amplifier, it follows that s can be neglected in comparison

with unity. The amplification n can therefore be made large by

making as nearly equal to unity.

If as should be equal to or greater than unity, the above series

l^ecomes divergent and the output power increases without limit

until checked bj- some cause determined by the nature of the cir-

cuit characteristic. The output power becomes independent of

the original input; in other words, the system produces self-

sustaining oscillations. If an inductive cu'cuit is used, it may
happen that as becomes greater than unity for one or more fre-

quencies, depending upon the impedance and phase relations in

the circuit, with the result that the system oscillates at these

frequencies.

Hence, in order to use this scheme for amplifj'ing currents

covering a wide range of frequencies, such as telephonic currents,

without producing sustained oscillations, it is advisable to use

a non-inductive circuit. Such a circuit is shown in Fig. 145.

The input voltage is impressed across the resistance Ri and the

grid of tube A is maintained negative in the usual way by the

battery Eg. In the circuit as shown here the plate batteries Eb

are connected between the plates and the output resistances

R2 and R'3. In this case, therefore, in contrast to Fig. 144, the

succeeding grids tend to become too much negative due to the

direct space currents in Ro and R3. They can become so

much negative with respect to their filaments that they may choke

down the space currents. It is therefore necessary to insert the

grid batteries E'g so poled as to reduce the negative potentials

of the grids to the values necessary for satisfactory operation.

The plate currents pass through the resistances R2, Rs to the
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common point of the circuit, which may be grounded. The

alternating plate current of the third tube C, whicii may be sep-

arated from the d-c. by a condenser, passes through the recording

device S which the system is supposed to operate and through part

of the resistance R2 to the common point.

Consider the half period during which current in Ri flows in

the direction of the arrow. This makes the grid of the tube A less

negative with respect to its filament. The output electron current

in R2 therefore increases in the direction of the arrow. This

makes the grid of B more negative with respect to its filament,

so that the space current inB decreases, or increases in the direction

of the arrow in Rz. The space currents in successive tubes are

therefore 180° out of phase. The current in the third tube flowing

Fig. 145.

through »9 is in phase with the current In 7?3, and since it must
flow through part of R2 the potential of the grid of B is increased

over that occasioned by the space current in tube A. It will be

apparent that in order to have the phase relations right, the output

of one tube must be returned to the inqnit of the preceding tube

or one of the alternate preceding tubes. The amount of energy-

fed back can be controlled by varying the part of the resistance R2
through which the feed-back current flows.

It may be remarked that the circuit needs careful adjustment

to secure markedly increasefl amplification without making the

system " sing," or produce sustained oscillations. If an inductive

circuit is used the energy fed back can be controlled easily by
varying the couphng between the output and input coils. In
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this case the phase relations can be so controlled that part of

the output of a tube can be returned in proper phase to its own
input. We have then simply the case of the ordinary " feed-back

circuit " which is extensively used in radio reception.

Multi-stage amplifiers frequently have a tendency to sing.

One way of preventing this is to feed part of the output energy

back to the input in opposite phase.

The phase relations in a multi-stage amplifier set furnish a

means for obtaining distortionless amplification. To illustrate

this, let us consider the non-inductive two-stage amplifier shown in

Fig. 144, and let us suppose that the two tubes A and B are alike.

Suppose also that the resistances r and tq are equal. If a sinu-

soidal voltage e be impressed on the grid of tube A the output

current flowing through r will not be sinusoidal unless r is large.

It was explained in Section 58 that if the external resistance is

equal to or greater than the plate resistance of the tube, the

characteristic of the circuit becomes nearly linear and therefoi'e

nearly distortionless. The little distortion produced by the

characteristic being not quite linear, or even the marked dis-

tortion produced when r is small, can be further reduced by using

an even stage amplifier circuit. Thus, assuming that the char-

acteristic is curved, if the voltage ci impressed on the input circuit

is sinusoidal, then the voltage ^2 impressed on the second tube

by the varying current flowing in r will be lopsided, as shown by

the curve hV of Fig. 83, page 167. That is, when the grid of A
becomes less negative with respect to its filament, a greater increase

in electron current is produced in r in the direction of the arrow

than the decrease occasioned by the grid of A becoming more

negative with respect to its filament. The potential impressed

on the grid of tube B is therefore lopsided, but it is 180° out of

phase with the potential on the grid of A . The increase in poten-

tial of grid B is therefore smaller than the decrease and hence if

the characteristic of tube B is likewise curved, the current in its

output resistance ro will be nearly sinusoidal. It is obvious that

distortion can be reduced by this means only if the circuit contains

an even number of tubes.

When the circuit is inductive, the phase relations are, of course

not so simple. In such cases it is best to make the inductances

in the output circuits of the tubes sufficiently large to straighten

out the characteristic to the desired extent. If it is necessary
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to use a low impedance in the outiiut circuit, distoi-tion can be

reduced by means of the "push-pull" circuit of E. H. Colpitts,

shown in Fig. 14(3. It is supposed that the output circuit nuist

be connected to a device of low impedance in which case the (hs-

tortion produced when a simple circuit is used may be considerable.

The way in which the " push-pull " circuit eUminates the chstor-

tion can be understood by referring to Fig. 83. The shape of the

output current wave in the plate cii-cuit of the tube A (Fig. 14G)

is given by the curve bb' (Fig. 83). In passing through the

transformer it is resolved into the fundamental ee and the har-

monic ff. The wave shape of the current in tube B is like that of

Fig. 146.

A, except that, since the potentials on the grids of the two tubes

are 180° out of lohasc, the fundamental currents ee in the two-

plate circuits will differ by 180°, while the harmonics // will be in

phase. It will therefore be seen, by referring to the curi'cnt

directions in Fig. 146, that the fundamentals will be additive in

effect, while the harmonics will neutralize each other.

This circuit can also be used to cut out the fundamental and

transmit only the harmonics, by reversing the primary coil of

the output transformer of one of the tubes. This was suggested

by J. R, Carson, for the purpose of modulation.

It will be apparent that a circuit like that shown in Fig. 146

requires that the two tubes be alike in their characteristics.

Fig. 147 shows an arrangement whereby the filaments and

plates of a two-stage amplifier can all be operated from a single
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source of voltage. Tliis circuit arrangement is of advantage when

only one source of voltage is available, such as, for example, the

standard city mains of 110 or 220 volts direct current. The con-

densers Ci and C2 are inserted to by-pass the alternating curreaits

in the plate cu-cuits in case the sections of the resistance R between

the positive terminal of the voltage suppl}'' and the point connecting

the plate, should become so large as to cause an undesirable wiifit«

of a-c. power in the plate circuit of the tube.

All the amplification circuits discussed thus far are unilateral;

that is, they transmit and ampUfy currents in one direction only.

For most purposes unilateral circuits are all that are needed, but

for amplification of currents on telephone lines the amplifier must

Fig. 147.

be capable of transmitting and amplifying currents In both direc-

tions, so that two-way conversations can be carried on over the line.

The circuit that is commonly used in telephone practice, using

thermionic tubes as amphfiers, is shown m Fig. 148.^ It is

known as the 22-type circuit (two-way, tifo-repeater type). Tire

principle of this type of repeater circuit was disclosed by W. L.

Richards, in 1895.^ As applied to thermionic amplifiers, it ha;3

been in use on the hues of the Bell Telephone System since 1913.

The principle consists in balancing each of the two lines against

an artificial line or balancing network having an impedance equal

1 B. Gherardi and F. B. Jewett, Proc. A.I.E.E., Nov., 1919, p. 1297.

The reader is referred to this paper for information on the use of repeaters on

long distance telephone lines.

2 W. L. RicH.\RDS, U. S. Patent 542657, 1895.
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to that of the Hne. The purpose of the balancing network can be

understood from the following: The currents coming from Line W

,

for example, are branched off at Pi, thus furnishing the input to

tube E, the amplified output of which is obtained in the output

transformer Ti. Similarly the amphfied currents from Line E
pass through the output transformer T2. Now, if the system

into which transformer Ti, for example, feeds were not s;y'Tnmetrical

with respect to the points P2, the amplified current in Ti would

cause an increased input to be impressed on tube W; this in turn

increases the input on tube E, and the system would produce sus-

tained oscillations, or " sing." This is prevented by making

FiG. 148.

the impedance of the balancing network equal to that of the

line to which it is connected, thus making the potentials of the

points Pi and P2 independent of the currents m the corresponding

output coils T2 and T\. This, of course, results in a division of

the amplified output power, one-half becoming available and the

other half being wasted in the balancing network.

In a system like this the degree of amplification obtainable

without impairing the quality of transmission depends largely

on the accuracy with which the lines can be balanced.

Two-way transmission can also be secured with a single

repeater, by means of a circuit arrangement such as that shown in
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Fig. 149. This circuit is known as the " 21-type repeater circuit

"

(<(ro-way, one-repeater circuit). Instead of balancing each hne

with an artificial network, as in the 22-circuit, two-way trans-

mission, with the 21-circuit, is effected by balancing the two hnes

directly against each other. Thus, if the impedance to the

right of P is equal to that to the left of P, then the potentials

of the connecting points P are independent of the amplifietl output

current. But if the impedances of these lines are not equal, the

ami)lified current in the output will impress increased potentials

LineW p Line E

Fig. 149.

on the grid of the ampHfier; these wiU cause further amplification,

the amphfication becoming cumulative, thus creating sustained

ascillations or " singing."

The advantages of the 22-circuit over the 21-circuit are appa-

rent: The latter requires that the impedances of the lines (as

measured at P) leading to the two telephone substations l^etween

wliich the conversation is carried on, l)e identical—a condition

which cannot always readily be realized in practice. In the

22-cu-cuit, the two lines may have quite different impedances,

the requirements being then that the balancing networks have

different impedances, each balancing its own line. The repeater

can then be inserted at some convenient place on the line, which
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need not be midway between the two stations. Furthermore, in

order to create the contUtion of singing in the 22-cireuit, it is

necessary, as can nvachly be seen from Fig. 148, that both hnes be

unbalanced simultaneously. If one line and its network be per-

fectly balanced, an unbalance in the other will not cause singing.

The 22-circuit is therefore inherently more stable than the 21-

circuit.

The filters are inserted to pass only currents lying witliin the

telephone frequency i-ange, thus preventing the passage through

the repeaters of telegraph and other signal currents that may be

transmitted over the same metallic circuits. The potentiometers

are inserted to adjust the amplification to the desired value.



CHAPTER VIII

THE VACUUM TUBE AS AN OSCILLATION GENERATOR

79. Introductory. Since the three-electrode tube can operate

as an ampHfier, the energy in the output circuit is greater than that

in the input circuit. Hence, if part of the energy in the output

be returned to tlie input, there will a further amphfication of

energy resulting in an increased output. If the amplified energy

gets back to the input in sufficient amount, and if the phase rela-

tions of the output and input currents are right, there will be a

constant reampHfication and feeding back of energy from the

output to the input, and the device will then produce sustained

oscillations without it being necessary to supply potential varia-

tions to the grid by external means. In other words, the device

will then operate as an oscillation generator. The frequency of

the oscillations will be determined b}-^ the constants of the circuit,

while their intensity will depend on the amount of energy fed

back to the input, the shape of the characteristic cm^ve, and

the rate at wliich power is dissipated. There is a variety of

cu'cuit arrangements whereby tliis can be done. These ch-cuits

can aU be divided into three main groups in which part of the

energ}^ in the output is returned to the input: (1) by resistance

couiiling, such as is explained, for example, in connection with Fig.

145, page 259; (2) inductive coupling; (3) capacitative coupUng

between output and input.

In the present chapter we shall briefly discuss the conditions

that must be satisfied in order to use the three-element tube to

produce oscillations of a definite frequency and amplitude. A
large amount of work has been done on this phase of the subject,

and no attempt will be made here to enter into a fuU discussion of

these investigations. It "s beheved rather that an explanation of

the fundamental principles that govern the production of sus-

tained oscillations with the three-electrode tube, and an indication

266
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of the more important results that can be obtained, will be suf-

ficient to enable anybody who understands them to design the

circuits that may be necessary for any particular purpose.

The conditions that are necessaiy to make the tube act as an

oscillation generator can be stated briefly as follows:

(1) The tube must be capable of amplifying. That is, it

must have a unilateral impedance which is occasioned by poten-

tial variations on the grid producing a greater effect on the cur-

rent in the plate cii'cuit (output circuit) than the effect produced

on the cuiTent in the grid circuit by potential variations on the

plate. This property is generally expressed, as was explained in

the previous chapter, by stating that an alternating potential eg,

hnpressed on the grid, produces an E.M.F. in the plate circuit

which is equal to fxeg where // in practice is generally greater than

unity.

(2) Since the energy in the output is greater than that in the

input, part of this energy can be returned to the input, but in

order to insure a reamplification of this energy it is necessary to

take care that the output and input currents are in phase.

(3) An oscillation circuit must be attached to the tube, having

inductance, capacity and resistance of such value as to make
the tube oscillate with the desired frequency. These quantities

should, for best operation, also be so adjusted that the efficiency

of the tube as an oscillator and the amount of power delivered

to the oscillation circuit are as large as possible.

(4) The characteristic of the tube must be such that the tube

constants, together with the constants in the oscillation cu-cuit,

determine the amplitude of the oscillations. In general the ampli-

tude is limited by the factors that limit the flow of the current

through the tube. These factors have been explained in Chap-

ter IV.

80. Method of Procedure for the Solution of the Oscillation

Equations. The complete solution of the oscillation ecjuations of

the vacuum tube is difficult because of the pecuhar shape of the

tube characteristics. It was explained in Chapter IV that the

current-voltage characteristic is such that when taken over the

whole range it cannot be expressed by a simple equation. For

the lower part of the characteristic, where the effective applied

voltage is less than the voltage drop in the filament, the current

varies approximately as the f-power of the voltage. For
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high effective voltages, the exponent of the voltage decreases as

the voltage increases, and finally approaches zero as the satura-

tion current is approached. When using the tube as an amplifier

in the most efficient way, we operate over such a part of the

characteristic that a simple quadratic equation can be used. As

was explained in Chapter VII, special precautions are taken to

make the characteristic of the tube and circuit as nearly linear

as possible. Now, when using the tube as an oscillation generator

we seldom make use of a restricted portion of the characteristic,

but, on the contrary, the plate current generally oscillates between

zero and a saturation current value, and it is therefore difficult

to express the current as a simple function of the applied voltage.

But the conditions for oscillation can be derived without neces-

sarily making use of a definite characteristic equation. What

we shall do is to use the resistance and mutual conductance of

the tube as the variable parameters in tenns of which the condi-

tions for oscillation can be expressed, and then see how these

parameters depend on the characteristics of the tube.

An expression for the plate resistance of the tube was derived

in the preceding chapter, for the general case in which the current

varies as the nth power of the applied voltage. If the oscilla-

tions are extremely small then the resistance is given by the

reciprocal of the slope of the plate current-plate potential char-

acteristic at the point of operation. When the oscillatiotis are

finite, the resistance is approximately given by the secant joining

the points of maximum and minhnum current. If the charac-

teristic is a parabola, this secant is parallel to the tangent at the

point of zero alternating potential, so that the resistance is inde-

pendent of the applied alternating voltage. When the character-

istic is not parabolic, the resistance cannot be expressed simply

by the slope of the tangent at the point of zero alternating voltage,

but depends on the magnitude of the voltage. Thus, referring to

Fig. 150 it will be seen that as long as the potential variations ai-e

less than AB, the resistance is practically the same as that which

obtains for infinitely small oscillations around the point A. If,

now, the maximum value of the potential ])ecomes equal to AC,

the line joining C and 0' is not parallel to the tangent at A',

but has a smaller slope. We can take the slope of the line O'C

as a measure of the resistance when the current variations extend

over the whole region O'A'C
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The same considerations apply to the mutual conductance

which can be taken approximately to be equal to the slope of the

line joining the extreme point of the characteristic over which the

operation takes place.

^

The problem of setting up the conditions for oscillation,

therefore, reduces to the solution of a network involving the

oscillation circuit, LCr, a fictitious generator giving a voltage

equal to fieg and a resistance ?>, as defined above. By adopting

this procedure, we do not entirely ignore the curvature of the char-

acteristic. If the resistance Vp were not dependent on the intensity
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electrodes and having a resistance r, and see what are the con-

ditions that must be satisfied in order that this device, when

connected to an oscillation circuit may produce sustained oscilla-

tions. The circuit is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 151. The

device is suppUed with a direct current by means of the battery

E, through the choke coil Ch. The oscillation circuit is repre-

sented by LC.

The condition for oscillation in such a circuit can be obtained

by the simple process of setting the differential equation for the

circuit and equating the damping factor to zero. In doing so

we need, of course, only to consider the a-c. circuits, that is, the

Ch

iV')

jr

Fig. 151.

two branches I and II. Thus, summing the electromotive forces

for circuit I, we get

where j)
=

rp{ii +i)-\-ri-\-Lpi = 0,

For branch II we have

ti
Lifii-\-r'pi= -j^

Putting the value of z'l given by equation (1) into (2) we get:

p2t+(^+^Jpt+
'

LC
1+- =0.

(1)

(2)

(3)

This is an equation of the well-known form from which it follows

directly that in order that the current i shall be oscillatory, the

coefficient of the linear term must be zero. That is:

Cr
(4)
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From this we see that in order to obtain sustained oscillations

from a device having only two electrodes, it is necessary that the

device shall have a negative resistance. Examples of negative

resistances have already been given in the previous pages. Thus
an arc may have a negative resistance, its characteristic being

of the form shown by the curve AB in Fig. 34. The resistance

is given by the slope of the characteristic and this is a negative

quantity for a characteristic of the kind shown. Fig. 16, page 48,

shows another characteristic which over a region ABC has a nega-

tive slope and is obtained as the result of the emission of electrons

from metals under the impact of electrons. Such characteristics

as these are sometimes referred to as " falling characteristics."

The thermionic valve does not show a falling chai-acteristic

like the curve AB of Fig. 34, when it is sufficiently well evacuated

to prevent the effects of ionization by collision from appreciably

influencing the discharge. The characteristics of themiionic

valves are those given and discussed in the previous chapteis and

it will be seen that for such devices the resistance is always posi-

tive. It is, therefore, impossible to obtain sustained oscillations

from a well-evacuated thermionic valve containing only two

electrodes. If such a device contains an appreciable amount of

gas during the operation, the characteristic becomes unsteatly

and sometimes, especially at the higher voltages, exhibits regions

over which the slope is negative, and when operated over that

region it is, of course, possible to obtain sustained oscillations.

The condition which makes this possible in a two-electrode device

is unfortunately due to the cause which makes such a device

unsatisfactory; namely, the presence of too much gas in the

device, thus causing unsteadiness of the discharge and making
reproducibiUty practically impossible. If a controlling electrode

or grid be added to the two electrodes of a valve, the operation

becomes different and we now have a device which can produce

sustained oscillations with facility while at the same time satisfying

all the conditions that are necessaiy to secure satisfactory opera-

tion in every respect, namely, freedom of gas with consequent

steadiness and reproducibiUty of results, and comparatively long

hfe.

82. Condition for Oscillation for Three-Electrode Tube.

Let us now consider a circuit like that shown in Fig. 152. This

is one of a large number of possible oscillation circuits. It is
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chosen here to exempHfy the manner in which oscillations can be

produced with an audion because this type of circuit lends itself

most readily to mathematical solution. The plate current is

supplied by the battery Eb through a choke coil. The oscillation

cu'cuit proper is represented by CL^r. On account of the mutual

inductance M between the coils L\ and L2, current variations in

L2 cause potential variations to be impressed on the grid. The

oscillation circuit CrL2 is practically non-reactive at the oscillation

frequency. A current in the plate circuit establishes an E.M.F.

in the circuit Z/2C, 90° out of phase with the plate current (assuming

that r is very small) . Since the oscillation circuit is non-reactive,

the oscillation current is in phase with the E.M.F, in this circuit

•-^M^

Fig. 152.

and this current induces an E.M.F. in the grid coil Lx, 90" out of

phase. The potential variations impressed on the grid by the

reaction of the plate circuit on the grid circuit are therefore in

phase with the plate current variations.

In order to obtain an expression for the condition that must

be satisfied by such a circuit to produce sustained oscillations we

shall make the following assumptions which can be realized in

practice, although this may not generally be the case. The approx-

imation is, however, sufficiently good to give an indication of

the quantities involved and the values that they should have in

order to make it possible for such a circuit to act as an oscillation

[;enerator. We shall assume (1) that the grid is at all times main-

tained sufficiently negative with respect to the filament to prevent
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any convection current from flowing between filament and grid.

(2) The capacities between the electrodes of the tube will be

taken to be sufficiently small to be neglected. The tube is there-

fore assmned to be a perfectly unilateral device; that is, there is no

reaction of the plate circuit on the grid cu'cuit except through

inductance of the coils Li and L2. (3) The oscillation circuit

will be regarded as non-reactive at the frequency of oscillation,

or at least the angle can be taken to be so small that its effect

on the phase relations of the circuit can for the present be neglected.

This is usually very nearly the case in most circuits, and circuits

can be designed for which this is always true.

A current i in the coil L2 will induce an E.M.F. eg in coil Li

given by

di
eg=Mj=Mpi.

Making use of the theorem that a potential eg impressed on the

grid introduces an E.M.F. equal to /jLCg in the plate circuit, we
obtain directly for the driving E.M.F. in the plate circuit:

fxeg = ixMpi (5)

We can, therefore, simplify this circuit and give it the equivalent

form shown in Fig. 153, where ?> represents the plate resistance

of the tube, the points P and F representing the connections to

the plate and the filament. The generator G is a fictitious gen-

erator included in the circuit to represent the effect of the grid
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potential variations on the plate circuit. This generator, there-

fore, gives an E.M.F. equal to the value given by equation (5),

The solution of the circuit now becomes extremely simple, involving

only the solution of the Kirchhoff equations for the simple net-

work to the right of PF. The circuit on the left of PF is a d-c.

circuit and need not be considered because we are concerned now
only with the a-c. values.

Summing the E.M.F. 's in branch I, we get

IxMpi= rp{i-\-i\)+ ri-\- Lo-pi,

which gives

^l = —-[l-]— )i pi (6)

For branch II, we have

L2p'^i-\-rpi^Y^ (7)

Substituting the value for u into equation (7) we obtain:

This is a simple differential equation of the well-known form:

pH+Api+Bi=%

from which we obtain directly that the condition that must be

complied with to produce sustained oscillations in circuit II,

is that A must be equal to zero, and putting p = jco where j is the

imaginary unit V— 1, the frequency of oscillation is

Substituting the values of B and A=^ from equation (8), we

find that the frequency of oscillation is given l)y

L.C
(9'

and the condition for oscillation is

nM L2
rr, = ~7^-7T.. (10)

Cr Cr
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We have seen above that the condition for oscillation in the

case of a two-electrode device is that the resistance of the device

must be negative and equal to --. This is the effective resistance

of the oscillation circuit, so that when it is added to the equal and
opposite resistance of the device the total resistance of the circuit,

and therefore the damping, is zero. From equation (10) wc see

that in the case of a three-electrode tube the resistance of the tube

need not be negative as long as the first term -yr- is large enough.

This term involves the amplification constant /j. and therefore indi-

cates directly that the ability of the audion to produce oscilla-

tions lies in its amphfying property.

In order to give an interpretation to this condition (equation

(10) ) let us write it in the form:

fi ^ L2 . Cr

rJ=rM^M
or

Cr

M- hi

(11)

It will be recognized that gm=~ is the mutual conductance of

the tube as defined in the preceding chapter. For very small

oscillations the mutual conductance is given by the slope of the

plate current grid potential characteristic, while for large oscil-

lations it can be taken to be approximately equal to the slope

of the line joining the points of maximum and minimum current

on the characteristic. Now, it will be recognized that as the

intensity of the oscillations increases, the slope of this line becomes

less and less. Equation (11), on the other hand, states that for

oscillations to be sustained the mutual conductance must be

greater than a quantity involving the constants of the external

circuit. The right-hand side of equation (11) is also of the

dimensions of a conductance and can also be represented by a line

having a slope depending on the values of these constants. Sup-

pose this line has a definite slope given by OA, Fig. 154. The
oscillations will, therefore, increase in intensity, the current vary-

ing over a greater and greater range of the characteristic until the
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mutual conductance as given by the line BC joining the points of

maximum and minimum current becomes parallel to OA.

If the mutual inductance between the plate and grid coils

were decreased, the slope of the line representing the right-hand

side of equation (11) would increase, say, to OA', and then the

oscillations would be weaker, the plate current varying over such

a range that the mutual conductance is equal to the slope of the

line OA'.

Grid Volt-s - +

Fig. 154.

Whether or not the tube will oscillate depends not only on

the coupling between the output and the input coils, but also

on a number of other quantities. One of the important quan-

tities is the amplification constant /z. Fig. 155 shows how ^u in-

fluences the operation of the device as an oscillator. The Hne OB
n „ ,. „ , ^^ . „ . Cr

gives — as a function of fx, and CD gives the expression

M- L2

of equation (11) as a function of fx. We shall refer to this quantity
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as go. This equation states that gm must be at least equal to go;

hence, for the constants of the circuit chosen in this particular

case, all values of /x lying to the left of the broken line are impos-

sible values.

The effect of the plate voltage can be shown in a similar way.

It follows, for example, from the considerations given in Chapter

COxlO

30

10
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an expression gm = go where g,,, is directly proportional to Ep and go

is a linear function of Ep. These relations when plotted as shown

in Fig. 156 intersect at the point A. The condition for oscillation

is that g,,, must be at least as large as go. We see, therefore, that

the tube wall not oscillate until the plate voltage reaches a certain

minimum value which is fixed if the other quantities, such as the

coupling, etc., are fixed.

These considerations show that it is desirable to make the

60x10

SO

40

iO

20
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taken to be very closely equal to that given by the simple oscilla-

tion circuit; namely,

1 I 1

(12)

It will be recognized that the solution of the circuit shown in

Fig. 153 does not indicate directly what the amplitude of the oscil-

lations is. This quantity is, however, determined indirectly by

the condition for oscillation. On account of the curvature of the

characteristic, the mutual conductance of the tube decreases as

the amplitude of the oscillations increases, in the manner explained

above, until the mutual conductance reaches its minimum value.

The amplitude of the oscillations in the plate circuit can then be

determined from this limiting value and the characteristic of the

tube. Usually, however, such a determination is not necessary.

83. Relation between Mutual Conductance of Tube and that

of Plate Circuit. In the above equations, — represents the mutual

conductance of the tube itself. This is also the mutual conduct-

ance of the plate circuit, provided the external impedance in the

plate circuit is neghgibly small compared with the resistance of the

tube. When this is not the case, the dynamic characteristic of

the plate ch-cuit does not coincide with the characteristic of the

tube itself, but differs from it to an extent depending on the rela-

tive magnitudes of the external impedance and the plate resistance.

If the external circuit is non-reactive, the dynamic characteristic

of the plate circuit is the curve of noC shown in Fig. 86. If the

external circuit is reactive, the dynamic characteristic of the plate

circuit takes the form of the loop such as that shown in Fig. 88.

In this case the quantity concerned is not a pure conductance but

a complex quantity, and what we have to deal with then is the

mutual admittance. In most oscillation circuits, however, the

reactance is so small at the oscillation frequency in comparison

with the total resistance that the angle can generally be neglected.

It can readily be seen that the mutual conductance of the cii--

cuit is less than that of the tube alone, because when the current

in the external circuit is increased by an increase in the potential

of the grid, the voltage drop in the external impedance causes a

decrease in the plate potential, so that the resultant increase in

plate current is less than would be the case if the external imped-
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ance were zero. The relation between these two mutual con-

ductances can be obtained as follows: The alternating plate cur-

rent is given by

fxeg

Putting Zo=ro+i.roWe get

(13)

1 — ^j = !i!_j_?i^_i_ -^j)

m 'p M M M

where Y'm = g'm—jb is the mutual admittance of the plate circuit.

Generally the imaginary component is small in comparison with

the resistance component, so that we can use the simple equation

:

4-=-+-' (14)
g m Om M

This relationship can be expressed in a somewhat different form.

Since ipro= ep, we get directlj^ from equation (13):

g'm=gJi-^'^) (15)

The condition for oscillation can also be expressed in terms of

the mutual conductance of the plate circuit instead of the mutual

conductance of the tube itself. This was, for example, done by

Hazeltine.^ The quantity g in Hazeltine's equations is not the

mutual conductance of the tube, but the mutual conductance of

the plate circuit.

84. Phase Relations. The phase relations that exist in

vacuum tul)e oscillator circuits have been investigated by Heising

and explained with the help of vector diagrams.^ We shall not

discuss this phase of the subject beyond what is necessary for an

understanding of the fundamental phenomena of such circuits.

The main condition is that the plate current and grid potential

must be as nearly in phase as possible. The phase relationfc be-

tween the various quantities are shown in Fig. 157 and can be

explained with reference to Fig. 152.

lb represents the steady direct current supplied by the batteiy

Eb thi-ough the choke coil. We can regard this current as constant,

1 L. A. Hazeltine, R.I.E., Vol. 6, p. G3, 1918.

2 R. A. Heising, Journal of A.I.E.E., Vol. 39, p. 365, 1920.
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although in actual practice it is only approximately so unless the

choke coil has a very large inductance. Ip represents the instan-

taneous value of the plate current and I the instantaneous value of

the current in the branch containing C and L2 in parallel. This

current multiplied by the instantaneous plate-filament voltage

and integrated over a complete cycle, represents the a-c. power

suppUed by the tube. As much power is drawn from tlu^ tube as

Grid Pofenh'al

Anode Current

Anode Po-henha/

Oufpuf' Current

Fig. 157.

is dissipated in the oscillation cu'cuit when the steady condition

is reached.

Referring to Fig. 157, the lines marked represent the ordinates

of zero voltages and currents. The grid is maintained at a nega-

tive potential Ec. When the alternating grid potential is zero,

the plate current is equal to /&. When the grid potential oscillates,

as indicated, the plate current oscillates in phase with the

grid potential. The plate potential oscillates around the mean
value jEft, but is 180° out of phase with the grid potential if the
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external circuit is non-reactive. The current I in the branch cir-

cuit is the difference between direct current /& drawn from the

battery and the plate current 7p. It is therefore 180° out of

phase with the plate current and oscillates around zero. We have

assumed that the grid always remains negative with respect to

the negative end of the filament. If the grid becomes positive

during a part of the cycle, it takes current which generally means a

loss of power occasioned by heat dissipation in the grid circuit.

On account of the curvature of the characteristic, the current

wave in the plate circuit, due to a sinusoidal voltage impressed on

the grid circuit, is not a pure sinusoid but is distorted. This

introduces harmonics. They can, however, be effectively tuned

-^^immm
Fig. 158.

out in the oscillation circuit so that most of the energy in the

oscillation circuit will be due to the fundamental. It must be

recognized that the harmonics cause a waste of power. These

considerations apply in general to the fundamental, the effect of

harmonics being neglected.

85. Colpitts and Hartley Circuits. The circuit shown in Fig.

152 is only one of a large number that can be used with a vacuum
tube oscillator. It was chosen there for its simplicity, although

it is not the most commonly used type of circuit. Two circuits

that are frequently used are those shown in Figs. 158 and 159,

known as the Colpitts and Hartley circuits, respectively. The
main difference between these circuits is that in the one the coup-

ling between output and input circuits is capacitive and in the

other it is mainly inductive. If we neglect the effect of the elec-

trostatic capacities between the electrodes of the tube, the oscil-
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lation ciicuJts are C1C2L, for the Colpitis circuit, and L1L2C, for

the Hartley circuit. The effect of the inter-electrode capacities

will be considered below.

The conditions for oscillation for these circuits have been

given by Hazeltine, Heising ^ and others. Taking, for example,

the case of the Hartley circuit, the condition for oscillation can be

expressed by:

juCr(Li+L2+2M)
^^ (L2+M)[M(Li+M)-(L2+ilf)]'

where gm = mutual conductance of the tube,

ilf = mutual inductance between Li and Lo,

r = ri-\-r-2.

(16)

Fig. 159.

From this equation it follows that there is a certain relation

between the voltages estabhshed in the plate and grid coils, which

makes the tube oscillate most readily. Since the conditions for

oscillation state that the right-hand side of equation (16) must
not be greater than g^, it follows that the tube will oscillate most
readily when this expression is a minimum.

Putting

eg = j^(Li-{-M);

k

k

{L2+M);

-= n,

* Loc. cit.

kh
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where k is a constant, we find:

/iCr (l+n)2

L n{^x— n)'

This is a niininimn for

m+2'

(17)

(18)

For tubes having a high value of /i, therefore, Li should be approx-

imately equal to L2. If m is low, on the other hand, the best

condition can necessitate making Z/2 considerably smaller than Li.

86. Tuned Grid-circuit Oscillator. This type of circuit

which is commonly used in the reception of radio signals, is shown
in Fig. 160. If it is a&sumed, as before, that the grid is maintained

at a sufficiently high negative potential to insure that there is no

appreciable convection between filament and grid, the condition

for oscillation for this circuit can also be easily obtained. The
potential eg applied to the grid is given by

o= q\ ^dt, (19)

and the electromotive force induced in the plate circuit through

the tube, on account of the effect of the grid potential on the

current is ixeg. There is another electromotive force induced

in the plate circuit, namely, Mpi, and is due to the mutual react-

ance of the grid circuit on the plate circuit through the coils Li

and Lo. The electromotive force induced on the oscillation cir-
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cuit, due to the current ip in the plate cu'cuit, is Mpip. Equating

these E.M.F.'s in the circuits, we get for circuit I:

MvHp= Li'p'i+nv'i+jj, (20)

and for circuit II:

MpH-{-^ = rppip-\-L2p% (21)

Eliminating ip from these two equations, the equation for i becomes

:

(LiLo- .If2)p3/+ ^r,Li +rL'2)pH+ (rrpC-{-L2-fxM)pi

-\-rpi^O, . (22)

which is of the form

pH-\-AjPi+Bpi-{-Di = 0.

This is a cubic equation and has one real and two complex roots.

The condition which makes the damping zero is D = AB. That is:

Tp _rpLi-\-rL2
.^s)

rprC-\-L2-fjiM L1L2-AP' ' ' '

In most circuits rL2 can be neglected in comparison with rpLi.

With this approximation the condition for oscillation becomes:

^f^^rC_^
.24)

The right-hand side of this equation contains two terais, one of

which is directly proportional to ilf , and the other inversely pro-

portional to M. There appears, therefore, to be an optimum value

for the mutual inductance between the input and output which

makes Qm a minimum.^

87. Effect of Inter-electrode Capacities—Parasitic Circuits.

We have assumed in the above that there is no reaction of the plate

circuit on the grid circuit through the tube itself. In some types

of circuits the capacities between the electrodes cause the circuits

to behave differently from what is to be expected. The simple

circuit shown in Fig. 160 can, for example, be drawn in the manner

shown in Fig. 161, where the capacities between the electrodes of

the tube are indicated Ci, C2 and C3. Such a circuit, therefore,

has more than one degree of freedom, a number of oscillation cir-

1 S. Ballantine, Proc. I.R.E., Vol. 7, p. 159.
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cuits being added to the main oscillation circuit CL\. Of these

parasitic circuits, the most important one in the diagram shown

uuu—e^iQMJ mm-
M

Fig. 161.

is the circuit formed by the capacity Cz between grid and plate,

and the inductance Li and Lo in series, the total inchictance being

Frequenc;^

Fig. 162.

L]_-\-L2-\-^M . The effect of the capacity Cs is to make the fre-

quency of oscillation different from that which would be obtained

from a simple circuit CL\. The reactance-frequency curve of the
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cii'cuit CLi Is shown by the curve marked Xi (Fig. 162). For
frequencies lower than that corresponding to the point A, this cir-

cuit has a positive or inductive reactance. The effective react-

ance, due to the coil L2 and its coupling with the oscillation circuit

LiC, is given by the curve X2. At frequencies below A, the total

reactance is inductive, and oscillations will occur at such a fre-

quency that the inductive reactance is equal to the capacitive

reactance due to the capacity C3 between grid and plate. The
oscillation frequency is, therefore, that coiTesponding to the point

F instead of the point A, as would be the case if the effect of the

grid-plate capacity were negligible. This circuit, therefore, be-

haves somewhat like a Hartley circuit in that the plate coil L2,

and the oscillation circuit LiC, together, act like an inductance in

5

Fig. 163.

parallel with a capacity. In the Hartley circuit, the capacity

between grid and plate is simply in parallel with the oscillation

circuit capacity C. This circuit is, therefore, more suitable for

use at high frequencies.

88. Regeneration. The effect of the inter-electrode capacities

can cause a tube to produce oscillations even when there is no

mutual inductance M between the output and input coils. It

was explained in Chapter VII, Sections 69-71, that on account

of these capacities there is an effective impedance between fila-

ment and grid, which depends not only on the capacities between

the electrodes but also on the constants of the output circuit.

This impedance can generally be represented by a resistance rg

and a reactance due to the effective input capacity Cg. The input

circuit can, therefore, be drawn as shown in Fig. 163. The im-
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pedance of the circuit fomied by C in parallel with Vg and Cg in

series is:

The real component r is

The first term of the denommator in this equation is usually

negligibly small compared with the second, so that the total

resistance of the circuit is:

If oscillations are impressed on this circuit, the rate at which they

would die out depends, of course, on the value of the total resist-

ance. If Tg is negative, the total resistance will be reduced; that

is, there will be a smaller consmnption of power in the input cir-

cuit and the tube will give a greater amount of amplification.

If Tg is negative and the effective resistance to the right of ^5 is

equal to the resistance ri, i.e., if the total resistance of the circuit

is zero, the circuit will produce sustained oscillations. We can

take expression (27) as a measure of the damping, 5, due to the

resistance in the circuit. The increase in amplification, due to a

reduction in this resistance results in the effect that is sometimes

referred to as "regeneration." A measure of the regenerating

effect is given by -. Now, it was shown in Chapter VII that Vg

is positive when the external plate circuit is non-reactive or con-

tains only capacitive reactance. If, on the other hand, the

reactance in the plate circuit is inductive and the angle of the

impedance in the plate circuit is large enough, then Vg is negative.

In Fig. 164 are plotted curves sho\^dng the relation between the

regenerative effect and the ratio of the external impedance in the

plate circuit to the plate resistance. The values of rg and Cg,

used m computing these curves, were obtained from equations

(54) and (56) of Chapter VII. The quantity - was computed
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with the vahics so found and with arbitrarily assumed values of

ri, as indicated in the curves. The curve for ?'i = 5.4 ohms
stretches to infinity, indicating that over the range of the ratio

— from about .8 to about 1.2, the tube produces sustained oscil-

lations, due to the reaction of the plate circuit on the grid circuit

through the electrostatic capacities of the tube.

An interesting result shown by these cm-ves is that the max-
imum regenerating effect is obtained when the external unpedance

in the plate circuit is equal to the plate resistance. This, it

will be remembered, is also the condition for maximum power

amplification derived in Chapter VII, for the case of the simple

amplifier.
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According to expression (27) the regenerating effect becomes

greater the smaller the capacity C in the oscillating circuit.

J. M. Miller ^ has computed curves giving the signal strength

as a function of the inductance in the plate circuit. These curves

are similar to those shown in Fig. 164, except that they are more

symmetrical. The}' have the same general form as a cui-ve giving

experimental results published l)y Armstrong.-

89. Complex and Coupled Circuits—Meissner Circuit. Com-

plex circuits can be reduced to simple circuits by the addition of

the reactances of the separate branches. Thus, the circuit shown

in Fig. IGO constitutes a complex circuit if the capacity- between

grid and plate becomes effective in determining the frequency of

the oscillations. The reactances of the branches I and II are

indicated by the curves Zi and Xo of Fig. 162, wliile the reactance

Fig. IG.i.

due to the capacity Cs between grid and plate is indicated by A''3.

The frequency of the oscillations is determined by the value of

these reactances wluch makes the total reactance of the circuit

zero.

In general, a complex ch-cuit such as that shown m Fig. 165

can be regarded as a simple circuit in which the oscillation circuits

LiCi and L2C2 act as inductances or capacities, according as the

reactance between grid and plate is capacitive or inductive. The

reactance-frequency curve of a parallel oscillation circuit like LiCi

has a shape such as the curve Xi in Fig. 162. Now, if the react-

ance between grid and plate is capacitive or negative, the total

1 J. M. Miller, Bureau of Standards Bulletin 351.

2E. H. Armstrong, Proc. I.R.E., Vol. 3, p. 220, 1915.
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reactance can only become zero at a frequency F, which is lower

than the natural oscillation frequency A of the simple parallel

circuit LiCi or L2C2. From the curve it is seen that at frequencies

below A the reactance of the simple circuit LiCi is inductive

(positive), so that the complex circuit shown in Fig. 165 can be

represented by the simple circuit of Fig. 166. This is a Hartley

circuit. If, on the other hand, the reactance between plate and

grid were inductive, the frequency of oscillation of the circuit

will be such as to make the sum of this inductive reactance and

the reactances of the branch circuits I and II equal to zero. This

would require that the reactances of these branch circuits be

capacitive and therefore the frequency of oscillation will be higher

than the natural frequency of the circuits I and II separately.

Fig. 166.

In this case the total circuit reduces to one like that shown in

Fig. 166, except that instead of the two inductances, we have two

capacities, and instead of the capacity C3, we have an inductance.

In other words, the complex ckcuit is reduced to a simple Colpitts

circuit.

Coupled circuits can be treated in much the same manner.

The Meissner circuit shown in Fig. 167 is an example of a coupled

circuit.^ The two oscillation circuits are L1L2C3 and LC. The
effects that can be obtained with such a circuit by varying the

constants of the oscillation circuits have been discussed by
Heising in the paper cited above. The reactance-frequency curves

of such a circuit are shown in Fig. 168, where Xi represents the

reactance of the circuit L1L2C3, and X2 the reactance due to

1 A. Meissner, " Electrician," Vol. 73, p. 702, 1914,
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coupling with the oscillation circuit LC. The sum of the two

reactances is indicated by the curve X. It is seen that there are

three frequencies for which the total reactance is zero. The tube

will not oscillate at the frequency F because this represents an

unstable condition, but it can oscillate at the two frequencies

F\ and F2. Usually, however, it oscillates at only one frequency.

By suitably adjusting the coupling between the oscillation circuit

LC, or choosing the constants of the circuits, the reactance-fre-

quency curve of the combination can take such a form that the

three frequencies practically merge into one. This can be done

by making the coupling loose, or by making the total inductance

-mm3-HMm3

Fig. 167.

L1+L2 large compared to Cs. This is usually the case with most

tubes when the desired frequency is not very high.

90. Circuits Comprising a-c. and d-c. Branches. The circuits

shown above indicate only the a-c. branches. These are the only

branches that need to be considered in determining the conditions

for oscillation and the frequency. In practice we also need d-c.

sources of power supply, and it is often necessary to separate the

a-c. and d-c. circuits. This can be done readily by applying the

simple and well-known rule to separate the d-c. from the a-c.

branches by means of inductances and capacities. In doing so,

however, it is necessary to adjust these inductances and capacities

to such values that they do not appreciably influence the behavior
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of the oscillation circuit proper, or introduce parasitic circuits

that would result in a loss of powei-.

Fig. 169 shows, as an example, the Hartley circuit as it is com-

monly used in practice. The plate battery Eb is inserted directly

in the circuit connecting the plate to the inductance L2. It is

usually not necessary to separate the direct and alternating cur-

icnt in this branch of the circuit. The capacity Cs and resistance

lis are used here instead of a battery to maintain the grid at an

Fig. 168.

appropriate negative potential with respect to the filament. This

means of maintaining the grid negative operates only when there

is a convection current between filament and grid; that is, when

the grid becomes positive during part of the time that the a-c.

potential on the grid is positive. When the grid becomes positive

it attracts electrons, and current flows through the resistance Rs.

During the rest of the cycle there is no flow of electrons from fila-

ment to grid. There is, therefore, established a rectified current
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through the resistance Rs, and tliis lowers the potential of the grid

with respect to the filament.

Fig. 169.

Fig. 170 shows a Colpitts circuit as it can be used in practice.

In tliis case the resistance Rs is replaced by a choke coil Chi.

The alternating and direct current in the plate circuit are sep-

arated by means of the choke coil C/i2 and the capacity Cs. The

^^m^msm3
Fig. 170.

inductance of this choke coil is usually chosen as high as possible,

or at least so high that its impedance is several times the plate

resistance of the tube. The capacities Cs and Cb are chosen

sufficiently large so that they do not appreciably affect the opera-

tion of the oscillation circuit LC1C2.
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91. Efifect of Grid Current. In deriving the conditions for

oscillation above, it was assumed that the grid is at all times

maintained sufficiently negative with respect to the filament to

prevent any convection current from flowing between filament and

gi'id. In practice this is usually not the case. The grid usually

becomes positive to an extent depending on the adjustments of

the circuit constants. Thus, when using the condenser and

resistance to maintain the grid negative, as shown in Fig. 169,

the grid must become positive during part of the cycle. The
rectified current through Rs maintains the grid at a steady nega-

tive potential, and the value of this potential will be greater the

greater the grid current becomes. Hence, the fraction of a period

during which grid current flows, that is, the amount of grid cur-

rent, will be determined by the rate at which it leaks off through

the resistance Rs. Now, the grid and plate potentials are approx-

imately 180° out of phase. This is shown, for example, in Fig.

157, which was drawn for the case in which the plate is connected

to a non-reactive circuit. The amount of current flowing to the

grid depends not only on the grid potential but also on the potential

of the plate. The higher the plate potential the more readily will

the electrons be di-awn through the openings of the grid, and

the smaller will be the grid current. But if the plate becomes

less positive at the same time that the grid becomes more positive

(as shown in Fig. 157), there is a tendency for the grid current to

become much greater, and if the potential variations impressed

on the grid become so great that the maxmium positive grid

potential becomes equal to or perhaps greater than the simul-

taneous minmiurn plate potential, then the grid can rob the plate

of so much current that the characteristic representing the plate

current as a function of the grid potential becomes apparently

saturated at a cm-rent value which is lower than the actual satura-

tion current at the temperature of the filament. This effect is

shown in Fig. 171 which represents the static characteristics of the

tube for various fixed values of the plate potential. When the

tube operates in an oscillation circuit, wliich is so adjusted that

the reactance in the plate circuit is practically zero, the djmamic

characteristic of the plate circuit is represented by the curve AOB.
The normal grid potential, when the tube does not oscillate, is

represented by the value Ec. Wlien oscillating, the plate poten-

tial decreases when the grid potential increases and vice versa,
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so that the characteristic is given by AOB instead of the static

characteristic A'O'B'. At B the plate and grid potentials become

comparable, and the plate current begins to decrease. This

plate current is less than the emission current; that is, the current

represented by the total number of electrons leaving the filament.

The point B represents the maximum potential that the grid can

acquire without causing too much waste of power.

The mutual conductance of the plate circuit can be repre-

sented by the slope of the straight hne joining A and B. The

instantaneous value of this quantity is zero at B and .4 , and has a

J
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characteristic. Fig. 172 shows the dynamic characteristics for a
number of different values of the external plate resistance ro.

The characteristic OB is obtained for the largest, and OE for the

smallest external resistance. If the tube operates, for example,

in a circuit like that shown in Fig. 152, the impedance of the parallel

circuit Lor and C is given by

a,2CL2)-coCr2r(l-co2CL2)+ co2L2Cr
,

.a;L2(l

(l-a)2CL2)2+co2C2r il-o}K'L2)-oPCh
(28)

The resistance or real component of this hnpedance at the

L2
resonance frequency is given by ro=7r. The characteristics

Gnol Po+entioil

Fig. 172.

OB, OC, etc., correspond to different values of this resistance.

The maximum power output in each case is obtained when the

grid potential rises up to the value indicated at the bend. If,

now, the output for each of these resistances ro be plotted as a

function of this resistance, we obtain a curve such as that shown

in Fig. 173, which shows a maximum for a particular value of the

external resistance ro. This resistance is equal to the plate resist-

ance of the tube. From the maximum value given in Fig. 173, the

ratio of the inductance to the capacity of the oscillation cu'cuit

can be determined, which gives the maximum output power.

In general, maximum output power does not necessarily mean
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maximum efficiency. This will become evident from considera-

tions in the next section.

93. Efficiency.—The efficiency of the oscillator can be ex-

pressed by the ratio of the power supplied to the oscillation circuit

to the power drawn from the source of plate voltage (battery,

generator, etc.). Strictly speaking, the overall efficiency should

take account also of the power expended in heating the filament.

In high power oscillators this power can usually be neglected,

as will become evident from the following considerations. Of

Externoil Resist-once

Fig. 173.

the power drawn from the source of plate voltage Eb, part is dissi-

pated at the plate and serves no useful purpose. This we shall

refer to as Pp. The remainder, Po, of the power drawn from the

plate battery, is delivered to the oscillation circuit. If we neglect

the power expended in heating the filament, the efficienc}'- can be

expressed as:

p_^ Pr
Efficiency [)

Pb Pp+Po

where Pb represents the power supplied by the plate battery and
is equal to the product of the direct current h and direct voltage

Eb in the plate circuit.
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For a fixed value of the efficiency, the power drawn from the

plate batteiy is a measure of the power supphed to the oscillation

circuit. This can be increased by increasing either the plate cur-

rent or the plate voltage. In the fomier case, the filament area

or the filament temperature, or both, must be increased and then

the power expended in heatmg the filament may become com-

parable with, or even greater than, the power in the plate cu'cuit.

If, on the other hand, the power in the plate circuit be increased

by increasing the plate batteiy voltage, instead of the cuiTent,

the power expended in heating the filament becomes relatively

smaller and smaller. It will be evident that even if the saturation

current obtained from the filament remains relatively small, the

power can be increased to almost any desired value by sufficiently

raising the voltage of the plate current supply. Of course, in

doing so the operating point of the characteristic rises to higher

current values and may even fall on the saturation part of the

characteristic, but this can be prevented by increasing the nega-

tive potential on the grid or increasing the value of the amphfica-

tion constant fx. As was explained in Chapter VII, the plate

potential necessary to give any chosen value of plate current

increases as /x is increased. The limitation to increase in power by

this means is not inherent in the tube, but is detennined almost

entirely by the available source of high voltage direct current.

The plate voltage is usually supphed by one of three means:

Battery, d-c. generator, or vacuum tube rectifying system, such

as those explained in Chapter VI. Batteries are costly and are

seldom used for high-power tubes, while high-voltage d-c. gene-

rators are at present inefficient. Vacuum tube rectifying systems

have been used successfully and are capable of giving very high

voltages but care must be taken to smooth out the rectified cur-

rent wave, and the extent to which it is smoothed out by means of

filters, for example, depends on the resistance of the load in its

output. If satisfactory d-c. generators could be made to give

from 10,000 to 20,000 volts, it would be possible to get several

kilowatts output power from tubes that are relatively inexpensive

and simple to make.

In considering the efficienc}^, we shall neglect the power dis-

sipated in heating the filament.

Let E^, Eg, Ip be the instantaneous plate and grid potentials

and plate current, and Eb, Ec, /&, the corresponding d-c. values
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when the alternating components are zero. Let Cp, etc., be the

corresponding R.M.S. vahies, and e'p the maximum a-c. values.

From the curves shown in Fig. 157, it follows that

Ep^Eb+e'psinvt, (29

and referring to Fig. 152, we see that

Ip =h-I = Ib-i' sinpt (30)

The power dissipated at the plate is given by

Pp = ^r^EpIpcU (31)

or, putting in the values from the above two equations and integrat-

ing:

Pp =E,h-^ = P,-Po (32)

The power dissipated at the plate is therefore equal to the

power supplied by the plate battery minus the power supphed

to the oscillation circuit, and the efficiency is

Mr. (^^)

This is never greater than 50 per cent and liecomes equal to 50

per cent if the plate current oscillates over the whole range of the

characteristic and the maximum value of the alternating plate

potential is such as to reduce the plate potential to zero at the

moment when the grid has its maximum positive potential. Under

these conditions e'p= Et,, and ^' = /&.

This expression was derived on the assumption that the values

of Ep and Ip are always within the limits of the characteristic.

There is, however, another way in which the tube can be operated,

which gives higher efficiency. This can be done by so propor-

tioning the plate and grid potentials that the plate current flows

only during a small part of the cycle. Taking, for example, the

case in which the plate and grid potentials are so adjusted that

the operating point does not lie on the characteristic, but is sit-

uated beyond the intersection of the characteristic with the axis

of the grid potential as indicated at A (Fig. 174), it will be seen
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that the plate current flows only during a part of the half period

during which the a-c. component of the grid potential is positive.

During the time that the plate current is zero, the power dissipated

at the plate is, of course, zero. When current flows to the plate

the potential of the plate decreases on account of the voltage

established in the external resistance. If the current could

become so large that the potential of the plate is reduced to

4-
C
V
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the grid potential, the electrons coming from the filament would

be diverted to the grid and the plate current would decrease, so

that in general the plate potential would not at any time become

lower than the grid potential.

The increase in efficiency, when operating the tube somewhat

I Power Pissipcil-ed

at P/oifc

I

P/arf-e Current

PIcif-e Poivnhaf

Output- Current

Output Power

Fig. 175.

in the manner described above, can be explained with reference

to the curves in Fig. 175. These curves are drawn for the con-

ditions that current to the plate flows only during part of a cycle,

and that the plate potential when the current is a maximum is

reduced to a small value. For such an irregular set of curves

the simple analysis given above, and which led to equation (33),
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cannot readilj^ be applied. But the efficiency can still be expressed

by the equation

JEJdt

Pq+Pv JEpIdt+JEJpdi
(34)

In Fig. 175, the horizontal dotted lines represent the axes of

zero values. The plate current is represented by the cui-ve just

above the plate potential curve. The output current is repre-

sented by /, and indicated by the curve below the plate potential

curve. This current has a mean value indicated by the dotted

line. The plate current Ip flows only during the period indicated

by MN. During this period the plate potential drops and the

power dissipated at the plate, which is given by j Epipdt, is rep-

resented by the area A. The output power, on the other hand,

is given by
J
Epidt, and is represented by the difference between

the shaded areas B and C. This power, for the conditions chosen,

is greater than the power dissipated at the plate, the efficiency for

the values chosen here being about 70 per cent.

Fig. 176 shows oscillograms of the currents and voltages taken

under such conditions that the plate current remains zero during

about half of a complete cycle. For this I am indebted to Mr.

J. C. Schelling. The photograph shows two sets of curves taken

on the same film, /o represents the current in the oscillation cir-

cuit and is 90° out of phase with the plate current I^. The grid

current Ig is in phase with the plate current and the grid potential,

and these quantities are nearly 180° out of phase with the plate

potential Ep.

J. H. Morecroft ^ has computed the efficiency for a nimiber of

assumed shapes of the plate current wave. These curves are

shown in Fig. 177. Below the figure are indicated the power
dissipated at the plate, the output power and the efficiency for

each of the assumed shapes of the plate current waves. In the

last case, where the current wave is assumed to be rectangular,

the efficiency rises to a value of 82 per cent. This represents the

best condition as far as output power and efficiency are con-

cerned, but in general the output power decreases as the efficiency

increases because this assumed shape of wave is not obtained in

1 Transactions of A.I.E.E., 1919.
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Eg, Grid

Potential

Ip. Plate

Fig. 176.
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practice. In practice it is tiiercfore necessary to compromise

between efficiency and output power.

The importance of high efficiency becomes apparent when

considering that the hniiting factor in a tube is the amount of

power that can be (Ussipated at the plate. This is limited by the

factors discussed in Section 31. If we write rj for the efficiency,

we see from equation (34) that the output power is given by

^0=1
vPp

V

Since Pp is a fixed quantity for a given tube, the output power

could be made very large by making 77 large. For example, if
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sipated at the plate and may cause the Hberation of too much gas,

or even melt the plates. It is therefore necessary to insure that

whenever the oscillations should stop, the plate battery be imme-
diately cut out, or its voltage be sufficiently reduced.

94. Method of Adjusting Coupling between Output and Input.

In order to obtain the best operation with a tube, it is necessary

to adjust properly the coupling between the output and input

circuits. In most circuits this is readily done by making use of

any of well-known means of changing the mutual reactance.

In some circuits, however, changing the coupling also changes

the oscillation frequency. Fig. 178 shows, for example, a Col-

Fig. 178.

pitts circuit; that is, a circuit in which the coupling between

input and output is capacitive. The coupling is changed by

changing the condenser C2, but it will be seen that this at the

same time changes the frequency of the oscillation circuit LC1C2.

This is usually taken care of by inserting another condenser Ca,

the capacity of which is then so adjusted as to bring the fre-

quency back to its original value. Such a circuit requires two

adjustments when it is necessar}^ to change the coupling while

keeping the frequency constant.

A cu'cuit which avoids this double adjustment has been

described by R. A. Heising.^ This circuit is shown in Fig. 179.

The oscillation circuit is given by LC1C2 and the mutual reac-

tance between the output and input is varied by varying the con-

tact Q. Tliis adds an inductive reactance to the capacitive

1 Loc. cit.
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reactance, thereby changing the mutual reactance between the

output and input circuits. It will be recognized that if the plate

is connected to the point Q', the circuit is the same as that shown
in Fig. 178, with the capacity Ca omitted. This means of adjust-

ing the coupling does not appreciably change the oscillation fre-

quency.

95. Influence of the Operating Parameters on the Behavior

of the Oscillator. It will be realized that there are a large number
of factors that determine the operation of a vacuum tube oscillator.

The most important of these factors are the filament current,

d-c. plate and grid potentials, plate and grid coupling and oscillation

circuit resistance. "When it is a mere matter of obtaining an

^^ (?'

m
Fig. 179.

alternating current by means of the vacuum lube, very few

adjustments will serve the purpose. It will usually be found that

the tube starts oscillating immediately on closing the plate and
filament circuits. If it fails to oscillate a slight increase in fila-

ment current or plate voltage, or both, will set the tube oscillating.

If, on the other hand, it is desired to obtain maximum power out-

put at the maximum efficiency consistent with it, the adjustments

have to be made carefully, but with a little practice the whole

operation reduces to a simple one. Some of the operating para-

meters ai-e fixed by the limits of the tube and circuit. For exam-
ple, the tube may be designed to operate on a certain range of

filament current and plate batter}^ voltage. This automatically

fixes two parameters. The manner in which the behavior of the

oscillator is influenced by these various parameters can be explained

with reference to the following diagrams. These represent in a
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general way, what can be expected with commonly used types of

tubes. The nature of these curves could be expected to vary some-

what with different types of tubes.^ One of the most important

variables is the filament current. The influence of the filament

current on the operation of the tube can be understood by referring

to Figs. 17 and 18, that were discussed in the beginning of Chapter

IV. Fig. 17 gives the relation between the output current and

the plate or anode voltage. Wlien using the tube as oscillator,

we operate over the sloping part OA of the characteristic. The
three sets of curves shown are for different values of the filament

current. Fig. 18, on the other hand, gives the relation between

the anode current and the temperature of the filament or the fila-

ment current. But the sloping part of this characteristic repre-

sents a temperature of the filament which is so low that the plate

potential is sufficiently high to draw all the electrons away to the

plate as fast as they are emitted from the filament. The condition

which may be characterized as temperature saturation is repre-

sented by the horizontal poition CD of the curve, and obtains

when the number of electrons drawn to the plate is less than the

total number emitted. The part CD of Fig. 18, corresponds to

the sloping part of OA of Fig. 17; hence, for a given d-c. plate

potential it is necessaiy that the temperature of the filament be so

high that we operate on the horizontal part of the plate current,

filament current characteristic. If this is not the case, the varia-

tion in output current with the variation in the grid potential is

too small to produce oscillations. The dependence of the oscilla-

tion current and the plate current upon the filament current is

indicated in Fig. 180. If the filament current is below a certain

value given by ^4, the tube does not produce sustained oscillations.

Filament currents below this value correspond to the saturation

part of the curve giving the plate current as a function of the plate

potential. If the filament current is raised beyond the value

indicated by A, the tube starts oscillating and the oscillation

current increases until, when temperature saturation is obtained,

it shows no further increase with increase in filament current.

In order to secure the best operation, therefore, the filament cur-

rent should not be less than the value indicated by 5. On the

1 A variety of experimental curves have been obtained by Heising with a

standard VT-2 type of tube and pubhshed in the Journal of the A.I.E.E.,

May, 1920.
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other hand, the filament current should not be increased much
beyond this value because that would shorten the life of the tube.

If the tube is operated with a resistance Rs in the grid circuit,

as indicated in Fig. 169, for example, the value of the oscillation

current obtained depends on this resistance, in the manner shown

in Fig. 181, where the lowest curve represents the highest leak

resistance Rs in the grid circuit. The oscillation current is less

for the higher resistance, but the horizontal part of the curve

nvJIIation Currenf

plate Current

filament Current

Fig. 180.

starts at a lower filament current. On the other hand, if the

oscillation current be plotted as a function of the filament current

for various values of the plate potential, a set of curves is obtained

similar to that shown in Fig. 181, except that the lowest curve

would represent the case for the lowest plate potential, so that

although the output can be increased by increasing the plate bat-

teiy voltage, the horizontal part of the curve is reached at a higher

filament current. The filament current at which the bend in the

curve occurs can be taken to represent the safe temperature of

the filament. It will be seen then that the safe temperature
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increases with increase in plate potential and decreases with

increase in the grid leak resistance. By making use of these

two variables, plate potential and grid leak resistance, a com-

promise can be effected to give the best output for the longest hfe

of the filament.

The relation between the oscillation current and plate poten-

tial is shown in Fig. 182.^ The tube starts oscillating at a plate

potential depending on the adjustments of the circuit. If the

plate voltage be raised, the oscillation current increases almost

Filament Current

Fig. 181.

linearly with it. As the grid leak resistance is increased, the slope

of this hne becomes less and the oscillation current for given plate

potential becomes less. The value of leak resistance Rs that gives

satisfactory operation usually lies in the neighborhood of 5000 to

10,000 olmis.

"Wlien a grid battery is used to maintain the grid at an appro-

priate negative potential, the tube behaves differently from the

manner explained above, where the negative grid potential was

maintained by means of the grid leak resistance Rs. For example,

with a batter}^ in the grid circuit the oscillations will usually not

1 R. A. Heising, loc. cit.
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start until the plate voltage is raised to a higher value than that

necessaiy when using the grid leak resistance instead of a battery.
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voltage be again reduced, the oscillations will persist until this

voltage reaches a value which is quite appreciably lower than

that necessary to start the oscillations.

The output power as a function of the plate battery voltage

can be represented by a curve like that shown in Fig. 184, which

shows a rather rapid increase as the plate voltage is raised. To
obtain increase in output power by increasing the plate voltage,

it is, of course, necessary to insure that the filament current is

18

too zoo 3)00

Plate Volts

Fig. 1S4.

400 500

high enough to prevent the space current from becoming sat-

urated. Also, the power delivered to the oscillation circuit depends

on the resistance of this circuit and the resistance of the tube. The

latter depends on the d-c. plate potential so that in general an

increase in the plate battery voltage would necessitate a read-

justment of the capacity and inductance in the oscillation circuit

to give the maximum output power.

96. Range of Frequency Obtainable with the Vacuum Tube

Oscillator. Circuits for Extreme Frequencies. The vacuum

tube has been used to give oscillations having a frequency ranging
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from a fraction of a cycle per second to many millions of cycles per

second. For low frequencies, the frequency is determined almost

entirely by the inductance and capacity in the oscillation circuit,

and the only limitation to this end of the scale is the size of the

inductances and capacities. For very high frequencies, the fre-

quency of the oscillation is determined mainly by the electrostatic

capacity between the electrodes of the tube and by the inductances

and capacities of the wires connecting the electrodes. The upper

limit to the frequency obtainable depends mainly on the inter-

electrode capacities.

HH
Fig. 185

When very low frequencies are desired, it is best to use a Hart-

ley circuit, in wliich the two coils Li and L2 of Fig. 159 take a form
of an iron core transformer such as is shown in Fig. 185. By
means of such a cu-cuit it has been possible to obtain frequencies

as small as a fraction of a cycle per second.

When it is desired to obtain exceptionally high frequencies,

the inductances in the oscillation circuit can be reduced to the

utmost extent, \mtil they take the fonn of short straight wires

connecting the electrodes. The capacity between grid and plate

forms the capacity of the oscillation circuit. A circuit which

has been used, for example, by W. C. White,^ to obtain a fre-

1 General Electric Review, Vol. 19, 771, 1916.
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quency of fifty million cycles per second is shown in Fig. 186.

The grid inductance is furnished by the connecting wire GAF and

the plate inductance by the connecting wire PDB. The plate

current is supplied by the battery Ei, through the choke coil Li.

C\ represents a by-pass for the high frequency and is so large that

it does not affect the oscillation frequency. W represents a long

pair of parallel wires connected to the system through the small

capacities C2 and C3. By suitably adjusting the bridge H, stand-

' Ih I

w

HV
W

Fig. 186.

ing waves can be obtained. In White's experiments these waves

were about 6 meters long. This circuit represents a very simple

means of demonstrating standing waves. The vacuum tube is

much superior to the induction coil frequently used in laboratories

for this demonstration experiment. By using tubes that are

specially designed to have low electrostatic capacities between its

electrodes, it is possible to obtain waves of a few feet in length.



CHAPTER IX

MODULATION AND DETECTION OF CURRENTS WITH THE
VACUUM TUBE

97. Elementary Theory of Modulation and Detection. In the

applications of the vacuum tube considered so far, it is desirable

that the characteristic of the plate cu'cuit be as straight as possible.

For example, when using the device as an amplifier, it was explained

in Chapter VII that the external impedance in the plate circuit is

usually made so large that the current voltage characteristic of

the plate circuit is sufficiently straightened out to enable us to

neglect quantities of higher order than the first. When using the

tube as an oscillation generator, it is also desirable to have a linear

characteristic because the curvature introduces hannonics which

result in a waste of power.

In the following we shall consider those applications of the

vacuum tube which depend directly on the" curvature of the

characteristic. The two most important of these applications

are the use of the tube to modulate high frequency currents for

purposes of signaling and the detection of high frequency currents.

When considering the second order quantities that enter into

the characteristic of the device, it is generally not possible to

express the characteristic by a simple equation, but we can still

apply the equation derived in Section 22, Chapter III, which

holds generally for three electrode devices. Neglecting the

small quantity e we can write this equation in the form

/,=/(f+i?.). (1)

In general the function / is not hnear and, therefore, if a sinusoidal

voltage be impressed upon the input of the tube, the output wave

will be distorted in the manner explained in Section 57. For

such a condition we can express the varying current in the output

315
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as a function of the sinusoidal voltage impressed upon the input

by a simple power series,

J = aie-^a2e^+ . . .
, (2)

where J represents the varying current and will in general have

the form of a lopsided wave, and will, therefore, comprise currents

of different frequencies and a direct-current component. This

series, it has been found, usually converges so rapidly that we can

neglect aU quantities of higher order than the second. Experi-

mental proof of this will be given later on. The first term of

equation (2) represents a current having the same frequency

as that of the input voltage e. The second term is the one which

gives rise to modulation and detection effects.

To evaluate the coefficients a\ and ao, we can proceed in the

manner given by J. R. Carson.^ Cai'son has considered two

cases, namely, when the output circuit contains a pure non-

inductive resistance and secondly when the output circuit contains

a general impedance. In order to derive an expression for the

coefficient a-z in tenns of the parameters of the tube, we ibhall

discuss only the first case, namely, in which the plate circuit

contains only a pure resistance.

The quantities to be considered in the circuit can be expressed

as follows:

Ip = h-\-J

Ep=Et,+v

E,= Ec-\-e

(3)

where h, Eb and Ec represent the d-c. values of plate current and

potential, and grid potential, and Ip, Ep and Eg are the quantities

that obtain as a result of the variations J, v and e superimposed on

the d-c. values. Substitution of equation (3) into (2) gives:

J = Pi(Me+y)+P2(/ie+y)2+ ....... (4)

where Pi, P2, etc., are given by

^" n\\dE%jEp=Eb ^ ^

1 J. R. Carson, Proceedings I.R.E., Vol. 7, p. 187, 1919.
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The physical significance of the differential parameters P„ become
apparent when they are evaluated with the help of the character-

istic equation (1). Thus,

P2 =
2aAV 2r/

(6)

where Vp is the plate resistance of the tube and r'p is the variation

in the plate resistance due to the curvature. These equations now
enable us to evaluate the coefficients ai and a2 of equation (2).

To do this it should be noted that the variation v in plate voltage

is equal and opposite to the voltage drop established in the external

resistance ro due to the varying current J in the output. Hence,

substituting v= —tqJ into equation (4), we get:

J = Pi{txe-roJ)+P2{iie-rQjf+ . . . , . . . (7)

This equation now gives the varying current J in terms of the

input voltage e and the parameters of the tube and circuit. To
express J as an explicit function of the input, we can substitute

the series for J given by equation (2) into equation (7) and equate

coefficients of like powers of e. Wlien this is done the expression

for the varying current J becomes,

r,+ro 2 (r,+ro)3^ ^^^

If the characteristic is linear, the plate resistance Vp is constant

and, therefore, its derivative r'p is zero. This makes the second

term of the above equation zero. Hence, replacing the varying

values J and e by the R.M.S. values ip .nd eg, equation (8) reduces

to equation (22) given in Chapter VII.

The second term of equation (8) represents the property of

the tube that enables it to act as a modulator and detector.

The value of the coefficient given by the second term in equation

(8) will be helpful in the interpretation of the equations that

follow. For the present we shall use equation (8) in the simple

form

J = aie-{-a2e^, (9)
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to explain how the second term is instrumental in producing mod-
ulation and detection.

98. Modulation. Suppose that a tube be inserted in a cir-

cuit such as that shown in Fig. 187. Let high frequency currents

be impressed at H. F. and low frequency currents, lying within

the audible range, at L. F. The total input voltage on the tube
is then,

e= ei sin p^+e2 sin gi, (10)

where — and ^ represent the high and the low frequencies

respectively. In order to obtam the output current, we have
to substitute this expression for e in equation (9). When using the

Fig. 187.

tube as a modulator, we are interested only in currents having

'P-i-Q
frequencies lying within the range ^tt— . Hence, substituting

Ztt

(10) into (9), evaluating and dropping all terms having frequencies

lying outside of tliis range, we obtain,

J = aiei sin pt-\-2a2eie2 sin pt sin qt. (11)

This expression represents a wave of varying ampHtude as shown

in Fig. 188, the amplitude of the high frequency carrier^ wave

^ The word " carrier " is here used as a general term to indicate the high

frequency wave, which is modulated by the signaling wave. It has also a

more specific meaning in which it refers to the transmission of high fre-

quency currents over wires.
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varying in accordance with the audio frequency wave impressed

on the input of the tube.

We can, for purposes of explanation, write equation (11) in

the form,

J =A sin pt(l-\-B sin qt) (12)

Fig. 188.

The way in which a wave of the type shown in Fig. 188 is pro-

duced by the vacuum tube, becomes apparent when we consider

the characteristic. For example. Fig. 189 shows the plate cur-

rent grid potential characteristic. Suppose a constant potential
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E, be applied to the grid so that the normal plate current is rep-

resented by the ordinate AO. Now let a high frequency voltage

of amplitude Oa be superimposed on this constant grid potential.

The output current wave Avill then have the amplitude given by

ab. If the grid potential be increased to the value BC and a high

frequency voltage of the same amplitude as before be impressed

on the input, the output ciu-rent wave will have an amplitude

a"b", and this is smaller than before. If, on the other hand, the

grid potential be reduced to the value DC, the amplitude of the

Z^L

Fig. 190.

output current wave for the same amplitude of input becomes

greater and is represented by a/6'. If now, we impress on the

input not only a high frequency voltage of constant amplitude

Oa, but also at the same time a low frequency having an amplitude

equal to say AB, then the amplitude of the output current wave
will alternately mcrease and decrease at a frequency equal to that

of the low frequency wave impressed on the input and the result

is an output current wave of the shape showti in Fig. 188. Fig.

190 represents the input and output waves. The input wave is a

high frequency of constant amplitude superimposed on a low fre-
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quency, while the output wave is a high frequency of varying

ampHtude superimposed on a low frecjuency. If the output circuit

(Fig. 187) be tuned to the high frequency, the low frequency cur-

rent variations are filtered out, thus resulting in the wave shown in

Fig. 188.

If the low frequency voltage impressed on the input circuit

has such a value that the maximum negative potential of the grid

becomes equal to CF (Fig. 189), the current is reduced to zero and

the modulated output wave then takes the form shown in Fig. 191.

The wave can then be said to be completely modulated. When
this happens the coefficient B in equation (12) is unity and the

maximum amplitude of the high frequency wave when the grid

has its minimum negative potential is then 2A. In some measure-

ments it is very important to insure that the wave is completely

Fig. 191.

modulated as will become evident later on when we come to con-

sider measurements on the detecting efficiency of tubes.

The second term in equation (11) gives a measure of the extent

to which a wave is modulated. The coefficient a2 is given by

equation (8), namely,

1
(12= —^

9 /

2 (r,+ro)^
(13)

The amplitude of the modulated wave is, therefore, proportional

to

6162 (14)

It is, therefore, proportional to the product of the amplitudes of

the audio and the radio input voltages and to the curvature r'p

of the characteristic. The modulated output power is also pro-

ro
portional to

(Xo+rp)
^, and this is a maximum when ro is equal to
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^Tp, a result which was stated by Carson.^ If we put ro= nrp

expression (14) may be written:

{l+ nf \r

which shows that the value of the device as a modulator depends

on the ratio of ^ to Vp. This quantity which is the mutual con-

ductance of the tube has also been found to be a measure of the

figure of merit of the tube as amplifier and as oscillation generator.

99. Modulation Systems. The results derived above can be

interpreted by stating that a device will operate as a modulator

if it has a varying resistance characteristic; the resistance to the

radio frequency currents is varied in accordance with audio fre-

quency currents. There are, therefore, two main systems whereby

modulated currents can be transmitted over a line or from an

antenna. The first is exemplified in Fig. 187. Radio frequency

and audio frequency voltages are impressed on the grid and the

resulting modulated current in the output of the tube is trans-

mitted over a line or antenna of constant impedance. The

antenna must then be tuned to a frequency range -pj—^, where jf-

is the carrier or radio frequency and ^ the audio frequency.

Q
In telephony -^ covers a range of from about 100 to 2000 or 3000

ZTT

cycles per second. The antenna must, therefore, be tuned so

that it has approximately the same imjDedance for frequencies

covering a range of about 2000 cycles. This is also a condition

for ordinary wire telephony which requires that the telephone line

should be capable of transmitting this whole range of frequencies

with about equal facihty. The only difference is that in ordinary

wire telephony the frequencies cover a range up to about 2000,

whereas in carrier or radio telephon}^ the frequencies cover the

same range but their actual values are in the neighborhood of the

carrier frequency.

The other system consists in impressing a high frequency

directly on the antenna or line and then varying the resistance

of the antenna in accordance with audio frequency. Such a

system is shown schematically in Fig. 192, which shows the modu-
1 Loc. cit.
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lator M in shunt with the antenna inductance, that is, the antenna

inductance is shunted by the plate resistance of the modulator

tube. The amount of current in the antenna, which is supphed

by the high frequency oscillation generator, will, therefore, depend

on the resistance of the tube M. This resistance is varied in

accordance with the speech voltages impressed on its input in the

manner explained with reference to Fig. 189.

A modification given by R. A. Heising ^ is shown in Fig. 193.

The oscillation circuit shown here is the same as that given in Fig.

179, the capacity of the antenna forming the capacity Co of Fig.

Fig. 192.

179. The oscillator and modulator are both supplied by a battery

through a low frequency choke coil which insm^es that they are

both supplied with constant direct current. The speech or audio

frequency voltage is impressed on the grid of the modulator by

means of the transmitter through the transformer as indicated.

Between the plates of the modulator and oscillator is a high fre-

quency choke. If the telephone transmitter is not actuated, the

oscillator tube supplies high frequency currents of constant ampli-

tude to the antenna. If now an audio frequency voltage be

impressed on the grid of the modulator, audio frequency currents

are established in the output circuit of this tube and consequently

1 See Craft and Colpitts, Proceedings, A.I.E.E., Vol. 38, p. 360, 1919.
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the potential of the plate of the oscillator varies in accordance

with the low frequency, thus producing low frequency variations

in the amphtude of the high frequency oscillations obtained from

the oscillator and impressed on the antenna. The coupling is

adjusted by sliding the contact Q as explained in connection with

Fig. 179 in Chapter VIII.

A number of modulating and transmitting circuits have been

suggested. The circuit shown in Fig. 194 ^ is another illustration

of the application of the principles given in the foregoing. This

circuit is so arranged that the high frequency is impressed at H. F.

in such a way that the grids of both tubes are in phase. The high

Low Frequency
Chohe

High Frequency
Choke

Fig. 193.

frequency currents in the output coils, therefore, flow in opposite

directions and the output in the secondary of the transformer To

is zero. But if the audio frequency voltage is impressed as indi-

cated at L. F., the grid of the one tube becomes positive when
the other becomes negative so that the resistance of the one tube

is reduced while that of the other is increased. This causes an

increase in the amplitude of the high frequency currents flowing

through the one tube and a decrease in the amplitude of those

flowing through the other tube. In this way, therefore, energy

is radiated only during the time that the tube is actuated by the

1 British Patent 130219, 1918.
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speech voltage. What is transmitted then is only the waves
given by the second tcnn of equation (11).

100. Detection. The mechanism of detection is identical

with that of modulation and is due to the same cause, namely,

the curvature of the characteristic. In general, therefore, the

equations derived above are applicable also to the problem of

radio detection with the thermionic tube. The only difference

is that in this case we are concerned with a different range of

frequencies. While in the case of the modulator, the output is

tuned to radio fre(iuencios, in the detector the output is tuned

to audio frequencies because the problem of detection involves

Fiu, 194.

transforming high frequency into low frequency currents so that

they can become audible. We can, therefore, use equation (9)

to determine the low frequency output of a detector. In this

case, however, we are not concerned with the first term at all.

For example, if a radio frequency e sin j)t be impressed upon the

input of a detector, the output current is given by:

J = a\e sm ^^+-75 ^ cos 2 yt. . (16)

The first term is simply an inaudible high frequency. It need,

therefore, not be considered and we can write instead of equation

(9) the equation for the instantaneous detecting current la as

\a — (i(? sin^ yt, (17)
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\\herc a is written for ao. We shall refer to a as the detection

coefficient. Its value in terms of the parameters of the circuit

is given by equation (13).

Equation (16) contains only high frequency components and a

d-c. component. The d-c. component of equation (16) makes
possible the detection of high frequency incoming currents im-

pressed on the input of the detector, if the output of the detector

contains a d-c. current measuring instrument which is sensitive

enough to indicate a change in the plate current given by the sec-

ond term of equation (16). Wlien a telephone receiver is used in

the output continuous incoming waves of constant amplitude

cannot be detected, because equation (16) does not contain an

audio frequency term. The incoming waves must either be mod-
ulated high frequency waves or if they are continuous waves

of constant amplitude, the heterodyne method must be used to

detect them (see Section 109). If a modulated high frequency

wave such as that given by equation (12) be impressed on the

detector, the instantaneous value of the detecting current is given

by
• h^alAninpt (I+B sin qt)f (18)

In evaluating this expression, all tenns containing frequencies

that lie outside the audible range can be neglected. This gives:

Ia = aA^ B sin qt-^^^^ cos 2 qt (19)

Now q in equation (12) represents the low frequency component

of the modulated wave. It is seen, therefore, that in view of the

curvature of the characteristic of the tube the output current

contains a term of the same frequency as the audio frequency with

which the carrier wave was modulated. It also contains a term

having twice the audio frequency. This term is, however, usually

so small as not to cause any appreciable distortion of the wave in

the output of the detector.

In deriving these expressions it is assumed that the grid does

not take appreciable current. The circuit in which the detector

can be used to comply with the above equations is shown in Fig.

195. The input circuit LC is tuned to the frequency of the incom-

ing oscillations and the grid is kept negative with respect to the

filament by means of the battery Eg. The condenser Ci serves as
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a by-pass to the high frequency currents in the output circuit, the

audio frequency component of the output passing through the

telephone receiver.

A receiving circuit that is commonly used and in which the

battery Eg is replaced by a condenser, will be discussed later on.

(Section 103.)

It will be apparent that the reason why equation (19) con-

tains a term having the same frequency ^ that is used to modu-

late the wave at the transmitting station, is because the incoming

wave, which is given by equation (12), contains both the terms

A sin jd and AB sin pt sin qt. If the incoming wave were of the

Fig. 195.

form C sin -pt sin qt, simple trigonometry will show that the only

audio component of the current in the output of the detector is

one which has double the modulating frequency, the audio

detecting current being given by:

/d= C2sin2 2J«sin2g^, (20)

which on evaluating and dropping inaudible terms becomes:

h = C^ cos 2qt (21)

It follows therefore that in order to obtain the modulating

frequency ^, the waves impressed on the input of the detector
27r
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must be made to include a wave of the desired strength having

the frequency ^.

101. Root Mean Square Values of Detecting and Modulated

Currents. The above equations give the instantaneous values

of the currents or voltages considered. The R.M.S. values can

readily be obtained. Thus, the R.M.S. value id of the detecting

current, the instantaneous value of which is given by equation

(19) is:

'•-^/¥Fl) ^->

If we neglect the small double frequency quantity given by the

second term in the parenthesis, ia reduces to the common form

"= vr ''^^

The R.M.S. value of the modulated input voltage as given by

equation (12) can be obtained by putting p = 7iq, since p is large

compared with q. {-^ covers frequencies ranging to 2000 or
Ztt

V
3000 cycles per second, while ~- is generally of the order of sev-

eral hundred thousand cycles per second). The R.M.S. of the

modulated wave which can be taken as the effective input volt-

age Cs on the grid of the detector, then becomes:

and involves B which is a measure of the extent to which the

wave is modulated. If the wave is completely modulated B=l,
as was explained in Section 98. In this case, remembering that

the peak value of the high frequency is 2A we find that the ratio

4 ,-

of the R.M.S. to the peak value is —r= instead of v2 as in un-
a/3

damped waves.

102. Relation between Detection Coefficient and the Operating

Plate and Grid Voltages. The detection coefficient a depends

on the values of the d-c. plate and grid voltages so that in deter-

mining the value of a tube as a detector, this relationship must be
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taken into account. If the detecting current id be measured as a

function of the effective voltage Ey^ (—-}-Eg-]-ej it wiW be found

that as this voltage is increased by increasing either Ep or Eg, the

detecting current at first increases, reaches a maximum, and then

decreases. It is assumed that the grid is at all times negative

with respect to the negative end of the filament. Now the

detection coeffiicient a is given by the second derivative of the char-

acteristic, and is a measure of the detecting current, that is, the

audio frequency component in the output. The maximum of

detecting current such as shown in Fig. 196 is due to the potential

drop in the filament due to the heating current. It can be ac-

counted for if we take regard of the voltage drop in the filament in

giving an expression for the current as a function of the plate or

grid voltage. It was shown in Section 28 that if tliis be con-

sidered, the characteristic of the tube can be expressed by means
of two equations, one which holds for values of the applied plate

potential less than the potential drop in the filament and the other

for larger values of the plate potential. These two equations are

given as equations (17) and (19) of Chapter IV. They were

derived for the case of a simple valve containing only anode and
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cathode. But we can, to a first approximation, apply the con-

siderations given there to the three electrode device if we replace

the plate potential b}'- the expression Ey= {—-{-Eg-\-e] so that we

can write the characteristic equations in the form

Ip^Klf^iovE^^f, (25)

I, = K{E'^-{E^-E;f^']iovE^Ef. . . . (26)

where Ef is the voltage drop in the filament.

These two equations can be represented by a continuous curve

closely approximating a parabola. The detecting current, or

the second derivative of equations (25) and (26) when plotted

as a function of the effective voltage on the other hand, shows a

cUstinct maximum, which occurs at a value of the effective voltage

Ey equal to the voltage drop in the filament. The simple rule,

therefore, to obtain the best results when using the tube in the

circuit shown in Fig. 195 is to make

^+E,-{-e^Ef (27)

Fig. 197 shows an experimental curve in which the detecting

current is plotted as a function of the plate potential Ep, the

grid potential remaining constant. For iU=12, e=— 0.5, Ef=2.5

volts and Eg = 0, the maxmimn according to equation (27) occurs

at a plate potential of about 36 volts.

The condition given by equation (27) states that the potential

difference between a plane coincident with that of the giid and

the positive end of the filament is zero. This condition holds gen-

erally even when the grid is connected to the positive end of the

filament instead of to the negative. If it is connected to the pos-

itive end the condition for maximum detecting current is Ey = 0.

This has also been verified experimentally. The condition

Ey = when the grid is connected to the positive end of the filament

does, of course, not mean that the space current is zero because

since Ey is positive when reckoned from all points on the filament

other than the extreme positive end.

When using the tube in the simple circuit shown in Fig. 195

it is necessary to make sure that electrons do not flow to the grid.

This is usually secured by putting in the negative grid battery Eg.
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In practice, especially when receiving weak signals, it is usually

not necessary to insert this battery because the potential varia-

tions impressed on the grid seldom exceed a small fraction of a volt,

and, under these conditions, the current flowing to the grid is

usually negligibly small. There is, however, a factor which must

be considered, namely the contact potential difference between

40 fcO

Plate Voltage

Fig. 197.

the filament and the system constituting grid and plate. The

quantity e in the characteristic equation gives a measure of this

effect. If the filament, grid and plate are of the same material e

will usually be practically zero, but if the filament is, for example,

of a different material € may be either positive or negative, but it

seldom exceeds the value of about 1 volt. If it is positive it means

that the grid is intrinsically positive with respect to the filament

and, therefore, to secure best operation it is necessary to insert
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a grid batteiy to maintain the resultant potential of the gria

negative with respect to the negative end of the filament. In

the case of tubes containing oxide coated filaments, e is usually-

negative. In such a case, therefore, the grid battery can be dis-

pensed with altogether. The quantity e will differ from zero

whenever the electron affinity of the filament is different from that

of the grid, the contact potential difference between the two being

equal to the difference between their electron affinities expressed

in volts (see Chapter III).

103. Detection with Blocking Condenser in Grid Circuit. The

method of detection discussed above and which can l)e carried out

in practice with a circuit like that shown in Fig. 195 is perhaps

not used as commonly as another type of circuit which is shown

Fig. 198.

in Fig. 198. The difference between these two circuits is that

Fig. 198 contains in the grid circuit a condenser Cs shunted by a

high resistance leak Rs. The mechanism of detection with

such a circuit is different from that in which the blocking con-

denser is omitted. In the latter case the best results are obtained

when the grid is maintained at a sufficiently high negative poten-

tial to prevent any convection current from flowing between fila-

ment and grid, the detection depending only on the curvature of

the plate-current characteristic. When the blocking condenser is

used the detection depends on the curvature of the grid-current

characteristic, the potentials of the elements being so propor-

tioned that convection current does flow from filament to grid.

In order to explain how the tube detects with a condenser in

the grid circuit, let us first indicate briefly how the tube operates
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without the blocking condenser. Fig. 199 shows the processes

involved in this case. Modulated high frequency potential varia-

tions are impressed on the grid. On account of the curvature of

the characteristic the high frequency current variations in the plate

circuit can be represented by a lopsided wave curve. This effect

was explained in Section 57. Such a lopsided wave gives rise to

Grid Po-hehfial

Plate Current-

Audio Current

in Telephone

Fig. 199.

the audio frequency component as shown in the bottom cui've of

Fig. 199.

When the blocking condenser is used in the grid circuit the

operation of the tube as a detector is as follows: Suppose the

incoming oscillations are again high frequency curients modulated

by a low frequency as shown by the uppennost curve of Fig. 200.

Suppose for the present that the resistance Rs is omitted. When
the grid potential becomes positive with respect to that of the

filament, electrons are attracted to the grid. During the next

hah cycle when the grid potential becomes negative the electrons
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cannot escape from the g;ri(l because they are trapped on the

insulated part of the circuit comprising the grid and the one plate

of the condenser Cs. During the next positive loop of the incoming

wave the grid attracts more electrons, which are also trapped so

that they cannot escape from the grid during the succeeding

negative loop. In this way the grid builds up a negative potential

and the high frequency potential variations on the grid vary around

a/\ A/i- a/\ A/v-
'"^'^^'"3
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with the period of the high frequency oscillations but do leak off

in a time which is of the order of magnitude of the low frequency

variations of the amplitude of the high frequency oscillations.

The result is that the potential of the grid takes such values as

represented by the second curve of Fig. 200. This causes the plate

current wave to assume the shape shown in the diagram. The
high frequency variations in the plate cu-cuit pass tlirough the

condenser Ci (Fig. 198) inserted in the output cu'cuit and the

current in the telephone receiver takes the shape shown by the

bottom cmve of Fig. 200.^

In order to secure the best results with this type of circuit

it is necessary to operate on that part of the grid voltage, grid cur-

rent characteristic Avhich shows the greatest curvature, and simul-

taneously adjust the plate potential to such a value that the

operating point on the plate current, grid potential characteristic

lies in the region ^A'here tliis characteristic is steepest. This

usually requires that the grid be maintained at a positive potential

with respect to the negative end of the filament. The simplest

way to secure this is to connect the grid cu'Cuit to the positive end

of the filament as shown in Fig. 198 instead of to the negative end

as is commonly done in other circuits. This makes the filament

negative with respect to the gi'id, the average potential difference

between them being in the neighborhood of the value where the

grid current characteristic has its greatest curvature. The best

value for the capacity Cs usually Hes between about 150-500

micro-microfarads while the leak resistance Rs should be of the

order of two megohms.

If the detecting current be measured as a function of the

effective voltage Ey=[—-^Eg-\-e] a cui-ve is obtained like that

shown in Fig. 201. WTien the blocking condenser is not used we
have seen the relation between detecting current and effective

voltage gives a maximum as shown in Fig. 197.

104. Method of Measuring the Detecting Current. The meas-

urement of the detecting current under conditions approximating

those met with in practice has always been a difficult matter because

it involves the measurement of veiy small alternating currents.

Their values under practical conditions range from about 10~^

ampere down to 10~^ ampere and sometimes less. This makes it

1 E. H. Armstrong, El. World, Vol. 64, p. 1149, 1914.
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entirely impossible to use hot wire instruments. The telephone

receiver is a very sensitive device for indicating small alternating;

currents, but does not directly give a measure of the value of the

currents in the receiver. The audibihty method, which will be

discussed later on, has been suggested to measure detecting cur-

rents with a telephone receiver. It consists in shunting the tele-

phone receiver with a variable resistance and adjusting this

resistance until the current in the telephone receiver is just large

enough to make it possible to discriminate between the dots and

dashes of the incoming signals. The ratio of the total current

in the receiver and shunt resistance, that is, the detecting current

Plafe Vol+age

Fig. 201.

to the current in the receiver alone, measures what is known as the

" audibility." This method is not very reliable, and its accuracy

depends to a large extent on the conditions under which the

measurements are made (see Section 108).

The following method requires only that two notes of the same

pitch be adjusted to equal intensities.^ It is, comparatively

speaking, very accurate, and does not depend nearly so much on

the conditions under which the measurements are made. The

principle of this method can be explained with reference to Fig..

202. The incoming high frequency oscillations are impressed

on the grid in the usual way. In order to measure the small

1 H. J. VAN UER BiJL, Phys. Rev., Vol. 13, p. 311, 1919; Proc. Inst. Radio

Engineers, Vol. 7, p. G03, 1919.
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detecting current in the output of the detector we use a generator

U, giving a note of the same pitch as that of the detecting current,

and then attenuate the current from the generator by means of a

receiver shunt S until the current id has the same value as the

detecting current deUvered by the tube. W is a switch whereby

the telephone receiver can be connected either to the output of

the tube or to the output of the generator. The shunt and series

resistances of the receiver shunt are adjusted until the tone heard

in the receiver is of the same intensity for both positions of the

switch W. The receiver shunt has been described in Section 72.

t/Q '/

\/W\A/W\///>A/'

WAwOwAV)

<2>

Fig. 202.

The shunt and series resistances are varied in definite steps by the

simple operation of turning a dial, these steps being so propor-

tioned that the impedance in the output of the generator U
remams constant for all adjustments of the shunt. The current

i\ delivered by the generator into this impedance is so large that

it can easily be measured with a hot wire instalment A such as a

thermo-couple. It was shown in Section 72 that the relation

between the current i\ and the branch current id flowing through

the receiver is

ii

td
(28)

where a is the constant of the receiver shunt and d expresses the

current attenuation produced by the shunt in terms of length of
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the cable or line having an attenuation constant equal to a per

unit length. For the standard cable of reference commonly
used in telephony a = 0.109 per mile, d being expressed in miles

(see Section 72). Expressing the above equation in common
logarithms we get

\ogia= \ogii--r., (29)

where

., 2.303 = 21.13 (30)

Now ?'i is measured by means of the instrument A, and d is a

known value depending on the adjustment of the receiver shunt

in the manner explained in Section 72; hence, if the shunt be so

adjusted that the tone in the receiver is of the same intensity for

both positions of the switch W we can, from the above equation,

obtain the detecting current id.

The impedance of the telephone receiver should, of course,

have such a value that the best operation is obtained. If neces-

sary, we can, to secure this, insert a transformer between the tele-

phone receiver and the output of the tube. Furthermore, the

detecting current depends on the value of the voltage variation

impressed on the grid and upon the extent to which the incoming

wave is modulated. The R.M.S. value of the voltage can be

measured by means of a resistance r and an a-c. galvanometer

G as shown, for example, in Fig. 208. When comparing tubes for

their operation as detectors the input need not be measured, nor

is it necessary to insure that the incoming wave is completely

modulated as long as these quantities remain the same throughout

the measurements. When measuring the detecting efficiency of

the tube, however, it is necessary, as will be explained later on,

to measure these quantities.

This method of measuring the detecting current has been found

to be very useful when studying the influence of the operating

parameters such as the d-c. plate and grid potentials on the detect-

ing current. When making such measurements it is customary to

express the detecting current simply in terms of the adjustment d

of the receiver shunt instead of computing the actual value of the

detecting current from equation (29). It will be noticed, how-

ever, that d increases when the detecting current decreases. It
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is therefore advantageous to calibrate the receiver shunt in terms

of D-d when D is an arbitrary constant.

105. Measurement of the Detection Coefficient. The method
described above makes it possible to measure the detection coeffi-

cient if the relation between the detecting current and the voltage

impressed on the input is knowm. If the tube is used without a

blocking condenser in the grid circuit the detecting cmrent can be

given by the equation

id = aeg^ (31)

When the tube is used with a blockmg condenser this relation also

holds fairly accurately pro\dded the input voltage is small, gen-

erally not greater than about half a volt. If we put this value of

id into equation (29) we get

d=2Klogioe.+C, (32)

where

C = i^ (logu-loga) (33)

Hence if we measure the relation between the input voltage eg

and the setting d of the receiver shunt we obtain a straight line

from the intercept of which the detection coefficient a can be

determined. The intercept C is obtained when eg= 1. This gives

(J
log a = log 21--^ (34)

The detection coefficient can therefore be obtained to any desired

degree of accuracy by taking a sufficiently large number of obser-

vations of eg and d.

The circuit whereby such measurements can conveniently be

made is shown in Fig. 203. In this circuit the source of audio

frequency current used to modulate the high frequency current

also suppUes the current with which the detecting current in an
output of the detector is compared. U is the generator of the

audio frequency currents. This can be a vacuum tube oscillator

or a microphone generator such as that described in Section 72.

(See Figs. 114 and 115.) Its output passes through a filter F,

which transmits only frequencies of about 800 cycles. This

current is sufficiently large to be measured with a thermo-couple A.
but after passing through the receiver shunts S and S>' it is atten-

uated until the intensity of the tone heard in the receiver T is equal
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to the detecting current coming from the detector tube D. By
means of the switch W either the detecting current or the current

from the generator U can be passed through the telephone receiver.

If the switch is thrown to the left the current fi'om U passes

directly through the receiver after being attenuated by the receiver

shunt. When W is thrown to the right the output of U is im-

pressed on the input circuit of the modulator M. This low fre-

\smj-

10,000'^

quency current is therefore used to modulate the high frequency

current also impressed on the input of M and obtained from the

vacuum tube oscillator 0. The output of the modulator is

impressed on the detector D, the voltage between filament and

grid of D being measured by means of the resistance r and thermo-

galvanometer G. It follows then from the equations developed

above that the audio frequency output of the detector is of the

same pitch as the current supplied by the generator f/, thus

making the adjustment of the receiver shunt aS for equal inten-
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sities of these two notes a comparatively simple matter. It is

true that the output of the detector also contains a note of double

frequency, as shown, for example, by equation (19), but tliis double

frequency note is usually so weak as not to cause any trouble.

The cu'cuit shown in Fig. 203 requires that certain precautions

be taken to obtain rehable results; for example, it is necessary

to make sure that the output impedance of the generator JJ

remains constant for both positions of the switch W. Thus, sup-

posing that the impedance of the telephone receiver T is 20,000

ohms, it is necessary to make the input mipedance of the trans-

fonner T2 which is placed in the input circuit of the modulator

M also 20,000 ohms. This transformer is usually wound to have a

high output unpedance in order to impress the highest input

voltage on the grid of the tube to which it is connected for the

lowest amount of p>ower expended m the input. The ti-ansformer

Ti is inserted when the impedance of the generator U is cUfferent

from that of the telephone receiver T. In order to adjust the

current from U to the desu'ed value the primaiy of transformer Ti

is shunted with a resistance and the connection to the output of

the generator is made by means of a sliding contact as indicated

in the diagram. The receiver shunt S' has a fixed value, giving an

attenuation equal to the maximum attenuation given by the varia-

ble shunt »S, and can be inserted when the detecting cuiTents to be

measured cover a greater range than can be taken care of by one

receiver shunt. Receiver shunts are seldom made to cover a

greater range of attenuation than 30 miles of standard cable

^^= 26.3
Id

In making measurements of this kind it is necessary to insure

that the modulated wave impressed on the input of the detector

is completely modulated. The necessity for this can readily be

seen by referring to equations (23) and (24), which give the R.M.S.

values of the detecting current and the modulated voltage on the

input of the detector. From these equations it will be seen that

for a constant modulated input voltage e, the detecting current

depends on B and this, we have seen, is a measure of the extent

to which the wave is modulated. This can also be seen by referring

to Figs. 188 and 191. Two waves such as those shown in these

figures may have the same heating effect as measured, for example,

by means of a resistance and thenno-galvanometer, but they will
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not produce the same detecting effect when they are impressed on

the detector. In the hniiting case in which the wave is not mod-

ulated at all (fi*=0) the R.M.S. of the input voltage will have a

A
finite value —^, but the detecting current will be zero (equation

v2
23). In order to insure that measurement of the detection co-

efficient shall have any meaning the extent to which the wave

impressed on the input of the detector is modulated must be kept

constant, and the simplest way to do this is to completely modulate

the wave, thus making B=\. This can readily be done in prac-

tice in the following way: Referring to Fig. 204, which represents

Fig. 204.

the relation between plate current and grid potential, it is evident

from the explanations given in Section 53 that the intercept OA
which represents the negative grid potential necessaiy to reduce

-pi

the plate current to zero is — . If we now apply a constant

jp

grid potential Eg=^ and make the peak value of the low fre-
2/i

quency input voltage equal to this quantity, then the amplitude of

the high frequency oscillations is reduced to zero every time that

the grid acquires its maxmium negative potential CA and then

the wave will ])e completely modulated. The simplest way to

secure this in j^ractice is first to adjust the negative grid battery
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E F
in the input circuit of the modulator to a vakie —-\--^; that

is, to a value given bj^ OD (Fig. 204), and then gradually increase

the strength of the low frequency input voltage until a d-c. meter

placed in the output of the modulator just indicates a current

flow in the output of the modulator. The peak value of the

input potential is then ecjual to DA or ^. The voltage of the high

-0.6 -0.8

Fig. 205.

fiequency impressed on the modulator can also be measured in

the same way and should in general be somewhat smaller than the

low frequency voltage. Finally the grid battery in the input

circuit of the modulator is adjusted to the value OC, before the

measm-ements on the detecting current are undertaken.

Fig. 205 shows some experimental results that were obtained

with the circuit shown in Fig. 203. The ordinates indicate the

setting of the receiver shunt for different values of the input volt-

age eg, the logarithms of which are plotted as abscissa. Accord-
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ing to equation (32) these points should he on a sta-aight hne.

Furthermore, if equation (31) holds the slope of this Hne should be

2K; that is, 42.26, since K for the leceiver shunt used is 21.13.

The crosses and circles represent observations made by two dif-

ferent observers on different days. The slope of the hne drawn
through them is 42.2. These measm-ements were made without a

blocking condenser in the grid circuit and prove that in deriving

the equations in the previous pages we were justified in assuming

that the power series given bj^ equation (2) converges so rapidly

that we can neglect quantities of higher order than the second,

and that therefore the detecting current is given by a simple

equation (31).

From the intercept C of this line (log eg= 0), and the value

of the current ii the detection coefficient can be obtained directly

with the help of equation (34). In the case to which the experi-

mental results given in Fig. 205 apply the ciuTent h as measured by
a meter inserted in the 20,000 ohm hne was 3.10X10"^ ampere

and the intercept for eg=l is 40.8. From this we obtain for the

detection coefficient a = 36.2X10""^ amp./(volts)2.

106. Detecting Efficiency. The detection coefficient a gives

a measure of the audible component of the current in the output

of the detector and depends on the impedance of the telephone

receiver. It is therefore not suitable for expressing the figure

of merit of the tube as a detector. The impedance of the tele-

phone receiver should be chosen to give maximum response. The
audio frequency output power is the quantity which gives a better

indication of the behavior of the tube, and is given by the product

of the square of the detecting current and the resistance of the

telephone receiver. The power developed in the receiver depends,

of course, also on the power developed in the input circuit, that

is, on the strength of the incoming oscillations, the figure of merit

of the tube as a detector being given by the ratio of audio frequency

output power to radio frequency input power. This is a difficult

quantity to measure. It was shown, for example, in Section 71

that the power expended in the grid circuit depends on the con-

stants of the output circuit. The reaction of the output on the

input circuit through the electrostatic capacities between the

electrodes of the tube causes the tube to behave as if it had an

effective input impedance. If the outpvit circuit contains only

a pure resistance, the resistance component of this effective
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impedance between filament and grid has a positive value, which,

however, is usually small compared with the reactance component.

If, on the other hand, the external circuit contains an inductive

impedance, the grid resistance may be negative, thus giving

rise to a generation of power in the input. At very high fre-

quencies, it was shown in Section 71, the resistance component

of the input impedance is practically zero, but the input voltage

may be considerably reduced on account of the input circuit

being shunted by the capacity between filament and grid. WTien

the tube is used with a blocking condenser in the grid circuit there

is a convection current between filament and grid, thus giving rise

to an input resistance which must be added to that caused by the

inter-electrode capacities. If, on the other hand, the tube is used

without a blocking condenser in the input circuit, in which case

the grid should be kept negative with respect to the filament, the

input resistance is due entirely to the reaction of the output cir-

cuit to the input through the capacities of the tube, and can be

made as small as we please by properly adjusting the constants

of the circuit. Most of the input power is then dissipated in the

input coil and condenser. The input power can therefore be

dissipated at the grid, in the external input circuit and in a fic-

titious input resistance occasioned by the reaction of the output

circuit on the input. The relative amounts of power dissipated

in these parts depends on the adjustments of the circuit. It is for

this reason usually better to express the figure of merit of the

device as a detector in terms of the audio frequency output power

for a given high frequency voltage impressed on the input because

there is a definite relation between these quantities. The equa-

tions developed in the previous sections express the quantities

considered in tenns of the input voltage, and therefore hold what-

ever may be the effect of the circuit and the inter-electrode

capacities on the input power. Expressing the detecting effi-

ciency 5 in temis of the relation of output audio frequency power

to input radio frequency voltage we have:

d = a^ro, (35)

where ro is the resistance in the output of the detector and a is the

detection coefficient. The cun^e shown in Fig. 205 was obtained

with a circuit in which the telephone receiver used had an im-
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pedance of 20,000 ohms and a resistance of 6400 ohms at about

800 cycles per second. The detecting efficiency of the tube on

which these measurements were made is therefore 8.1X10~°

watt/(volt)^. The smallest amount of power dissipated m this

receiver which could still give a signal that is barely audible is

about 3X 10~'^ watt. The high frequency input voltage necessaiy

to give the least audible signal with this particular tube and tele-

phone receiver is therefore about 0.025 volt.

These measurements were made on a Western Electric type

FT— 1 tube (Fig. 127). This tube operates o)i a plate voltage

of about 20 volts. The power consumed in heating its filament

ranges from 2.2 to 3.5 watts. On account of the small amount of

power involved when using the tube as a detector it is desiral:)le

to make the filament as small as possible in order to reduce the

power expended in heating it. The limitation to the decrease in

the size of the filament is due mostly to mechanical difficulties,

but smaller tj-pes of tubes have been developed, of which the one

shown in Fig. 131 (page 244) is a sample. This tube only requires

a small fraction of a watt to heat its filament, the filament operating

on a voltage ranging from 1.0 to 1.5 volts so that it can be used

with a dry cell. The detecting efficiency of this little tube was

ftDund to be about 4.3X 10~^ watts/ (volts)^. A ratio of two in the

output power corresponds to a difference of about three standard

cable miles, which is not a big difference. A difference of one

standard cable mile is hardly noticeable unless comparison be

made directly.

107. Comparison of Detectors. The circuit shown in Fig. 203

is not always suitable for use where a large nmnber of tubes are

to be tested, because it requires accurate calibration and careful

adjustment of the operating parameters such as the radio fre-

quency voltage impressed on the input of the detector, the audio

frequency current delivered by the generator U, etc. The con-

stancy with which vacuum tubes can be made, however, makes it

possible to test tubes by comparison methods that are simple to

operate. The tubes to be tested can then be compared with a

standard tube that was carefully calibrated by means of such a

circuit as shown in Fig. 203. If a tube is well evacuated it will

retain constant operation over a considerable length of time.

The writer has, for example, used a " standard " Western Electric

tube whose detecting efficiency did not change to any noticeable
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extent in the course of about a year, during which time it was in

fiequent use.

A simple circuit whereby detectors can be compared is shown in

Fig. 206. The input voltage can be adjusted to the desired value

by adjusting the resistance r and need not be known accurately,

it being sufficient to know that it lies within the range of voltages

used in practice. By means of the switch W either one of the

detectors can be inserted in the circuit and the receiver shunt S
adjusted until the note in the receiver T has the same intensity

for both positions of the switch W. The key K serves to throw

Fiu. 20G.

the shunt into or out of the circuit according as W connects the

tube of higher or lower efficiency. The capacity C is a radio fre-

quency leak and the output circuit is connected across the choke

coil, which insures that the d-c. potential on the plate remains

constant for all adjustments of the resistances of the receiver

shunt S.

If la and i'd be the detecting currents obtained from the tubes

I and IT, and a and a', their detection coefficients, then since the

input voltage is the same for both, we have

, la 1 a d— cV
(36)

where d and d' are the adjustments of the shunt in units depending

on the units of K. The detecting efficiency of the tube under test
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is then given by

-(^r^ (37)

Fig;. 207 shows the com])lete circuit as it can be used for com-

paring detectors in practice. This circuit contains an amplifier

tube connected to the output of the detectors. When the detector

is to be used in practice with an amphfier such a circuit is desirable

to insure that the detector is tested under conditions approximating

as closely as possible to practical conditions. If the detector is

not to be used with an amplifier the receiver shunt and telephone

Fig. 207.

receiver can be connected directly to the output of the detector

as shown in Fig. 206. To obtain a modulated high frequency test

wave would ordinarily require a radio frequency oscillator, an

audio frequency oscillator and a modulator, but in comparing

detectors it is not necessary that the wave be completel}^ modu-

lated, and under such conditions a modulated high frequency' wave

can be obtained veiy easilj^ by means of a vacuum tube oscillator

and a microphone generator such as the one described in Section

72. In Fig. 207 U is the microphone generator, the carbon button

of which is inserted directly in the oscillation circuit C\L\. When
this generator is in operation the resistance of the carbon button

varies periodically at an audio frequency, thus causing audio
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frequenc}- variations in the amplitude of the radio frequency

oscillations produced by the oscillator tube. Modulation pro-

duced in this wSiY is not complete, but in this case complete modu-
lation is not necessary because the input is the same for both

tubes. The condenser Co in the output of the detector serves as a

high frequency leak and the resistance r is inserted to prevent the

grid from acquiring a negative charge. Its value is in the neigh-

borhood of 2 megohms.

108. Audibility Method of Measuring the Detecting Current.

The audibility or " shunted telephone " method has been fre-

quently applied to the measurement of the strength of received

signals in long distance I'adio communication, and has also been

used to obtain an idea of the sensitiveness of detectors. In this

method the telephone receiver is shunted by means of a resist-

ance Ts which is adjusted until the signal heard in the receiver is

just barely audible. If id is the detecting current and /o the

least audible current in the receiver, then the "audibility" is

given by

ia Zq^-Ts

Iq Ts
(38)

where Zo is the impedance of the receiver. In using a method
like this it must, of course, be remembered that Zo cannot be

replaced shnply by the resistance of the receiver as is sometimes

done, but the reactance and the motional impedance of the

receiver must be taken into consideration.

This method is open to other serious objections. In the first

place, it is hable to considerable error because the measurement of

least audible signals is made difficult by the influence of extraneous

noises such as room noises and static. The least audible current

depends furthermore to an appreciable extent upon the condition of

the observer, so that the current necessary to give the least audible

signals will vary from time to time even with the same observer.

These disadvantages make the method unreliable for purposes of de-

termining the detecting efficienc}^ of a tube with any degree of accu-

racy. Secondly, the way in which the audibility method is ordina-

rily used does not make provision for tlip f.hange in the effective

impedance of the output circuit to the detecting current when the

shunt resistance Vs is varied. This would give misleading results,

since the detecting current depends upon the relative values of the
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internal output impedance of the tube and the external impedance

in the output circuit. It is therefore necessary in all measure-

ments of this kind to adjust these hnpedances properly and keep

them constant throughout the measurements. If the audibihty

method is to be used the " audibihty box " should be so designed

that any variation in the shunt resistance is accompanied by an

addition or subtraction of an equivalent resistance so as to keep

the total impedance of the circuit constant. This can be done

with the scheme that will now be described. This scheme was

used by the writer ^ to determine to what extent the audibility

method may give reliable results if precautions are taken to elim-

inate sources of error other than those which depend only on the

psychological and physiological influences on the observer. The

fact that the current necessary to give the least audible signal

has different values for different observers and is therefore incapa-

ble of objective determination does not of itself rule out the

audibility method for the measurement of signal strength, since

the detector set could first be calibrated by determining the

audibility for known input signals and then used by the same

observer to make the final measurements. Hence assuming that

extraneous noises could effectively be cut out, the possibility of

adapting this method to such measurements would depend upon

the extent to which the obsei'ver's conception of least audible

signal remains constant during the time that elapses l^etween his

caUbration of the set and the making of the final measurements.

It is hardly necessary to say that the whole set must remain

unchanged, especially the tube and the telephone receiver.

The circuit whereby the least audible signal can be studied

under constant circuit conditions is shown in Fig. 208. To cut

down the current in the telephone receiver a receiver shunt is used

such as that described in Section 72. This shunt contains a

series and shunt resistance, both of which are variable, instead

of simply a shunt resistance. The receiver shunt is so calibrated

that the series and shunt resistances are changed simultaneously

in such a way that the total impedance to the detecting current

in the output circuit of the tube remains constant. A choke coil

L by-passes the direct current in the plate circuit and insures that

the d-c. potential of the plate remains constant for all adjustments

of the receiver shunt. This is necessary because the shunt is so

1 H. J. VAN DER BiJL, Proc. I.R.E., Vol. 7, p. 624, 1919.
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designed that for all its adjustments the impedance of the output

circuit remains constant, but the resistance does not remain con-

stant, and therefore if the choke coil and capacity were omitted,

thus making it necessary for the d-c. plate current to pass through

the shunt, the potential of the plate would be different for dif-

ferent adjustments of the receiver shunt. It is very important

to keep the relation between the impedances constant because the

detecting current depends very markedly on the value of the

external impedance in the plate circuit.

The w^ave impressed on the input of the detector can be a spark

signal wave or a modulated wave which is interrupted. For test

purposes such a wave can easily be obtained with an arrangement

such as that shown in Fig. 207, where the oscillator tube and the

microphone generator JJ together form a simple system for pro-

FiG. 208.

ducing modulated waves. The output of this oscillator system

can then be passed through an omnigraph to produce the signals.

The R.M.S. of the input can, as before, be measured by means of a

resistance r and galvanometer G (Fig. 208).

The use of the receiver shunt makes it possible to express the

audibiUty in a shnple wa3^ If id be the detecting current and /o

the least audible current in the receiver the audibiHty — can be
H

expressed in miles of standard cable by making use of the equa-

tions developed in Sections 104 and 105. Thus, taking the case

in which the detecting current is proportional to the square of the

input voltage, we obtain

cl = 2K log Cg-i-K(log a -log io), (39)

which thus gives a linear relation between the logarithm of the

input voltage and the audibility when expressed in tenns of miles
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d instead of current ratio, the relation between d and the cur-

rent ratio being given by equation (28). The intercept of this

Hne, obtained by putting Cg^Q, is

A' (log a-log /()), (40)

and gives a measin-e of the audibility officiciicy of the tube ex-

pressed in miles/ (volt)^.

The simple linear relation (39) makes it possible to obtain the

audible efficiency as an average of a large number of observa-

70

\.Z -1.0 -0.8 -0.&

LogClnpuf Voltage)

Fig. 209.

tions. A number of such observations plotted against the logar-

ithm of the corresponding input voltages are shown in Fig. 209.

The individual points vaiy considerably compared with the obser-

vations shown in Fig. 205, which were obtained with the other

method discussed above, but these points are evenly grouped

about a straight line the slope of which is about 41. The theo-

retical value of the slope is 42.26. The slope of the line depends

upon the attenuation constant of the shunt and the simple quad-

ratic relation (17) between the detecting current and the input

voltage. The intercept of this line, on the other hand, is infiu-
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enced also by the detection coefficient a of the tube and by what

constitutes the least audible signal ?'o for the particular telephone

receiver used and for the obsei-vcr at the particular time of making

the measurements. The attenuation factor K of the receiver

shunt is determined merely by resistances of wii-es, and does, of

course, not vary to any noticeable extent. By using a good tube

for which the detection coefficient remains constant such measure-

ments can therefore be used to give an idea of the extent to which

the detennination of least audible signal depends on the observer

and how the " least audible current " varies from one observer to

another. Experiments conducted by the writer ^ along this hne

and in which observations were made by four different observers

over a period of eight days, the total number of observations

being something like 350, showed that the maximum variation

in the audibility expressed as a curi'ent ratio for the four observers

was almost GOO per cent, but the variation in the measurements of

each observer over a period of about a week averaged about 100

per cent. It must, however, be remembered that a variation of

say 50 per cent in the audibility expressed as a current ratio is not

a serious matter. .In fact, such a variation would hardly be

noticeable unless, of course, the comparison be made directly.

The more satisfactory way of expressing the audibility is to use

the logarithmic scale, that is, to express it in terms of length d of

cable or line. When the audibility is expressed in this way the

maxinmm variation observed was 28 per cent.

These measurements have also shown that for a tube like

the average VT— 1 the smallest input voltage (R.M.S.) that can

just give the least audible signal is of the order of 0.03 volt. If

the incoming signals are weaker an ampUfier must be attached

to the output of the detector. The minimum input voltage

depends, of course, also on the sensitiveness of the telephone

receiver used in making the measurements.

109. Heterodyne Reception with the Audion. The heterodyne

method of reception consists in supplementing the incoming high

frequency currents with a locally generated current of a frequency

which differs from that of the received current by an amount which

Hes within the audible range. This method makes it possible to

detect continuous waves of constant amplitude, and furthermore

greatly increases the strength of the audible current in the receiver

1 Loc. cit., p. 623.
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placed in the output of the detector. The manner in which the

heterodyne method increases the detecting current can readily

])e seen. Thus taking the case in which the detecting current is

proportional to the square of the input voltage as given by equa-

tion (17), if we impress on the input circuit of the detector two
high frequency voltages a sin yt and 62 sin qt, the detecting cur-

rent is given by

7d= a(f?i sin p/+C2 sin 5^)2 (41)

On evaluating this expression and dropping all terms representing

frequencies that lie outside of the audible range we get

Id = aeie2 cos (p— q)t (42)

If ^ is 100,000 cycles, for example, and -^ 99,000 cycles, then the

above expression represents a current having a frequency of a

thousand cycles per second and is therefore audible. Further-

more, the locally generated voltage €2 can be made much larger

than the voltage ei of the incoming waves, and therefore the

detecting current can be very much increased.

Equation (42) holds, strictly spealdng, only when the grid is

maintained at a sufficiently high negative potential with respect

to the filament to prevent any electrons from flowing from the

filament to the grid. Under these conditions the detecting cur-

rent has been found to be proportional to the product 6162 of the

input voltages. These measurements can be made with a circuit

like that shown in Fig. 202. Since the detecting current in this

case can easily be made so large that it can be measured with a

thermo-couple without increasing the strength of incoming signal

beyond a practical range, it is also possible to use a circuit like

that shown in Fig. 210. A high frequency voltage of small ampli-

tude is impressed at A and represents the incoming signal wave
received by the antenna. A locally generated high frequency is

impressed at B, and is adjustable. By means of the switch W a

thermo-galvanometer G can be used to measure the detecting cur-

rent id and the effective voltage impressed on the grid. In using

such a method it is, however, necessary to insure that when the

switch connects the galvanometer to the output of the tube the

impedance of the input circuit is not changed. This can be
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taken care of by inserting a resistance ri-\-r2 on the input side

having a value equal to the resistance of the galvanometer plus

the resistance ro, which may be added in the galvanometer circuit

to measure the input voltage. The key K should therefore be

opened when the galvanometer is connected to the input and closed

when it is connected to the output of the tube.

Results obtained by my associate, Mr. R. H. Wilson, are given

in Fig. 211, which shows the relation between the detecting

current measured in this way and the product 6162 of the input

voltages for three different values of the voltage of the battery

in the grid circuit. In general, the curves do not coincide on the

Fig. 210.

straight part. The values shown m this figure were obtained by
reducing the obsei-vations to a common value to superimpose the

curves on one another. For each of these grid voltages the voltage

of the plate battery was adjusted to maintain the space current

constant. In other words, the operating points on the charac-

teristics for the thi-ee cases are shown at A, B and C, of Fig 212,

where the three curves represent the characteristics obtained

with three different plate voltages. Fig. 211 shows a linear

relation between the detecting cm-rent and the product 6162 up
to a value of this product depending on the value of the d-c.

grid potential chosen. The point at which the observed detecting

current deviates from the straight hne is obtained when the sum
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of the peak values of the vokages impressed on the gi'id becomes

greater than the negative d-c. grid potential so that current

begins to flow in the grid circuit, thus causing a waste of power.

It is seen therefore that the strength of the signal can be increased

by increasing the negative grid potential and at the same time

Fig. 211.

increasing the plate potential. In the case of the lower char-

acteristic the input voltage cannot much exceed the value OA,

but in the case of the characteristic with the liigh plate potential

the input can be made as large as OC, without allowing electrons

to flow from filament to grid. Increasing the sum of the input

voltages superimposed on the negative grid potential beyond
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the value necessary to reduce the current to zero does not seem to

cause a deviation from the hnear relation between the detecting

current and the product of the input voltages. The observations

shown in Fig. 211 represent in a general way what is to be expected,

although it is possible that with different tubes and different

circuits peculiarities of behavior causing a deviation from such

a simple relation can manifest themselves.

When the heterodyne method of reception is used with a

blocking condenser in the grid circuit the relation between the

detecting current and the input voltage is not as simple as when
the blocking condenser is omitted. In general, the detecting

C/ B/_ A/_ 0_

Fig. 212.

current has a maximum value at a value of the product e\e2

depending on the operating parameters of the tube, and the

maximum detecting current is generally larger than when the

blocking condenser is omitted. Fig. 213 shows the general

relation between the detecting current and the product of the input

voltages. The three cui-ves are obtained with three different

values of the d-c. grid potential, the plate batteiy voltage having a

constant value in this case of 22 volts. These measurements
were made with a standard YT—\ tube. It will be noticed

that the best reults are obtained when the grid is kept positive

with respect to the filament. This is in accordance with the expla-

nation given in Section 103, where it was shown that detection

with a blocking condenser in the grid cii'cuit depends on the
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curvature of the grid current characteristic. The detecting

current increases with increase in the curvature of this char-

acteristic and also becomes greater the steeper the plate cur-

rent grid potential characteristic is. If the relation between

the maximum detecting current for a constant voltage of the grid

battery be plotted as a function of the plate batteiy voltage a

curve is obtained such as that obtained in Fig. 214. This curve

shows a rapid increase in detecting current with increase in the

plate voltage until a plate battery voltage of about 34 volts is

reached. The bend in the curve at higher voltages is due to the
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plate current characteristic becoming less steep when voltage

saturation is approached.

110. Zero Beat or Homodyne Method of Receiving Modulated
Waves. The heterodyne method of reception can be used when
receiving continuous unmodulated waves, as is done in radio

telegraphy, but cannot be applied to the reception of modulated

waves as in radio telephony. In this case we can make use of the

simple systems which consist in first detecting the modulated
high frequency waves and then amplifying the low frequency

component with the ampHfier tube attached to the output of the
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detector. Or the received high frequency currents can first be

amplified and then detected. This latter scheme has the advan-

tage of greater sensitivity because the voltage impressed on the

input of the detector which is connected to the output of the

amplifier is amplified and the detecting current we have seen above
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There is, however, another method, whereby modulated high

frequency currents can be received. This method is analogous

to the heterodyne method except that the local source of high

frequency currents has a frequency equal to that of the received

carrier wave instead of differing from it by an amount which lies

within the audible range. Thus, if we impress on the input of

the detector a modulated high frequency voltage A sin yt

{l-\-B sin qi) and also a continuous high frequency voltage

V
e sin pt having the same frequency jr- as the carrier component

of the received wave, then it follows, similarly to the cases con-

sidered above, that the output of the detector contains a current

of the same frequency as the current with wliich the carrier ^^'ave

was modulated at the transmitting station. This means of receiv-

ing has been termed the " homodyne method." It is hardly

necessary to say that when using this method of reception care

must be taken to keep the two high frequencies very closely in

tune. For example, jf- in the above expression represents speech

frequencies which only cover a range of about 2000 cycles per

second. Now, if the carrier wave has a frequency of say 200,000

cycles per second, it follows that the locally generated source of

high frequency must be kept at 200,000 cycles within a very small

fraction of 1 per cent. If, for example, it differs from this fre-

quency by 3 per cent the locally generated and the received cur-

rents form a beat note of about 500 cycles, resulting in speech which

would be unintelligible. The way to tune in the locally generated

high frequency is to listen to the beat note, the pitch of which

changes rapidly as the two frequencies approach each other, until

when they are exactly ahke the beat note ceases and intelligible

speech is heard in the telephone receiver.

111. The Feed-back Receiving Circuit. It will now be appar-

ent from considerations given in this and the last previous chapter,

that a very simple and effective means of receiving can be obtained

by using the heterodyne principle together with the amplifying

property of the tube. In other words, the detector tube is used

to generate its own high frequency by feeding back part of the

output energ3^ into the input. The ciicuit arrangement is shown

in Fig. 215. The coil Li, which forms part of the output circuit,

is coupled to the input so that part of the output energy is returned
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to the input. The condenser C2 serves as a by-pass for the high

frequency currents. This set is operated very simply by tuning

the input and varying the couphng between Li and the input

until a note of the desired pitch and intensity is heard in the

receiver. Measurements that have been made on this kind of

circuit show that when the input voltage impressed on the gi-id

reaches a certain small value the telephone receiver in the output

suddenly gives a relatively loud note, and generally a coupling

which is slighly greater than that necessary to do this is the best.

This circuit is sometimes referred to as the regenerative circuit.

It is also possible to make the output leact on the input without

direct electromagnetic coupling, in which case the coupling is

Ih

Fig. 215.

supplied by the electrostatic capacities between the electrodes of

the tube. The regenerative action of the tube has been discussed

in Section 88.

112. Radio Transmitting and Receiving Systems. A large

number of radio systems are now in use and no uttempt will be

made to describe them here. They can be understood or even

designed with ease once the principles of operation of the tube

are understood. A circuit which embodies enough to indicate how
the tube can be used in a transmitting and receiving system is

shown in Fig. 216. The circuit to the left of the antenna rep-

resents the transmitting circuit and is practically identical with

that shown in Fig. 179 (page 307). This set was designed by the

engineers of the Western Electric Company for use on aeroplanes.

The plate and filament voltages are supplied b,y a wind-driven
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generator, the voltage of which is regulated by means of a ther-

mionic valve in the manner described in Section 51. When
transmitting, the switch T is thrown to the left. The several

parts of tliis switch are shown in separate parts of the diagram

for the sake of simplicity, but they are all operated from one lever.

When recei\'ing, the switch is thrown to the right. This cuts out

the voltage of the generator, the plates of the detector and ampli-

fier tubes being suppUed by storage batteries. The receiving cir-

cuit to the right of the antenna is a simple circuit with inductive

connection between the tubes.
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A simplifiod drawing of such a receiving system is shown in

Fig. 217. Since this circuit has a blocking condenser Cs in the

input, the grid is connected through the input circuit to the pos-

itive pole of the filament battery. C2 is a high frequency leak,

and the high resistance leak r and condenser C3 serve to main-

tain the grid of the amplifier tube at a d-c. potential equal to that

of the negative end of the filament. If necessary, a grid battery

can be inserted to keep the grid of the amplifier negative. This

circuit shows two batteries, £"&, for supplying the plate currents.

The second battely is inserted when it is necessaiy to operate

the amplifier at a higher plate voltage than the detector.

The transmitting system shown in Fig. 216 has the advantage

of high efficiency, but, on the other hand, the oscillation coil of

the oscillator forms part of the antenna, and therefore the fre-
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quency of the wave radiated changes with slight changes in the

inductance of this coil.

A system which is not subject to this disadvantage is shown

schematically in Fig. 218. The principle of this system consists

in modulating a low-power radio frequency current and then

amplifying this modulated current before it enters the antenna.

Amplifier

Fig. 217.

The oscillator may be a vacuum tube oscillator giving the radio

current at the desii'ed frequency. The voltage obtained from this

generator and the speech voltage obtained from the transmitter

are both impressed on the modulator M. This part of the system

does not have to handle large amounts of power. The oscillator

tube can be a small t^qje of tube operating on a plate voltage of

(0=
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ated in parallel. The output from these power tubes Is Impressed

on the antenna. It will be evident that in such a system detuning

of the antenna does not change the frequency of the radiated wave,

but merely changes the energy radiated.

This system is of great advantage when using very short waves

such as could be used in small portable transmitting sets, in which

case the antenna is small enough to be carried in the hand. For

such short waves (about 20 to 100 meters) a change in the antenna

capacity caused by the approach to objects does not appreciably

change the frequency of the radiated wave but only the amount

of energy radiated, because the antenna does not form part of

the oscillation circuit that determines the frequency of the oscil-

lations. This frequency is determined by the constants of the

oscillator 0.

The arrangement shown in Fig. 218 embodies the system that

was used in 1915 by the American Telephone & Telegraph Com-
pany and Western Electric Company in transmitting speech from

Arlington, Va., U. S. A., to Paris and Honolulu. The tyj^e of

power tube used in these experiments is shown in Fig. 133, page 245.

In these experiments the waves were received by the zero beat

method and also by first amplifying the incoming waves and then

detecting them.

113. Multiplex Telegraphy and Telephony. It was pointed

out in Section 99 that for a single telephone transmission a band

of frequencies is required which covers a range of about 2000

cycles per second, and the antenna must be so tuned that it will

transmit about equally well all frequencies lying within this

range. Antennae as commonly used will usually transmit a wider

range of frequencies than that required for one telephone trans-

mission. This is especially the case when the antenna is tuned

to a high frequency, say a million per second. The width of the

transmission band of an antenna depends, of course, on its

selectivity or sharpness of tuning. If the transmission band is

wider than the range of frequencies needed for a telephone trans-

mission, it is theoretically possible to transmit more than one

telephone message simultaneously from one tower by connecting

to the sending antenna a number of transmitting sets, the fre-

quencies of which are so distributed in the transmission range

of the antenna that the frequency bands of their modulated waves

do not overlap, and to the receiving antenna corresponding
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receiving sets each are tuned selectively to receive the waves from

one transmitting set. These frequency bands and their separation

are so small compared with the frequencies themselves, that it is

very difficult to separate them at the receiving station. Besides,

small changes in the frequencies of one or more of the trans-

mitting sets, coupled to the same antenna, are likely to cause

overlapping of the bands.

Instead of impressing the modulated waves from different

transmitting sets of the same antenna, it is possible to modulate

one high frequency wave with two or more different frequency

bands. If these frequency bands he in the audible range, such a

system obviously does not allow of more than one telephone

transmission. In the case of telegraph transmission, on the

other hand, the required frequency band is much narrower, since

here we transmit only one note, so that more than one such band
lying within the audible range could be used as messages to modu-
late one high frequency carrier wave. Such a modulated wave
can be passed through a detector at the receiving station and the

original message frequencies in the output of the detector can be

separated from one another by the use of appropriate filters or

selective circuits; but the output circuit of the detector will

contain not only the message frequencies with which the carrier

wave is modulated, but also currents of double the message

frequencies and currents, having frequencies equal to then- sums
and differences, and care must be taken to separate the original

message frequencies from these.

Multiplex transmission has been realized in practice to be a

S5''stem involving what may be termed "double modulation" and
" double detection." Here each of the various audio frequency

currents (telephone or telegraph messages) is used to modulate

one of a number of intermediate or auxiliary frequencies lying

above the audible range, and the resulting modulated waves

are all made to modulate a single high frequency or main carrier

wave.

At the receiving end this doubly modulated main carrier

wave is impressed on a detector, the output of which wiU contain

the modulated auxihary carriers. It will, however, also contain

a number of other frequencies, containing among others the sums
and differences of the modulated auxiliary carriers. These can

be separated from the auxiliaries themselves by selective circuits
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if the frequency bands of the latter are not too close together.

The modulated auxihary carriers once separated can be passed

through individual detectors, the output of which will contain

the original message frequencies.

Numerous modifications of this general idea involving other

special methods of modulation and detection are of course

possible.



CHAPTER X

MISCELLANEOUS APPLICATIONS OF THERMIONIC TUBES

Besides the functions that have been discussed in previous

chapters, there are a number of miscellaneous uses to which the

thennionic vacuum tube can be apphed. Some of these will now
be described. The list is not intended to be complete, but merely

to give an indication of what can be done with a three-electi'ode

device. Many uses of the tube will suggest themselves to those

who are acquainted with the principles of its operation.

114. The Vacuum Tube as an Electrostatic Voltmeter. Three

of the properties of the tube, namely, the unilateral conductivity,

amplification and small power consumption in the input cii'cuit,

make it possible to use this tube to measure small a-c. voltages

by electrostatic means. Suppose, for example, that a source of

small a-c. voltage is included in the grid circuit, which also con-

tains an adjustable grid battery. The output circuit contains

the plate battery and a d-c. measuring instrument. The plate and

grid batteries are adjusted so that the operating point lies on the

extreme lower end of the characteristic. The curi'cnt in the plate

circuit will then be just reduced to zero. If an alternating poten-

tial now be apphed to the grid, the potential of the grid during the

negative half cycle becomes more negative than that maintained

by the grid battery, and the current in the plate circuit is still zero.

During the "positive half cycle, however, the grid becomes less

negative and a current impulse is sent through the plate circuit.

The result is a direct current indicated by the measuring mstru-

ment connected in the plate circuit of the tube. The amount by
v/hich the negative potential of the grid must be increased to

reduce the current again to zero, measures the peak value of the

alternating potential on the grid.^

In order to get a more sensitive device, if necessary, an amph-
fier could be added to the output of the tube. A circuit arrange-

1 R. A. Heising, U. S. patent 1232919.

367
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ment that can be used, and which was suggested by R. H. Wilson,

is shown in Fig. 219. The alternating voltage is impressed at B.

The d-c. grid potential is suppHed by means of the batteries Ec,

and the potentiometer arrangement is indicated in the circuit.

This arrangement makes it possible to adjust the grid potential to

a value where the plate current of the first tube is just reduced to

zero. The output of the voltmeter tube contains a high resistance

of, say, 400,000 ohms, the grid and filament of the amplifier tube

being connected to the ends of this resistance. The amplifier tube

operates on the steepest part of its characteristic.

The way to operate a vacuum tube voltmeter circuit is to sUde

the contact on the potentiometer until the current of the first tube

r—
]| 1

1—i-^wwwwvwv^^^-'

drops to zero. The corresponding grid potential is measured

with the voltmeter V. This obtains when the current registered

by the galvanometer or microammeter in the output circuit of the

amplifier tube is the value given by this tube for zero potential

on its grid. This can easily be tested by short-cii-cuiting its input.

The input voltage is then appHed and the contact on the poten-

tiometer again adjusted until the galvanometer G shows no change

in the current. This grid potential is again indicated by the

voltmeter V. The difference between this and the first reading

gives the peak value of the input voltage.

It will be noticed that the source of a-c. voltage which is to be

measured is connected to a circuit which can be regarded as prac-

tically an open circuit. The power consumption, due to the

electrostatic capacities between the electrodes of the tube is usually
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very small, so that this arrangement acts practically as an elec-

trostatic voltmeter, and because of the amplification produced by
the tube, the arrangement can be used to measure very small alter-

nating voltages. Sometimes, however, the plate current does

not give a sharp intercept on the voltage axis, but tails off grad-

ually, and the lower part of the curve may be very nearly linear.

This is shown in an exaggerated way in Fig. 220. In such case

it is best to operate the tube a small distance up the curve so that

Fig. 220.

the increase in current during the positive haK wave is greater

than the decrease during the negative half wave. When the

characteristic tails off and accuracy is desired, it may be necessary

to apply a correction. Fig. 221 shows the relation between the

true voltage and the voltage measured by a tube which did not

show a sharp intercept on the grid voltage axis.

115. High Tension Voltmeter. The three-electrode tube makes

it possible to measure extremely high voltages with comparative

ease, by an arrangement that has been suggested to me by Dr.

E. R. Stoekle. In this case the high voltage to be measured is
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applied between filament and plate. By means of a battery and

potentiometer the grid is adjusted until the current in the plate

1.6
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fi the necessary grid battery voltage need not be large. Thus, if

n = 1000, a grid battery of 50 volts is sufficient to measure 50,000

volts. Such a tube should be designed with long side tubes as

shown in Fig. 222, to prevent arcing across the glass.

116. The Audion Voltage and Current Regulator. The follow-

ing circuit arrangements, for which I am indebted to Dr. P. I.

Wold, indicate how the tube can be used to control the output of a

generator or other source. The generator S supplies power to

Line

6
Line

Fig. 223.

the line as shown in Fig. 223. To prevent voltage fluctuations

the vacuum tube is connected in series with the field winding

of the generator. The grid of the tube is connected to a con-

venient point on the resistance E in parallel with the field winding.

Suppose, now, that the voltage of the generator tends to increase.
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This increases the flow of current through the resistance R, which

makes the grid more negative than before, thus increasing the

resistance of the tube and, therefore, decreasing the current

through the tube and field winding, because the tube and field

Fig. 224.

winding are in series. By this means, any tendency for the voltage

to increase is counteracted. The same thing, of course, holds

when the voltage tends to drop.

Fig. 224 shows an adaptation of this method of control for

keeping the current output of the generator constant. It will be

6

Fig. 225.

seen that if the current through the resistance R tends to increase,

the grid tends to become more negative with respect to the fila-

ment, thus increasing the resistance of the tube and decreasing

the current through the field winding.

Fig. 225 shows a circuit arrangement in which the tube and

field winding are connected in parallel. The high resistance R
to which the grid is connected is also in parallel Avith the field

winding. In this case, when the output voltage of the generator
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tends to increase, the grid tends to become less negative with

respect to the filament, on account of the increased voltage drop

established in the resistance R. This tends to reduce the resistance

of the tube, thereby decreasing the current through the field wind-

ing, which is in parallel with the tube.

117. Power-limiting Devices. It has been pointed out in

Chapter VI that the thermionic valve acts not only as a rectifier

but also as a power-limiting device, because, while it blocks current

in one direction, the current in the other direction cannot exceed

the saturation value. This is, therefore, the maximum current

that can be transmitted through the tube.

-J
aexio
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the device is not very suitable for power-limiting purposes, but

but use can be made of a second factor which limits the current.

If the external circuit contains a resistance, the potential of the

plate decreases as the potential of the grid increases, on account of

the voltage drop established in the external resistance in the plate

circuit. A condition can then be reached where the positive

potential of the grid becomes comparable with that of the plate,

and in that case a large proportion of the electrons will be attracted

to the grid, thus limiting the flow of electrons to the plate. This

factor results in a very good curve, a sample of which is shown in

Fig. 226. In obtaining this curve the voltages were so adjusted

Fig. 227.

that the saturation value was obtained at a positive grid potential

equal to the negative grid potential that just sufficed to reduce the

current to zero, thus resulting in a curve which is nearly sym-

metrical with respect to the axis of zero grid potential.

Instead of using a single tube we can make use of the push-

pull arrangement which was described in Chapter VII. This

gives a good circuit for power-limiting purposes. The arrange-

ment is shown in Fig. 227. The input voltage was measured by

means of a thermo-couple, G and the output current was measured

with the a-c. ammeter A. The result obtained is shown in Fig.

228. For low input voltages the alternating current in the output

increased practically linearly with the voltage, but became lim-

ited to a value of about 3.6 milliamperes, beyond which it did not

increase, although the input voltage was increased to 10 volts, as

shown by the curve. The current was actually measured for

input voltages up to 42 volts. At the higher voltages the current

showed a tendency to decrease.
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118. The Ionization Manometer. It was shown in Section 36

that if the gas pressure in a tube is so low that the mean free

path of the electrons in the gas is large compared with the distance

between the electrodes, the pressure is proportional to the number
of positive ions formed by collision of the electrons with the resid-

ual gas molecules. This is expressed in equation (6), Chapter V,

and was verified by O. E. Buckley/ and used by him for the con-

struction of an ionization manometer.
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tial of about 10 volts negative with respect to the negative end of

the filament. Now, if there are gas molecules in the space, positive

ions will be formed by collision, if the electrons move with a suf-

ficiently high speed. The positive ions that are formed between

filament and grid go to the filament, but those that are formed

between grid and plate are attracted to the negative plate, thus

giving a current through the galvanometer G; and this current

is a measure of the number of positive ions formed. The total

number of electrons flowing to the grid can be measured with the

ammeter A, and must be kept constant. It is, therefore, desirable

to work on the saturation part of the curve. The grid battery Ec

Fig. 229.

should be about 200 volts, but depends, of course, on the con-

struction of the device.

This tj^pe of gauge has the disadvantage that gases affect the

emission of electrons from the filament; that is, the saturation

current is dependent on the amount and kind of gas coming in

contact with the surface of the filament. The electron emission

from oxide-coated filaments is not as susceptible to the influence of

gas as the emission from some metallic filaments, such as tungsten,

and can therefore be used to advantage in ionization manometers.

If the filament is operated at a high temperature, the effect of gas

on the emission becomes less. (See Chapter V.) Other means

can be used for keeping the grid current constant. The grid cir-
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cuit can^ for example, be connected to a regulating scheme, similar

to those described in Section 116.

The ionization gauge is very convenient for measuring quick

changes in pressure because the positive current indicated by

the galvanometer G is a direct measure of the amount of gas

present in the device. On the other hand, the manometer must

be cahbrated separately for each kind of gas that may be encoun-

tered, since the amount of ionization produced depends on the

size of the gas molecules.

The proportionality between the gas pressure and the positive

current, as shown by equation 6, Chapter V., holds, in gauges

of the most commonly used types, for pressures below about

1 micron. The manometer can, therefore, be calibrated against

a McLeod gauge for pressures of about 1 micron, or somewhat less,

where the McLeod gauge gives reliable readings. This, then

gives the manometer constant K in the equation.

P = K^-f, (1)
1 n

where Ip is the positive current registered by the galvanometer G,

In the electron current to the grid, and P the pressure of the

gas. This equation can then be used to measure pressures down to

very low values where the McLeod gauge is quite unreliable.

119. Heterodyne Method of Generating Currents of Very Low
Frequency with the Vacuum Tube. In Section 96 a circuit was

shown for the production of low frequency currents with the vac-

uum tube. The frequency is determined by the constants of

the oscillation circuit; hence, a very low frequency requires the

use of large inductances and capacities. If it is necessary to

avoid the use of such large coils and condensers, use can be made
of a scheme which was suggested to me by Dr. P. I. Wold. This

system consists of using two vacuiun tube generators to give fre-

quencies differing by an amount equal to the frequency that

it is desired to obtain. The output currents from these tubes are

both impressed on the input of another tube, which operates

as a modulator. The output of the modulator contains, among
others, a frequency equal to the difference between the frequencies

impressed on its input. (See Section 109.) Thus, if the two gene-

rators give frequencies of, say, 99 and 100 cycles per second, then

the output of the modulator will contain a current having a fre-
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quency of one cycle per second. In the output of the modulator

can be inserted a filter to by -pass all frequencies higher than the

one desired. This method, of course, requires that the frequencies

of the two generators be maintained constant to a high degree,

since a small change in either of them will cause a relatively large

change in the low frequency obtained in the output of the modu-

lator.

120. The Thermionic Valve as a High Tension Switch. On
verj^ high voltage power transmission lines, it is necessary to use

especially designed switches for making and breaking the circuit.

To prevent the arcing that ordinarily would take place when

breaking a high voltage circuit, the thermionic valve could be

used in the manner suggested by Mr. J. R. Carson. The valve

is inserted directly in the Hne and will transmit current in one

direction when the filament is hot. When it is necessary to stop

the flow of current, we can, instead of directly breaking the cir-

cuit, simply cut out the filament current of the valve. The cur-

rent flowing through the valve then dies down smoothly in a period

which is short enough for ordinary work, but still large enough to

prevent arcing. For the transmission of current in both directions,

we can, of course, insert two valves, one to transmit current in

one direction and the other in the opposite direction.

121. Devices Employing Secondary Electron Emission. The

emission of electrons from cold electrodes under the impact of

electrons (a phenomenon which is known as secondary electron

emission or delta rays) results in a faUing characteristic, as shown

by the portion ABC of Fig. 16, page 48. The manner in which

this characteristic is obtained is explained in Section 23. A. W.
Hull ^ has made use of this phenomenon in the construction of a

negative resistance amplifier and oscillator and has called the

device a Dynatron. In the circuit shown in Fig. 15, the electrons

coming from the filament impinge on the grid and so emit secondary

electrons from it. These are drawn to the plate by the positive

potential on the plate supplied by the battery E. When the

number of secondary electrons emitted from the grid becomes large

enough in proportion to the number of electrons striking it, the

electron current flowing into the grid decreases as the potential

of the grid is increased.

There is another way in which the tube can be used to give a

1 Proc. I.R.E., Vol. G, p. 5-35, 1918.
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negative resistance. In this case the grid is maintained at a posi-

tive potential with respect to the plate. The electrons passing

through the grid and striking the plate cause the emission of

secondary electrons from the plate and these are then drawn

over to the positive grid. The circuit arrangement for this case is

shown in Fig. 230. If ro is a resistance placed in the plate circuit,

then a potential Ep on the plate is given by

Ev= Eb— roll (2)

where Ip is the current in the plate circuit, and Eb the voltage

impressed on the plate circuit. Taking the point B of Fig. 16 as

Fig. 230.

the origin of coordinates, the sloping part ABC of the character-

istic can be represented by the equation

Iv= —mEn= (3)

where Vp is the plate resistance of the tube. Substituting equation

(2) into this equation we obtain,

Eb

rr,— rr
(4)

Differentiating Ip with respect to Eb, and multiplying by ro, we
get:

dip ro

dEb Tq- Tp
(5)
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tliat is, a potential variation applied to the plate gives a voltage

variation in the resistance ro which can be made very large by-

making ro nearly equal to rp. The device thus operates as an

amplifier.

Instead of using only the negative resistance characteristic

of the device, connected in the manner explained above, Hull also

made use of the normal amphfying property of the tube by insert-

ing a second grid. This device he called a " Pliodynatron." By
this means he has been able to obtain a voltage amplification of

1000 fold. To obtain such a high voltage amplification, however,

it is necessar}^ to make rp and ro nearly equal. When this is done

the device becomes unstable and needs careful adjustment and

constant attention. It was, however, found possible to obtain a

voltage amplification of 100 fold without trouble. It is doubtful

if a deface of this kind is as good as the audion, because by properly

designing the audion it is easy to obtain a voltage amplification of

several hundred fold, and since the audion does not possess a

falling characteristic, its operation is stable no matter how liigh

the amplification constant be made. In cases where it may be

necessary to use a negative resistance device, however, the dyna-

tron wdll be found to be of value and better than an arc, which

also shows a negative resistance characteristic. The dynatron,

for example, does not depend for its operation on the ionization of

gas or vapor and is therefore more reliable.

The dynatron can be used also to produce sustained oscilla-

tions if it be connected in a circuit of the type commonlj^ used in

connection with arcs. Fig. 231, for example, shows a circuit

which makes possible the production of sustained oscillations

with the djmatron. It was shown in Chapter VIII that the

total resistance in the output circuit will be zero if the effective

resistance of the oscillation circuit L, C, r, namely ?'o = 7t-,) is equal

to the negative resistance of the tube. Hence, by adjusting the

capacity C and the inductance L so that ro becomes equal to the

negative plate resistance of the tube, the total resistance of the

output circuit is zero, and the device will produce sustained oscil-

lations.

122. Tubes Containing More than One Grid. Various investi-

gators have suggested using two grids instead of one for special

purposes. Thus, R. A. Heising, for example, used a double grid
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tube as a modulator, in which the radio frequency is impressed

between the filament and one grid, and the audio frequency

between the filament and the other grid.

Fig. 231.

There are various circuits in which the tubes with double grids

can be used. In one type of circuit, for example, the grid nearest

to the anode is used as an auxiliary anode, while the grid nearest

to the cathode operates as a controlling electrode. In this case,

Fig. 232.

we can obtain the expression for the effective voltage as follows:

Referring to Fig. 232, let us first regard grid Gi as a cathode. Let

the amplification constant of the system so formed be 1x2 = —

;

72

then the effective voltage between Gi and G2 is

£'2 = 72-E' P~\~Eg2, (6)

where E'p is the potential on the plate, and Ec2 the potential

on the grid G2. This expression can be regarded as the effective

anode potential for the system: F (cathode), Gi (controlling elec-
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trode) and G2P(anode). Hence, the effective voltage between

F and Gi is

^1=71^2+^,1, (7)

where Egx is the potential on the grid Gi. Substituting the value

of E2 given by equation (6), we get the effective voltage between

F and Gi^ :

Ei=yi'Y2E'v+yiE,2-VE<,x, (8)

and the current is

/2=/2(Ti72^'p+71^.2+^.i) (9)

In the case of a tube containing only one grid the corresponding

expression for the current is

h=fi{yE,+E,), (10)

where 7 is the reciprocal of the amplification constant fx.

If we make the potential of the plate in the case of the double

grid tube equal to n times that of the grid Go, we can write equa-

tion (9):

/2=/2 (^7l72+ ^)£:%+ £'.l]. . . . (11)

This expression can be compared with that which holds for a singie

grid tube. Suppose that the amplification constant of the single

grid tube is such that 7 = 7172. Then we find that the ratio of

the negative potentials on the controlling grid, that are necessary

to reduce the current to zero in the two cases, is

l+^)f' (12)
y2n/ Ep

Thus, suppose the potential of the plate is the same in both cases,

and let n = 2, and 72 = 0.1. Then the intercept of the character-

istic on the axis of controlling grid voltage, in the case of the two

gi-ids, is about six times as large as in the case of the tube containing

only one grid. Other comparisons can be made if the form of

the characteristic of the double grid tube is known.

In operating a double grid tube in the manner described above,

the grid G2 is usually sufficiently positive to draw an appreciable

1 See also Barkhausen, Jahrb. d. drahtlosen Tel. u. Tel., Vol. 14, p. 43,

1919.
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number of electrons to it, and this decreases the current to the

plate. In general, such tubes are not as good as audions when
used for ordinary purposes. Circuits can, of course, be easily-

devised which enable one to make use of variations in the current

flowing to the second grid, as well as that flowing to the plate or

anode.

Another way in which double grid tubes can be used is to

use the grid nearest to the anode as the controlling electrode, and

apply a positive potential to the gi'id nearest to the cathode,

as has, for example, been done by Langmuir. This grid should

then preferably be placed close to the cathode, and the potential

appUed to it should be high enough to pull the electrons away
from the filament as fast as they are emitted from it, thus gi^ang

the condition for the saturation current. In this case the

space charge between the filament and the first grid is smaU.

If the second grid is kept negative with respect to the first

grid, the electrons passing through the first grid will be slowed

down in approaching the second grid, thus increasing the space

charge between the two grids, but the electrons in the space are

now spread throughout a greater volume, instead of being con-

centrated around the filament, and hence, potential variations

apphed to the second grid can be expected to produce relatively

large changes in current flowing to the anode. Here, again, the

first grids robs the plate of current, but the circuit could be so

arranged that use is made of the variation in both currents, namely,

that flowing to the plate and that to the first grid.

In using such devices, where electrons unpinge on a conductor

which does not have the highest positive potential in the system,

the effect of secondary electron emission must be taken into con-

sideration, because if the electrons unpinge with sufficient violence

on a conductor, secondary electrons are emitted from it, and if

there is another conductor, which is positive with respect to the

first, the secondary electrons will be drawn over to this positive

conductor. If the velocity with which the electrons impinge on

the first conductor is large enough, so many secondary electrons

can be emitted that electrons will flow out of this conductor

instead of into it, thus reversing the direction of the current.
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tecting current, 336, 349

Audion, 145

von Baeyer, 42

BaUantine, S., 199, 285

Barkhausen, 155, 382

Blue glow, 21

Bohr, 18

Boltzmann, 25

Bridge

:

use of audion in, 213

385
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Bright spots of coated cathodes, 85

Buckley, O. E., 375

Campbell, G. A., 139

Capacity:

input, 208, 212

electrode, see electrode, 205

Carbon button generator, 223

Carrier wave, 318

Carson, J. R., 261, 310, 378

Cathode

:

equipotential, 55

efficiency, 76

Characteristic

:

for concentric cylinders, 59

effect of curvature of, on operation

of tube, 73

dynamic, 295

effect of resistance on, 170

grid current, 186

lumped, 160

of inductive plate circuit, 174

of non-inductive plate circuit, 169

grid current-grid potential, 153

plate current-grid potential, 160

plate current-plate potential, 150

plate resistance, 196

static and dynamic, 170 et seq.

verification for thermionic ampli-

fier, 158

of thermionic valve, 50

for parallel plates, 54

influence of initial velocities on, 61

straightened by resistance, 128

Child, C. D., 55, 58

Coated filament, 81

operating temperature of, 81

See also Wehnelt cathode.

Collision, elastic, 20

ionization bj^ 21

Colpitts, E. H., 261, 294, 306

Colpitts' oscillator circuit, 282

Comparison of detectors, 346

Complex circuits, 290

Conductance

:

mutual, 166, 189, 269

measurement of mutual, 199, 203

reflex mutual, 166

Conductance

—

Continued

relation between mutual, of tube

and circuit, 279

Contact potential difference, 26

measurement of, 28

Convergence frequency, 21

Corpuscle, 1

Coupled circuits, 290

Coupling:

method of adjusting, 306

Current limitation

:

by space charge, 52

by voltage drop in filament, 64, 69

by thermionic emission, 70

Curvature of characteristic:

effect of, on operation of tube, 73

Davisson, C. J., 80, 82

Debije, P., 26

Delta rays, 47

Dember, H., 47

Detecting current, 169, 325

method of measuring, 335

r.m.s. value of, 328

as function of anode potential with-

out grid condenser, 331

with grid condenser, 359

Detecting efficiency, 344

Detection:

double, 365

with blacking condenser in grid

circuit, 332

theory of, 315

Detection coefficient, 326

measurement of, 339

as fimction of plate and grid poten-

tials, 328

Detectors, comparison of, 346

Dislodged electrons, current carried

by, 57

Dislodgment of electrons:

means of, 17, 30

from curved surfaces, 35

Distortion:

due to harmonics, 168

reduced by external resistance, 169

Distortionless amplification, 178

Dushman, 77, 84, 122, 129, 375
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Dynatron, 378, 380

Eccles, 155

Edison effect, 30

Efficiency

:

of cathode, 76 el seq.

thermionic, 77

for tungsten, 77

for coated filament, 80

detecting, 344

of thermionic oscillator, 298

rectification, 123 et seq.

Einstein, 20, 41

Electrode capacities, 178, 205

Electron:

accelerated, 13

current, 57

dislodgment of, 14

effect of electric field on motion of,

9

effect of magnetic field on motion

of, 10

electromagnetic mass of, 7

field of moving, 5

field of "stationary," 4

free, 23

longitudinal mass of, 8

mass of, 2, 6, 8

size of, 2, 8

transverse mass of, 8

Electrons:

free, 16

dislodgment of, 17, 30, 35

in equilibrium, 25

occurrence of, 16

Electron affinity, 24

effect of surface condition of cath-

ode on, 34

effect of, on saturation current, 79

relation between Richardson's con-

stant b and, 33

values of, 29

Electron evaporation constant, 24

Electrostatic voltmeter

:

vacuum tube as, 367

Elster and Geitel, 30

Emissivity, thermal, 75

Epstein, P. S., 63

Equipotential cathode, 55

Everitt, H. W., 200, 203

Falling characteristic, 170

Faraday, 2

Feed-back

:

Amplifier, 257

receiving circuit, 360

Filament current:

effect of, on amplification, 225

on oscillation, 308

Filament voltage drop

:

effect on characteristic, 64, 69

effect on detecting current, 329

Filter, 138, 216, 265, see also Wave
Filter

Fleming, 30, 111, 125

de Forest, 42, 145

Form factor, 125

values of, 128

Found, C. G., 375

Franck and Hertz, 20

Free electrons, 23

Frequency

:

effect of, in reducing rectification,

134

heterodyne method of generating

low, 377

obtainable with thermionic oscilla-

lator, 312

of oscillations in three-electrode

tube, 274

Fry, T. C, 63, 138

Gas:

effect of, on discharge, 86

effect of, on electron emission, 98
surface effect of, 86, 98

volume effect of, 86

Gauge, ionization, 91, 375

Gherardi, B., 262

Graetz, 130

Grainacher, H., 141

Grid:

action of, 146

effect of dimensions of, 228

screening effect of, 229
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Grid current characteristic, 153

in oscillator, 295

Grid leak resistance, 309

Grid potential, means of maintaining,

250

Grids, tubes containing two, 380

Hallwacks, 38

Harmonics, 168, 177, 282

Hartley, 257, 282, 287, 293, 313

oscillator circuit, 282, 313

Hazeltine, L. A., 165, 269, 280, 283

Heising, 280, 283, 308, 310, 323, 367,

380

Hertz, H., 38

Hertz and Franck, 20

Heterodj'ne

:

method of generating low frequen-

cy, 377

reception, 353 et seq.

High tension voltmeter:

vacuum tube as, 369

Homodyne, reception, 358

Hull, A. VV., 49, 132, 378, 380

Impact, elastic, 20

Impedance, input, 206, 212

Infra-saturation part of characteris-

tic, 71

Initial velocities:

of photo-electrons, 38

influence of on tube characteristic,

61

Input capacity, impedance, power,

etc., see corresponding nouns.

Ion:

negative, 19

positive, 18

Ionization, 16

by collision, 21

directive effect on flow of gas, 101

effect on infra-saturation, 93

effect on operation of oscillator, 101

effects of, 91

gauge, 91, 375

heating of cathode by, 92

at high pressure, 106

at low pressures, 90

Ionization, manometer, 375

proportional to low pressure, 91

voltage, 21, 22

Jewett, F. B., 262

Johnson, J. B., 213

King, R. W., 227, 234, 235

Langmuir, I., 55, 59, 75, 101, 154,

245, 383

Latour, M., 153, 187

von Laue, 227

Lenard, 42, 53

Life of a vacumn tube, 84
Lilienfeld, 53

Limitation of current, 52

by space charge, 52

by voltage drop in filament, 64, 69

by thermionic emission, 70

Limiting, power device, 373

Lorentz, 2, 8

IX, see Amplification Constant.

Manometer, inozation, 375

Marconi, 112

MaxT\^ell, 227, 232

Mean free path of electrons in gases,

88 et seq.

Meissner, 290

IMicrophone generator, 223, 339

for obtaining modulated waves, 348

IMiles of standard cable:

amplification expressed in, 218

audibility expressed in, 351

relation between amplification and,

219

Miller, J. M., 194, 197, 205, 209, 290

Millikan, R. A., 13, 41

Modulated current, r.m.s. value of,

328

ISIodulated wave:

equation for, 319

completely, 321

method of obtaining completely,

342

Modulation

:

double, 365
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Modulation

—

Continued

systems of, 322

theory of, 315

Morecroft, J. H., 303

Multiplex telegraphy and telephony,

364

Multi-stage amplifier, 184, 252

design of, 256

with inductive connection, 252

with inter-tube transformers, 253

with non-inductive connection, 253

phase relations in, 260

Music, transmission of, 254

Mutual admittance, see Admittance.

Mutual conductance, see Conduct-

ance.

Negative carriers, 71, 96

Negative resistance, 48, 108, 379, see

also Resistance, 271

Nichols, 205, 215

Occluded gases, effects of, 102

Operating parameters, influence of:

on amplification, 224

on oscillation, 307

Optimum voltage for rectification,

117 et seq.

Oscillation

:

ampUtude of, in vacuum tube, 279

conditions for, 267

in two-electrode tube, 269

in three-electrode tube, 271

Oscillation current as function of

filament current, 309

of anode potential, 311

equations of vacuum tube, 267

generator, 266 et seq.

Oscillations in amplifier circuits, 258

Oscillator:

tuned grid circuit, 284

with grid leak resistance, 309

with grid battery, 310

practical, circuits, 292

for extreme frequencies, 312

Oscillograms

:

of current in valve rectifier, 129

of oscillator output, 302, 305

Parasitic circuits, 285

Peltier effect, 27

Phase relations:

in amplifier, 174

in multi-stage amplifier, 260

in oscUlator, 280

Photo-electric

:

effect, 38

equation, 41

long wave-length limit, 42

Photo-electrons, maximum velocity

of, 38

Planck, 18, 20

Plate impedance, 160

Plate resistance, see also Resist-

ance.

characteristic, 196

Plate current, 177

Pliodynatron, 380

Poisson, 15, 52, 56

Positive electron, 2

Potential distribution:

in audion, 147, 148

for finite initial velocities, 62

for zero initial velocity, 56

Power

:

effect of anode potential on, from

oscillator, 312

in input circuit, 211

in output circuit of amplifier,

192

in output circuit of detector, 328

in output circuit of oscillator, 296

Power amplification, 185

Power-limiting devices, 373

Pure electron discharge, 22

Push-pull amplifier, 261

Radiation:

from atoms, 19

due to accelerated electron, 13

Radiation constant, 75

Radio transmitting and receiving

systems, 361 et seq.

Reactance, input, 208

Receiver shunt, 216

computation of, 222
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Receiver shunt for measuring ami)li-

fication, 218

for measuring audibility, 350

for measuring detecting current,

337

theory of, 221

Receiving systems, radio, 361

Recombination of ions, 96

Rectification:

conditions for, 109

efficiency, 123 et seq.

Regeneration, 287

Regulator

:

audion as current and voltage, 371

valve as voltage, 142

Repeater

:

Western Electric type, 239

circuit, 263

Resistance

:

computation of plate, 234

input, 208, 209, 212

measurement of plate, 195

negative, 271, 379

plate, 268

Richards, W. L., 262

Richardson, O. W., 24, 26, 31, 32, 53,

83

Saturation current, 50, 77

from contaminated tungsten, 37

effect of surface condition on, 37

from oxide-coated cathodes, 37

Schelleng, J. C, 303

Schottky, 55, 155, 227

von Schweidler, 53

Secondary electron emission, 47, 383

devices employing, 378

Singing

:

in amplifiers, 209, 259

in repeater circuits, 263

Soddy, 53

Space charge, 15, 55

current limitation by, 52

due to positive and negative car-

riers, 52

relation between potential distribu-

tion and, 15

Space current, 6, 57

control of, by third electrode, 42

as function of plate and grid poten-

tials, 46

Standard cable:

constants of, 218

Stefan-Boltzmann radiation law, 75

Stevenson, G. H., 198

Stoller, H. M., 142

Stoletow, 53

Stoney, G. J., 1

Strayfield, 146, 229

verification of, relation, 157

Structural parameters of tube, 226

Surface condition of cathode:

effect of, on electron affinity, 34

on saturation current, 37

on characteristic, 70

force on electrons, 23, 24

Switch, valve as high tension, 378

Telegraphy, multiplex, 364

Telephone amplifier, 262

Telephony, multiplex, 364

Temperature

:

effects of anode, on operation of

tube, 76

safe cathode, 85

saturation, 54, 308

Thermionic amplifier:

types of, 236 et seq.

Thermionic valve, 50

characteristics of, 51

as current limiting device, 124

as high power rectifier, 115

as high tension switch, 378

minimum resistance of, 126

types of, 120

voltage drop in, 115

Thermionic efficiency, 77

of coated cathode, 80

effects of electron affinity on, 78

of tungsten, 77

Third electrode for controlling space

current, 42, 146

Thomson, J. J., 1, 5, 55

Three-halves power equation:

for parallel plates, 58
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Throe-halves power equation

—

Con.

for concentric cylinders, 60

Transformer, input and output, 250

Transmitting systems, radio, 301

Two-way, one-repeater circuit, 264

Two-way, two-repeater circuit, 203

Vacuum, by vaporization of calcium,

53

Vacuum test for tubes, 105

Vacuum tubes:

types of, 120 el seq., 236 el seq.

Vallauri, 154

Valve detector, 111

with anode battery, 112

See also Thermionic Valve.

Voltage amplification, 181, 213, see

Amplification.

Voltage drop in filament, see Fila-

ment,

Voltmeter:

vacuum tube as electrostatic, 367

Wave filter, 138, see also Filter.

Wave shape:

of current in output of audion, 166

of current in valve, 116

of modulated current, 320

Wehnelt cathode, 25, see also Coated
Filament.

White, W. C, 313

Wilson, H. A., 99

Wilson, R. H., 251, 355, 368
Wilson, W., 64

Wold, P. I., 371, 377

X-radiation

:

characteristic, 47

general, 47

soft, 47
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